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...one need not read in the history or economics - that is, past economics - to master

present economists. ...the young economist will increasingly share the view of the

more advanced formal sciences that the history of the discipline is best left to those

underendowed for fully professional work at the modern level.

George Stigler: 'Does Economics have a useful Past?' 1965, p.107

Abstract

'Public Choice Theory' is defined by its proponents as 'the application of economics to

politics'. This thesis attempts to describe Public Choice Theory in its component parts and as

a coherent and potent contemporary factor in the political and educational scene. The

methodologies used are Foucauldian 'genealogy' and 'immanent critique', that is, the theory

is examined in its historical context and in terms of its own logic. The process by which this

theory has affected the educational situation in New Zealand is examined, and set in the

context of the wider application of economics to politics in this country generally. Some of

the major policy documents concerning Education are read closely in order to identify the

extent of the Public Choice Theory influence on them, Whilst Public Choice Theory is

commonly associated with the 'New Right' it is also the key element of 'analytic Marxism'.

Whether from 'left' or 'right,' Public Choice Theory, as a basis for the content or organisation

of education is presented as a historically contingent theory, making dubious claims to

scientific validation, and bringing about consistent changes in the nature of education and the

construction of persons engaged in it.
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Prologtre.

Public Choice is a vigorous growth industry. It has permeated New Zealand political life since

the mid 1980s. It has formed a robust theoretical underpinning to a radical programme of

reform, which has torn apart the lives and incomes of thousands of people in New 7-ealand

and elsewhere. It continues to be a popular form of thought in New Zealand despite its

monumental failure to deliver on the promised prosperity. It is seen as a necessary, almost

unavoidable mode of thought for any country contemplating reform. Although some countries

and agencies have decided that the New Zealand formula is too harsh for the political realities

of their particular circumstances, they continue to regard it as some form of ideal, the

paradigm towards which they should be working, to which, in time they will get closer.

My aim in writing this examination of the theory, and its origins and a case study of its

application to a particular area of government responsibility in New Zealand is to demonstrate

the limited form of rationality which undeqpins public choice, its inherent contradictions and

poor arguments, and its use of ancient metaphors and references, unacknowledged, which

lend to a theory which claims to take no position on personal choices, an element of social

and moral legitimation to which it has dubious claim.

My most serious concern about Public Choice is that, because it offers such a wide

interpretation of almost any action, and appears to have the legitimacy of science, logic and

economics, it has permeated the way people think so that to offer any other form of

explanation or procedure is tantamount to declaring oneself to be old-fashioned or irrational.

In other ways, by becoming the new mode of 'govemmentality' (Foucault, 1978) Public

Choice operates as a censorship system to keep out other forms of thought and to reinforce

itself. This has come about with amazing rapidity. It is reminiscent of the Culrural Revolution
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in more ways than one. The thought processes of virtr.rally everyone with bureaucratic,

financial, or political influence have been affected.

I have organized the thesis in the following way: The 'overview' is a summary of the theory

and its applications. Part I is an account of the theory using as far as possible Public Choice

theorists or theorists like Hayek who are very close to Public Choice and are approvingly

quoted by them, at least on some issues. I have done this so as not to confuse the account of

the theory with too much other, critical material. In the first part, the focus is on developing

an understanding of the range and nature of Public Choice Theory, including its internal

contradictions, but not using very much in the way of secondary sources or empirical accounts

as ways of illuminating or criticizing the theory.

In the second part 'Genealogies: the relation of Public Choice Theory to science', I have

examined the ancestry of the key terms of the theory, by means of a 'genealogical' (Foucault,

1976, p.83) account of the use of the term in the past. I do this because a large part of the

acceptability of public choice is derived from the use of ideas and metaphors which have a

long, respectable history, even though some of these ideas and metaphors in themselves are

completely contradictory to the general drift of public choice theory. The use of a

genealogical process in accounting for the ideas of Public Choice can be seen as a direct

confrontation to the 'scientific' position, derived from the status of economics as a science,

which would posit that Public Choice is 'always already' true, and that its history is irrelevant.

(This issue is discussed in the chapter 'Introducing the Theoretical basis', with which Part I

begins.)

Part III is concerned with the application of the theory. I suggest that rather than Iooking for

the direct influence of the 'seminal' text of Public Choice, Buchanan and Tullock's (1962)

The calculus of consenr. it is more productive to look for the 'conditions of possibility' than
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for a linear process of dissemination. There are educational and political dimensions to the

creation of the conditions in which public choice could gain acceptance in New Zealand.

Chronologically later than the acceptance of Public Choice in other fields of government,

education came under the attention of the Public Choice reformers in 1987. I argue that

although the programme was transparently that of Public Choice as far as Treasury and the

State Services Commission were concerned, to some politicians and to some influential

educationists, the picture was clouded by assumptions derived from the ambiguity of key

tefms.

As is likely always to be the case with public policy, the application of the theory was not

uncontested, or undiluted. The effects of the policies on education are instructive. Education

is regarded in New Zealand as being a key area of public policy, one that forms a large part of

the legitimation process of any government as well as an instrument for affecting hearts and

minds. Ndoliberal governments in New Zealand have well understood the point: the

interesting question is whether or not adherence to Public Choice actively interferes with

either of those two policy goals. Public Choice policies do pose major policies for the

legitimation of government policy, and education is being required to bear the brunt of

alienation of the poor from the rest of NZ society. At the same time that education is the one

of the few remaining government services which is available to all, at least at the compulsory

level of schooling, the insertion of the concepts of ndo-classical economics into the very

structures of education has altered the way in which education is conceptualized, its relation

to government and society. In similar fashion, it has altered the relations of people within it -
teachers, students, administrators, parents, volunteers - to each other. Some of these altered

relations are investigated in Chapter 15.

Before coming to my Conclusion, I look at the implications of Public Choice Theory for

people who do not conform to westem enlightenment assumptions about what it is to be
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'r,ational', 'individual', attd so on. The terrn 'indigelous' is inadequate here, but I am at a loss

f,or a better one. All people who do nst live their lives according to the tenets ef hamo

econottxica; might be ineluded in this accornt of the injurious effects that Pu,blic Choice

Theory has on human fives - alrd to sornc extent all of us differ frorn that model at sonne

points: of ouf livcs, so the a-ccount might, iro-nically, be rpad as universal.
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...one need not read in the history or economics - that is, past economics - to master
present economists. ...the young economist will increasingly share the view of the

more advanced formal sciences that the history of the discipline is best left to those

underendowed for fully professional work at the modern level.

George Stigler: 'Does Economics have a useful Past?' 1965, p.107

Abstract

'Public Choice Theory' is defined by its proponents as 'the application of economics to

politics'. This thesis attempts to describe Public Choice Theory in its component parts and as

a coherent and potent contemporary factor in the political and educational scene. The

methodologies used are Foucauldian 'genealogy' and 'immanent critique', that is, the theory

is examined in its historical context and in terms of its own logic. The process by which this

theory has affected the educational situation in New Znaland is examined, and set in the

context of the wider application of economics to politics in this country generally. Some of

the major policy documents concerning Education are read closely in order to identify the

extent of the Public Choice Theory influence on them. Whilst Public Choice Theory is

commonly associated with the 'New Right' it is also the key element of 'analytic Marxism'.

V/hether from 'left' or 'right,' Public Choice Theory, as a basis for the content or organisation

of education is presented as a historically contingent theory, making dubious claims to

scientific validation, and bringing about consistent changes in the nature of education and the

construction of persons engaged in it.
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Prologtre.

Public Choice is a vigorous growth industry. It has permeated New Zealand political life since

the mid 1980s. It has formed a robust theoretical underpinning to a radical programme of

reform, which has torn apart the lives and incomes of thousands of people in New Znaland

and elsewhere. It continues to be a popular form of thought in New Zealand despite its

monumental failure to deliver on the promised prosperity. It is seen as a necessary, almost

unavoidable mode of thought for any country contemplating reform. Although some countries

and agencies have decided that the New Zealand formula is too harsh for the political realities

of their particular circumstances, they continue to regard it as some form of ideal, the

paradigm towards which they should be working, to which, in time they will get closer.

My aim in writing this examination of the theory, and its origins and a case study of its

application to a particular area of government responsibility in New Zealand is to demonstrate

the limited form of rationality which underpins public choice, its inherent contradictions and

poor arguments, and its use of ancient metaphors and references, unacknowledged, which

lend to a theory which claims to take no position on personal choices, an element of social

and moral legitimation to which it has dubious claim.

My most serious concern about Public Choice is that, because it offers such a wide

interpretation of almost any action, and appears to have the legitimacy of science, logic and

economics, it has permeated the way people think so that to offer any other form of

explanation or procedure is tantamount to declaring oneself to be old-fashioned or irrational.

In other ways, by becoming the new mode of 'governmentality' (Foucault, 1978) Public

Choice operates as a censorship system to keep out other forms of thought and to reinforce

itself. This has come about with amazing rapidity. It is reminiscent of the Cultural Revolution
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in more ways than one. The thought processes of virtually everyone with bureaucratic,

financial, or political influence have been affected.

I have organized the thesis in the following way: The 'overview' is a summary of the theory

and its applications. Part I is an account of the theory using as far as possible Public Choice

theorists or theorists like Hayek who are very close to Public Choice and are approvingly

quoted by them, at least on some issues. I have done this so as not to confuse the account of

the theory with too much other, critical material. In the first part, the focus is on developing

an understanding of the range and nature of Public Choice Theory, including its internal

contradictions, but not using very much in the way of secondary sources or empirical accounts

as ways of illuminating or criticizing the theory.

In the second part 'Genealogies: the relation of Public Choice Theory to science', I have

examined the ancestry of the key terms of the theory, by means of a 'genealogical' (Foucault,

1976, p.83) account of the use of the term in the past. I do this because a large part of the

acceptability of public choice is derived from the use of ideas and metaphors which have a

long, respectable history, even though some of these ideas and metaphors in themselves are

completely contradictory to the general drift of public choice theory. The use of a

genealogical process in accounting for the ideas of Public Choice can be seen as a direct

confrontation to the 'scientific' position, derived from the status of economics as a science,

which would posit that Public Choice is 'always already' true, and that its history is irrelevant.

(This issue is discussed in the chapter 'Introducing the Theoretical basis', with which Part I

begins.)

Part III is concerned with the application of the theory. I suggest that rather than looking for

the direct influence of the 'seminal' text of Public Choice, Buchanan and Tullock's (1962)

The calculus of consent. it is more productive to look for the 'conditions of possibility' than
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for a linear process of dissemination. There are educational and political dimensions to the

creation of the conditions in which public choice could gain acceptance in New Zealand.

Chronologically later than the acceptance of Public Choice in other fields of government,

education came under the attention of the Public Choice reformers in 1987. I argue that

although the programme was transparently that of Public Choice as far as Treasury and the

State Services Commission were concerned, to some politicians and to some influential

educationists, the picture was clouded by assumptions derived from the ambiguity of key

terns.

As is likely always to be the case with public policy, the application of the theory was not

uncontested, or undiluted. The effects of the policies on education are instructive. Education

is regarded in New Zealand as being a key area of public policy, one that forms a large part of

the legitimation process of any government as well as an instrument for affecting hearts and

minds. N6o-liberal governments in New 7,e,aland have well understood the point: the

interesting question is whether or not adherence to Public Choice actively interferes with

either of those two policy goals. Public Choice policies do pose major policies for the

legitimation of government policy, and education is being required to bear the brunt of

alienation of the poor from the rest of NZ society. At the same time that education is the one

of the few remaining government services which is available to all, at least at the compulsory

level of schooling, the insertion of the concepts of n6o-classical economics into the very

structures of education has altered the way in which education is conceptualized, its relation

to government and society. In similar fashion, it has altered the relations of people within it -
teachers, students, administrators, parents, volunteers - to each other. Some of these altered

relations are investigated in Chapter 15.

Before coming to my Conclusion, I look at the implications of Public Choice Theory for

people who do not conform to western enlightenment assumptions about what it is to be
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'ratlonal', 'individual', and so ojr. The tenn'indigenorrs' is inadeguate he.re, but I am at a loss

f,or a be.tter one. AII people who do not live thoir n-ves according to the tenets of lwmo

eeonantiew mightbe included ill this aocount of the iniiurious effects that Public Choiee

Theory has on hiuuran lives - amd to sonre exte{t all of us dirff.er from that rnodel at some

points of our livcs, so the aceount migh! ironically, be read as universal.
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Introduction : Ov erview

Choosing determines all human decisions. In making his choice man chooses not only

between various material things and services. /// human values are offered for option. All
ends and means, both material and ideal issues, the sublime and the base, the noble and the

ignoble, are ranged in a single row and subjected to a decision which picks out one thing and

sets aside another. Nothing that men aim at or want to avoid remains outside of this

arrangement into a unique scale of graduation and preference. The modern theory of value

widens the scientific horizon and enlarges the field of economic studies. Out of the political

economy of the classical school emerges the general theory of human action, praexology.

Ludwig von Mises Human Action (1949)

The Argument.

Education as a discipline, a field of khowledge, has been largely supplanted in schools, and

universities and other institutions of learning by public choice theory. Essentially, this

'theory' is a practice, the application of economics to politics and to other areas of human

activity where economics has not traditionally been held to be an appropriate form of

knowledge.

Under cover of 'rationality' and 'efficiency' economics has moved into disciplines where it

has no traditional authority. Economists, or Public Choice theorists, are not particularly well-

informed about education, and the application of their principles to this highly complex social

arena is of dubious value. It is based on a belief in the scientific foundation of economic

principles which does not stand up to examination.

Users of Public Choice Theory have appropriated the language: changed, attenuated, distorted

it without telling us what they are up to. They have ruled educationists' Iegitimate

considerations irrelevant, or even to be signs of non-legitimate self-interest, and have taken

Adam Smith's notion that the economy is co-extensive with the market to extreme lengths,

with the result that, the 'economy' is apparently co-extensive with all human activity.



I argue, that not only are there significant internal contradictions within the theory advanced

by Public Choice Theory, but that its basis, the scientific authority of economics is suspect,

and that therefore, there is no reason to believe that economics, or Public Choice Theory

offers a better basis for making decisions than the usual modes of social, political and ethical

thought. In this thesis I hope to show, both that economics does not have the secure basis in

science that it is widely assumed to have, that its use of the language of economics often,

perhaps in part because of the inclination of Public Choice Theory and economics to

mathematical representation, involves a cut-down version of the concept, deprived of much of

its richness and reduced to caricature.

The term 'accountability' might be used to illustrate the argument. This term derives from the

idea of rendering an account, a narrative, and has become identified with the business context,

so that one gives a summary of transactions to the person who has provided money, either as

investment or as wages. The process implied by 'accountability' follows a simple linear

pattern: the agent is accountable to the principal, the clerk to the manager, the manager to the

owner or shareholders, the teacher to the Principal, the Principal to the Board of Trustees, the

Board to the Education Review Office.

The principle the term replaces however is far more complex. The notion of 'professional

responsibility' embraced accountability, but included extra dimensions. The agent is not

account-able only in a narrow sense, but respons-ible, that is, in the position of having to

answer for their actions, to other persons who may be affected by their actions: the teacher is -

or was - responsible not only to the Principal, but to the students; to their parents; to the

school as a particular community; to the local community; to the wider community, 'society';

to the public education system itself, assuming the teacher is employed within that system, or

to the'school' if employed in aprivate school; totheprofessional body, otherteachers; to

principles of ethics; to the law, to institutions such as universities or employing bodies to



which the students may progress. Much of this respons-ibility may exist only within the

teacher's own head, in a sense, because they may never, particularly if they discharge these

responsibilities in an unexceptionable way, be called on for their response. Nonetheless, it is

an important ingredient of every decision the teacher, or the education administrator makes.

Or was. The principles of accountability lay the teacher open to the stronger possibility of

conflict between ethical requirements, because it is no longer open to the teacher to reconcile

conflicting demands. Accountabitity implies a stronger injunction that the teacher considers

only formal lines of authority, and ignores the larger questions in favour of administrative or

regulatory requirements. This kind of change in the use of language is typical of the discourse

of public choice: in this thesis the terms 'homo economicuJ', and 'added value' are closely

examined to trace changes of this nature.

Public Choice

In context, Public Choice is one - or a group - of those theories which together constitute the

'new right', as it was named by David Collard in 1968 (Collard, 1968), or economic

rationalism, or neo-liberalism, or ordo-liberalism, as it is known in various places. It has had a

profound effect on political thinking and reform movements in government, administration

and education across the Western world, and is being imported into the non-Western world

through the medium of Western advisors in economics, politics and education. It is therefore a

highly important matter for study and understanding.

The defining core of public choice theory is the transposition of certain elements of economic

theory into matters which have traditionally been seen as being of political, social, ethical or

educational import rather than as part of the discipline of economics. Denis Mueller for

instance defined the theory thus: Public choice is the application of the theories of

economics, particularly those relating to competition, to the political arena. (Mueller,

1989 p. l)



The matter is not however quite so simple: some theories of economics are included in this

transference and some are not. Douglas Vickers (1995) for instance discusses how more

recent theory is omitted in favour of classical economics. I will argue that this apparent

ingenuity is not accidental or without consequence. The theories of economics which are

applied to the political arena are carefully selected, and tend to certain conclusions. The

Public Choice theorists are conscious themselves of their philosophical heritage and eager to

claim it, or at least part of it.

The distinctive elements of Public Choice Theory have to be set in a historical context, both to

show the stated and unstated aims of the proponents of the theory, and also to illustrate the

theoretical and historical references which a number of these ideas carry. This will involve an

investigation of the key economic theories in the context of their own times, and an account of

the genealogy of the most significant terms. In so doing, questions may be raised about the

process of metaphor by which the episteme of economics is held to be applicable to the

episteme of politics and social phenomena.

During the period of the fourth New Zealand Labour Government from 1984 to 1990 these

theories were put into operation in the field of government activity at a pace seldom seen in

any period of time. The businesses which the govemment owned on behalf of the people of

New Zealand were substantially sold off, the'core'of govemment was trimmed and to a

certain extent 'reformed' into a format which mimicked the structure of markets. This process

started to affect education with the 'Picot Report'of 1988.

Under the National government, elected in 1990, the governing powers continued on the same

path. This path has been substantially formed by Public Choice Theory. The effects on

education have been profound, affecting not only the administrative structure which was

radically reorganised, but the very relations of teachers, parents, governing committees, and

students.
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Definition

Public Choice, being derived from the discipline of economics shares with that discipline the

belief that it is absolute: true for all time and place, outside history and culture, simply 'true'. It

is therefore possible to say 'Public Choice theorists hold this or that opinion', but it will

become apparent that when set into a historical context Public Choice becomes something

slightly different to the objective, scientific mode of thought which it claims to be. However, I

will start with a description of that objective, scientific mode of thought, and then proceed to a

genealogy, in Foucauldian terms, of the component parts of that mode of thought.

The Theorists

The seminal work of Public Choice is The Calculus of Consent, published in 1962 by James

Buchanan and Gordon Tullock.

One can, with justification, question whether public choice would have emerged as a

separate, well-defined field within economics and political science had Buchanan and

Tullock not fathered the field they helped spawn with the degree of paternalistic care

with which they did. (Mueller, 1993,p.435)

Buchanan was a Professor of Economics at the Virginia Polytechnic Institute, and Tullock,

originally a State Department career diplomat, was seconded at Buchanan's suggestion to

Virginia, where he became 'Professor of Economics and Public Choice'.

At the same time Milton Friedman was publishing work in a similar vein. The connecting

tissue was the 'Mt Pelerin Society', founded by F. A. Hayek in 1948 with the express purpose

of using the publicity and popularization techniques of the Fabian society to advance the

opposite viewpoint, a'liberal'viewpoint, in a very specific sense of being opposed to all forms

of collective action in favour of individualism and 'freedom', seen as the emancipation of

individuals from collectively imposed restraints. (Cockett, 1994). The offshoots of the Mt

Pelerin society are the right-wing 'think-tanks', now found in virtually every part of the



world. The first of these think-tanks, the 'Institute for Economic Affairs', has been of critical

importance. Not only has it had direct influence upon British politicians, particularly Enoch

Powell, Margaret Thatcher and Keith Joseph, but it published a series of short, easily read

pamphlets, the 'Hobart papers' which were of critical importance in circulating the ideas of

neo-liberalism in general and public choice in particular throughout the world.

The ideas of Public Choice were further refined over the next thirty years, but the substance

remains the same as it was delineated in 1962: writers such as Denis Mueller (1989, 1993),

William Niskanen (1971), and Mancur Olson (1965), explored the application of particular

ideas like that of the rational utility maximizer, so as to produce case studies or enlightening

explanations, but the parameters remained unchanged. Therefore I will use The Calculus of

Consent as the defining statement on the nature of public choice.

The Calculus of Consent is, as Buchanan points out in the Preface, an attempt to use the

methodology, the conceptual apparafus, and the analytics 'from the discipline that has as its

subject the economic organization of such a sociery (of free men)'. Buchanan does not attempt

a justification of the transference of these techniques, except in rather poetic terms of hoeing

along fence-rows, with reference to Robert Frost. The universality of knowledge is assumed,

not interrogated, and the universal justification of the central tenets of classical economics is

likewise assumed. (Buchanan and Tullock, 1962, p.v)

The basis of analysis, says Buchanan, is 'methodological individualism'. Methodological

individualism' involves seeing all human behaviour as the outcome of individual choices:

'Analysis ... represents an attempt to reduce all issues of political organization to the

individual's confrontation with alternatives and his choice among them. His "logic of choice"

becomes the central part of the analysis, and no position need be taken concerning the

ultimate goals or criteria that should direct his choice' Methodological individualism then is

'value-free'. The book, Calculus of Consent is concerned with the way in which the individual
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calculates his choices - orders his preferences - in the constitutional or political context, in a

similar sense to that in which he might choose between radial and fabric tyres for his car.

'Public Choice'then is about the public at all, only insofar as the public comprises individuals.

It is a study of the way in which individuals 'order their preferences', given certain

assumptions about the nafure of individuals, and the choices which will be made available to

them. The expected outcome of these choices - which will be fairly predictable because of the

highly determined prior, universalizing, description of the individual, can then be used to

analyze the functioning of, for instance, bureaucrats or teachers, or parents, or board members

or students, or schools - and circumstances can then be manipulated by the knowing policy

maker in such a way as to take account of the calculations being made by the individual under

scrutiny in order to put the choice-maker into a position where the outcome of the chooser's

('autonomous') calculations (Marshall, 1994,1995) will be the outcome most pleasing to the

policy-maker, or tax-payer. Because this is a scientific undertaking, universally applicable, the

results can be happily transferred from one cultural setting to another, to the advantage of all.

Key elements

The key elements of Public Choice are: the use of 'methodological individualism', and the

idealization of the market as the model of optimal human interaction. Methodological

individualism involves focus on the individual as the atomic particle of human life - the

indivisible, clearly defined scientific basis of human interaction. The formulation of this idea

comes from Hayek and is ratified by Popper (O'Neill, 1973). The individual thus used as the

basis of human being has diverse origins: in 'homo economicus', in Jeremy Bentham's

'rational utility maximizer', in Hobbes's mechanical man, in the mediaeval 'economicus'- the

steward, and in the Calvinistic individual salvatee.



The individual thus defined must interact with other human beings in some way. The

preferred model of interaction in public choice theory is that of the market. This preference is

incorporated without much examination from the classical economists, of whom the

paramount example is Adam Smith. The justification usually given is that the market is 'fair'

in that it allows two individuals to make an exchange which advantages both of them, that the

rules of such exchange are clearly understood and obeyed, and than it does least possible

violation to the freedom of individuals. The market is an optimally efficient device for

allocating scarce resources. It also has a metaphysical element: that the market by some

undefined means renders the myriad choices of individuals into the best possible resolution of

the interests of all.

The justification 'fair'derives strength from the 'Pareto principle' (Buchanan and Tullock,

1962, p.189) which countenances only changes which do not disadvantage any participants.

On this basis it is argued the market does serve the interests ofjustice since no one has to

conduct an exchange which is not to their advantage.

The process of the market, presuming that coercion is not used - this is a space in which

governments are required, to guarantee the integrity of markets - is held to allocate scarce

resources in the most efficient manner possible. Allocation by means of any form of collective

action or agreement - 'planning'for example, or government or local body decision, is held to

be necessarily inefficient and to interfere with the more efficient and equitable function of the

market proper. It is from this tenet that the substantial literature which attacks all forms of

'collectivism' and 'bureaucracy'is derived. Known variously as'rent-seeking', 'provider

capture', 'new public management', 'new institutional economics' and'principal - agency

theory' (or the' principal - agency problem'), this element of public choice theory has had a

profound effect on the restructuring of government in New Zealand, and indeed elsewhere.

(Writers in this field include Gordon Tullock, Mancur Olson, W. Niskanen.) Education in



New Zealand, having been for more than a hundred years a major concern of government,

supported a substantial bureaucracy and was therefore subject to close attention from public

choice theorists. The New Zealand Business Round Table (Ron Trotter, Roger Kerr, for

instance) devoted much attention to education.

Application to New Zealand

This form of thinking about government, the state, welfare and other government-provided

services became so pervasive in the early 1980s in New Zealand that one senior civil servant

when asked where these ideas had come from said they were 'in the air - everywhere'. They

were part of the education of every economist trained in the 1970s, -for instance in the

textbooks written or compiled by A.A.Alchian (1964 and repeated editions) - and thus were

strongly represented in Treasury, which had more than a usual number of young graduates,

many of the older civil servants having tired of being disregarded by Muldoon and left.

Muldoon's refusal to listen to the young economists left many of them free to study and in fact

several wrote PhD theses whilst waiting for the call from government. When the call came,

Treasury was well prepared. Even before the change of government in New Zealand,

Treasury's ideas spread, through the medium of seconded officers to the opposition benches

(Jesson, l9S8). By the time the Labour party was elected in 1984 the appropriate politicians

had been inculcated into the faith, which achieved canonical form in the Treasury briefing

papers to government in 1984 and 1987.

The Labour government of 1984 applied the tenets of Public Choice to the businesses owned

by the state: the telecommunications system, the nationally owned banks, government printing

office, etc. The public rationale was the repayment of debt: the actual figures make it plain

that this was not the reason, just the justification. The reasons were in the theory, to do with

more efficient running of the country and government, self-reliance, choice and so on.
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The Labour government returned in 1987 continued the

the 'core'public sector: health, welfare and education.

prograrrme, but now it focussed on

Education

This quotation from Professor S. R. Dennison, at one time Vice Chancellor of Hull

University, writing in 'Hobart Paper no l9', illustrates in a distilled way the application of

public choice theory to education:

Far from the state being necessary a market is usually superior in meeting the wants of
individuals as they themselves judge them in the light of their own circumstances; and

the market does so with economy and efficiency in the use of scarce resources.

Further, in meeting the genuine wants of individuals 'social' objectives are more likely
to be achieved than by imposing political objectives administered by bureaucrats,

Finally, state provision, especially if a monopoly, creates problems which profoundly
affect not only the operation of the service but also the whole political, economic and

social structure. (Dennison, 1984, p.8)

At the level of the provision of services then, public - that is, individual - choice would

replace central planning and administration, bureaucratic governmental or regional control,

with market processes. This can be seen in practice in varying forms, from total privatization

at one extreme, through 'SOEs' (State Owned Enterprises - an original New Zealand form of

reorganising Government departments and businesses in the market mould) and virtual

markets - involving differing amounts of choice for the 'consumer' and 'accountability' for the

provider - to quite fictitious pseudo-markets in which people quite without choice or control,

I ike welfare beneficiaries. are renamed'cu stomers'.

Constitutional Economics

But there is still a more profound level at which Public Choice has a programme for change:

in the realm of politics-as-voting. The ballot is seen simply as the registration of preferences.

The choosing of policies or parties is analogous to the choosing of rice bubbles or cornflakes.

Based on'Arrow's theorem'(Arrow, l95l), at base Condorcet's paradox, (Condorcet, 1785, in
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Cranston, 1986) and a degree of contractarianism, Buchanan and Tullock have devised a

whole new constitutional scheme which they call 'constitutional economics', although it has in

fact little to do with economics, and a great deal to do with enshrining certain reforms which

are held to be desirable because 'fair" (in the Pareto sense), so that they are beyond the power

of politicians to change.

The context of New Zealand education

Public choice in New Zealand,like any theoretically-based programme has had to deal with

strongly felt beliefs and practices from earlier stages of political development. The final

outcome has always or almost always to represent a compromise. In the case of education the

principles enunciated above by Dennison had to contend with both the Beeby-Fraser

memorial of universal public education to develop the capacities of each child to the fullest,

and also with the currently popular'self-managing schools'and devolution movements.

Fortunately, or unfortunately, there are very strong points of contact and agreement between

these movements and the public choice theory, - in fact I argue that the self-managing

schools movement is a special case of Pubtic Choice Theory, so compromise was not

(immediately) too stressful. Later however the stresses became apparent, and the two

movements had to give way before the priorities of public choice theory. The strength of

public feeling on the provision of education by the state has meant that in New Zealand a

'virtual'market rather than a'real' market has been developed, i.e. that state schools compete

with each other within the context of funding by the state rather than that private schools

compete with each other within the context of parent funding, but the results have

nevertheless been marked. It is argued here that the social outcomes have been predictable

and are not innocent of design.
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Analytic Marxism

Much of the critique of this theory will be developed throughout the description and

genealogy. There is however a substantial body of literature which attempts to use some of

the features of public choice within a different theoretical framework, i.e. which criticizes part

of the theory, but finds other parts acceptable, and a more significant and growing literature

which traces the logical and empirical problems which the practice of Public Choice brings to

light. Among the former I have looked at Jon Elster, John E. Roemer, Patrick Dunleavy, and

among the latter one might number Fred Block, Douglas Vickers, Barry Smart, Stretton and

Orchard, Nikolas Rose, and others.

The New 7*aland story has provoked a great flurD, of writing, and I doubt if I shall be able to

do it justice. Some of the works which have used are written by: Geoff Bertram, Jonathon

Boston, Roger Dale, Paul Dalziel, Brian Easton, Tim Hazledine, Prue Hyman, Bruce Jesson,

Joce Jesson, James Marshall, Michael Peters, Graeme Scott, etc.... I apologise to those authors

whose works I have read but not noted.

Recent explanations

Critics have viewed the theoretical background to the public choice theory in a number of

ways. Perhaps the most cynical is Brian Easton (1993) who regards the contemporaneity of

the bursting of the financiers'bubble in 1987 with the pressure on the government to

corporatize and privatize as being more than coincidental. The inference must be that Public

Choice is simply a rationalization, a marketing exercise for a product called'greed'. Jonathon

Boston, who adopts an'objective'stance, but nonetheless seems to have become an apologist

for ndo-liberal policies defines public choice, and lists its mdor features without giving an

account of its theoretical underpinnings. '...the central tenet is that all human behaviour is

dominated by self interest', and it has 'focused on four major themes...'. (Boston 1996,p.39-

40)
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Jane Kelsey, ( 1995) sees the reforms as being both the expression of malign global influence

and the hastiness of pressure groups within New Zealand to apply theories which originate in

the United States, and to a lesser extent the OECD, IMF and GATT without proper

examination or adaptation to local conditions. But the purpose of her book is to detail the

disastrous results rather than to examine the validity of the arguments which construct the

configuration of the n6o-liberal regime.

Most critics of the reforms e.g. Ivan Snook (1994), Ros Noonan (1994), tended to list a few

characteristics of New Right or n6o-liberal thought and allow the awe-fullness, the spectacular

difference from the assumptions and shared values of writer and reader to fill in the gap of

critique. This might indeed be a good move, since it offends no one who is a potential ally in

resistance, not the classical liberals, the Marxists, the n6o-Marxists, critical theorists,

Foucauldians, Maori, nor social democrats, all of whom could reasonably be expected to be

offended by some part of the reform programme and its justification.

Such analysis as there has been has often amounted to naming - Novick (Snook, 1994),

Chicago School (Easton, 1988), Williamson and technopols (Kelsey,1995), Gareth Morgan

(Hyman, 1994). Among the exceptions are Patrick Fitzsimons (1997), with his analysis of

Human Capital theory, especially on the writings of Gary Becker, and James Marshall (1996),

who has applied Foucauldian ideas to the concept of the individual found in n6o-liberal

writing, Michael Peters ( l9S4) and Geoff Bertram ( 1984), who put the reforms into a

historical and philosophical context.

The historical origins are readily identified: Hobbes, Smith, Hayek, Mill, (although there is a

strong reluctance to implicate Mill!) but the arguments themselves are seldom scrutinized, and

the theoretical paradigm never. The rebuttal in the earlier writings was almost to dramatize an

instinctual repugnance, or to point out that the n6o-liberal programme was self-contradictory

e.g. tending to less freedom rather than more (Marshall 1996) (Codd and Gordon, 1990)
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(through 'devolution') or depriving rather than benefitting the taxpayer (Snook, l9g4), or that

on empirical grounds that it had failed to deliver what it was believed to have promised.

(Easton, 1998; Kelsey 1995; Hazledine, 1996)

None of these interpretations preclude further investigation except the Easton ( 1993) idea: if

n6o-liberal theory was simply a smokescreen for what amounts to an economic or economists'

coup d'dtat, then consideration of its theoretic content is a waste of time. Indeed, if one

accepts the public choice based view of Niskanen, (197l, p.22), the reforms were simply a

special (and spectacular) case of rent-seeking or provider capture, with Treasury as the

bureaucratic Niskananian villeins and Roger Douglas as their colonised representative-dupe.

In the case of this interpretation, (which can also be found in Goldfinch (1997), and Kelsey

(1995) among others), again, further consideration of the theoretical underpinnings is unlikely

to be profitable.

In relation to these considerations I first wish to contest the specific claims of rationalizing

and rent-seeking as explanations of the events of 1984 -94. and then to discuss the value of

conducting a theoretic investigation.

The argument that the drive to corporatization and privatization was driven by the greed of

desparate investors, and that the relevant theory was simply rationalization, is not supported

by the timetable: The SOE Act was passed in 1986, the Stock Market Crash happened in

1987.In broader terms, as Jesson (1989) argues, the 'crisis of capital' may well have

precipitated a search for new (and easy) sources of profit. The explanation still does not

determine what form that search should have taken. The particular shape of the reforms,

although perhaps driven by macro-economic forces, took on a particular format, one which

emphasized the 'micro-economic' in fact. Why? Why was this particular discourse so readily

accepted? If this discourse had not been available would the crisis of capital have taken a

different form?
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In addition, the drive to n6o-liberalism is global: even countries experiencing healthy rates of

growth, e.g. Malaysia, (Rizvi, 1996) have been exploring ndo-liberal constructs, although few

with the fervour of New Zealand. The local conditions of New Zealand in 1987 will not

suffice to explain changes in Malaysia, Australia, Britain or Papua New Guinea.

Why should the theoretical background to current ideas matter anyway? Should the ideas not

be examined on their own merits, and accepted or rejected as they fit the case? The problem

with that project is that the ideas themselves form our pattern of thinking, so that we have no

firm ground on which to stand from which to decide whether or not they do'fit the case'. They

form the case, literally, of our thoughts, the boundaries and structures. The 'rent-seeker'

interpretation of the actions of Treasury is an example: instead of putting the theory under a

wider scrutiny the actions of its proponents are examined in the terms of its own discourse.

There can be an appropriate setting for this, but it does not provide analytic tools of any great

use.

In the essay 'What is Enlightenment?' Michel Foucault issues a sort of call to arms, to conduct

criticism 'as a historical investigation into the events that have led us to constitute ourselves as

subjects of what we are doing, thinking, saying:

...It is genealogical in its design and archaeological in its method. Archaeological - and

not transcendental - in the sense that it will not seek to identify the universal structures

of all knowledge or of all possible moral action, but will seek to treat the instances of
discourse that articulate what we think, say, and do as so many historical events. ...It is

not seeking to make possible a metaphysics that has finally become a science; it is

seeking to give new impetus, as far and wide as possible, to the undefined work of

freedom. (Foucault, 1984, p.46)

The reason for seeking to identify the underlying patterns of thought behind public choice,

both the assumed and the overt is that, by making them plain and locating them in the

historical context in which they develop, it is possible to enable the careful consideration
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whether or not these patterns of thought are justifiable and applicable outside their original

context - to conduct the 'undefined work of freedom'.

Perhaps the rnajor consideration is that, no matter how cynical some of the players may have

been, many people have embraced some, or all of the n6o-liberal rhetoric, even whilst

themselves suffering from its consequences, in the (altruistic?) belief that this was a

necessary, good and just corrective to the economic problems of the nation. The meagre

consolations offered by ndo-liberalism are hope for the future in restructuring and the

derogatory discourse of welfare dependency. This puts the believer who has been

'restructured' into an impossible, damaging, personal and political situation. It is a worthwhile

function of academics to provide people with alternative tools for theorizing their own lives.

If the validity of these arguments is not effectively challenged they will continue to resurface

in inappropriate places, because they have been so effectively circulated that some of the

major metaphors at least - particularly that of the market for forms of social and political

interaction - have become part of everyday discourse.
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Part I: Fundamentals

What a piece of work is a man! How noble in reason! How infinite in faculty! In form, in

moving, how express and admirable! In action, how like an angeMn apprehension, how like a

god! The beauty of the world! The paragon of animals! - Wm Shakespeare'

Public Choice Theory constitutes a displacement: the ideas of economics are transferred into

the fields of social and political activities. In this Part, I have attempted first to give an overall

picture of the theory, (the theoretical basis) on which this thesis is structured. Then I have

atrempted to describe the most significant of the elements of Public Choice Theory, (The

Basic Elements) taken as they are from a particular reading of economics, and show how they

are built up into a theoretical structure which has been widely seen as 'robust'. These

elements are homo economicus, methodological individualism, rationaliry, and the market.

These concepts are the building blocks from which Public Choice theorists have been able to

re-construct our notions of government, of the relations of people in government departments

with each other and with their 'customers'. In particular, these are the keys to understanding

the ways in which change has occurred in the ways in which people in education -students,

teachers, parents and adminstrators - relate to each other.

Supply Side Economics deals with the application of the theory to government: in this chapter

the conceptual framework in which the changes in education have taken place should become

clearer to the reader. Government is regarded as an inherently inefficient market in services,

with obvious implications for a public education system. Public Choice Theory is very uneasy

with democratic rule by majority vote, and the notion of constitutional change is investigated

in this chapter. The Calculation of Consent shovts the technical detail of the argument used by

Buchanan and Tullock to demonstrate that individual decision-making is always more

'efficient' than group decision-making, and to explain the process by which they would
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change constitutional procedures to take account of this fact, yet allow government to

continue to function, in a way which does not override the interests of any individual.
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Chapter 7: Introducing the Theoretical

Groundwork.

The history of the present

This thesis constitutes an investigation into part of the intellectual background to the changes

made in New Zealand policy environment, with particular focus on education.The

conventional way to do this is to explain the theory in its original or seminal form, trace the

steps by which it was introduced into the policy scenario, and then document its application,

and perhaps make some reference to the ways in which it has suffered distortion in the 'real'

world. Such a process depends on a differentiation between 'ends' -established by high

theory - and' means' which represent the actual implementation of the theory. Although this is

an attractive analytical procedure in this case, I reject it because it oversimplifies the way in

which this theory has become embedded in New Zealandpolicy. The path I have chosen is

somewhat similar but has some significant differences.

I have undertaken an explication of the 'pure' form of the theory, relying on Buchanan and

Tullock and the Calculus of Consent to assist me. But in trying to understand this work I have

retraced its ancestry - that is, I have investigated its genealogy. And in so doing, I have found

a critique of the work itself, implicit in the history of its ideas. This is what Foucault intends

by the practice of genealogy. I have not undertaken an authoritative 'history' of these ideas, in

their own context and time, preferring, as Foucault suggests to locate my history as a history

of the present (Foucault, 1977a, p. 3l). I am interested only in the formation of certain

concepts which have been arrogated by Public Choice Theory, and effectively claimed as

inventions of Public Choice Theory, when they are nothing of the kind, although their

application and implications are often radically innovative.
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In looking at the application to New Zealand policy environment, I have not tried to establish

the first moment at which Buchanan and Tullock were read in New Zealand, or to

demonstrate that particular passages from Economic Management must have come from The

Calculus. First because Economic Management is not referenced, so establishing such a

connection would be tenuous, secondly because this interpretation does not seem to fit the

facts as people involved remember them, or as the 'discourse' of the time suggests. Public

choice theory seems to have become part of the policy environment in New Zealand before

its 'seminal' text, The Calculas had been read at all, certainly before it had been widely read.

I have tried to establish therefore the conditions of possibility for the introduction of public

choice theory notions, regardless of whether they were formally introduced by reading the

relevant literature, or by an original application of the founding idea, or by derivation from

secondary or related, sympathetic literature.

Lastly I look at the application of Public Choice Theory to education. In this I am looking at

the application of a n6o-liberal form of governmentality. I look for ways in which the strands

of power and knowledge create new forms of knowledge and powerr the discourse in which

these strands and forms are embedded, and the new relations between people involved in

government and education which are implicit in these new 'regularities'.

Genealogy

Foucault suggests three 'domains' for genealogy:

First, a historical ontology of ourselves in relation to truth through which we constitute

ourselves as subjects of knowledge; second, a historical ontology of ourselves in
relation to a field of power through which we constitute ourselves as subjects acting on

others; third, a historical ontology in relation to ethics through which we constitute

ourselves as moral agents. (Foucault 1983, p.262)

Public Choice Theory is a prime candidate for genealogical attention because it operates in all

three domains: it constitutes people - New Zealanderc, teachers, students, parents - as objects
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of knowledge in a particular way, it creates effects of power which alter relationships and it

has profound implications for the way we construct ourselves as moral agents. Public Choice

Theory constitutes itself as a new mode of 'governmentality': a new way of conceptualising

the 'conduct of conduct' (C.Gordon, in Burchell et al, l99l p.2).In this way it affects the

lives of everyone in the minutest detail and in the most public and personal ways. In the end,

the focus is on reconstructing the subject to justify the Public Choice theory of state, political

and social relations. Education is necessarily a key element in that.

Behind this concept of genealogy lies a theory on the nature of knowledge. Foucault contests

the Aristotelian view of knowledge as a prior appetite for truth, and prefers the view

Nietzsche developed in Die Frrihliche Wissenheit, rhat

Knowledge is an "invention" behind which there is something quite distinct from it: an

interplay of instincts, impulses, desires, fear; will to appropriation. It is on the stage

where they clash that knowledge comes into being. (Foucault, 1997, p.l4)

The use of genealogy is not something to be reserved for theories which are to be discredited:

all theories, all 'discursive practices' have their genealogy, in fact this is a way in which

'submerged knowledges' can be uncovered, and the limits to our possibilities of thought can

be extended. In this view, 'submerged knowledges' are akin to Nietzsche's notion of

'ressentiment', (Nietzsche,196J, 'First essay') which, although perhaps not evoking the kind

of ironic admiration Nietzsche grants to the conduct of 'Das Ubermensch' is nonetheless, the

fertile ground from which values arise. These values are not admired by Nietzsche - he sees

calls for Justice' as calls for revenge, by Christians and anti-semites alike in their differing

periods of repression - but Foucault invests Nietzsche's conception with a kind of positive

generativity: the exercise of power, including the power to create knowledge, entails a

positivity: power is not only repression.
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Coming to Genealogy.

Public Choice Theory is the application of a certain theory (or theoretical collocation) of

economics - n6o-classical economics - to politics, including all kinds of social services

and functions for instance, education. For instance, when we talk about 'accountability'

in education, about 'adding value', about 'delivering' the curriculum, about 'competition'

or the 'market' in education, about education as a positional or a public good, we are

using the language of n6o-classical economics and Public Choice Theory.

In trying to understand Fublic Choice Theory, I found myself using the conventional

scientific approach of dividing it into constituent parts, on the assumption that if I could

get a handle on the meaning of words, the function of terms, I would be able to put those

parts back together as 'the theory' - a form of truth emanating from the bits. But I found

that I could not do this. I could not pin down the meaning of terms without their histories.

Every definition I attempted tended to become an account of how this use of a term had

developed, how it differed from older meanings, what the unstated implications were, the

undertones, the referents. Perturbed by my inability to manage my material I reread

Foucault, and found, what I had in some sense already known, that what I was doing

corresponded closely to his practice of genealogy in Discipline and Punish (Foucault

1977a). Obviously my prior reading, and long history as a student and teacher of history

predisposed me to this process. But the material itself invited this kind of analysis,

because of its very nature. Although Public Choice Theory posits itself as 'always

already' true, a universal truth, in many ways it also appeals to the established

'scientific' authority of economics as part of its own substantiation. In other words, its

own genealogy is vital to its claim to consideration. So I had to read economics, and

having developed the habit of searching backwards I kept up the practice beyond the

point at which Public Choice theorists might have wanted me to stop.
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Continuity and Discontinuity

Foucault's notion of genealogy as is often pointed out, derives from Nietzsche, from

Canguilhem and, less frequently observed, from Heidegger. Nietzsche's Genealogy of

Morals (Nietzsche, 1967) provides the template. In this provocative piece, Nietzsche

argues that the morals to which we now subscribe, the morals which we imagine to be

universal, eternal, - if at all historically contingent, then contingent upon the teachings of

Jesus Christ, - are actually the very clever response of a group of people experiencing

oppression, to utilise the traditional moral values of the oppressors, and by developing

those morals and the attendant guilt and weakness, to persuade, or manipulate the

oppressors into relinquishing power, relieving their oppression, identifying with the

oppressed. Nietzsche does this through philology, knowledge of the language and history

of classical Roman values, and the development of Judaeo-Christian thought under

Roman rule.

Georges Canguilhem argues that concepts are not an intrinsic part of a theory which live

and die with it, but have a life of their own. As theoretical structures come and go,

concepts may survive under them and after them, often changing in aspect to fit in with a

dominant theory, but not entirely losing their own characteristics. (Gutting,1994,p.7,

Canguilhem, 1984) He tracks the concept 'vitality' in such a way, to show that it has

survived a number of different theoretical contexts. The assumption that theories have to

be able to 'explain' all previous instances covered by earlier theories helps to explain

why this should be so, but even so, some concepts show remarkable resilience. Much of

Foucault's work consists of tracking such concepts and demonstrating how they

functioned under differing theoretic regimes.

Hubert Dreyfus ( 1998) reads Foucault from the perspective of a Heideggerian scholar,

and argues that one of the most important contributions Heidegger has made to
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Foucault's thought is in the idea of the 'clearing'. We live in the present 'clearing' and

because we are so accustomed to it, we cannot see its historicity. We imagine that the

clearing is the universe. Only the exceptional philosopher can show us the unthought, the

ideas which actually delineate, define,limit, the clearing. Only when these limits are

shown to us, are we free to go beyond our clearing, because before that, we assume that

we are free to move, but our lack of concept that there is a world outside prevents us from

attempting to go into it. Once having moved beyond the clearing, a new clearing is

established and the process must happen again for the clearing to become again enlarged

or shifted. The genealogical process may be seen as making the unthought, the limits of

our thought, obvious to our sight. Genealogy is a rebuttal of the kind of Hegetian history

which sees historical process as a working out of certain truths in a structured, flowing,

logical fashion.

Origin

Foucault in 'Nietzsche, Genealogy, History' (Foucault, 1984), disparages the search for

'origin' as unproductive. There is always a point further back than the 'origin' and

moreover, the origin is not the practice of the day, it does not reveal the 'truth' about the

present. The search for origin is directed to ' "that which was already there", the image of

a primordial truth, fully adequate to its nature, and it necessitates the removal of every

mask in order to ultimately disclose an original identity'. Moreover, origin often implies

a kind of purity, an immaculate essence. (Foucault, 1984, pp.78, 79) This is not the

function of genealogy. Genealogy 'will never neglect as inaccessible the vicissitudes of

history' (Foucault, 1984,p.80).Yet, Hubert Dreyfus (1998) points out that Heidegger,

Nietzsche and Foucault do acknowledge the importance of Ursprung in one important

respect. The thinker who can think the unthought performs an Ur-sprung, an original

leap, not one without a history, but one which makes plain the premises on which thought
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is founded and thereby creates a new pattern of thought. Marx, Nietszche, Foucault,

themselves might be said to deserve this kind of description: the Ur-sprung of their

thought provides fertile ground for many others, and a retum to their thinking is always

worthwhile. Otherwise, the title of CIaire O'Farrell's book 'Foucault's Legacy' would

have to be seen as somewhat blasphemous in a Foucaultian sense, since it implies both

the existence of authorship and of the significance of origin.

Continuity.

Archaeology and Genealogy are both aspects of 'the history of the present'. Only those

objects or physical traces which survive to the present form the evidence of archaeology:

only the ancestors of persons in the present form a genealogy. Archaeologists may regret

the obliteration of soft tissue, paper, straw, but they must work without it. Genealogists

may discover blind channels of descent but that is not where they start. Only the physical

still extant in the present forms their field.

Whereas for genealogy the very tissue is not physical or physical evidence, but

relationships, relationships perhaps embodied, but nonetheless, relationships: genealogy

is the production of the present by the relations of the past. Inherent in this methodology

is the assumption that the relations of the past construct the present. In Maori society this

is abundantly clear: relatives of the same whanau call each other 'tuakana' or 'teina'

depending on whether they are older or younger siblings, or descended from older or

younger siblings in a previous generation, perhaps hundreds of years back. The

relationship of hapu within iwi and of iwi to each other, and consequently of claims to

land, precedence and mana, are traced back generations to tuakana/teina relationships.

The relationship of Maori to Tongan and Samoan is a relation of teina to tuakana.
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The very essence of genealogy is continuity. But it is not a continuity which presupposes

that the past was always a preparation for the future, this future. There are the might have

beens: childless marriages, infant deaths, and the shameful, the possibly suppressed

relationships: parricidal children, illegitimate offspring, incestuous relationships. All of

these, along with the respectable, the exogenous, respectful, orderly and affectionate

relationships, form the genealogy. The might-have-beens signal the loss of ideas,

relationships, practices; and the shameful/suppressed indicate the concealment and denial

of concepts which survive under other names (Social Darwinism as Hayek's

'catallactics', (Hayek, 1938), featuring in education as 'best practice', for instance)

rejection and reversal - which still maintain similar, but inverted, relations,

intensification, and dilution, attenuation of practices and beliefs. 'Genealogy' captures, to

a greater degree than 'archaeology' the dynamism of history, and the significance and

movement of relationships.

Discontinuity

Discontinuity (Foucault, 1980, p.112;1991,p.67) (Bachelard, 1984), happens at the

violent intersection of genealogies when one genealogy is suppressed by another. And

since the successful genealogy is the only one to have its footprint in the present it is only

by tracing back that one that we uncover, disturb the other. And often it is at this point of

discontinuity, of rupture, that we realise the awesome possibility that the present might

have been different, and - since intellectual genealogies are recoverable when physical

ones may not be - the possibility of thinking differently , of thinking a different future.

Just such a suppressed genealogy becomes apparent in reading the unsuccessful

progenitor, Sir James Steuart, an earlier member of the 'Scottish School' of philosophers

in political economy, whose intellectual line of descent has been successfully smothered

by that of Adam Smith.
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To offer a history of a certain practice may be to suggest (even unintentionally) that it

has evolved to its present perfection from previous rough, imperfect, tentative attempts

upon a problem. To a certain extent, despite its own critique of 'Whiggish' narrative,

'history' as a discipline has been colonised by a certain teleological attitude. To offer a

genealogy on the other hand is to suggest that in the present, we follow this or that

routine, or practice, or use this structure or make this assumption, on rather accidental,

rationally chaotic, socially and culturally contingent grounds. We introduce, by the very

nature of the explanation, the possibility that the present manifestation is not the best or

only way in which things can be ordered or thought. To conduct an archaeological

investigation is an attempt to discover structure across discipiines from the interpretation

of relics: it is a search for a certain truth, albeit a historically bounded truth. Genealogies

on the other hand are as varied as the point - person, relationship, concept, institution,

from which one starts and therefore are in no danger of being conceived as search fot the

truth. Genealogy is cranky, idiosyncratic, provocative history.

Foucault conceives of archaeology as the discipline which 'defines discourses in itheir

specificity, and shows in what way the set of rules that they put into operation is

ineducible to any other' (Foucault, 1972, p.139). Archaeology does not 'seek to

rediscover the continuous, insensible transition that relates discourses, on a gentle slope,

to what precedes [hem, surrounds them, or follows them.' And this is just what

genealogies do: they revel in the monent when 'on the basis of what they were not yet,

they became what they are' (Foucault, 1972,p.I39). But they share with archaeology the

distinction of not being the same as 'the history of ideas' because both archaeology and

genealogy differ from the history of ideas in regard to 'the attribution of innovation, the

analysis of contradictions, comparative descriptions, and the mapping of transformations'

(Foucault, 1972, p.138)
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At the same time genealogy is dependent upon the existence of a conventional form of

history. We cannot know what form a concept took at a particular time without a general

impression of the context of the times, particularly of the systems of thought current at a

particular time. Hence those histories which endeavour to depict the era in itself lay the

groundwork for genealogy. Usually one introduces a historical topic by saying 'it is

impossible to understand - say the English wool trade - without some idea of the

contribution of the Cistercians....' a genealogy in fact. There is a certain disparagement

of history and historians often implicit in proponents of genealogy, yet many historians

do in fact operate in a way which is very cautious of the teleological and the essentialist.

Many historians use 'genealogy' as a tool, especially in discussing history of ideas or

social practices. As a superb example, let me mention the work of Walter Ullmann

(1949,1915), who considers the importance of the discourse of Roman legal and political

conventions in the developing structures and thought of the mediaeval European Church:

although his titles speak of 'foundations' and 'sources', what he writes is undoubtedly

'genealogy', an explication of the practices of the Church in the middle ages in terms of

the impact of a language bonowed from imperial Rome. It is important that 'genealogy'

should not be elevated to the status of a new, 'correct' way of doing historyi that would

be to miss the point altogether.

Genealogy as critique or polemic

The appeal of genealogy in this particular juncture of time, as Colin Gordon observes, is

that genealogy has the almost unavoidable impact of critique on Enlightenment

discourses which present themselves as without a history, as constructed purely by the

unassuageable use of logic on given and immutable elements. Gordon argues that the

genealogical mode is almost synonymous with polemic in relation to the Enlightenment,

precisely because 'it has the effect of replacing the theme of Enlightenment within a style
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of historical questioning which the question of Enlightenment had thought to supplant';

yet he sees the practice of genealogy as more typical of writers 'within a broadly liberal

tradition', among whom he mentions Hayek, Weber and Schumpeter, seldom members of

the 'Left', claiming that Foucault and the Frankfurt School are 'exceptions which prove

this rule' (Gordon, 1986, p.77). The questioning of Enlightenment rationality (at the same

time entailing the use of Enlightened rationality) in the form of genealogical study is also

used by Marx, and is only selectively used by Hayek: the search for the unspoken has

something of the character of the search for skeletons in the closet, but it is not clear that

it can only be used on one side of the political fence. It lends itself to any enterprise

which seeks to undercut a claim to universal truth, i.e. an exclusive rationality, be it from

a 'liberal', or a 'left' viewpoint, which is why it is as relevant to a critical examination of

'analytic Marxism' as it is to other forms of neo-liberalism. Hayek argues that socialism

is inextricably linked to positivism, through the genealogy of Comte, Saint-Simon, the

Ecole Polytechnique and its link to French revolutionary rationalism (Hayek, 1952).

Hayek makes a good case and might provide some of the answer as to why Gordon finds

genealogical analysis to be more characteristic of liberals than of the 'Left'. The 'Left'

tends to see itself as wed to 'reason', as differentiated from tradition. Monarchism and

other forms of conservatism tend not to be so vulnerable to genealogical critique, simply

because they do not found themselves on a 'rational' basis.

Maria Tamboukou (1999) suggests that one embarks upon genealogy only when one detects a

'problem': that is, when the prickling in one's shoulder blades suggests that something is not

right. The prickling may have widespread sources: genealogy has the impact of polemic on

those arguments which base themselves on reason or revelation, i.e. those structures which

deny the impact of their own history. To those who exist only in the tradition of the
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Enlightenment this tends to include everything they hold dear, and to those who see the world

in the dualistic antagonism of enlightenment/revelation, there can not be many places to hide.

But genealogy has always been part of the repertoire of historians, and it has also been a

valued resource for those communities who sought legitimation through ancestry, or the

sanction of history. Andrew Shalp (1983) for instance demonstrates that during the

English Civil War, both Parliament and supporters of King Charles II claimed the

authority of the 'old constitution'. Members of Polynesian societies traditionally identify

themselves, not by their own, given names, (which are often themselves references or

claims to family genealogy and history) but by reference to their family histories: they

recognise, without embarrassment, that what they are is exactly an emanation of

genealogies, personal, bodily, political, epistemological, cultural: in every respect,

historically located. It is only in the hands of philosophers whose take, cause, is an attack

upon reason or revelation that genealogy has the nature of polemic. I include this project

in this category, because the nature of economics and Public Choice Theory, is such that

it claims the authority both of reason, and, I argue, covertly, of revelation.

The uses of Genealogy:

David Couzens Hoy suggests that genealogy

need not be affirmative in the sense of asserting specific substantive doctines but

in the sense of being heuristically feasible.. .. Genealogy is a philosophical tool

that is at once antimetaphysical and nonmetaphysical. .... Nietszche will use

genealogy to destroy metaphysics altogether. Genealogy itself becomes a way to

do nonmetaphysical philsophy. (Couzens Hoy, in Schacht, 1994, pp. 252-3)

Couzens Hoy suggests that Nietzsche himself does not take the obligation to 'realism' too

seriously in his genealogies, and that he regards the process of reading as being in itself

a matter of genealogical interpretation - the reader is expected to supply the history of the
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written material as part of the contribution of the reader to making meaning. (Couzens

Hoy, pp.253-4).

In relation to the charge of perspectivism levelled against genealogy, Couzens Hoy

claims that genealogists rely on a claim to capture the phenomenon 'as it really is' and

suggests that

A thorough -going genealogist could avoid metaphilosophy altogether by

suggesting that the only way to challenge the results of one genealogical analysis

would be to produce another genealogical analysis either of the original

phenomenon or of the initial genealogical account itself. Genealogy is not easy to

do successfully, and I see no a priori reason to believe there is an infinite regress

here. The challenge is a practical one, and in practice there would have to be

strong motivation to attempt a genealogy of a genealogy. Even with strong

motivation, moreover, the second-order genealogy will not necessarily succeed. If
it does succeed, then we will be concerned with the substance of its concrete

findings, and metaphilosophical justification will be unnecessary. (Couzens Hoy

in Schacht, 1994, p.258)

Immanent Critique

My argument is designed to show the internal contradictions of neo-liberal positions, often

demonstrated as the policies are put into effect. The technique I use here is described by

Kevin Harris (1979, p.l 18). It is not meant to imply that the writer takes a view as from a

godlike outside position which confers the objectivity from which to observe the scurryings of

mere mortals, but to provoke within the minds of adherents a little uncertainty as to the verity

of their beliefs or the impeccability of their programmes, For similar reason it has been

tempting, (but in large part the temptation has been resisted), to explore the differences

between the Chicago school and the Virginia school, between Hayek and Mises, between

Hayek and Friedman, between Popper and Hayek, and so on. The existence of these

differences in themselves may not be significant, but they do tend to undercut the assurance

with which neo-classical economics has been introduced as panacea to New Zealand, an
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assurance encapsulated in the phrase 'there is no other way' which was such a common

political phrase as to earn its own acronym: TINA (There is no alternative). Economics, like

sociology, history, politics, education is inherently disputed, and can no more claim to have

'the answer' than any other branch of social science. I hope in this thesis to make clear the

disputed, and sometimes dubious nature of the claims of economics to be a science of politics.

Friedrich A. Hayek.

There is a very strong sense in which the use of 'genealogy' is in itself a serious attack upon

Hayek's methodology: Hayek dismisses 'historicity' as being an illusory move in science,

following Popper, and Menger. This is possibly not in itself so much a dismissal of history as

an argument in favour of the use of Aristotelian methodology which relies on the formulation

of 'exact laws' which are not subject to empirical disproof: in this respect the evidence of

history can be seen as precisely those instances of deviation from the application of 'exact

laws' which, in a Popperian regime of falsificationism would suffice to call those laws into

question. This was the substance of the methodenstreit, the dispute over the method

appropriate to ecoomics, between Gustav Schmoller and Carl Menger in the nineteenth

century (Oakley, 1997) .

However, this is not the core of the tension between genealogy and Hayek's methodology.

Hayek in fact uses genealogy when it suits him: his genealogy of socialism, traced through the

life and writings of Saint Simon and Auguste Comte (Hayek, 1952) is an excellent example of

the genre: the use of the'argumentum ad hominem'can only be justified in terms of

Nietzsche's notion of genealogy and follows quite closely his schema of ressentiment in its ad

hominem attack upon Saint Simon. This work demonstrates clearly Hayek's belief that the

historical circuntstonces in which an idea was formed have some impact on their later

manifestations - that in fact they leave a 'trace', as Jacques Derrida calls it. It is this rrace

which enables deconstruction, the unravelling of meaning. (e.g.Derrida, 2001, pp. 67-9)
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For the most part, however, Hayek prefers not to conduct this kind of detailed genealogy, but

to make generalised claims. This is particularly true when he is making claims on behalf of

ideas he wishes to advance: in fact he uses genealogy when he wishes to critique, and a kind

of romanticized historicity when he wishes his ideas to be accepted without critique. Foucault

has used the techniques of genealogy to investigate precisely those areas of values and

attitudes which Hayek claims vaguely to have arisen 'in the course of millennia' (Hayek,

1970, in Hayek, 1978) by a kind of Darwinian process which confers on existing, hegemonic

attitudes some kind of superior value which is beyond rational investigation, question, or

change. Foucault issues precisely the challenge which Hayek wishes to suppress: to make the

bounds of our knowledge clear and by so doing to make them no longer the bounds of our

knowledge.

There is therefore a sense in which I am turning Hayek's own methodology to those areas of

his argument to which he has preferred not to apply it.

Foucault's assumption is that the process of genealogical exploration will uncover danger.

The Danger of Public Choice Theory

Public Choice Theory is in some senses a philosophical 'straw man': it has no major

philosophy behind it: Buchanan and Hayek are hardly political philosophers of any great

repute. Nonetheless it is at present widely used and believed, it has the potential to cause, as it

has already caused, immense damage to our social institutions, including our educational

institutions. It is therefore a present 'danger' and deserves immediate attention.

Public Choice Theory is also both our history and our present: as Foucault says 'Philosophy's

question .. . is the question as to what we ourselves are. That is why contemporary philosophy

is entirely political and entirely historical. It is the politics immanent in history and the history
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indispensable for politics.' In an article called, 'Kant on Enlightenment and Revolution' he

says

.. ..one can opt for a critical philosophy which is framed as an analytical philosophy of
truth in general, or one can opt for a critical thought which has the form of an ontology
of ourselves, an ontology of the present; it is this latter form of philosophy which,

from Hegel to the Frankfurt School by way of Nietzsche and Max Weber, has founded
a form of reflection within which I have tried to work. (Foucault, 1988, p.96)

Displacement

Foucault assumes that by making the boundaries of our thought visible we will be enabled to

go beyond them: there is an assumption that the inconsistencies and limitations will be made

plain by the simple process of explication, and to a very large extent this is true, provided that

the reader has the will and imagination to be able to see beyond the bounds of the apparent.

But there are often within this explication instances where the illogic or contradictions may

not at first be so evident: the logical (or illogical) moves may in themselves seem at first

glance to be perfectly reasonable. In this study the major metaphors and analogies constitute

such moves. In these cases Jacques Derrida's idea of 'supplement' and 'displacement' are

helpful (Derrida 1972a).In the first case, 'supplement' characterises the extension of a theory

beyond its originally conceived limits, (Derrida 1976,p.144-5) and 'displacement'indicates

that a metaphor has been used as a major shift from one discipline to another, sometimes as a

foundational idea for a new discipline (Derrida 1972a), (l9l2b, p.248) sometimes as a way of

concealing the out-moded source of an idea and re-presenting it in acceptable, modern guise.

In fact Derrida suggests that the core of a discipline is always drawn from another discipline -
'The center is not the center' (Derrida, 1972, p.248). The basic idea of 'Public Choice

Theory', that it is possible to use the concepts of economics to explain and modify politics is

an instance of displacement. In challenging the propriety of displacing the ideas of classical
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economics into politics and education without critical inquiry. I am less severe than Hayek,

who would discount - although he did it himself - the very possibility of such a move:

All we have said here is directed solely against a misuse of Science, not against the

scientist in the special field where he is competent, but against the application of his

mental habits in fields where he is not competent. (Hayek, 1952, p.l02)

Reintroducing dispute to the technicized.

So long as it is possible to present economic rationalism as an ahistorical, apolitical, rational

and 'scientific' answer to the problems posed by economic and social issues, it is possible to

conceal its theoretic biases, its indifferences, illogic and silences. I have wished to make the

issues and conflicts more visible, which is another Foucauldian imperative (e.g.Foucault,

1981, p.156 'Practicing Criticism'), and thereby to problematize matters which economists,

for instance Milton Friedman (1954), and Georg Stigler (1976), have preferred to regard as

technical. In the end it is a question of using reason to expose the limits of a certain kind of

reason: again, from Foucault, an excerpt quoted by Colin Gordon

examining a reason, the autonomy of whose structures carries with it a history of
dogmatism and despotism - a reason, consequently, which can have an effect of
emancipation on condition that it manages to liberate itself from itself. (Gordon, 1986,

p.72)

To be able to make choices about how to constitute ourselves it is necessary to be able to

discern the rationality which makes us what we are: this is ironically my task in this thesis: it

is an effort to create choice by exploring the limits of choice.
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Chapter 2: Basic elements

The basic elements of Public Choice Theory, are homo economicu.s, the self-seeking

individual: rnethodological individualism, that is, a system of analysis which recognises

only the individual; the element of rationaliry which is both a claim to the superiority of

'man', to the predictability of his actions, and hence to the universality of his motivation

and the possibility of a 'science' built on the foundations of this universality, and finally,

the market, an institution which, it is claimed harnesses the interests of homo

economicus, and converts them by the best possible processes into productive social

relations.

Homo Economicus, reconomic manr and the rational utility maximizer.

The fundamental character of Public Choice Theory, as of its parent body, n6o-classical

economics , is homo economicus. This is a representation of human beings in their elemental

form as self interested in all their decisions, and significant only as they make decisions -
'choices'. It is a reading of the nature of humanness as rational, in the limited sense of being

aware of its preferences, and consistent in those preferences, and consistent in making choices

according to those preferences. The limited nature of this figure makes it possible to draw

conclusions, or make predictions, as to what 'people' - groups of homo economici - will do

under certain circumstances. This makes works of economics or Public Choice Theory which

propose changes for the future based on expected responses possible. Consequently this

figure has enormous importance for policy making, since that is generally based on conjecture

as to how people will respond to imposed limits or removal of limits.
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Definitely "homo"

In this work as in the Public Choice literature, the term 'individual', 'economic man', homo

economicus and the 'rational utility maximizer' are used almost interchangeably. The

outstanding characteristics of this persona are discussed in this chapter, but at the outset it

must be stated that this character is male. Little or no attempt is made by any Public Choice

writer to include women among 'individuals'. So far as an attempt is made to interpret the

character as having wider validity than the personal self interest of male persons it is assumed

that male persons have responsibility for and an interest in the interests of their dependants.

The best known quotation on this theme is from Margaret Thatcher's celebrated dictum:

'There is no society. There are only individuals and their families', but Buchanan and

Tullock's version is equally interesting:

Unless the individual human being (or family unit) is accepted as the central

philosophical entity...our analysis is of little value. (Buchanan and Tullock: 1962:

26s)

Stretton and Orchard make a very good case for the unsustainability of the notion of homo

economicu.r, as they portray the life of a woman whose actions show a mixture of

motivations: her own interests, her family's interests, and altruistic purpose (Stretton and

Orchard, 1994). Buchanan and Tullock assume that the interests of women and children are

subsumed in or identical with those of the husband and father.

Adam Smith's individual.

Adam Smith is claimed by Public Choice theorists as the source and foundation of their

thinking. Yet in a matter so fundamental as the figure of man there is a profound difference.

Smith, like Hobbes, sought the primary motivation of man, the spring to the eternal motion

clock as it were that keeps mankind on the move. In Smith's view this primary motivation for

human behaviour lies in 'sympathy'. Unlike the lower orders of animals, human beings can
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identify with one another, can feel their emotions even though they themselves are not

undergoing the same experiences.There is an imaginative quality to this sympathy: the pain or

pleasure do not have to be personally experienced to provide the stimulus to avoidance or

pursuit of the pain or pleasure giving phenomenon.

Consequently, because they can feel the emotions of others as if they were their own, human

beings are subject to envy, that is, to wishing that they had the same sources of pleasure as

they observe to be available to one or some of their kind. This is the motivation for the

accumulation of wealth. It is based on a principle which attempts to explain the cohesion of

human society, not its atomisation. Although Smith dryly observes that the butcher and baker

do not provide their goods out of kindness of heart, he is far from constructing man as 'an

island': John Donne's injunction, 'send not to know for whom the bell tolls, it tolls for you'

makes perfect sense in terms of sympathy, although it would make no sense at all to homo

economicu,s, who would only send to know for whom the bell tolled if he saw an opportunity

to make money at the funeral or from a particular death.

The figure of the selfish individual as more productive than the conventional 'good' or Just'

man or obedient servant of mediaeval and classic philsophy, theology or convention has

obviously derived from Bernard Mandeville's ironic Fable of the Bees. (Cannan, 1904,

pp.xlii-xlvi

Frugality is like Honesty a mean, starving virtue, that is only fit for small Societies of
good peaceable Men, who are contented to be poor so they may be easy; but in a large
stining Nation you may have soon enough of it. 'Tis an idle dreaming Virtue that

employs no Hands, and therefore very useless in a treading country, where there are

vast numbers that one way or other must be all set to Work. Prodigality has a thousand

Inventions to keep People from sitting still, that Frugality would never think of; and as

this must consume a prodigious Wealth, so Avarice again knows innumerable Tricks
to rake it together,which frugality would scorn to make use of. (Mandevill e, 197o,

p.134-5)
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Smith took up Mandeville's major image, that of the selfish person as creator of wealth, but

he used it in a different way. Instead of playing on the irony, Smith attributed the selfish urge

to an acceptable human impulse, sympathy. It is because we identify to some extent with each

other that we feel envious of others' good fortune and wish to emulate them. This is the

stimulus to selfish behaviour, which gives rise to industry, investment, entrepreneurial

behaviour, trading, etc, which creates the Wealth of the Nation.

Hobbes' automaton

Hobbes looked for something equivalent to the perpetual motion machine - he used the

metaphor of the clock to explain man as a machine. In large part he does this in order to free

his construct "man' of the religious and political obligations which are an effect of history,

and therefore might be seen to conrfuse the picture of man as purely logical emanation.

Hobbes wants to demonstrate the necessity of government for rattonal reasons, not for

reasons of convention, religion or loyalty.

Hobbes argues from an ahistorical story which seems to carry historical conviction that man

precedes society, and that civil society logically follows from the desire of man to be secured

from the depredations of his unbound fellows. For this story to be convincing man has to be

of a violent and unpleasantly acquisitive kind. In this story, for once, women are included:

they can use a knife on a man when they are asleep, therefore they too are objects of fear and

can be regarded as legitimate human beings. Man is both feared and fearsome.

The story has no historical foundation, and it is open to the same logical failing as similar

stories: society precedes the concept of the individual, historically, because 'the individual' is

a relatively recent construct, and psychologically, since the infant cannot survive without the

support of its society, and communication is dependent upon the prior recognition of the

other.
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"Economic mantt

Buchanan and Tullock as we have already seen, regard 'economic man'as the foundation of

both economics and public choice literature. But there is a large conceptual not to say logical

leap between the 'individual' of methodological individualism and 'homo economicus' or

economic man as used or specified in public choice theory. I will first outline the general

features of 'economic man' and then allow Buchanan to fill in the gap between the

methodological individual and'homo economicus'.

Generally public choice writers skirt the definition and justification of 'economic man', and

simply appeal to the reader's innate cynicism or worldliness to concur with their view that

'horno economicu.r', economically motivated man, is a plausible type, or average of all people.

Mueller's comments, in Public Choice are fairly typical. The basic tenet is not even

discussed:

The assumption that individuals, be they voters, politicians or bureaucrats, act

rationally in their own self-interest is the most important and obvious characteristic of
public choice distinguishing it from its sister disciplines in the social sciences...

(Mueller, 1986, in Mueller, I989)

In his later book, Public Choice //, Mueller makes the point again:

(Public choice is about)...basic issues of how self-interested individuals interact within
political institutions, and how individuals could design institutions that would better

achieve their ends. (Mueller, 1993, p.442)

Mancur Olson, says:

Though all of the members of the group therefore have a common interest in obtaining
this collective benefit, they have no common interest in paying the cost of providing
that collective goal. Each would prefer that the others pay the entire cost, and

ordinarily would get any benefit provided whether he had borne part of the cost or not.

(Olson, 1965,p.21)

Occasionally there are appeals to special interests. This article was written for a religious

conference on economics:
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We are under no obligatiotr, ... to try to design human institutions that take no account

of human realitys (sic) - which means, in particular, the reality of human moral frailty.

Indeed, the Christian is in some ways much better equipped to come to terrns with the

wickedness of men than are others (say humanists): the Christian expects nothing else.

In other words, the Christian is denied the pietistic escapism of the utopian - he must

deal with the world as it is, as best he may (Brennan, 1985, p.236).

Self-interest

The foundation of economic man is his pursuit of his own self interest. Buchanan and Tullock

put it like this:

The ethical-economic argument requires the initial acceptance of a skeptical or

pessimistic view of human nature. Self-interest, broadly conceived, is recognized to be

a strong motivating force in all human activity; and human action, if not bounded by

ethical or moral restraints, is assumed more naturally to be directed toward the

furtherance of individual or private interest.(Buchanan and Tullock, 1962, p.27)

The element of self-interest becomes bound to the notion of rationality: Buchanan and

Tullock say that in orthodox economics, 'behavior of the individual is said to be rational when

the individual chooses "more" rather than "less" and when he is consistent in his choices.'

(1962, p.33)

Without a supporting body of other assumptions this assumption is nonsense: will 'man' prefer

more poison? More tarantulas? More hypocrisy? More defeat? More poverty? A person who

is hungry will want food: will his choices be consistent once he is fed? The answer to this

riddle is that 'man' will want more of what he wants more of, 'goods', or things that seem good

to the chooser, and as such the proposition is unchallengeable, if meaningless. The rest of the

passage does not seem to me to overcome this difficulty: the appeal to 'observation' or

empirical experience is a weak argument.

When faced with a choice between two bundles, one of which includes more of one

good and Iess of another than the bundle with which it is compared, the hypothesis of

diminishing marginal substitutability or diminishing relative marginal utility is

introduced. Observed market behavior of individuals does not refute these hypotheses;
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consumers will choose bundles containing more of everything, other things remaining
the same; choices are not obviously inconsistent with each other; and consumers are

observed to spend their incomes on a wide range of goods and services. (Buchanan

and Tullock, l962, p.33)

The 'rational utility maximizer'

At this point the 'economic man' of economists becomes identified with, or confused with, the

'rational utility maximizer' originally created (or suborned from the work of the mediaeval

canonists, see a later chapter) by Jeremy Bentham and the Utilitarian movement. The

utilitarian rational utility maximizer conducted a calculation of the pleasure and pain

associated with each form of action, and decided accordingly what to do. 'Economic man'has

appropriated the element of calculation, but converted it into a numerical, in fact an ordinal

structure, and makes similarly rational decisions consequent on the value he ascribes to each

of the variables in his calculation.

In another move, reminiscent of Hayek's judgement on who counts as an individual, the

ability to make 'rational' choices, i.e. to choose 'more', which is at first a function of the

individual by definition, becomes an empirical test for rationality:

Individual utility functions differ, and the economist is unable to "read" these

functions from some position of omniscience. To judge whether or not individual
behavior is "rational" or "irrational," the economist must try first of all to place some

general minimal restrictions on the shapes of utility functions. If he is successful in

this effort, he may then test the implications of his hypotheses against observed

behavior.

The reader is entitled to ask if the individual is ipso facto rational, or if it is this rationality, as

defined by economists which makes him an individual - a fit subject for scientific study, and

also one whose 'preferences' should be taken into account in the political world into which

public choice moves 'homo'economicus'. The point has great significance in relation to
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education in particular, and to the interests of those whose preferences do not coincide with

the assumptions economists make about rationality in general.

The evident characteristics of 'economic man' then are:

that he is a he. (Buchanan and Tullock discuss the economic behaviour of women or a woman

only once in The Calculus of Consent; 'An individual may consider it perfectly moral

behavior to sell his own labor services to a business firm but he may think that it is grossly

immoral for a woman to sell the services of her body to a man.'Note that, consistently, the

'individual' whose attitudes and choices are under discussion, is not the prostitute. (1962, pp.

268-9)).

That he is 'rational'within a very determined meaning of the term: 'Rational' means 'choosing

more rather than less'and being consistent in those choices. Rational also means being able to

rank choices.

The freedom of the rational utility maximizer,

In his article 'Is Economics the Science of Choice?' Buchanan addresses the problem that

Behavior can be predetermined and, hence predictable. Choice, by its nature, cannot

be predetermined and remain choice. If we define science in the modern sense of
embodying conceptually refutable predictions a 'science of choice' becomes self-

contradictory. (Streissler (ed), 1969,p.47 et seq.)

This raises the possibility that'economic man' whose choices are seriously limited by its very

definition, cannot be able to choose, if it is to remain an element of a scientific discipline, or

cannot be predictable enough to form an element of science if it is truly free to act as it will.

Buchanan solves the problem by distinguishing a 'logic of choice', which is mathematically

modelled and does not require any limitations on the nature of the choices made, from an

'abstract science of economic behavior', in which limitations are put on possible choices, and

predictability is thereby achieved.
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The abstract science of economic behavior,...has empirical content that is wholly
missing in the pure logic of economic choice. This content is provided by restricting
the utility function. Several degrees of restrictiveness may be imposed. Minimally,
nothing more than a specification of 'goods' may be introduced. From this alone,

conceptually refutable hypotheses emerge. The acting-behaving unit must choose

more of any 'good' when its 'price'relative to other'goods'declines. Additional
restrictiveness takes the form of specifying something about the internal trade-offs

among 'goods' in the utility function of the behaving unit. This step produces the homo

oeconomiars of classical theory who must, when confronted with alternatives, select

that which stands highest on his preference ranking, as evaluated in terms of a
numiraire. The pure economic man must behave so as to take more rather than less

when confronted with simple monetary alternatives. He must maximize income-wealth
and minimize outlays. He must maximize profits if he plays the role of entrepreneur.
(Buchanan, in Streissler (ed), 1969, pp.50-51)

In this rather peculiar logic then, homo economicur must exhibit certain behavioural features

because otherwise there would be no empirical material to test and therefore he would not be

'scientific'. But his susceptibility to empirical disproof is disabled by the disclaimer that this is

only a 'man of fiction', improvised for limited, practical purposes (Buchanan and Tullock,

1962, p. l8). And when it suits, the picture is complicated by the possibility of motives which

are not 'economical' - which are quite legitimate for the 'chooser' of the 'logic of choice', but

not admissible, by definition, for the 'acting-behaving unit', that is,'homo economicu,s', or for

the 'science of economic behavior', as can be seen in this extract from The Calculus of

Consent

The analysis does not depend for its elementary logical validity upon any narrowly
hedonistic or self-interest motivation of individuals in their behavior in social-choice
processes. The representative individual in our models may be egoist or altruist or any

combination thereof. Our theory is "economic" only in that it assumes that separate

individuals are separate individuals and, as such, are likely to have different aims and

purposes for the results of collective action. In other terms, we assume that men's

interests will differ for reasons other than those of ignorance. As we shall demonstrate,

more restrictive assumptions are required only when the basic theory is to be
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employed in developing specific operational hypotheses about the results of collective

choice. (Buchanan and Tullock, 1962, p.l)

This is very specific indeed, and has the general effect of obscuring the very restrictive nature

of the model used in most of public choice 'normative' literature, that is, when the 'theory is to

be employed in developing specific operational hypotheses about the results of, collective

choice'. As far as the student of political effect is concerned, the individual must be both

rational and selfish, or rational as demonstrated by being selfish, because otherwise it would

be impossible to make generalisations, or predictions about the behaviour of people under

certain conditions - under a change of tax laws for instance, or a change in education

regulations. Iain Mclean, for instance, misses the point altogether.

'Rational'does not mean 'self-interested'. It describes means. not ends. Economists (at

least good economists) do not think a selfish individual is more rational than an

altruistic one. A rational individual is one who can arrange the options he faces into a

coherent order of preference (or indifference) and make consistent choices among

them. Economics is the study of rational decisions, whether in the market, in politics,

or anywhere else (Mclean, 1987, p. 3).

Mclean identifies the individual of the 'logic of choice', not the homo economicus or 'rational

utility maximizer' of the science of economic behaviour, or of public choice theory.

The association of homo economicus with the behaviourally modifiable subject.

The failure of empirical research or practical experience to substantiate homo economicus is

sometimes seen as embarrassing, and sometimes simply as meaning that homo economicus

must be something else. Both Mueller and Mclean refer to the inconvenient phenomenon that

people do take the trouble to vote in elections even though their individual vote is unlikely to

make any difference to the result and the effort is not, on any calculus of self interest, rational.

Mclean draws the conclusion that Homo economicu.r must mean something else:

If Downs means it when he says ... 'We assume that every individual, though rational,

is also selfish... whenever we speak of rational behavior, we always mean rational
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behavior directed primarily towards selfish ends'the cause is hopeless: nobody would
ever vote...(Mclean, 1987, p. 47 -48)

Mueller on the other hand knows full well that homo economicus really is rationally self-

interested, and that a fundamental change may be in order. As a consequence of the restriction

of the autonomy of homo economicus and his subjection to the restraints of behavioural

reaction to stimuli, homo economicus has become very close indeed to the individual

construct of the theory known as 'behaviour modification', that is the psychological theories

of B. F. Skinner. This move has the advantage of minimizing the unfortunate discrepancy

with empirical evidence referred to in the last paragraph. Mueller takes this to its logical

conclusion in his. address to the Public Choice Society in 1986:

Were economics and rational politics to replace rational egoism with adaptive egoism

as their fundamental behavioral postulate, the possibility would exist for constructing a

common methodologicalfoundation for all of the social sciences. (Mueller.l993,

p.505)

By this point the originally important elements of rationality and autonomy have become

quite insignificant:

A moment's reflection will reveal that the only use to which we put the rationality

assumption is to add precision to the predictions stemming from the egoism postulate,

as when we operationalize rational egoism by assuming the individual maximizes an

objective function. Now rigor is an important and useful property of a model, so long
as it does not come at the expense of realism. Fortunately, the public choice analyst

can have both the rigor of mathematical modeling and the realism of assuming only
egoistic motivation, if he/she treats the rationality'assumption as an as if behavioral

assumption. (Mueller. I 993, p.504)

Mueller has a solution for this problem: abandon rationality.

A model of man based on as r/maximization of a socially conditioned or an

evolutionarily molded objective function, is a model of adaptive behavior. Thus, what

I am proposing is that the rational egoism postulate be replaced by an adaptive egoism

postulate to model human behavior. (Mueller, 1986, in Mueller, 1993, p.505,)
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We are now at a considerable distance from the'rational utility maximizer'. Mueller has quite

replaced the autonomous, rational chooser with a mechanistic, stimulus-dependent,

predictable organism, whose actions are teleologically oriented to a biologic conception of

evolution, rather than to a calculation of individual benefit. Hayek would have recognised the

evolutionary tendencies of this character, but would have rejected the abandonment of

rationality in individual choices. This character can be regarded as economic determinism

coming from the right, rather than as is more usual, from the left wing of the political

spectrum. Whether it belongs at all in the tradition of the 'free' individual is a matter for

debate.

The autonomous chooser.

Except for Mueller then the modern form of homo economicus is rational -that is, able to

choose, self interested-another manifestation of rationality, and autonomous. Homo

economicus can govern himself: he knows already what he wants, and what he wants to do.

He is self-governing, within a framework of law and police he can do whatever he wants, i.e.

anything that is lawful.

Marshall's critique of the autonomous chooser.

Marshall(1996) believes that the autonomous chooser has replaced, or threatens to replace

other images of the person, such as citizen, or member, or voter. The autonomous chooser

registers choices, as votes or purchases. This presupposes a certain already existing

knowledge, or the Chooser would not know what the range of choices were or how to rank

them. Indeed the word itself is made up of auto, self and gnomos to know. Knowledge is a

social construct, closely bound to language, which is impossible in isolation. If the chooser

has knowledge, then s/tre is not autonomous, since 'knowledge' represents the influence of the

past, and the constraints of the present, which construct the choices of the chooser.
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The political importance of homo economicus.

There is more to homo economicus than a rather misguided, possibly Christian misdoer or a

Hobbesian endeavour to protect one's own back by engaging in competitive or co-operative

behaviour, or a Smithian dynamism provoked by the jealousy or empathy. As I shall explain

in the later chapter on catallactics, in the view of F.A.Hayek, it is the conduct of homo

economicus, as he makes choices about exchange, in various fields, only one of which is the

market, which brings about the evolutionary impetus to perpetual improvement in human

affairs. Much therefore hinges upon homo economicus taking his responsibilities to make

choices seriously: this is not just a description of how people are, or even of how they ought

to be, but of how they mustbe, if the new order is to work satisfactorily. And this leads to the

construction, the deliberate creation ot encouragement of people to be or become

'autonomous choosers' (Marshall 1996), People have to create themselves as choosers. As

Nikolas Rose (1989) says, 'Individuals are to become, as it were, entrepreneurs of themselves,

shaping their own lives through the choices they make among the forms of life available to

them.'

This has profound effects. One of the first, and most insisted upon in the neo-liberal canon, is

that all forms of sociological explanation are outlawed. If people make conscious decisions,

then the results of those decisions are their own responsibility, not those of inchoate,

impersonal social or economic forces. As Nietzsche says, the cult of individualism provides

someone to blame - and sue. This in itself creates at least a partial answer to the problem of

public goods or externalities - if all action can be traced to individual decision, then all

consequences can be owned or attributed to individuals who can then be held financially

responsible. At the very worst, they can be held responsible for not insuring against them.

The impact of this doctrine can be seen most clearly in the reports of the Education Review

office. The Office interprets the failings of schools in terms of the failures of individuals, who
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are publicly identified and often replaced. Principals, and members of Boards of Trustees are

technically 'responsible' for the running of their school, so that, no matter how poor or

diverse or disaffected the constituent school and community population may be, the culprits

can never be allowed to be poverty or ignorance, but must be interpreted as bad decision-

making, i.e.bad choices made by those who have 'power'.

Best Practice

This view is compounded by the doctrine of 'best practice' which implies that there is only

one best decision. Best practice derives from the evolutionary view of theory - that the 'best'

practice ('best' by undefined criteria) represents an improvement on previous practice, and is

therefore part of the inexorable March of Progress. Failure to adhere to 'best practice' i.e. to

accepted wisdom (perceived as cutting edge praxis) is to invite charges of poor decision-

making. In other words, the scope of the autonomous chooser within the education system is

severely limited This is a special case of the conundrum Marshall explicates: that the

autonomous chooser is not autonomous insofar as he has knowledge, which does not come

from himself (Marshall, 1996).

The Chooser as the new form of Citizen

Moreover, since positive choice is now a moral imperative, it is the distinctive feature of the

citizen. The citizen is not one who passively allows choices to be made for him, no indeed, he

knows the difference between detergent which is kind to his hands and that which is not.

Buchanan and Tullock argue that as much decision-making as possible should be left to the

individual, that is in the form of payment for services chosen, rather than as collective

decision-making. This is for two major reasons: because individual choice is ipso facto more

'efficient' i.e producing less 'costs of social interaction' than collective decision making, and

because it is more fair in the Pareto-optimal sense since individuals will only buy those
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services they want, and other taxpayers will not be burdened with costs for services they do

not personally need. Decision-making implies choices, and choices can only be provided in a

non-collective fashion by private individuals through the market, that is, by private enterprise,

so that this becomes an argument for the diminution of government, for the replacement of

government services by private enterprises, for user-pays provision and for the replacement of

political decision-making by market decision-making.

In this way of thinking therefore, the citizen is not a person with rights and responsibilities to

a collective, but a person whose responsibility is to make active choices in a market in which

the personal and the political service are not distinguished. As Rose puts it:

The political subject is now less a social citizen with powers and obligations deriving

from membership of a collective body, than an individual whose citizenship is to be

manifested through the free exercise of personal choice among a variety of marketed

options. (1989, p.226)

The choosing individual is obliged to carry the consequences of those decisions, particularly

in a financial sense. When the sentence of bankruptcy is passed, however, responsibility is

presumably exhausted: it is a limited form of responsibility, compared to the social and ethical

responsibilities assumed in older forms of liberalism.

Homo economicus as the basis of education.

The character discussed here, homo economicus is the inescapable basis of Public Choice

theory. It is not possible to utilise parts of the theory without adopting this one. As Buchanan

and Tullock say,

The economist does not need to say that the individual "should" or "ought" to
maximize his own utility; he starts from the assumption that the individual does do so,

and that is all there is to it. The student of the political-choice process should do as

much... (Buchanan and Tullock, 1962,p.295).
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It is a matter of some urgency for educationists to decide if this is the assumption that they

wish to make as the basis for the study and practice of education.

Methodological Individualism.

In Public Choice Theory it is not generally permissible to talk of 'society' or the 'interests of

society', or the 'will of the people'. These terms imply that larger groups have some kind of

meaningful existence, which Public Choice Theorists would deny. To them, a group is merely

an aggregation of the wills of the individuals who comprise it: it has no existence, interest, or

responsibility of its own. The science of economics is therefore based on the interrogation of

the preferences of individuals, hence it is methodologically individualistic.

The aggregation of individuals

Methodological Individualism, is apparently a value-neutral approach to social science. It is a

mode of procedure which reduces all social events to a series of decisions made by

individuals. There is no room for analysis of large groups, for instance of armies, or nations or

schools except in terms of the individual actions and decisions of all the members of that

group.

This section is an attempt to explain methodological individualism as it is used in the

founding document of public choice, The Calculus of Consenr, (Buchanan and Tullock,

1962), using the the writings of F.A. Hayek. Hayek will both provide some background to the

assumptions made by Buchanan and Tullock, but also, by tracking the very significant ways

in which Buchanan and Tullock differ from Hayek it is possible to define the distinguishing

characteristics of the methodological individualism of public choice from the earlier form of

methodological individualism. Whilst Buchanan and Tullock, as representatives of public

choice apparently accept the individual, the scientific aura and the rejection of collectivist

approaches to political theory, all these component parts of methodological individualism
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differ significantly from those of the methodological individualism expounded by Hayek. I

am not claiming that the methodological individualism of public choice derives from Hayek.

Although Buchanan elsewhere draws freely on Hayek's works, in a discussion of the history

of methodological individualism ('Marginal Notes', Buchanan and Tullock 1962, pp. 315 -

317), Hayek is not once mentioned. This is a significant omission, and I hope that this present

discussion sheds some light on why this should be so.

The uses of methodological individualism

The use of methodological individualism has two justifications. One is that it falls into the

liberal tradition of individual freedom, the other is the urge to put social science onto a similar

footing to the more physical, 'positive'sciences. The first is intimately involved with the latter

at the level of rationalistic thought. The individual as the atom of society is rational; the

scientific observer of the atom is also rational. Their common rationality alone makes the

individual comprehensible to science. Methodological individualism postulates an individual

which is 'outside history', complete, formed, logically prior to the development of groups,

institutions or other collective forms of human activity. The methodological individual is in

some sense not subject to time, context, or influence, but although capable of variation in its

preferences is immutable as a theoretical figure. 'As decision-making or choosing bodies,

individual human beings remain fundamentally invariant over the range of both private and

public activity.' (Buchanan & Tullock, 1962,p.316)

Methodological individualism lends a scientific air to social science because it defines the unit

of measurement to be used in making any meaningful statement , and it removes from

contention, or appears to remove all the troublesome abstractions - like justice, public good,

love, responsibility, and so on, and reduce them to explicable actions of individuals, which

can and must be interpreted only in terms of the choices of individuals.
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In the Introduction to The Calculus of Consent Buchanan and Tullock do not attempt to

describe methodological individualism; they simply say

Since our model incorporates individual behavior as its central feature, our theory can

perhaps best be classified as being methodologically individualistic. (Buchanan and

Tullock, 1962, p.3).

The closest they come to justification of the use of the individual as primary conceptual unit

is

At best, the analysis of group interests leaves us one stage removed from the ultimate

choice-making process which can only take place in individual minds. (Buchanan and

Tullock, 1962, p.9)

Ludwig M. Lachmann, (1969) in an article in a book which included amongst its authors both

Tullock and Buchanan, puts it like this:

The case for methodological individualism, for the method which seeks to explain

human action in terms of plans conceived before action is actually taken, ... rests on a

positive as well as a negative reason. The negative reason is, of course, that an event

designed to take place in a certain situation, but not otherwise, cannot be regarded as a

random event. The positive reason, on the other hand, is that in the study of human

action we are able to achieve something which must for ever remain beyond the

purview of the natural sciences, viz, to make events intelligible by explaining them in

terms of the plans which guide action. (Streisler (ed) 1969, p 92 )

To Lachmann, the rationality, the capability of the individual to plan is the dominant feature

of the methodolgical individual. Where Lachmann distinguishes between subjectivism, which

he associates with methodological individualism, and formalism, the economics associated

with mathematical calculations of probability and ensuing predictions, Buchanan contrasts

individualism and collectivism. Lachmann is concerned to defend methodological

individualism from confusion with or take-over by behaviour modification, which he typifies

as'response to stimulus'.It is important, in this model, that the individual retain free will.

Buchanan is not so concerned about the encroachment of psychology, and in a memorable

article quoted earlier, Denis Mueller, a member in good standing of the public choice world,
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actually recommended the identification of public choice with behaviour modification

(Mueller's 1986 Address to the Public Choice Society, in Mueller 1993).

The claim to scientific status

The real advantages of methodological individualism for Public Choice are - that it sits

comfortably in the liberal tradition of emphasis on the rights and freedoms of the individual as

opposed to those of a notional collectivity, and that it has an implicit claim to scientific status.

An instance of Buchanan and Tullock's claim to scientific process can be seen in this

paragraph:

thb essential difference between our "economic" approach to political choice and that

approach represented by the Bentley school lies in our attempt to examine the results

of political activity in terms of simplified analytical models and, in this way, to

suggest some of the implications of the theory that might be subjected to empirical

testing (Buchanan and Tullock, 1962, p.9).

Buchanan claims the status of science by using the terminology of positivist science -

'analytical models', 'empirical testing' - and claiming a distinction for public choice on the

grounds that it has access to these things.

Other public choice writers are even more overt in their claims to the justification of science:

Tullock for instance in The Logic of l-aw :

A scientific theory consists of a logical structure proceeding from certain assumptions

to certain conclusions. We hope that both the assumptions and the conclusions may be

checked by comparing thern with the real world; the more highly testable the theory,

the better. Normally, however, certain parts of the theory are difficult to test. We are

not unduly disturbed by this since if parts of it survive tests we assume that the

untestable remainder is also true. (Tullock,1971, p.l0)

Over time Buchanan seems to have become more wary of the pitfalls of scientism and to have

reverted to the more axiomatic style of Mises, a style which relies on internal logic and

congruence with the already existing perceptions of the reader. This has perhaps less obvious
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public credibility and Buchanan is careful not to reject the connection between public choice

and science:

Some modern scholars view public-choice theory as offering a "pure science" of

politics that is fully analogous to the "science" of markets. The objective is to derive

testable hypotheses about the effects of specified changes in basic parameters on

observed political results. Still other public-choice (social-choice) theorists concern

themselves with analytic esoterica in the modeling of alternative political

arrangementsl The third strand of research activity within public choice, and the strand

with which we have been personally most involved, has more in common with the

earlier tradition in "political economy." The objective here is to understand the

workings of alternative political institutions so that choices among such institutions (or

structures of rules) can be more fully informed. (Brennan and Buchanan, 1985, p. xi)

Perhaps as a result of their desire to present a simplistic, late classical version of economics as

the basis of public choice, Buchanan and Tullock (1962) ignored those contested areas which

might call into question the status of economics as a science, or the claim of methodological

individualism to grant scientific status to social science.

Part of the claim of methodological individualism to 'scientific' status lies in Popper's

endorsement of Hayek's version of methodological individualism: Popper (1961) quotes

approvingly Hayek's idea of building up from a basic unit'models of all the various ways in

which they could combine into larger units', and that'he (the social scientist) could never

verify them by controlled experiment - although they might be disproved by the observation

of events which according to his theory are impossible'. Yet Popper is careful in his approval:

'For if, as I do not doubt, this is a correct description of the method of social science, then it

shows that it differs only from such interpretations of the method of natural science as we

have already rejected.' (Popper, in O'Neill: 1973,pp.72 - 73) For Popper the critical element is

a moral one: the preparedness of the scientist to accept the possibility that their theory is

wrong. On this criterion, Hayek's version of social science could be seen as a science.

Hayek (and Popper) however saw themselves being opposed to positivist science:
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What dissuaded me is that the social scientists, the science specialists in the tradition
of Otto Neurath, were so extreme and so naive on economics; it was actually through

them that I became aware that positivism was just misleading in the social sciences. I
owe it to Neurath's extreme position that I recognized it wouldn't do. And it took me a

long time, really, to emancipate myself from it. It was only after I had left Vienna, in
London, that I began to think systematically on problems of methodology in the social

sciences, and I began to recognize that positivism in that field was definitely
misleading (Hayek, 1994, p.50).

The predictions of economics, whose reliability is essential to the plausibility of economics as

a science are placed in real jeopardy by Hayek's claim that 'expectations' which shape events

are primarily the result of the subjective experience of individuals.

Ludwig M. Lachmann makes a similar point:

...it is most important to realize that formalism, by assuming all tastes to be 'given',

whether in the form of utility functions or of indifference curves, is in fact evading the

whole problem of how plans are made, a problem which is of crucial significance to

subjectivism. The indifference curves which are imputed to consumers are in reality

comprehensive lists of alternative plans to be put into operation if and when

opportunity offers. In other words, what is really assumed here is that individuals

never need make actual plans, because from the start they are equipped with such a

large number of alternative plans that all contingencies are covered! The whole

question how these lists of alternative plans ever came into existence is then ruled out

of order as falling outside the sphere of economic questions! The whole purpose of the

subjectivist revolt, which was to show that prices and quantities are the indirect results

of the decision-making acts of millions of individuals who are renewing or revising

their plans every day, is thus thwarted. (Lachmann 1969 in Streissler (ed), p.96 )

This view of science will not adequately serve the ends of public choice, since what public

choice needs is a formalist alliance which will lend it the mantle of objectivity, of

mathematical logic, of scientific rationality. Hayek's insistence on the fundamental

unpredictability of man, on the intrinsic impossibility of predicting his actions - and on the

undesirability of so doing - is not at all useful to a 'science' of political economy.
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Hayek's objections

Hayek's dffirend with positivist science is intimately related to his critique of 'the collectivist

approach' to social science:

Closely connected with the 'objectivism ' of the scientistic approach is its

methodological collectivism, its tendency to treat'wholes' Iike 'society' or the

'economy' ,'capitalism' (as a given historical 'phase') or a particular'industry'or'class'

or'country' as definitely given objects about which we can discover laws by observing

their behaviour as wholes. ...

The error involved in this collectivist approach is that it mistakes for facts what are no

more than provisional theories, models constructed by the popular mind to explain the

connection between some of the individual phenomena which we observe. The

paradoxical aspect of it, however, is as we have seen before, that those who by the

scientistic prejudice are led to approach social phenomena in this manner are, by their

very anxiety to avoid all merely subjective elements and to confine themselves to

'objective facts', induced to commit the mistake they are most anxious to avoid,

namely to treat as facts what are no more than vague popular theories. (Hayek:194213

in O'Neill, 1973, p.27 et seq)

In Hayek's view, collectivities are creations of the theories of individuals and have no

existence of their own, except as outcomes of the theories of individuals. They are therefore

subjective. Therefore, collectivities are not acceptable as a basis for the scientific description

of social science. Buchanan and Tullock, quite differently, concede that'organic' or

collectivist views are as logically possible as individualistic views.

Individualism as an analytical method suggests simply that all theorizing, all analysis,

is resolved finally into considerations faced by the individual person as decision-

maker. ...analysis reduces to an examination of his choice problem and of his means or

opportunities for solving this problem. To this approach is opposed that which starts

from the presumption that some unit larger than the single person, some group of
persons that includes two or more members is the entity whose choice problems are to

be examined. In this approach the individual member becomes an integral and

inseparable part of the larger entity, and an independent-choice calculus for the

separate parts is presumed meaningless. The individualisnc method of analyzing

political and social action is contrasted with the organic method, and these
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methodological differences need not, indeed should not, necessarily carry particular

implications concerning the normative rules for organizing society. (1962, p.315)

They can even describe a theorist who is'methodologically individualist and normatively

collectivistic' (Buchanan and Tullock, 1962, p.3 17).

The rejection of collectivism

Having committed themselves to an attenuated description of methodological individualism,

Buchanan and Tullock have some difficulty disposing of the idea that Marxism or any other

collective version of social science has validity. They simply state that they are going to use

the individual postulate, and justify this preference on the pseudo-historical grounds that the

collectivity approach is

essentially opposed to the Western philosophical tradition in which the human

individual is the primary philosophical entity....since we propose to construct a theory

of collective choice that has relevance to modern Western democracy, we shall reject

at the outset any organic interpretation of collective activity. (Buchanan and Tullock,
1962, p.l l)

In a paragraph in the Appendix 'Marginal Notes' Buchanan suggests by juxtaposition rather

than argument the connection between the rejection of the collective approach and the claim

to scientific validitv:

The State, or the polity, may be conceived as a set or rules or institutions through

which individual human beings act collectively ratber than individually or privately.

That is to say, we may best describe what is normally called "the State" in terms that

specify such rules and institutions. As we have previously emphasized, all attempts to
make the State into more than this are regarded as falling entirely outside our frame of
reference in this book. It seems unnecessary for us to compare our constructions with
those of scholars who, at base, have adopted organic conceptions of collective life. A
given set or rules describes a social organization, a political order. In discussing this

order a useful, indeed an essential line may be drawn between positive and normative

theory. A positive science of politics should analyze the operation of an existing, or a
postulated, set or rules for collective decision-making quite independently of the

efficacy of the set in furthering orin promotingcertain "social goals." A normative
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theory must be erected upon and must draw its strength from the propositions of

positive science, but it is only when this extension of normative theory is made that

"reform" in existing institutions can be expected to emerge from specialized

scholarship. Indeed the only purpose of science is its ultimate assistance in the

development of normative propositions. We seek to learn how the world works in

order to make it work "better," to "improve" things: this is as true for physical science

as it is for social science. @uchanan, in Buchanan and Tullock, 1962, p.308)

This passage also demonstrates two characteristic features of the public choice conception of

'science': the transition from description to prescription, and its teleological nature.

The nature of the individual

The 'individual' who is used as the basis for analysis is supposedly quite free of all culture,

gender, class or other markers. This is not stated in such terms. The language of public choice

puts it in the form that the 'preferences' of the individual are freely made, they are not

specified by the theory. At this stage of public choice theory any ordering of preferences is

possible.

The individual however is not infinitely variable. His patterns of thought have universal

characteristics. Hayek deals with this in 'Scientism and the Study of Society',

The whole idea of the variability of the human mind is a direct result of the elroneous

belief that mind is an object which we observe as we observe physical facts. The sole

difference, however, between mind and physical objects, which entitles us to speak of

mind at all, is precisely that wherever we speak of mind we interpret what we observe

in terms of categories which we know only because they are the categories in which

our own mind runs. (Hayek 1942,in O'Neill, 1973,p.66)

Later Hayek draws the obvious inference: that those whose patterns of thought do not qualify

as comprehensible are not individuals:

When we speak of man we necessarily imply the presence of certain familiar mental

categories. It is not the lumps of flesh of a certain shape which we mean, nor any units

performing definite functions which we could define in physical terms. The

completely insane, none of whose actions we can understand, is not a man to us - he
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could not figure in human history except as the object of other people's acting and

thinking. When we speak of man we refer to one whose actions we can understand.
(My italics). (O'Neill, 1973,p.67 )

This account of rationality, as being accredited by individuals who are confident that they

themelves are rational, holds disturbing implications for those who do not share the rationality

of Public Choice Theory or n6o-classical economics.

Another road to scientific validity

Buchanan and Tullock take for granted and do not discuss the rationality of man: they specify

that their programme has in mind a community of 'free individuals' (Buchanan and Tullock,

1962,p.13), and discnss at some length, (1962, pp.l7-18) the usefulness and justification for

using the concept of the 'purely economic man'. Essentially they argue from 'common sense',

(the contrary conception of man is not'even remotely descriptive of reality') (1962, p.l8) and

claim indulgence on the grounds that this is 'just' a useful fiction. The use of this fictive

character is justified on the grounds that it derives from economics and

Through the use of this specific assumption about human motivation, scholars have

been able to establish for economic theory a limited claim as the only positive social

science. (1962, p.ll)

So the basis for the claim to scientific status has been shifted slightly from that of

methodological individualism to that of 'economic man', the individual in a specific guise,

with certain universal characteristics of motivation, not just patterns of thought:

...the economic assumption is simply that the representative or the average individual,
when confronted with real choice in exchange, will choose "more" rather than "less."

The only important question concerns the strength of this acknowledged force.

Denis Mueller puts it even more bluntly:

The assumption that individuals, be they voters, politicians or bureaucrats, act

rationally in their own self-interest is the most important and obvious characteristic of
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public choice distinguishing it from its sister disciplines in the social sciences...

(Mueller, 1993)

Methodological individualism then, in public choice theory, is based on rejection of collective

modes of thought, the appropriation of scientific justification from the discipline of

economics, particularly from the persona of 'economic man', and from the predictions and use

of probability theory associated with that form of individual. (The components are all there in

the title: 'The Calculus of Consent'.) The public choice form of methodological individualism

differs from Hayek's in that Hayek's individual is inherently rational, but makes plans which

cannot be reduced to probabilistic mathematical modelling, and Hayek does not allow any

validity to collectivist thought. The common characteristics are a regard for'scientific' status,

a restrictive view of rationality, which is bounded by 'western' forms of thought, and a shared

distaste for collectivist theory.

Rationality and irrationality in economic rationalism

Rationality is the great inheritance of the Enlightenment. It is the characteristic of men which

enable them to challenge the supremacy of gods, to uncover the secrets of the universe, to

create and interpret. It is the justification for freedom: if men are rational then they ought not

to be constrained by the decisions of others. It is rationality which is held to set men apart

from beasts. In economic rationalism however, rationality becomes something far less

glorious, more restricted, predictable, leading to the question whether such a limited person

deserves the enormous respect which the Elightnement confened upon 'Man'.

Man and Angels

Public Choice Theory is an element of neoJiberalism, and neo-liberalism is a child of

liberalism, and the very origin of liberalism lies in a claim to rationality on the part of the

thinking subject, whose interests could not be suppressed or sublimated in that of the prince or

the state. The contemporaneity of liberalism and 'Enlightenment' suggests common heritage,
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if not common methodology. There is a sense in which the liberal individual is the o of the

cogito.

In a reaction to the paternalism of monarchs and the dogma of the Christian church, liberals

proclaim the independence of their minds, their ability to think for themselves. Indeed the

acquisition of rationality, once an imitation of the omniscience of God (in His image) is part

of the process of transfening god-like characteristics to the human subject, in the project of

abandoning or curtailing the domain of theology and introducing the realm of humanism (see

for instance, Morris, 1987). So long as liberals remain in the role of protestors, there is no

incompatibility: once they assume the reins of power however, the claim to rationality as the

distinguishing mark of the human being becomes problematic.

Rationality is at once the distinguishing feature of individuals who count, and the nature of

the universe. Irrationality is at the same time the mark of exclusion and a challenge to

knowledge, certainty, government. Foucault has written at length about the enlightened way

of dealing with irrationality as illness: the price of inclusion is to be rational, that is, to

conform.

Rationality as behaviour we can understand.

Public Choice Theory takes over the belief in the rationality of the 'individual' from classical

liberalism. But it is a different form of rationality: no longer the quality which marks the

difference between 'man' and animals or the affinity of 'man' and the angels, or the reflection

of God in 'man', the rationality of Public Choice Theory is a quality which serves only to

render his self-interest effective: it is of no use to pursue self-interest, if there is no possibility

of discerning what that is, or of distinguishing between degrees of advantage, and the

possibility of attaining advantage. Rationality therefore, in the world of Public Choice Theory,
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is an adjunct to self-interest, actualized and theorized only as it contributes to the pursuit of

individual economic advantage.

In the work of F.A. Hayek it is possible to observe the transition between the wider rationalig

of classical liberalism and the narrower rationality of neo-classical economics and Public

Choice Theory. It is possible to see Hayek's observance of Kant's definition of 'categories' as

modes of thinking, of the Enlightenment emphasis on the universality of human thought and

rationality, and subsequently on the transparency of rationality. To the Austrian school value

might be subjectively determined, but the rationality of the individual is determined by that

subjective process being transparent to others, that is, it must be rational, or if it is not, then

the subject runs the risk of being excluded from consideration as irrational.

There is nothing paradoxical in the claim that all mind must run in terms of certain

universal categories of thought, because where we speak of mind this means that we

can successfully interpret what we observe by arranging it in these categories. And

anything which can be comprehended through our understanding of other minds,

anything which we recognize as specifically human, must be comprehensible in terms

of these categories. (Hayek, 1942,in O'Neill, 1973,p.66).

Effectively a certain - Westem? Male? Austrian? form of rationality is privileged: if the

behaviour of others is incomprehensible, then it does not qualify as *rational'.

This sets definite limits upon rationality: it is behaviour 'we' (male heirs to the

Enlightenment) can understand. Anything else is set outside the limits of rationality, or

perhaps more accurately, outside the limits of rational agency, - he is simply an object, not a

subject. The acting subject whose thinking we cannot understand 'is not a man to us' - an

extremely important qualification to a philosophy built on the recognition of the volition of

individuals.

Although Austrian economics subscribes to the subjective theory of value, that is, it is the

worth of an item to the individual who buys it which sets the price, not a calculus of the
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investments which comprise the end product - none the less, this 'subjectivity' is not a

phenomenon outside the possibility of understanding - a bystander with sufficient knowledge

of the circumstances of that player in the market would understand the choices made, and

indeed, would make the same choices on behalf of that person. Rationality, although variable

according to individual circumstances, is still recognisably a universal, and is defined

precisely by reference to what it excludes, that is, persons whose rationality does not conform

(is incomprehensible) to the rationality of those making the judgement.

Rationality as the ability to order preferences and to be consistent in that ordering.

Public Choice Theory (which, according to Hayek, could be seen as the Austrian school in the

United States) (Hayek, 1954,p.54 (Collected works vol 4.)) goes even further. In following

this path, public choice theorists tend to veer away from Hayek, - it is noticeable that Hayek's

authority is more often claimed than examined, - and to follow more closely his Austrian

colleague, von Mises, who regarded rationality as more predictable, and therefore more

controllable, than Hayek did. The presumption of rationality is maintained, but vitiated, by a

definition of rationality which can be reduced to mathematically calculated financial self-

interest. The individual is said to be rational when he can order his preferences, and his order

of preferences is transitive and consistent. The consistency factor is reminiscent of

Nietzsche's views on nxemory (Nietzsche, 1989, p.58) as a key component in the construction

of persons: it is above all the ability to make and keep promises which makes a person able to

sustain a personaliry, both in terms of personal relationships, and, more importantly for

economics, in terms of being able to sustain a legal, that is contractual, contractible,

personality.

Rationality in Public Choice Theory is something very clearly defined and delimited. It is the

ability to order preferences, and to be consistent in those preferences. It is not, on the face of

it, closely related to the ideas that characterised the enlightenment or classical liberal thinking.
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A chimpanzee could be rational in Public Choice Theory terms, provided she always

preferred bananas to pineapples, and pineapples to guavas.

The assumption generally is that rationality is a higher faculty, and this assumption is often

used by adherents of Public Choice Theory when they are arguing that individuals do not need

to be protected from other individuals or businesses by collectives. On this limited description

of rationality however, the assumption can hardly be justified. Given such an impoverished

notion of rationality, the amazing thing is that Public Choice Theorists appear to esteem the

individual so highly. They do not always do so: Mueller points out that the rationality

assumption is merely meant to lend weight to the utility maximizing assumption: the

individual who maximizes his own utility can distinguish the objects of his desire, can order

them, in a transitive manner if necessary, and remembers those choices, i.e. has cognitive

ability sufficient to be able to form an image or representation in what passes for a mind

sufficiently to allow him to make such choices consistently. Mueller points out that this is

such an insubstantial characteristic that it might better be replaced by the mechanistic

assumptions of behaviour modification, which is not so much interested in rationality as in

response of a relatively automatic kind to stimuli.

However, despite the truncated nature of this description of the unique qualities of the human

as individual, it is a characteristic that seems to have won adherents well beyond the confines

of neo-classical economics. Not only do economists use this form of rationality, so do Public

Choice Theorists, and also analytic Marxists, (e.g. Roemer, 1994, Elster, 1993) and the notion

is becoming, accordingtoZafirowski (1999), widespread among sociologists.It appears that

the ability - indeed the preference - to underestimate human beings is widespread. What is

the attraction of this form of rationality?

The rational individual is the self-interested, calculable individual. His actions are predictable,

and they are predictable by calculation of efficiency, that is, by a calculation of how he can
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get the maximum number of choices from his investment. This implies that the populace, as

an accumulation of individuals, is rendered controllable by the assumption that rationality will

lead the choosing individual along predictable, manipulable, paths of behaviour. As Buchanan

and Tullock say,

We are convinced that man can organize his political society better by putting
checkreins on his behavior in advance, checkreins which effectively restrain the
behavior of the deviant from the "moral way" - behavior that may be observed only
occasionally and temporarily but which may also be quite characteristic of real-world
human beings. (Buchanan and Tullock,1962, p.305.)

Thinking differently

In limiting rationality to the process of taxonomising choices, it becomes possible to exclude

vast numbers of the world's human inhabitants from rationality on these grounds. Although

the process of individualisation has been so widespread in the western world, that it has

become an assumption that the term 'human being' and the term 'individual' are synonymous,

this is not the case for many peoples who subscribe to more communitarian ways of life and

thought. Nor is it always applicable to those who care for family members: Stretton and

Orchard (1994) show how much more complex are the actions and motivations of very

ordinary Western women, than the concepts of Public Choice Theory would allow them to be.

These people however, must be defined as 'irrational' in terms of the Public Choice Theory

concept of rationality: the concept gives license to the proponents of laws and regulations

based on the universal identity of the human being and homo economicu.r to ignore all those

who do not subscribe to the rational aims of homo economicu.r, in particular to ignore the

interests of those who would set community over individual gain.

Rationality is not seen in terms of being able to deduce or make sophisticated logical moves,

for the ability to do this implies the possibility of being wrong: the admissibility of an

incorrect rationality is not conducive to the moves that economics/Public Choice Theory
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wants to make with rationality. It may be because the Public Choice Theory notion of human

rationality has not moved very far from the pre-enlightenment notion of God's rationality, the

possibility of error is not seriously entertained, and where it does become unavoidably

evident, it is likely to be rationalized away as a consequence of the inadequacy of information,

or of the irrationality of certain, sub-individuals. (See for debate on possibility of error,

Wilkinson in Holland and Boston (eds) 1990.) Or it may be that, because the myriad choices

- rational choices - of individuals are the technique by which the Invisible Hand works its

magic, it is not desirable that these choices should be unreasonable: the effect of those choices

becomes patent in 'price', which is the mechanism by which the market encourages or

discourages further investment - if the teleological function of the market is to hold true, the

market must act to sort out, and reward, the most advantageous, that is the most rational

decisions. The market has, imposed upon it by economists from Adam Smith on, the

responsibility to translate the rationality of individuals into the rationality, understood as

interest, of a larger group.

Theoretically, there is no need of a concept of 'right' and 'wrong ' choice within the Public

Choice Theory framework: because there is no appeal to a metaphysics of absolute truth,

rightness and wrongness can only relate to the value for individuals. However, experience

within the education system does not tend to confirm this interpretation of the working of

educational markets: in fact there is a very high degree of pressure exerted on 'schools' that

is, on Boards of Trustees to make 'right' choices. The situation might be understood in terms

of Pat O'Malley's perception of the self-government of Aboriginal communities in Australia:

(While) failure is understood to be a key dynamic of government, for it triggers the

process of rethinking and reconstructing programmes....to think in terms of failure

puts the emphasis on the status of collision from the programmer's viewpoint and

consequently reduces resistance to a negative externality. No space is created for a
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-tproductive and incorporative relationship with resistances - such as would exist where
rule and resistance form each other reflexively. (O'Malley,1996, p. 3l l)

O'Malley uses Graham Burchell's insightful view of liberal governmentality: 'To govern is to

get individuals to align their wills with the ends of government' (Burchell, 1991. p.l l9). This

is particularly so because liberalism, conceiving of itself as a form of resistance to

government, is ill at ease with the coercion it claims to be characteristic only of other forms of

government -

Liberalism is attracted to technologies of rule which distance the processes of
regulation from the forms of images of coercion. (O'Malley , 1966, p.313)

But at the same time, liberalism sees itself as harnessing the immanent natural forms of men

and relationships: it is essential that the subject be 'free'in order tobe governed: themere

superimposition of regulations by the use of power does not conform to a liberal art of

government. The free use of rationality is therefore essential - but in order to make the

government of a diverse populace more governable it is convenient to maintain the fiction that

rationality is limited to a certain range of matters within the confines of the imagination of the

ruling group.

As John Dunn says, liberalism is based upon the freedom of a valorized individual, but by the

time liberalism has finished redefining that individual, it is not unreasonable to wonder why

they bothered.

Tolerance and respect for persons are liberal values which plainly require a less

constricted account of what it is to be a human person than this provides if they are to
be sustained at all convincingly. (Dunn, 1979,p.43).

Other forms of 'rationality' in New Zealand

Within the New Zealand educational context this reduction of rationality to a limited,

predictable form is problematic, since this 'rationality' constructs the choices people make,

and therefore closely influences the shape that educational institutions will assume in any
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given community, and yet, its conformity to the rationality of government, will dictate its

acceptability to government.

The claim is often made, in the guise of egalitarianism, that collective institutions for the

protection of the interests of a community, a class or an industrial group of people are in

themselves denigrating, because they impugn the rationality and independence of individual,

rational actors. This tactic is most often used in advocating individual contracts for

employees, rather than collective contracts. The only choice the rational actor evidently

cannot make, in this account, is to choose, rationally, to submerge his or her interests in those

of the collective, in the reasonable expectations that this will serve their interests better than

individual negoti ation.

There is a view that the operation of the invisible hand, is linked to the exercise of

innumerable individual rationalities. This being so, the result of granting free rein to the

rationality of individuals should be a recognisably improved state of affairs. This has two

logical effects: one is that an improved state of affairs can be attributed to the operation of

multiple rationalities, and the other is that a failure to 'improve' the state of affairs, can be

attributed to a failure in rationality. This last is a very dangerous game. Given that the criteria

for 'improvement' are derived from a very niurow set of criteria, culturally and economically

located, the possibilities for ethnic and cultural derogation are strong.

Patrick O'Malley refers to this problem in his discussion of the liberal 'empowerment' of

Aboriginal communities in Australia: liberal government is prepared to grant 'self-

government' , so long as the outcome is recognisable to the government as an 'improvement'

in existing affairs; in those areas where Aboriginal custom and culture are unacceptable or not

recognisable as 'improvements' then empowerment is likely to be withdrawn, in other words,

funding is likely to be made conditional upon the production of the desired effects.

(O'Malley, 1996.)
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In this way then, the effect of liberal government is to produce effects of 'rationality' given

the prior premise, that 'rationality' is a way of conduct which liberalism regards as desirable.

It is conduct within the parameters of current'governmentality'. Seen in this light, the

harshness of the dealings of the Education Review Office with schools located in areas with

high Maori populations, or in working-class areas, and with schools which have a specifically

Maori kaupapa, is not hard to understand. It is however, hard to reconcile with the rhetoric of

individual and community choice, and is likely to give rise to continuing tension between

government and self-articulating communities.

The report of the Taskforce to Review Education Administration ('Picot') endeavours to

respect the rationality of all those involved in education: yet its assumption that 'choice' is a

distinct category from 'competence' and 'cultural sensitivity' raises the issues: theoretically

sufficient choice should in itself operationalise rationality ('competence') and solve the issues

of difference; from the outset: therefore, there was little confidence that the new market. or

pseudo-market would actualise the characteristics claimed for it:

1.2.1. As a taskforce, we are convinced that any administrative structure for
education should be based upon:

choice

an assumption of individual competence

cultural sensitivity

good management practices. (Taskforce to Review Education Administration, 1987)

Stuart Sexton, perhaps the most conscious user of Public Choice Theory among all the New

Right commentators on the education scene in New Znaland makes just this point:

It is ultimately the collective choice of parents which will determine the quality,

quantity and types of schools in the education marketplace, and, under self-
management, those schools will have the means and incentive to respond to such

choice. (Sexton, 1990, p.7 3)
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He responds to the possibility that Maori will not share the 'rationality' which will deliver the

universal 'quality, quantity and types' of schools which would correspond to European

expectations of rational choice:

...if Maori education and the Maori approach to assessment and evaluation is so

different to 'pakeha' education, then those Maori who wish to do so should be free to

shape their own schools and their own assessment procedures. It does not mean that

the measures of excellence which the Pakeha population recognise and strive for have

to be altered. (Sexton, 1990, p.57)

How can it be known what those measures or excellence are in anticipation of the operation of

the educational market? - or rather, how can it be known that they will be different to those of

Maori? - or that if so, they will be better? Sexton's irritable tone is entirely in accordance

with the notion that there is - can be - only one form of rationality, and that other forms of

thinking will either be corrected by the operation of the market as it demonstrates that other

forms are more successful, or it is not a rational form of thinking at all, in which case the

thinker 'is not a man to us.' To endeavour to protect a certain form of thinking by taking it out

of the general process of the market is simply not a rational response.

The problem reappears in Maris O'Rourke's Brief To The Incoming Government in 1990.

O'Rourke distinguishes between a 'rational' process of choice, which 'calculates the

investment, the opportunity costs and the rate of return,' and a 'cultural process', which is

determined by the experiences of the individual, the groups, or the family. There is an

implication here that 'cultural process' is something quite different to 'rational process', and

given the peculiarities of the New Zealand vernacular, no one can be under much

misapprehension as to which groups are 'rational' and which groups are 'cultural'.

(O'Rourke, 1990, p.37)

One might say that there has been in New Zealand an effort to think beyond the assumption of

universal reason at least at some levels of the reformed education system. However, the
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penalties for the failure of individual or collective rationality to coincide with government

rationality, have been severe for some communities.

The wider influence of the Public Choice view of rationality:

The limited notion of rationality has been widely accepted, beyond the confines of economics

or Public Choice Theory. The sociological sub-discipline 'rational choice' is founded upon

the acceptance of homo economicus with both the utility maximization and the limited notion

of rationality intact. (Zafirovski , 1999)

...rational choice theory is grounded on the neoclassical economic model of rationality
with its basis in the concept of utility function positing that social action is guided by
the goal of maximizing or (satisficing with respect to) utility. This is seen in turn as a
'powerful idea for social science...Moreover, such a conception of 'rational human'
qua economic human is, even with its deficiencies, perceived as the most promising
point of departure... for a general social theory ... ' including, of course, economics
where this theoretical tradition has a status that is canonical' (Hechter, 1990:143). On
the other hand, some analysts admonish that such grounding of sociological rational
choice theory in neoclassical economics may involve what is called Whiggism or
Whig history, namely a tendency for reading the history of economic and social
thought backwards to show that the 'work of economists in the past is but a prelude to
development in the present' (caldwell, 1991ls77). (zafirowski, 1999, p.50)

Zafirovski later concludes that the conception of rationality as advanced or borrowed from

neoclassical economics by sociological rational choice theory can be denoted as calculative

rationality.

This rationality is based on definite ordering rules or normative prescriptions for
consistent optimization of an objectively well-defined function or purpose, such as

utility (consumers) or profit (producers) such a conception - just as the orthodox
historical materialism - implies the idea of objective universal rationality ... As such,
it overlooks the possibility of non-utilitarian or non-economic rationalities in which
purposes other than utility or profit are defined and pursued. (Zafirowski, p.70)

Zafirovski also pursues the notion that rationality amounts to the ordering of preferences and

consistency in that ordering:
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In modern economics, the idea of objective and universal rationality leads to another

reduction. This is the reduction of rationality and economic rationality in particular to

mere consistency, above all the transitive ordering of preferences or alternatives within

a feasibility set according to 'objective ' rules... ...This accounting approach to

rationality is too narrow, to the extent that it applies to consistency or transitivity in

ordering utilitarian preferences or purposes alone. On the other hand, it is almost

trivial and useless if applied to ordering any preferences or ends, since it thus amounts

to a deus ex machina, explaining everything but nothing specifically. In general,

consistency, including transitivity, is not necessarily isomorphic with rationality in the

sense of an intrinsic means-ends nexus. (Zafirowski p.7l)

The alarming issue for educationists is Zafirowski's claim, almost certainly correct, that the

fundamentals of Public Choice Theory , are gathering ground as 'the most promising point of

departure... for a general social theory' (Zafirowski, p.50, see also p.102). In New Zealandit

would be fair to say that the principles were applied, without even a cursory attempt to

examine them as in the form of a social theory - by bypassing this step, as is the practice for

reforming ndo-liberals, opposition was effectively curtailed.

The application of 'rationality' to education

In the interests of 'efficiency', some form of rationalism must be inserted into the

organisation of public education, an imperative which is inherently antithetical to the

inationalism which causes the preference for markets, the great virtue of which is said to be

efficiency as outcome. In general, efficiency will entail economies of scale - which are

antithetical to choice - and in order for the market in education to function properly, parents

must have information - which is to be provided by ERO Reports, or 'league tables' - and in

order for the information they give to be properly applicable across the board, in other words

for a legitimate, or credible, comparison to be possible - a national curriculum and testing

programme must be set in place and maintained, that is, national control, in the interests of

personal choice. As Don Brash, Governor of the Reserve Bank put it in the Hayek Memorial

Lecture:
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We have sought to make the operations of the public sector as transparent as possible
so that information abut it can be acquired at low cost, and economic decisions thereby
rendered more rational and efficient. (Brash, 1996, p.20)

Rationality then enters the story as a component of the decision-making of the rational

educational consumer, now equipped with the information to allow him or her to make a

rational decision. The amalgamation of individual rational decisions on educational choice of

schools will result, it is believed, in the improvement of the standards and outcomes of

schools.

Keith Joseph, a person strongly influenced by the IEA, and Public Choice Theory, as Minister

for Education in Margaret Thatcher's England was reluctant to introduce a national

curriculum (Lawton, 1993,p.66). This reluctance must surely have its origins in the belief in

nor introducing more state control. But he was eventually overridden by the forces of

efficiency: in order for the market to function 'properly' various sources of discrepancy other

than the 'excellence' of the school have to be removed in order to allow consumers to make a

legitimate comparison. In New Tnaland which has for more than a hundred years had a

national curriculum and a national assessment system, the theoretic tension has not been so

visible, although there are some elements discernible in the resistance of Michael lrwin,

convenor of the Education Forum, to the NZQA assessment system and to the exhaustive

detail of the new curriculum, and in the Sexton Report, which was sweeping in its

recommendations that government further attenuate the policy and implementation groups

(five of them) which had replaced the defunct Department of Education.

The Market

The market is the central mechanism by which the free and rational choices of individuals are

translated into 'co-operative' action, that is, by deciding to buy a certain commodity the buyer

encourages the seller to produce (or source) more of that product. By deciding not to buy, the
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buyer encourages the seller to reduce efforts to produce or retail that commodity. Thus

individual choices affect the economy and wealth of the country as a whole. This model is

regarded as so compelling that it is to be applied to areas of public life which do not readily

lend tehmselves to conceptualisation as markets - like education.

Converting individual into collective action

The characteristics of economic man make the transition to collective action extremely

difficult. It is not admissible for him to do anything in a spirit of altruism. Given that the

motivation for action is always self-interest, how can anything which is beyond the level of

individual interest - roading, sewerage, laws - be achieved?

The major questions in this section are, how does individual action translate to collective

action in public choice theory, and why in particular should the market model be the process

of choice for interaction between homines economici at the level of politics?

The answer to the first question, how, in public choice theory, does individual choice translate

to collective action, lies in the market. The reason for this predilection Iies in the favourable

and selective public choice description of the functioning of the market.

There are two aspects to the answer to the second question ( why should the market be the

model for human interaction): one is the superiority of the market in certain vital aspects,

namely in degrees of freedom and fairness as compared to other social processes, and the

other is the obverse of that, the inferiority or unacceptability of other, existing processes for

making decisions on collective action.

Ways in which private decisions can translate to collective action

The possible models usually offered are: by acceding to a dictatorship, (one person, perhaps a

king or a dictator, makes decisions); by acceding to an oligarchy (a group of the 'best' people

makes decisions); by participating in a democracy (all the people make decisions).
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It has become usual in the 'Western tradition' to prefer, publicly at least, the last option, but it

is worth remembering that many august thinkers in that tradition, including Plato have

objected strongly to it, and preferred one of the other two forms, and with creditable reason.

Public choice theorists revisit some of these objections, and although they opt for a form of

democracy, it is a form which is designed to avoid the 'worst' features of democracy, which

for others may be the very features which validate it.

The advantages of the market

To public choice theorists the market is the epitome of democratic relations. This rather

strange view can be explained like this: to economists, the market is a process of exchange..

Within the rules or agreements of market behavior, each individual, whether buyer or seller,

acts freely in his own interest. (There are many millions of women taking part in marketing as

buyers and sellers, but not in public choice theory.) The market as an institution has these

advantages:

Participants are 'free' that is, they are not forced to buy or sell. Willingness to sacrifice money

or some other 'good'for the sake of acquiring or using a good or service is seen as indicating

preference for that good or service.

Participants are also free in that the market itself does not tell them what they want. The

participants themselves indicate not only that they desire some good, but the extent to which

they desire it, by the price that they are prepared to pay.

Markets 'clear' themselves. If something is not highly desired, demand drops, price drops,

then supply drops until 'equilibrium ' is established.

o Markets offer a system of allocation and distribution which is both just and efficient.
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The rules are clearly accepted because it is in the interest of everyone (who wants to

participate in the market) to be sure that every one else is subjected to the same rules

governing promises, payment, bullying etc.

The multiple acts of self-seeking on the part of buyers and sellers results in overall benefit "as

if by an invisible hand."

The market then can be seen as a great leveller. The market does not care about the

participants'connections, about education status, or other claim to belong to an elite,

(although it is responsive to the entrant's level of wealth).

To Buchanan and Tullock the market is a model of democratic procedure. Anyone can join in,

provided they have something to buy or sell. Anyone can affect price by buying, or not

buying. Anyone can encourage or discourage the provision of any good or service by buying

or not buying. Anyone can provide any good or service they like and the market will let them

know if it is seen as desirable or not. The choices of the consumer are thus seen to create the

actual conditions of market exchange: if the consumer will not buy turnips, these will become

extremely cheap. If on the other hand, there is a good demand for tomatoes, the market will

provide a plentiful array.

Even more importantly, the market offers a way of resolving disagreement between

consumers and between sellers and buyers. If one person wants to spend money on coal and

another on wood there is no disagreement in the market. If one person wants to sell iceblocks

in the middle of winter there is no conflict with the consumer: the consumer simply doesn't

buy. No one's needs are dictated by anyone else. Nor is the means to satisfaction of those

needs dictated to by anyone else. The problem of domination by the majority does not arise.
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Reservations about the market

Although Buchanan and Tullock refer to the market as if its characteristics are firmly and

undisputably established it is important for the critical reader to recognise that economists are

not totally agreed on these characteristics of the market. One of the key differences between

public choice theorists and other economists is in their account of the market as the

connection between the individual choice and the collective benefit. Karl Marx challenges the

claim of the market to bring about general prosperity and happiness, and Schumpeter and

Hayek see very different images when they discuss this connection. To Marx the connection

is non existent: the market exists for the benefit of the capitalist - even for the capitalist it is a

short-term venture, since competition inevitably causes prices to fall below the cost of

production, inducing the capitalist to squeeze all the variables of production until nothing is

left but misery and a reducing profit (Marx, 'Speech on Free trade' in Mclellan,19'77, p. 268).

To Schumpeter the engine of progress is not so much the market, or competition in itself, but

the ingenuity which causes certain players in the market (entrepreneurs) constantly to find

better and more innovative ways to do things which are then copied by others. (Schumpeter,

1947 , pp.72-74) To Hayek, (1973, pp. 47-51) the way in which the market works is almost

mystical: the individual's choices do not individually tend towards the general well-being, but

taken together a 'spontaneous order' emerges, which is in the nature of an evolutionary

tendency to improvement. Indeed, to Hayek, competition, which is intimately linked with the

market, is a 'discovety' procedure. If individuals were able to have adequate knowledge,

which Hayek thinks they are not, then the outcome of competition, (or the market), would be

predictable and therefore unnecessary. (Hayek, 1979,p.66 &1979a , p.68)

The Invisible Hand

All these views Buchanan ignores and opts for Adam Smith's 'invisible hand'. The invisible

hand carries with it a wealth of political, royalist, religious and ethical connotations.
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Buchanan however chooses not to examine the notion, but to use it as a widely accepted,

generally understood metaphor for the development of some kind of general good out of the

myriad of individual decisions taken in the market. For instance he contrasts the Keynesian

vision of an inherently unstable economy with the public choice idea

That the spontaneous co-ordination of economic activities within a system of markets

would generally produce economic stability (Buchanan, 1991,p.92).

In general any reference to the weakness of the market model in public choice literature is

answered by an impassioned description of the failure of planning or the bureaucratic model

to answer problems of production and distribution.

The metaphor - politics is a form of market

The next step in public choice theory is a little confused. It is not clear whether this model of

the market is one that is currently true of political interaction or if it is one which ought to be

true. To a certain extent it is held to be already true. Buchanan (1986) describes politicians as

bding involved in a political competition which is analogous to market competition. In

proposing and enacting legislation which they hope will appeal to the electorate politicians are

effectively acting as sellers of products looking for the support of the market. The politician

will presumably alter his product if the market does not buy.

This description of how politics works, as a market, could be seen as exactly how politics is

supposed to work. If politicians did not have to meet with the approval of the electorate, then

the system might be just, efficient and praise-worthy in many respects, but it could not be

seen as democratic.

It is not unusual to use the process of exchange in the market as a metaphor for other kinds of

exchange. Novelists and sociologists have talked for many years about the'marriage market'

in various time and places, with a quite clear understanding of the extent to which the

exchange of status, money and gifts at a wedding reflects a kind of market and to what extent
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it does not. The bride, for instance, is not regarded as a commodity to the extent that she is a

slave - if she were, the language used would be that of slavery, a special instance of the real

market, not of the metaphorical marriage market. So to talk about the voter as a buyer of

policies is not unusual, although to talk about the voter as a seller of votes is the equivalent of

talk about slavery, it is a serious charge and is not usually made in a lighrhearted or

metaphorical manner. Similarly if a politician is described as being 'for sale' to the highest

bidder, this is ordinarily a pejorative description.

If public choice were simply to apply the insights of economics to politics, as it claims to do,

then a number of useful statements might be generated which would envisage the participants

in social and political affairs as buyers and sellers, or for that matter as growers, advisers,

technicians, investors and so on. These labels, one might expect to be fairly dispassionately

applied, and to amount to a kind of anthropological analysis of certain ritual and

powerbroking functions in terms usually used in commerce and industry. It may for instance,

be as useful - or as useless - to see the promotion system of a bureaucracy as an economic

system as it is to see the Kula ring as an economic system. But this is not the tenor of public

choice analysis. The analysis is made, but in an atmosphere of indignation, and moral

imperative,

It is in fact precisely because politics does not qualify as a 'market', (which is by definition a

satisfactory way of organising human behaviour,) but is seen as an arena of patronage and

disappointingly low standards of moral behaviour that Buchanan and Tullock want to

introduce the market model to political life.
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Politics as an unsatisfactory market

There is here a fundamental and perhaps wilful misunderstanding of what a parliament is

supposed to be: an assembly of peers, of equals, not of god-like figures. Buchanan waxes very

ironic at the supposed romantic idealism of other people's suppositions about politicians:

the classical prejudice that persons participate in politics through some common

search for the good, the true, and the beautiful with these ideals being defined

independently of the values of the participants as these might or might not be

expressed by behavior. (Buchanan's speech at Stockholm, accepting the Nobel Prize in

Economics, 1986.)

The innovation Buchanan and Tullock claim to make is to treat politicians exactly like every

one else, as homo economicu,s, individuals who are interested in their own good, not that of

the country or state. Tullock expresses it like this:

The "theory of candidates and parties" treats politicians like entrepreneurs and parties

like corporations or partnerships. It is based on the view that politicians want to get

elected or re-elected, and that parties are simply voluntary coalitions of politicians

organized for the purpose of winning elections. (Buchanan and Tullock, 1962, p3a.)

Politics is seen as an unsatisfactory market, because the buyers cannot onsell their purchase

(at least till the next election), and because

Market competition allows several competitors to survive simultaneously; the capture

by one seller of a majority of the market does not deny the ability of the minority to

choose their preferred supplier. Political competition leads to an all-or-nothing

outcome: the capture of a majority of a market gives the entire market to that supplier

(Buchanan, 199 1, p.96).

The voters' agent cannot be forced to comply with his contract, and 'the meaning of a vote for

a politician is less clear than that of a 'vote' for a private firm' (Buchanan, 1991, p.96).

The term 'log-rolling' which in the U.S.A. means the bartering of votes or other forms of

political support, is used as a negative term. One would expect, that if the market is a

desirable form of interaction, then log-rolling should be seen as tending to the general good.
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This does not seem to be the accepted view. In this regard an excerpt from Denis Mueller's

biographical sketch is instructive:

Although I believed (and still believe) that the idea of improving the performance of
voting mechanisms by inducing them to reveal intensity differences is extremely

important, I also believed that the sort of implicit and partial trading that goes on in

Congress would not achieve all of the possible advantages ... claimed for it or all that

it could potentially achieve. (Mueller 1993, p.xv.)

Mueller hints here at a strong preoccupation of public choice writers: not only is it wrong that

the majority should dictate policy, it is not fair for those who feel less strongly on an issue to

dictate to those who feel strongly. (Cf Buchanan and Tullock 1962, pp.l25, 132.)

Log-rolling, or trading in Congress then is wrong because it does not amount to trading in the

interests of the constituency but in the interests of the congressmen. Buchanan and Tullock

are a little mixed in their feelings on this issue, but are not prepared to accept that there is

already an adequate political market, because they want to institute some radical changes

here, and they need grounds to do it. Buchanan (1988, p. 105) argues that'there is no political

counterpart to Adam Smith's invisible hand', because politics'does not directly embody the

incentive-compatible structure of the (market)'.

In his account of Buchanan's careero Mueller identifies Buchanan's differend with politicians:

Elected representatives and public bureaucrats are seen as increasingly overstepping

their constirutionally constrained authority and thereby infringing upon the

constitutional rights of individuals...A parallel development has been the lost sense of
fiscal responsibility among political leaders, i.e. the lost feeling that the State's budget

like that of the individual should remain in balance. ...The political consequence has

been that running budget deficits and printing additional money has become, not only
politically acceptable, but politically advantageous as vote-maximizing politicians are

able to promise both higher expenditures and lower taxes....(Mueller, 1993, p. 183)

The difficulty now is, given the homo economicus nature of politicians, and of voters, how

are Buchanan and Tullock to bring about a change in constitution which would solve these
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problems, but all the time be brought about as a result of the individual, utility maximizing

behaviour of voters or individuals engaged in constitutional reform?
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Chapter 3: Supply Side Economics

Supply Side: The Economics Of Rent Seeking, Provider Capture, And

The'Free-Rider' Problem.

Rent-seeking, provider capture and the 'free-rider' problem are all terms used to express

disapproval of people who are not directly engaged in producing or selling, but who make

their living working for other people or for the government. Because they are not themselves

immediately susceptible to the 'discipline' of the market, i.e. if they do not lose money

immediately if they make bad decisions, they are held tobe intrinsically inefficient. All

employees and beneficiaries are covered by this analysis, but government employees and

beneficiaries are singled out for special attention. This chapter examines the nature of the

'problem' and the 'solutions' proposed by Public Choice writers.

Government as market

If government is perceived as a market, there must in economic terms, be a 'demand side' and

a 'supply side'. The demand side is provided by homo economicus, the economic man who is

nothing more than a bundle of preferences, and who is represented in government as the

'taxpayer'. The supply side is provided by politicians and bureaucrats, also forms of homo

economicus , who are responsible for delivering, via the market, to the consumer, those things

which the consumer/taxpayer wants and commissions.

The circumstance which complicates government more than other forms of market is that the

taxpayer is both the 'owner' of the firm, and to a large extent its client. In Public Choice

Theory, the dominant concern is with the interests of the tax-payer as owner: the taxpayer is

entitled to 'efficient' use of his or her tax money, not least because keeping down taxes

enables maximum choice in the spending of the taxpayer's own, residual, non-taxed money.
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The emphasis is less on service to the community than on minimizing costs, that is, on

'efficiency'.

The importance of 'Rent-seeking' and 'Provider capture':

'Rent seeking' is the term Buchanan and Tullock give to their theory that the regulations of

government in themselves shape the behaviour of individuals as they seek to maximize the

advantages to themselves offered by government.

'Provider capture' is the notion that the public servants who are employed to deliver the

services government wishes to provide to the population will themselves capture most of the

benefits of the expenditure and use them in their own interests rather than in the interests of

the projected recipient group.

From relatively minor beginnings, 'rent-seeking' and 'provider capture' have grown in

importance as elements of Public Choice Theory contribute to new theories of public

management. The story of the rise in significance and acceptance of this interpretation of the

relation between citizens, public servants and government can be traced through Gordon

Tullock's pamphlet 'Rent seeking' in which he details the initial rejection by reputable

economics journals to the position in Toward A Theory of The Rent-Seeking Society,

(Buchanan, Tollison and Tullock) a collection of academic papers which explored the idea in

1980. The first page of The Political Economy of Rent-Seefting (Rowley, Tollison and

Tullock, 1988) gives some indication of the success of the concept in Public Choice Theory

tefins.

(Tullock's) initial insight has burgeoned over two decades into a major research

program which has had an impact not only on public choice, but also on the related

disciplines of economics, political science, and law and economics. The reach of the

insight has proved to be universal, with relevance not just for the democracies, but

also, and arguably more important, for all forms of autocracy, irrespective of
ideological complexion. (Rowley et al, 1988, p.xiii)
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Provider capture however has a somewhat different history: it again has its sources in Tullock,

this time drawing on Mises' dislike of bureacuracy, and combining this with Tullock's

observations as a civil servant in China of the Chinese civil service before the Revolution. The

story has been much further developed however by Mancur Olson and William Niskanen.

Rent-seeking

Rent seeking is seen as a problem particularly associated with the 'supply' of government

services'. Technically, 'rent' is a form of income that is not earned by the immediate sweat of

one's brow: it is a return on investment. However, some forms of return are more acceptable

than others.

Tullock defines rent seeking thus:

...an individual who invests in something that will not actually improve productivity

or will actually lower it, but that does raise his income because it gives him some

special position or monopoly power, is "rent-seeking." And the "rent" is the income

derived. (Tullock, 17, p.1980.)

The proponents of 'rent seeking' as a theory are anxious to distinguish between what they see

as 'productive' investment in rents - for instance, the development of a new commodity, and

the immediate (and often short-lived) returns that go with possession of a patent, or initial

monopoly, and the more long-terrn retums which go with some kind of monopoly or other

advantage. Buchanan distinguishes ( 1980, p.7) between rent creation and rent seeking. The

idea of the superiority of rent creation reflects a faith that the operation of the market will

cause other investors to imitate an obviously profitable investment, and the resulting

competition will cause prices to drop, expressed here by Buchanan:

The initial monopoly position, and hence the economic rent, of the innovator is eroded

to the benefit of consumers generally. In the ultimate equilibrium, the consumers

secure the full benefit of the new product. Rents received by producers are dissipated

in the dynamics of competitive market adjustment. Resources come to be allocated
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efficiently between the production of the new commodity and other uses in the

economy. (Buchanan, 1980, p.8)

There is a great deal at stake here: this is the market in its purest form, and any commercial

operation which does not substantiate this theoretic process of market equilibrium threatens

the whole construction, including the teleological function of markets. Rent seeking, then, as a

form of investment that renders the investor consistent profits, not undercut by competition, is

a serious conceptual problem.

Despite the seriousness of the problem, it is necessary to maintain the theoretic preference for

investment. How then to distinguish between a'real' investor, one whose commercial activity

is essential to the wellbeing of the market, and a reprehensible investor, one whose.activity

does not tend to the well being of the market?

The answers evolved by Buchanan and Tullock are twofold: first they distinguish between the

'productive' investor, who creates 'rcal ' wealth, and the 'rent seeker' who does not: the

dedication to The Political Economy of Rent Seeking (1988) reads:

This book is dedicated to all those entrepreneurs whose profit-seeking contributions

have outperformed rent-seeking waste and have thus provided ongoing net

contributions to the wealth of nations.

The distinction is absurd: it is to imply that there is something reprehensible about investing

in already existing property or services, rather than developing new ones. The real function is

to allow 'rent seeking' to become a wholesale attack on the nature of government: the

possibility of 'rent seeking' in the private sector is sidelined in the enthusiasm for a new

instrument with which to demonstrate the intrinsic inferiority of collective to individual

modes of organising economic enterprise, as in the following examples in the literature.
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Examples of 6rent-seeking'.

Essentially rent seeking theory is the notion that the individual, as 'economic man' will

exploit the services of government as much as he is able.

(Rent-seeking) represents the extension of standard price theory to politics....The

existence or emergence of an opportunity for differentially high profits will attract

investment until returns are equalised with those generally available in the economy.

.... When the state licenses an occupation, when it assigns import or export quotas,

when it allocates TV spectra, when it adopts land-use planning, when it employs

functionaries at above-market wages and salaries, we can expect resource waste in
investments to secure the favoured plums. ...If mothers with dependent children are

granted payments for being mothers, we can predict that we shall soon have more such

. mothers. If the unemployed are offered higher payments, we predict that the number of
unemployed will increase. Or, if access to membership in recipient classes is

arbitrarily restricted, we predict that there will be wasteful investment in rent-seeking.

(Buchanan, 1978, pp. l3-14)

Tullock (1993) drawing on a paper he wrote in l97l gives a more graphic illustration of rent-

seeking: Chinese beggars who would mutilate themselves in order to make themselves more

likely recipients of charity. He moves from here to illustrate ways in which Westem people

invest in becoming recipients of charity, including government charity, most notably, by

lobbying. The combination of weak politicians and strong commercial interests result in large-

scale transfers of funds through the mediation of government, which have no economic

purpose, but are the logical outcome, for the corporations or industries concerned, of the

Iikelihood that they will be able to influence government to provide them with subsidies of

one sort or another.

Charles Rowley explains the significance of 'rent seeking' in relation to theories of welfare

economics:

Prior to the rent-seeking insight, and with the notable exception of Austrian

economics, the new welfare economics had concentrated attention on private

monopoly power, regarding government as a corrective agent rather than as an active
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participant in the process of monopoly creation and monopoly protection.... Not so

Gordon Tullock, who hammered at the monopoly paradox in 1967 from the

perspective of the Virginia political economy program.

Tullock's target was government. His weapon was public choice. His battlefield was

tariffs, considered by the new welfare economics to impose trivial welfare losses upon

society. However, the monopoly power under Tullock's surveillance was the creature

not of private but of public markets, and this was to prove of momentous long-term

significance. Tullock's insight was that the welfare loss from tariffs, monopoly, and

theft was much larger than that conventionally (assumed). It included not only the

Harberger triangle, but also the entire amount of the tariff revenue, the monopoly

surplus or the theft transfer. His reasoning was as follows: individuals would compete

for the rents or lobby for the revenues; assuming competition in rent-seeking, each rent

seeker would outlay the full expected value of perceived rents or revenues in their

pursuit; in combination, such individuals would compete away the total value of the

perceived rents or revenues. (Rowley, in Rowley et al, 1988, p.l7)

Rent seeking is necessarily a pejorative term: Tullock rejects the notion that investment in

Iong-term profits through the medium of government regulation is necessarily rent seeking:

taking out patents is not rent seeking, but striving to acquire customs concessions or subsidies

is. The criterion appears to be whether or not other parties are injured by the rent seeking

action. In the case of discoveries or inventions and the acquisition of patents it is held that,

although the investor may make a great deal of money from government regulations and

enforcement, no one else is injured. Therefore, this is not rent seeking (Tullock, 1993, p. 22).

Those people who are having to pay exorbitant fees for access to patented forms of

knowledge, for instance, tests for familial breast cancer, might wish to disagree about the non-

injurious nature of the possession of patents. However, there does appear to be some

distinction made between positive forms of behaviour which utilise the agencies of

government, and negative forms of behaviour which are designated 'rent seeking'.

The fundamental problem with rent seeking appears to be that it is 'wasteful of scarce

resources' (Tullock, 1993, p.l4). People invest time and/or money in positioning themselves

to receive handouts or concessions from government which are not necessarily conducive to
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the general good: the invisible hand is presumed not to be at work here. Government is not so

naturalised that its exploitation is seen as comparable to the exploitation of soil fertility or oil:

it is not a 'standing reserve', and the calculation of effort required to utilise the opportunities

it offers are not seen as contributing to the evolution of the economy or any other teleological

purpose. Tullock rejects the idea that large transfers of funds may be practically neutral in cost

to the economy: apart from the immediate bureaucratic costs, the costs to the economy lie in

the encouragement of behaviours which are investments in positioning or lobbying, and have

no positive implications for the productivity of the economy.

Buchanan bases his theory of rent-seeking directly on the concept of homo economicus . To

him:

All of public choice or the economic theory of politics may be summarised as the

'discovery' or're-discovery' that people should be treated as rational utility-maximixers

in all of their behavioural capacities. This central insight, in all of its elaborations,

does not lead to the conclusion that all collective action, all government action, is

necessarily undesirable. It leads, instead, to the conclusion that, because people will
tend to maximise their own utilities, institutions must be designed so that individual

behaviour will further the interests of the group, small or large, local or national .....

(Buchanan, 1978, p.l4)

By 1980 Buchanan's tone had become more shrill:

If, however, governmental action moves significantly beyond the limits defined by the

minimal or protective state, if government commences, as it has done on a sweeping

scale, to interfere piecemeal in the market adjustment process, the tendency toward the

erosion or dissipation of rents is countered and may be wholly blocked. Rents must

remain, however, and the signals emitted to potential competitors remain as strong as

they are under standard market adjustment. Hence, attempts will be made to capture

these rents, and resources used up in such attempts will reflect social waste, even if the

investments involved are fully rational for all participants. Rent seeking activity is

directly related to the scope and range of governmental activity in the economy, to the

relative size of the public sector. (Buchanan, 1980, p.9)
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Buchanan points out that rent seeking can be created either by government creation of a

monopoly, which artificially creates a shortage and raises prices, or by artificially lowering

prices, which puts the 'rents' in the hands of the buyers who have to pay less than they would

have to in the free market.

To the extent that markets are allowed to allocate resources among uses, political

allocation is not required. Markets minimize resort to politics. Once markets are not

allowed to work, however, or once they are interfered with in their allocative

functioning, politics must enter. And political allocation, like market allocation,

involves profit seeking as a dynamic activating force. It would be absurd to conceive

of a market process in which resources are either permanently locked in particular

allocations or in which entrepreneurs are not continually searching for more profitable

opportunities. Although it is perhaps less apparent, it would, nonetheless, be equally

absurd to think that a politically determined allocation of resources could be frozen

once and for all and that resource owners and entrepreneurs would not continually

seek more profitable opportunities in politics as in markets. The motive force of profit

seeking, or rent seeking, does not vary across the two institutional forms. The

difference lies in the unintended results. Political reallocation, achieved via rent

seeking, does not reduce or eliminate contrived scarcity. In politics, rent seeking, at

best, replaces one set of rent seekers with another. (Buchanan, 1980, pp. l0- I I )

(Rent-seekingt vs entrepreneurship.

Although Milton Friedman (1981 a&b) speaking in Auckland and Wellington, was prepared

to take severely to task those businessmen - like Lincoln Laidlaw - whom he regarded as

hanging out for subsidies, i.e. 'rents', it is difficult to see that lobbying, as a form of

'advertising' or as the market usually prefers to designate advertising, 'information', is not an

intrinsic feature of markets. The high moral tone seems somewhat inappropriate. It seems

evident that there is an element of arbitrary distinction in the description of some people as

'rent-seeking' where others are entrepreneurial. The significant difference is that the

government or large corporation is the environment that the entrepreneur is trying to alter.
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Leaving aside the moral aspects, the argument essentially supports the claim that government

is inherently ineffieient, and tends to the notion that even transfer payments, i.e. the

redistribution of wealth, often in the interests of 'social justice' is in itself unjust and

inefficient. 'Rentseeking' as a theoretical construct is a method of blaming victims in the case

of recipients of purposeful social transfers. [t relies on an essentialist notion of the value of

components of the economy, such that the person in a position to command the greatest

profits in a line of production is entitled to all he or she can get. It can also be seen as a

method of shoring up F.A. Hayek's criticism of 'social justice': Hayek denies that 'social

justice' is a meaningful term: justice cannot be social, it must be individual, and the attempt to

even up the exigencies of real life by transferring from the rich to the poor is not justifiable in

terms of justice and is antithetical to the notion of 'spontaneous order' since it interferes with

the process of individual decision-making which contributes to the teleological evolutionary

process (Hayek, 1976). The 'rent-seeking' theory further reinforces this position by claiming

that not only do transfers of wealth through government not contribute to the evolutionary

process of wealth creation, they immediately, directly and negatively interfere with it.

Rowley puts forward two interesting critiques of the notion of rent seeking: one is a critique

which derives from within the context of n6o-liberal thought: it puts the case that, by further

minimising the significance or value of government, Virginia school proponents of rent-

seeking theory actually impair the conceptual ability of government to do what it ought, that

is, to guarantee persons and property in the form of 'rights';

They take a rent-seeking view of government; that is, they view government as

nothing but an extortionist activity. The dilemma comes out of a traditional public

choice school that continues to view government as nothing but a mechanism for
redistributing income and that implicitly uses a zero transactions cost model to

measure the amount of rent-seeking. Certainly this approach is in direct conflict with
the property rights literature, which recognizes that government specification and

enforcement of property rights is the basic underpinning of efficient property rights
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and consequently of economic growth. (Rowley quotes North (1986) in Rowley,

Tollison, Tullock, 1988, pp. 2l-22)

The other, rather more far-reaching critique contains an even more fundamental challenge to

the Public Choice Theory conception of government: in the view of these writers, rent-seeking

theorists are attempting to re-theorize the state with a view to acquiring control:

The theory of rent-seeking subtly, and with much irony, affirms the moral propriety of
the competition for the control of the state. The state is a principal vehicle for

achieving values and interests, no less through and within a market system than any

other. There is, then, an inevitability to efforts to redesign and redirect state activity.

And that is precisely what the theorists of rent-seekjng are seeking to do while

analytically castigating and normatively trying to eliminate rent-seeking. They are rent

seeking with regard te their ideological position, using the theory as a Schumpeterian

handle, as it were, to change the structure of social power. They are participating in the

processes through which are determined who will use government to change rights by

law. It is but another chapter in a long -and honorable -quest for building blocks with

which to erect a conservative intellectual fortress. (Samuels and Mercurc,1984,
quoted by Rowley, in Rowley et al, 1988, p.21.)

More typical is the following Act of Faith, by Roger Faith, discussing 'Rent Seeking and

Bureaucratic Competition' :

The basis of these rent-seeking activities Iies in the nature of the institutional setting

underlying intrabureaucratic behavior. In the private sector, individual behavior is

effectively constrained by a system of laws and property rights (a constitution). In the

government sector, although there are also some constitutional constraints on a

politician's or a bureaucrat's actions, the constraints do not appear to be as binding,

particularly with respect to internal government behavior. (Faith, in Buchanan et al,

1980, p. 341 .)

Implications for public education.

The really threatening aspect of this for any government undertaking, including education, is

that it is held that by the very nature of govemment, no matter what the evidence is for

efficient use of resources, the theory or rent seeking holds that there must be hidden costs
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which, despite appearances or audits, make government provision less efficient than private

provision:

An important implication of this rent-seeking hypothesis is that there are social costs

of bureaucratic production beyond those identified in other models. Given the

efficiency basis for government production outlined earlier, we must now add to the

social costs of government production the social costs of bureaucratic rent seeking. It
is no longer colrect to measure efficiency in the government sector by comparing the

savings in private transaction costs with the losses implied by attenuated profit claims

of government production managers. (Faith, in Buchanan et al, 1980, p.341).

The application of rent-seeking to the New Zealanil situation:

The New Tnaland economy has been rationalized along the lines Tullock's argument would

suggest since 1984. Subsidies are a thing of the past, as are, for the most part, customs duties

and excise. Only welfare benefits remain as possibilities of rent-seeking, in principle, yet there

are strong suggestions that lobbying continues, perhaps simply in a more covert, and therefore

expensive, hence exclusive, manner. Not many business men can afford the outlay of the

liquor companies or the timber companies, both sectors from which, despite denials, lobbying

has evidently been successful in recent times.

In education, rent seeking might be illustrated from the subsidisation of student fees; it could

be argued that so long as education was heavily subsidised by government, people would put

themselves into the mould of student, even though they were not particularly apt students. The

government offered something for nothing, and horno economicu^s would take advantage of it.

On the basis of this kind of argument, the number of students should have dropped

significantly since the introduction of user-pays. That it has not might suggest a) that students

do not understand their own best interests or advantage, (which is a major threat to the

underpinnings of the theory); b) that people were enrolling in higher education for reasons

other than exploiting a subsidy, or c) that the dividends from education are calculated to be so

high that increased investment is worth while. Only the last would support Tullock's views.
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This is the argument behind the recommendation of the Todd report (1994), to increase the

proportion of tertiary fees met by students themselves to 25Vo of the total. Whilst the

argument might hold true for science and technology students it certainly does not explain the

still large numbers of students who enrol in courses which are not likely to make them rich.

Brennan and Tollison (Rowley et al, 1988) investigated academic "rents", most of which turn

out to be locational: the advantages of living in a certain place, often advantages acquired

simply by longevity in that place, like customary practice, or financial and social investments

in a certain area, which have no cost to the institution, are a significant part of an academic's

'income' and can be used by the university to keep quality staff at less than market prices. In

this case, "rents" are seen as having a positive effect on the corporation or collectivity: most

of the public choice writers however are not interested in this aspect of non-financial income.

Such an interpretation does not serve their purpose.

Provider capture

A minor element of public choice in its early days, provider capture (which Buchanan and

Tullock barely distinguished from rent seeking), has become an important element of public

choice in the reorganization of government in New 7-ealand.'Provider capture' gives rise to

many of the characteristics of managerialism, principal - agency theory, the creation of state-

owned enterprises, and the privatisation of government departments and businesses.

Provider capture according to Buchanan and Tullock derives from the standard public choice

credo, that individuals are self-interested in all their actions. Public service employees and

politicians therefore are self-interested in all their actions. Their goals will be, not the

furtherance of the goals of their employers, but the furtherance of their own interest. They

may not see this interest in terms of more money; it might be in terms of more status, as

expressed in a bigger office, more under-employees, less work, or some other form of 'good'.
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Thus far there is no appreciable difference in the behaviour of bureaucrats and politicians to

the behaviour of anyone else. Shakespeare presented Polonius, MacBeth and Richard III one

might say as self-seeking bureaucrats and politicians, without needing an economic theory of

behaviour to assist him. The unique character of the public choice theory of provider capture

is to be found in its hostile tone and its emphasis on the necessity for controlling the

behaviour of bureaucrats and politicians to a greater extent than it demands for the utility

maximizer in other manifestations. There appears to be no invisible hand operating in

government circles to transform the efforts of each public servant into the general public

good.

Some explanation of this paradox may to lie in the genealogy of the idea of provider capture.

When Gordon Tullock returned to the United States from China,- always, under any form of

Empire, Ming, Ching or Maoist, an impressive bureaucracy, - he reports that he came across a

book by Ludwig von Mises, which provided him with the basis of his own theory of

bureaucracy (Tullock,l988, p. l). Mises was no friend of bureaucracies. In fact he saw them

as the tangible, visible form of the socialist enemy:

The main issue in present-day social and political conflicts is whether or not man

should give away freedom, private initiative, and individual responsibility and

surrender to the guardianship of a gigantic apparatus of compulsion and coercion, the

socialist state. Should authoritarian totalitarianism be substituted for individualism and

democracy? Should the citizen be transformed into a subject, a subordinate in an all-
embracing army of conscripted labour, bound to obey unconditionally the orders of his

superiors? Should he be deprived of his most precious privilege to choose means and

ends and to shape his own life?

The problems involved in the antagonism between socialism and capitalism can be

attacked from various viewpoints. At present it seems as if an investigation of the

expansion of bureaucratic agencies is the most expedient avenue of approach. (Mises,

1945, p.7)
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This extract comes from Bureaucracy, which is not the text Tullock originally read, (which

was Human Action, A Treatise on Economics) but gives the flavour of Mises's attitude to

public service.

Tullock himself wrote several books and papers on the issue including The Vote Motive.

William Niskanen however is generally regarded as the opinion-maker in the field, and he

records a significant debt to both Mises, and to Tullock who seems to have acted in the role of

mentor:

The greatest stimulus to these views came from discussions with Gordon Tullock, who

spent the summer of 1966 at [U.S. Instirute for Defense Analyses). ...Tullock is always

provocative and stimulating. I owe him a great debt for stimulating our own thinking.

At that stage it was difficult to sort out my ideas from those of Tullock,... (Niskanen,

l9'7l,Preface, p.vi)

Mises regarded bureaucracies as different in kind to businesses and therefore incapable of any

other form of control than simply keeping them as limited as possible in size. Public choice

theorists see the matter differently. Niskanen identifies the difference between Mises and his

own 'theory of supply by bureaus'. In his view, Mises's 'rigid interpretation of the character

and role of bureaus limits the value of his book to that of a forcefully written polemic'.

Niskanen uses economic theory, as is the public choice practice. His theoretic commitment to

methodological individualism retains the anti-socialistic theme, but in a more sophisticated

waY:

I develop a theory of "supply" by bureaus, based on a model of purposive behavior by

the manager of a single bureau. In a similar way, economists have developed a theory

of demand from a model of individual consumer choice and a theory of (market)

supply from a model of a profit-seeking firm. The "compositive" method of

economics, which develops hypotheses about social behavior from models of
purposive behavior by individuals, contrasts with the "collectivist" methods of
sociology, which develops hypotheses about social behavior from models of role

behavior by aggregative ideal types. (Niskanen, l97l , p.5)
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Buchanan, although referring to a number of previous writers in the field, including

Machiavelli, Pareto and Anthony Downs, gives credit to Tullock as the mother of the 'modern

theory of bureaucracy', through the labour of The Politics of Bureaucracy. 'Tullock's work

was followed by a second Downs book, and the modern theory of bureaucracy was born'

(Buchanan, 1978, p. I I ). He describes Tullock as 'drawing on his own experiences in the

bureaucracy of the US Department of State... although he had written the bulk of this work a

decade earlier.'But he gives a clue to Tullock's other bureaucratic experience when he reflects

that: 'Bureaucrats could no longer be conceived as'economic eunuchs'.'

Tullock's view is that:

Bureaucrats - ...and particularly bureaucrats in regulatory agencies and statutory

authorities, are once again primarily concerned with their own well-being. What you

want to do is to set up the institution such that the well-being of the people who run it
coincides with that of the public or of the organisation to which it is responsible. This

is unfortunately terribly difficult in the political sphere.

...They are like the rest of us, to some extent interested in the public good and in
helping their fellow men; but,like the rest of us, they put far more time and attention

into their private concerns. Thus the bureaucrat, in making a decision about some

matter, is likely to give more weight to the effect of his decision on his personal career

than on the nation as a whole

...Bureaucrats are not pressed to work hard and be efficient. They can avoid pressure

from above because they cannot be fired. This means not only that they are apt to be

overpaid but also that they are inefficient in other senses: they do not seek the most

efficient methods, they do not work hard, and so on. (Tullock, CIS, 1981, p.4)

It might seem that rent-seeking and provider capture are phenomena which might be found in

non-government bureaucracies too, but this does not seem to be a favoured view. Lower

ranked workers may be viewed in this light, but in general provider capture theory does not

concern itself with lower ranked workers. It is interesting to speculate why this should be so.

Perhaps it is regarded as self-evident that the less skilled worker is self-interested and so any

adequate manager provides adequate supervision, or it may be quite the converse, that since
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these people hardly qualify as individuals, they may not in fact be aware of their own self

interest and so may not pursue it. The loyal worker would tend to reinforce this interpretation.

However higher ranked employees in private concerns are susceptible to accusations of self-

seeking in just the same way as public servants, and one of the more delightful pieces of

Gordon Tullock's oeuvre is a spirited defence of the company chief executive, whom someone

evidently accused of being subject to the same disabilities as civil servants. One of Tullock's

arguments in defence is that the discipline of the stock market suffices to keep the chief

executive honest.

Much more interesting thatnthis however is an earlier argument which he derives from Hayek:

Tullock argues from Hayek that a corporation is a cosmos, that is to say that it has developed

spontaneously, is not an artefact of human design, and therefore, being a product of unplanned

evolution, works better than it rationally ought:

in the United States corporations have on occasion been organized in states where

there was no corporation act. The corporation acts themselves were very generally

written by legislatures whose principal objective was to increase the number of
corporations registered in their particular state and hence to increase the fees. Thus

these acts were, generally speaking, written with the specific objective of giving the

organizers of the corporations as much freedom as possible with the idea of attracting

them. ...Hence, they were not designing a corporation system... (Tullock, 1969, p.292)

Hence it would appear that so long as an institution can demonstrate that it is not doing what

it was originally meant to do, but has evolved into something else, its operators are free from

accusations of bureaucratic self-seeking.

The fundamental problem with provider capture is not that the employer, which is also the

government or taxpayer is being exploited. The real problem is that the taxpayer is being

deprived of his freedom to spend his money in accordance with his own view of his 'interests',

(which, according to the market theory is in the best interests of all). In a sense this is
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Wicksellian overkill. Wicksell argued that the taxpayer should only have to support through

taxation certain fundamentals like defence. Anything else should only be supported if c//

taxpayers agreed that it should be done. Buchanan is pushing further the libertarian argument

that the taxpayer's liberty is being restricted by the government which takes off him taxes for

purposes which he may very well not approve, to establish that even those expenditures of

which the taxpayer might approve are by their very nature inefficient, and therefore not to the

taxpayer's benefit. Thus the argument that it is more efficient to provide roads or education on

the grand scale - that 'economies of scale' outweigh the loss of liberty to spend all one's

income as one chooses - is rendered unavailable. The theory makes it a primary assumption

that all collectively-provided services are inefficient.

The application of 'provider capture' in the New Zealand context

'Provider capture' has been one of the major themes of the restructuring of government in

New Zealand. It has had appeal to those who would not accept direct attacks on the recipients

of government aid, as unethical, but who were happy to extend a traditional view of civil

servants as hidebound and unhelpful and consequently saw no harm in the reorganising of

public concerns into private or semi-private organisations. David Lange, who eventually

sickened of the pure application of public choice theories, and called for a 'cup of tea', would

be one of these: on the campaign trail for Labour for the election of 1996 he was still an

adherent of the 'provider capture' theory, even though he had evidently abandoned other

forms of n6o-classical thinking in relation to the economy and the role of government. Wendy

Larner (1997) makes the point that once the economists' supreme value 'efficiency' had been

accepted, and the trading departments of the government had been restructured to resemble

commercial businesses, then their social functions were no longer recognised and there was

no further logical reason for keeping them in public ownership. Any civil service opposition

to this process was interpreted in terms of 'provider capture': the people best placed therefore
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to put to the government and public a spirited defence of the extra-efficiency roles of the

public departments were thereby ruled out of order on grounds of self-interest.

The 'provider capture' concept has been much used in the restructuring of education,

particularly as a justification for reducing the power and scope of public bodies and increasing

the power of parents and other volunteers.

The free rider problem:

Mancur Olson does not draw his particular variant of rent-seeking directly from homo

econonticu.s, but from the consequent theory of public goods. A public good is something that

no one can enjoy without other people enjoying it too. For instance, clean air, at least outside

a building. However, it is assumed to be the case that people only want to contribute to public

good as much as it is worth to them. And if the nature of the public good is such that no one

can be prevented from enjoying it, then no one will pay for it. This is the'free rider'problem.

Consequently, in any group, people will only contribute if failure to contribute will rule them

out of enjoyment of the good. For instance if they don't pay their golfclub fees they can't play

golf. Bur if it is a case of lobbying for a law on the compulsory wearing of seatbelts for

instance, then each individual can reasonably comfortably assume that someone else will do it

and that their contribution will not be missed. Therefore they do not pay, either in money or in

time.

Though all of the members of the group therefore have a conunon interest in obtaining

this collective benefit, they have no common interest in paying the cost of providing

that collective goal. Each would prefer that the others pay the entire cost, and

ordinarily would get any benefit provided whether he had borne part of the cost or

not.' (Olson, 1965, p.2l)

The corollary is that the bigger the group, the worse the free rider problem. Because this

problem is exacerbated in larger groups, where each individual has less incentive to contribute
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than might be the case in a relatively smaller group, Olson regards 'free riding' as a more

extreme problem for large organizations:

groups with larger numbers of members will generally perform less efficiently than
groups with smaller numbers of members.

This conclusion reinforces the general disapprobation among public choice theorists for

collective action of any sort, but particularly of the collectivity known as 'government'.

Application to the New Zealand context:

The 'free rider' problem does not seem to have made an immediate impact upon

governmentality in New Zealand, although it might be seen as a contributing factor in the

preference for 'user pays' provision of public services. It would be difficult for a govemment

whose theoretical basis is built upon homo economicus to challenge the legitimate activity of

that form of individual in avoiding expenses by any means he legitimately is able to pursue.

Some of our most spectacular 'free riders' have had considerable government support, and

much public and private money has been expended on bringing them to book - I have in mind

Fay Richwhite, Europacific, and the long-running 'Winebox affaif . Mancur Olson's case is

built on the counterfactual view of a moral obligation of citizens to contribute for non-

financial reasons. At heart this is not a n6o-classical concept, although the cynicism of the

'free-rider' and its implicit criticism of large collectives and institutions for making the

existence of free-riders may appeal to public choice adherents, the romantic values of social

responsibility are at odds with the belief that the selfish actions of individuals contribute to rhe

evolution of a wider prosperity, However, the conclusion that opportunities for free-riding

ought to be restricted by privatising wherever possible, and/or charging the user for services,

is acceptable both to the disappointed romantic and to the dedicated follower of public choice

theory.
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Trading in Votes

If the market is a positive model of human interaction, then trading in votes should be seen as

a desirable way to settle questions of politics. Yet, there is a kind of distaste generally for this

form of conduct.

Constitutional economics

One of the underlying beliefs of Buchanan and Tullock is that political power is domination,

i.e. that power is inherently oppressive or as they put it, coercive. There is no conception of

the Foucauldian notion that people are all exercisers of power in some degree, or that

knowledge and power are inseparable. Starting from such a conception of power Buchanan

and Tullock have a major problem to escape it, to offer a conception of a polity in which

relationships are not coercive. This could be a real difficulty in a political philosophy based on

the importance, and primacy of the individual, but the theory of market relations offers an

opportunity to establish human relationships on a different footing to that of political power.

In a conception of power construed as coercion there can be only two conditions: war and war

by other means. The political activities of peacetime are designed to maintain the power

relations established by the violence of the original establishment of the polity. Since properfy

is regarded as prior to the individual and the individual is prior to society, there can be no

examination of the processes which create and allocate property. There is perhaps an

assumption that Hobbes is right when he says that property is originally acquired by war. But

this idea is not examined because property is essential to the market, and in public choice

theory, the more of the world's resources and even relationships which can be described in

terms of property, the more widely the market can operate and therefore the more restricted

the arena in which political power - oppression- is pre eminent, and the greater the arena in

which freedom - the market -is possible.
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Buchanan and Tullock argue that although in the past markets were regarded as ethically

unimpressive (1962, p.268), today the morality of markets is generally accepted. This is to be

distinguished from the individual's own ethical standards:

There is nothing inconsistent between the existence of such moral standards and an

individualistic ethic until and unless the individual desires to constrain others to
comform to his own moral standard of behavior. (Buchanan and Tullock,1962,
p.268-9)

Buchanan and Tullock illustrate this by the example of an individual's attitude to prostitution:

he might disapprove of her business but not of her right to conduct it:

It is quite consistent for the individual to hold a set of values which dictates that a

woman ought not to sell her body on the market, and at the same time to include

within this set of values the attitude that he should not attempt to constrain the

prostitute and her client from exercising their own free choices. (Buchanan and

Tullock, 1962,p.269.)

The economics and the ethics of Democracy: vote trading

The trading of votes is presented as not unethical since it tends to the mutual gain of both

seller and buyer. If a third party considers that their externality is adversely affected they

might wish to introduce limiting rules. That is, if the trading of votes between two parties

impinges on the well-being of another individual, the third party might want to constrain the

process of exchange of votes. If the unanimity rule is applied, then trading votes becomes

inappropriate: the political vote is now a 'right' or a 'permit ' to share in the gains achieved

by collective action.

In Buchanan and Tullock ns view, the unanimity rule makes vote trading redundant, because

third party consent is now necessary. Vote-trading in some form is unavoidable: even if vote-

trading is ruled inadmissible then since the collective must include everyone, the 'package'

must contain some benefit for everyone to induce them to vote for it, therefore they are

already paid out for their vote without anyone having to pay them directly for it. Prohibitions
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on vote-trading under the unanimity rule serve only to create inefficiencies in the use of

collective resources. (p.276).If vote trading is permissible, then inefficiencies in the

'package' - 'pork barrel politics' ('the Federal Treasury viewed as a source of grants for local

purposes'- SOED), will not develop.

Under a constitutional rule of unanimity, 'the dangers... of permanent power blocs being

formed, no longer can exist since the effective coalition on all issues must always consist of

all members of the group'. Permanent power blocs - coalitions of interests - are regarded as a

greater danger than the inefficiencies of pork-banelling, which would be possible under the

unanimity rule, if vote trading were prohibited. The optimal choice them is unanimity, without

restriction on vote trading. However, if the individual does suspect that coalitions will develop

he is quite rational in deciding that the buying and selling of votes ought to be restricted

(Buchanan and Tullock, 1962, pp. 272-3).

The example is instructive: l0 families are able to get cheap council housing. But there are

only 6 units. Four of the eligible families are actually satisfied with what they already have.

Buchanan and Tullock 's preferred method of dealing with the issue is not to form a queue,

because that might give advantage to the first 6 who may not be the ones who desire the units

most: instead the council hands out 'rights' - 6 tenths to each family, who then trade them,

with the result that the most highly motivated to acquire the units buy the rights off those

families who do not desire the units so much. This they say is analogous to voting, and

"'political equality" is maintained in the sense that each man is given an equal "vote" at the

outset' (p.275). This is the economic model on which the political model is based. It is a

Pareto-optimal solution because all parties are better off.

It is obvious from this explanation that it does not matter if 'democratic' decision making is

ignored - so long as the gains are there, it can be assumed that the voter would have voted for

the measure if he had had the appropriate information on the implications for his own interest.
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Vote trading per se is therefore not unethical, especially vote trading under the rule of

unanimity, but

vote trading under rules for collective choice requiring less thanfull agreement

among all members of the group may be condemned (as unethical), The fact that the
political vote of the individual is wholly different in these rwo cases makes for an

extremely important difference in the attitude of the rational individual toward vote-
trading. In the one case, the vote represents the potential power to impose external

costs on other individuals in the group, and it is because of the fear that market

imperfections may cause this power to become solidified into permanent or quasi-

permanent coalitions that the individual may choose to restrict in some way the

institution of vote-trading. In the other case, when unanimity is required for action, the

vote does not represent the potential power to impose costs on others. No offsetting

reason arises to oppose the efficiency reason for allowing full and free marketing of
political votes. (Buchanan and Tullock, 1962,p.279)

The critical distinction is produced by means of a back-formation: the economic argument, or

belief, which by metaphoric transfer to political circumstances has produced these

conclusions, is the argument which allows economists to regard the creation of 'spillover'

effects or externalities which affect others as evidence of inefficiencies in the market and

attempt to introduce rules, or change the definition of property so as to encourage individuals,

in their own interests, to reduce these 'inefficiencies'. 'Spillover' effects in politics ought also

to be constrained by rules. Legitimate exercise of choice however, ought not to be constrained

by rules.

In politics however, people generally think more in terms of morality, and condemn those

political practices which have unwelcome costs for third parties as immoral, and require

internalized, ethical reforms which are 'in the public interest', rather than condemning the

rules of exchange which produce these inefficiencies by making them profitable for

individuals.
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Constitutional Economics

Constitutional economics is an attempt to use the 'insights' of economics to establish a

constitution which will control the selfishness of the individual conceived as homo

economicus, yet without violating the freedom of that same personage to make decisions for

himself - a major challenge. Buchanan and Tullock attempt to do this by arguing that the

rationality of homo economicu.r will predispose him to commit himself to constitutional

arrangements which will ultimately be in his favour.

The goal of the calculus

Constitutional Economics has already been hinted at in the preceding section. It is the object

of the 'calculus of consent', the focal point of Buchanan and Tullock's project. This is the

political aim of public choice, more significantly than the adoption of theories of rentseeking

or marketization which has generally been the response to 'public choice'. Here, the notion of

the calculation individuals apply to a purchase is applied directly to the process by which

individuals shape their consent to the formation of the rules of government.

The extent of this interest is outlined by Kenneth Arrow in Social choice and Justice:

(Tullock's book, Toward a Mathematics of Polifics)...seeks to explain the political

process in terms of the rational behavior of its participants, the voters and the

politicians. What is sought is a theory analogous to that which has dominated

economics, in which the observed behavior of all is found as an equilibrium in which

each participant is maximizing some suitably defined criterion, given institutional and

technological constraints and the behavior of others. This tradition has had several

sources: (l) an intermittent interest in evaluating alternative voting systems, the

natural criteria being measures of resemblance between individual preference scales

and the social outcome of the voting process; the key names are Borda and Condorcet

in the eighteenth century, Nanson and Dodgson (Lewis Carroll) in the nineteenth; (2)

the interest of the marginal-utility theorists in demonstrating that their tools were

applicable to wider areas of human behavior than the purely economic (Wicksteed,

Marshall, and , in modern times, Becker serve as examples); (3) closely related, the
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economic theory of bargaining, especially in the form developed by Edgeworth ,

clearly invites extension to the political and social spheres, a step taken by Hotetling
and Zeuthen and, in very great generality, by von Neumann and Morgenstern and

many of the subsequent game theorists (Nash, Shapley, Shubik, Aumann, Harsanyi,

and Maschler, among others): and (4) the interest of public-finance theorists in finding
a public demand analogous to private demand (Wicksell, Lindahl, Bowen, and, more

recently, Musgrave and Samuelson). Duncan Black's work of the 1940's synthesized

several of these intellectual streams and began the continuous tradition which has been

further developed by many writers, among whom Downs, Riker, Buchanan, Olson,

Nanson and Tullock are especially to be mentioned. (Anow, 1984, pp. 8l-2)

Applying the principles of economics to the constitution

Constitutional Economics is not actually about economics, but it is about the constitution. Put

simply, it is an attempt, by using some principles which are thought to be elements of the

'science' of economics, to remove some of the questions which at present are within the

power of a legislature to decide upon, into a safer zone, one that is above the legislature itself

- in other words, so to enshrine certain fundamental laws that they cannot be altered by mere

mortals.

Buchanan and Tullock derive their proposal for constitutional economics from Wicksell's

objection to excessive universal taxation, from the concerns which underlie Arrow's theorem

and a belief consequent upon their belief in human rationality, in the perfectibility of human

institutions. The way to perfection lies not in changing'human nature', or human socialization,

but in designing institutions which will harness and control human egotism.

Public Choice Theorists, like economists generally, hold that there is a truth in the idea that

certain things can be outside politics, that there are technical and super-political ideas that can

be thought of as simple truths. Therefore they conclude that it is possible to contain the

venality of politicians by means of a super-law, or the 'rule of law'.
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However, because this is, in essence a form of liberalism, it is necessary - or at least desirable

- that this super-law be arrived at by the consent of the governed. This is quite a problem,

since it means that self-interested people have to give up some of the means by which their

self-interest might be satisfied.

The Problem(s) with Democracy:

Implicit in the whole conception of constitutional economics is a disaffection with the way

things are now. This disaffection is most clearly articulated as dissatisfaction with the

principle of government by majority vote. To people committed to the freedom of the

individual to act as he likes, both universal taxation and majoritarian rule are an imposition on

the individual and a limit to the individual's freedom of action. Constitutional economics

starts with Wicksell's idea on the first part of the problem, universal taxation, and proceeds to

apply Wicksell's formula, with a certain dash of Hayek, Plato, Condorcet and Arrow, to the

heart of government, the process by which the wishes of 'the people' become policy.

On the face of it, the problem is, to establish a democratic process which does not rely on an

arbitrary interpretation of 'the people's will' as Rousseau might have described it and as

Robespierre (mis)applied it, but to create a process by which the individual might recognise

their own input into collective policy; a process in which no person or collective can anogate

to themselves the right to decide on behalf of any or all of the individuals in the polity.

Implicit in the process however, is an understanding that democratic government, in itself,

represents a potential threat to the freedom of the individual: the expansion of the interests of

government which are held to be implicit in majority rule, constitutes a threat to the freedom

of the individual who does not belong to the majority. Downs puts it like this:
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...the vote-maximizing goal of government causes it to act in favor of the most

numerous income groups - low-income receivers. Therefore it tends to redistribute

income away from high-income groups by its allocation of costs and services.

Consequently, because the free market produces a highly unequal distribution of

income, the more effective democracy becomes politically, the greater is government

interference with the normal operation of the economy. (Downs, 1957, p.2O2)

The income-redistributing function of democratic government is often coded in these

discussions as 'social justice', and is generally regarded with disfavour.

The foundations of the argument

To build up the argument carefully, step by step: homo economicu.s is both consumer and

voter.

For instance, Tullock says,

We acknowledge that the voter and the customer of a shop are in fact the same person

and we assume that they make their decisions for much the same reasons. In one case

they are choosing what political party they think will do best for themselves and their

families, and in the other case they are choosing what will be best for their families by

way of soup or whatever it is they are thinking of buying. (Tullock, 1983, p.3)

The next step is the step by which individual preferences are transformed into public

decisions. The optimal way of doing this is through a market, since as discussed in the

previous section, the market respects individuality, and ensures benefit for all partakers.

Adam Smith and those associated with the movement he represented were partially

successful in convincing the public at large that, within the limits of certain general

rules of action, the self-seeking activities of the merchant and the moneylender tend to

further the general interests of everyone in the community. An acceptable theory of
collective choice can perhaps do something similar in pointing the way toward those

rules for collective choice-making, the constitution, under which the activities of
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political tradesmen can be similarly reconciled with the interests of the group.

(Buchanan and Tullock,1962, p.23)

Political activity is a form of exchange, that is, a market. To be successful, a political market

should ideally ensure that everyone is satisfied with the result. In a mind-set that equates

satisfaction with economic benefit that means, that no one is worse off, in other words, that

the process is 'Pareto -optimal.'

The economic approach, which assumes man to be a utility-maximizer in both his

market and his political activity, does not require that one individual increase his own

utility at the expense of other individuals. This approach incorporates political activity

as a particular form of exchange; and, as in the market relation, mutual gains to all

parties are ideally expected to result from the collective relation. In a very real sense,

therefore, political action is viewed essentially as a means through which the "power"

of all participants may be increased, if we define "power" as the ability to command

things that are desired by men. To be justified by the criteria employed here, collective

action must be advantageous to all parties. (Buchanan and Tullock,1962, p.23)

However, as things stand, although the political arena can be, and is, viewed as a market, it is

unsatisfactory partly because the messages of the market take too long to get through to the

politician, (that is, from one election to another) and partly because the interests of individual

voters are often overridden by the majority. (eg. Mueller et al, 1993, p.54). Domination by the

majority in democratic systems is seen as a form of coercion of the individual. This concern is

sometimes expressed as a concern for 'minority rights', (as in for example, Mueller, Dennis

C., Robert D, Tollison, and Thomas D. Willet0.

'The problem of the representation of minority interests under one man-one vote majority rule

has bever been satisfactorily resolved' (Mueller, 1993, p.54), but it also appears as a concern

that democratic voting systems do not allow any expression of the intensity of a person's

concern over a single issue: a vote may be cast carelessly, or it may be cast by a person with

very strong feelings on an issue: only vote-trading can allow the person with intense feelings
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to make more of an impact on the result than the person who is not really interested in the

issue.

The unanimity rule

Therefore public choice theorists turn to Wicksell's 'new principle of taxation', which

postulates that, once the key business of government has been attended to -items like defence

- any further activity of government should be put to all the taxpayers (Buchanan, 1986). Each

individual taxpayer will only vote for the new - the marginal - extension if he both wants that

service, and is convinced that it would be cheaper for him to acquire it by collective means

rather than privately. Only if the new activity has overwhelming support should it be adopted.

This is the 'unanimity rule'. Applied to government it would ensure that very few new

decisions are made. Buchanan feels that it would constrain politicians, who like to spend

money (since this is in their interests - it acquires them votes and influence) rather than

conserve it in the taxpayer's interest.

Each voter would therefore 'calculate' very carefully what the proposal would mean to

himself. Consent would only be given if it were advantageous to all the individuals concerned

- assuming that no one would give consent because he believed the general principle to be

sound even though he himself would not personally benefit. On the analogy with markets, it is

possible to assume that this consistent application of the principle of self-interest would bring

about the general advantage which is believed to stem from the application of universal self

interest in the market.

This rule, that of unanimity, in itself would ensure a conservative form of government, but

Buchanan and Tullock feel that this is not enough. They want to remove from politicians the

power to make on a day-to-day, or even year-to-year basis decisions which may be influenced

by self-interest or pressure groups. Particularly they distrust the concept of majority voting:
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...Majority rule can, except under extraordinary restrictive assumptions about

individuals' preferences, get us into situations that nobody wants. ....This result means

not only that any outcome is possible under majority ruIe.....an agenda - setter can

secure any outcome he chooses, provided he knows the preferences of individual

voters well enough. (Buchanan, 1991 ,p.239-240)

Tullock is even blunter. The 'democratic' model of government is fatally flawed:

,..We should try to invent a new form of government, Democracy is at least 2,500

years old and probably older. It was developed by a group of very primitive people

and was not the result of a great deal of careful thought. In general, with the advance

of science we anticipate that we will be able to replace old devices and institutions

with new inventions.... (Tullock, 1988, p.103)

Arrowos Probability theorem

Part of the justification for this dissatisfaction with democracy as a mode of government lies

with 'Arrow's Probability Theorem', which is in itself a refinement on 'Condorcet's paradox'

(Anow, l95l), Condorcet showed that in a three-way contest it is possible, in a majority

voting situation, that no one would get what they wanted (Arrow, l95l , p.3 & pp.93-95). In

each of three ballots, two may vote against the one: no decision may be reached, or the

interests of two will be suborned, by one. The example is the discussion over where to hold a

meeting: if three people each prefer a different place - say Vienna, Paris or Berlin - then each

choice will be defeated on a majoritarian vote, because in each case there will be two against

the one supporter. Either the meeting will not be held, or some kind of 'trading' or negotiation

will have to take place.

Kenneth Arrow endeavoured to find, by mathematical means, a satisfactory model for the

conduct of democratic elections. He set certain limitations on the model, in order to ensure

that his result satisfied his criteria of a desirable state of affairs - criteria such as pareto-

optimality, a measure of 'fairness' which uses the notion that a move is fair if everyone is as

well off as before, and at least one person is better off. He also insisted that in a political
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situation where there are a number of options, the winning option should also be the winner of

the contest between that and any one of the possible options, a criterion derived from the

work of Condorcet in 1793. (See for discussion, Mclean and Hewitt, 1994, and for Pareto

(Ko|n,1983 , inZamagni,l995, p.za\. The result was that Arrow constructed a model under

which, given these limitations, the only kind of government which is reliably Pareto-optimal

is a dictatorship, since that is the one form of government in which at least one person will be

satisfied. Arrow's conditions presuppose the answer, and the models leave out of

consideration the possibility for strategic voting, and for altruistic voting, since they are

constrained by the economists' model of each individual seeking their own, short-term

advantage. There are other mathematical variations on this theme: Downs and Black for

instance further elaborate the difficulties of arriving at democratic decisions, but since they

also accept the 'homo economicu,s'model, they add little to the debate. Both Arrow and

Black, it might be added, became very uncomfortable with the uses to which their

investigations were being put. (Mueller,1996) There is a tension between Condorcet's

original motivation, which is to find a way in which 'public reason' can legitimately be

expressed, (Cranston, 1986) as opposed to a condemnation of democratic procedures in order

to subvert the expression of democratic opinion.

The rule of law

The proposal embodied in 'constitutional economics' is based on the premise that there are

certain essential principles, which can be elevated into the status of constitutional rules, which

could bind politicians so that they did not have the opportunity to make decisions in the light

of immediate circumstances or political pay-off, pressure groups, nepotism, personal

favouritism or the like. The rules would be agreed upon beforehand, under the rule of

unanimity, and therefore they would constitute laws which everyone could subscribe to.
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The immediate problem arises, that those who have more power would want to institute rules

which would advantage them. Not so, according to Buchanan and Tullock. This might be the

case if only one decision was at stake, but over an extended period, and a number of 'plays'

(they use the metaphor of parlour games), each voter on the constitution would see the merit

of rules which would be fair to all, since what advantages them on one issue, might equally

disadvantage them on another.

The metaphor used to illustrate the constraints under which participants would be making

decisions about general principles for decision making is often the 'veil of ignorance' or the

'veil of uncertainty', (e.g.Buchanan, 1991, p.55). Behind the veil of uncertainty (or

ignorance) participants are deprived of all personal knowledge and interests, and therefore

make decisions in the general interest of all.

Buchanan puts it like this:

He is necessarily forced to choose from behind a dark "veil of uncertainty". In such a

situation, utility maximisation dictates that generalized criteria, such as fairness,

equity, or justice, enter the calculus rather than the more specific arguments, such as

net income or wealth. (Buchanan,1987, p.136.)

There are two major assumptions implicit in Buchanan's ideas: both come from Hayek. One

is that the more abstract an expression of value is, the more acceptable it is to a wide range of

people. Where for instance, individuals might dispute over a boundary, they will be less likely

to dispute the principle of private property, or 'fairness'.

The other is that an abstraction, like a law, is less offensive, than immediate coercion.

In observing such rules, we do not serve another person's end, nor can we properly be

said to be subject to his will. . . . the conception of freedom under the law . .. rests on

the contention that when we obey laws, in the sense of general abstract rules laid down

inespective of their application to us, we are not subject to another man's will and are

therefore free. (Hayek, 1960, p. 152-153.)
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It might seem to the cynical that in fact what Hayek, and Buchanan and Tullock are aiming to

do is to enshrine the interests of a c/ass in law, and to that extent constitutional economics

could indeed be seen as a collective undertaking, but to them, there is no such thing as a class,

and the unanimity rule would preclude the members of one class instituting a constitutional

arrangement which would be to their advantage only.

The use of tpositive economicst:

It seems likely that, in consequence of the difficulty of bringing about such consent to a

constitutional change, the general inclination of economists in public affairs has been less to

use the unanimity rule, than to use Friedman's idea that the 'positive science' of economics

can produce absolute answers to political questions, thereby removing them from the political

arena (Friedman, 1953, & 1998, p.216), and enabling their proponents to place them into a

legal formulation which is beyond the power of transient politicians to manipulate. This might

be seen to be the case in New Zealand in the 'Fiscal Responsibility Act' and the 'Reserve

Bank Act' which between them remove much of the potential of politicians to manipulate the

economy - or, it might be said, to govern.

Don Brash's speech to the Mt Pelerin Society (1997) revealed among other things, how little

even those players in the economic/political arena who claim to be followers of Hayek

actually know his work. In claiming that the New Zealand reforms were affected by Hayek's

ideas on the rule of law, Brash simply claims that the reforms affect everyone without favour:

In The Constitution of Liberty (1960) he promoted a conception of the rule of law as

the enforcement of a uniform set of rules of conduct across society as a whole, without

favouring or discriminating against any special interests. The implication for economic

policy was that no sectors of the economy should be singled out for special treatment

whether in the form of favours like tariff protection or subsidies, or in the form of
burdens like industry -specific levies and controls. (Brash, 1997 , p.2l)
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Whilst this is a not unreasonable interpretation of Hayek's views on the 'fairness' of

unchangeable principles, it does not quite get to the heart of his constitutional proposals,

which are far more radical than Brash's notion of equal treatment. Hayek's proposal for a

second house for instance is not for a conventional second house which has a delaying

function, or an approving/veto or reconsidering function: it is for a house which is

not concerned with the particular needs of particular groups but rather with the general

permanent principles on which the activities of the community were to be ordered

(Hayek, 7973, p.l9).

and

the purpose (of the proposed upper house)...with the law laid down the permanent

' Iimits to the coercive powers of government - limits within which government had to

move and which even the democratically-elected governmental assembly could not

overstep. (Hayek, 1973, p.Zl)

Brash does however capture quite accurately Hayek's distaste for 'socialjustice':

Hayek grounded his theory of the rule of law in an ancient conception of justice that

reflected principles of higher law and was contradicted by modem notions of 'social'

or 'distributive' justice... .. It has to be said that New Znaland has made little progress

in these respects. The welfare state remains little changed, reflecting the continuing

currency in New Zealand of modern, collectivist notions of social justice. Some

constitutional change had been effected, but it is far from clear that it brings New

Zealand much close to a genuine 'constitution of liberty' in Hayek's terms. (Brash,

t997)

The grand reforms which might well be seen as an attempt to place some of the key issues of

government beyond the reach of politicians, and to impose unchangeable rules, not

susceptible to the interests of lobbyists, Brash considers to be attempts to use Hayek's

discovery procedures, (mis)interpreted as an imperative to make the procedures of public

business 'transparent' in the interest of conveying more information to the supposedly rational

consumer:
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The most innovative of New Zealand's reforms - the ones that arguably make the

country a world leader in reform - are the Public Finance Act, the Reserve Bank Act,
and the Fiscal Responsibility Act. These reforms impart to the market a steady flow of
information about the assets and liabilities of the state and about the conduct of both

monetary policy and fiscal policy.

Summary

Constitutional economics then is a prescription for applying some of the ideas which are to be

found in authors who might be described as mathematicians and economists, Condorcet,

Arrow and Wicksell. These ideas in practice would ensure thatbeyond a certain minimal

government, new ventures in public responsibility could only be undertaken by an

overwhelming vote in favour, and that these votes in favour would only be given for

principles of govemment which would favour all voters, so that they would in effect be

fundamental laws insisting on the primacy of general values such as fairness and justice. The

notion constitutes an attack on democracy understood as majority rule, justified on the

libertarian grounds of fairness to those individuals who do not support the decisions of the

majority.
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Chapter 4: The Calculation of Consent - To

Whom Should Consent Be Given?

The calculation

The classical liberal project involves determining a form of government which respects the

individuality of the people who make it up. Buchanan and Tullock in Chapters five and six of

The Calculus Of Consent, get down to the details of considering under what circumstances a

rational individual, looking after his own interest, would concede the right to make decisions

on his behalf to another entity. The 'calculation' is primarily based on assumptions about the

costs of decision-making, both the costs of the individual's owtt decision-making and actions,

and the costs of the decision-making and actions of others, on the individual who is making

the calculations, which are rendered as mathematical relationships and parabolic

visualizations. In this chapter I shall discuss in detail the steps by which Buchanan and

Tullock first establish a preference for individual decision-making, and then move to a

conclusion that decision-making should be taken out of the hands of individuals altogether by

a peculiar form of constitutionalism which enshrines certain concepts as 'laws'.

The procedure is to presuppose the existence of a rational individual who decides whether and

to what extent to become involved in collective decision-making, and then, on the basis of

what rules. It might well be argued that this is contrary to personal experience and to

historical development since in both cases 'society' precedes the development of the

individual and the form in which the individual perceives and makes these choices. Even the

language in which a person thinks and articulates them is chosen for them prior to birth.
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Externalities and Decision-making costs - the costs of social interdependence.

The focus of the chapter is on the means of dealing with 'externalities' - should it be by

individual action, or by collective action, and if by collective action, then by voluntary or

coercive, i.e. government, or political action.

In this exposition the individual is the a priori, the first element. The individual however is

assumed to have property rights.

Externalities are presumed to be the byproducts of individual action, but they are also

phenomena which cannot be isolated to the individual. The conventional example is soot from

a factory chimney. The soot is the result of the voluntary private activity of an individual, the

factory owner, but it cannot be isolated to him, it has an effect upon other individuals. So it is

an 'externality'. In Buchanan and Tullock's conceptualization externalities are almost

invariably negative, that is they are things that the individual will seek to avoid.

Opportunity costs

If an externality can be perceived as an 'opportunity cost' that is, if there was an opportunity

to do something of benefit to oneself or to others, which was not taken, then the cost is the

amount the action would have yielded, if it had been taken, (less the costs of that action).

Presumably both the profit and the costs of the action are potentially infinite, being unknown,

but the assumption is that both can be quantified. The potential costs are not referred to, but

the potential, unrealised profit, is rendered calculable as the 'opportunity cost': that is, the

lack of profit incurred because the opportunity was not taken is quantified as a cost of

inaction. A potential 'good' is thereby turned into a deficit (p.69). Buchanan and Tullock

include the consideration of opportunity costs in their discussion of bargaining, that is, in the

decision-making costs as applied to groups, but do not include it in the consideration of
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decision-making costs as applied to individuals: the rational individual one supposes never to

miss a profitable opportunity.

Converting externalities to private ownership.

The argument is that so far as externalities can be internalized, that is, as far as eventualities

which are common to all or cannot be restricted to one owner, can be turned into property

which is the liability or the asset of an owner, then the problem of externalities is avoided,

Hence the desirability of converting as much as possible of the phenomena of the world into

property. This is not just true of physical property: the metaphoric perception of non-physical

assets as property leads to the inclusion of other forms of advantage as property in this sense

also. Thus knowledge and education can be conceptualised as property.

The calculations of the individual

Buchanan and Tullock 'jump over' the question of the minimal collectivization of activity

that is involved in the initial definition of human and property rights and the enforcement of

sanctions against violations of these rights' (1962, p.46). As they say: 'Unless this preliminary

step (the assumption of property and policing rights) is taken, we do not really know what

individuals we are discussing'.

The individual who has been allocated property has then to calculate how to deal with

externalities; first, whether to tolerate them, or to seek to avoid or extinguish them. If he

makes the decision to do something about them rather than tolerate them, he has to decide

whether to take individual or collective action, and if he takes collective action, whether that

should be voluntary or collective, that is to say, 'political' or governmental action. It is

assumed that collective action when organized and not voluntary is coercive and inefficient.

The impositions of government are themselves externalities.
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Buchanan and Tullock hypothesize that there is a necessary relationship between the costs of

individual action and the costs of governmental action: the two factors are the cost of

externalities and the costs of decision-making (which together may be regarded as

'interdependence costs'). As the one increases, the other decreases, -that is, low decision-

making costs are associated with high extemality costs, and high decision-making costs are

associated with low externality costs. Individual action without either voluntary or coercive

collective action is the most efficient, because it is assumed that decision-making costs are

lowest for individuals, highest for voluntary co-operative decisions, and that externalities are

highest for any decision-making organization which does not have to bear the results of their

own decision-making, that is to say, govemment. The emphasis is on the 'costs of social

interdependence ', as combining costs of decision-making and costs of externalities.

The rational individual should try to reduce these interdependence costs to the lowest

possible figure when he considers the problem of making institutional and

constitutional change. (Buchanan and Tullock, 1962, p.46).

Again on p.48:

The choice between voluntary action, individual or co-operative, and political action,

which must be collective, rests on the relative costs of organizing decisions, on the

relative costs of social interdependence.

Individual action implies very low costs of achieving agreement: 'The sum of the external

costs and the decision-making costs becomes zero for activities in which purely private action

generates no external effects.'

Collective voluntary action implies high costs of achieving agreement to act. Governmental

(coercive) action will have low costs of achieving agreement but high costs of inefficiency,

that is, external costs. Obviously the most efficient form of decision-making is the individual

as his own decision-maker.
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In certain circumstances the individual may decide that the externalities are such that personal

decision-making is not the most efficient way to reduce them. In this case he may decide to

organize collective voluntary action, or to support government action. Buchanan and

Tullock's assumption is that, because the costs of collective action are so high, this kind of

decision can only be rational in very few cases or for transitional purposes.

The range of possible orderings - individual action, voluntary collective action, and

governmental action.

Buchanan and Tullock analyse a series of possible choices.In these 'orderings' of choice, 'a'

represents individual action, 'b' represents voluntary collective action and 'g' represents

governmental action (that is, non-voluntary, collective action). The notation suggests already

something about the interpretation which Buchanan and Tullock put upon these orderings.

Buchanan and Tullock do not limit themselves to a dispassionate account of what these

orderings might represent: they interpret the orderings and add their own values to the

interpretations. One of the ways they do this is by assuming that these orderings imply a semi-

historical account of events - this has been tried and failed, so the next solution is preferred -

or a statement to the effect that, if such and such has not evolved, then the next option may be

in use. Given the pre-existing bias in the definitions and contingencies surrounding each

choice in the orderings, this addition of value-laden interpretation makes the conclusions of

doubtful 'scientific' status, assuming that 'scientific' has some sort of reference to

impartiality.

l. a<b<g

This is the preferred option. Individual action is preferred to collective voluntary or coercive

action. Decision-making costs are minimized.

2. a<g<b
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the only relevant relationship is that between the expected costs of organizing an

activity by the most efficient voluntary method, in this case represented by a, and the

expected costs of organizing an activity collectively, g. (p.51)

For both I and 2 the externalities are regarded as less significant than decision-making costs.

3. bca<g

the most effective means of organizing these activities will be to allow them to remain

in the private sector, with collective action, if any, limited to those steps that might be

taken to insure freedom of private contracts. (Buchanan and Tullock,1962, p.53).

Buchanan and Tullock believe that

the individual prefers to bear the external costs of individual behavior rather than to

shift the activities in question to the collective sphere, even if there should be

restrictions that prevent the desired voluntary cooperative solutiohs from being

realized.

The business firm is seen as an example of this ordering...

Voluntary private action, motivated by the desires of individuals to further their own

interests, will tend to guarantee that the externalities inherent in increasing returns of
this nature (economies of scale of production) will be eliminated.

This ordering 'places the expected costs of purely private or individualized behavior

below that of collective action (acg) in spite of the fact that external effects are

anticipated' (Buchanan and Tullock, 1962, pp.53-4).

This might be because there are impediments to individual action which collective action

might remove. Higher education is seen as an example of this situation:

Due to the institutional restrictions on the full freedom of contract in capital values of
human beings, the arrangements that might arise to insure the removal or reduction of
certain externalities in higher education may be quite difficult to secure. Although
students may recognize that they will be the primary beneficiaries of further

professional training and that investment in such training would be financially sound,

their inability to "mortgage" their own earning power may prevent them from having

ready access to loan markets. Of course, collective or state action may be taken which

will remove or reduce the private externalities involved here. However, many

individuals may prefer to accept the expected costs of private decision-making in this

area rather than to undergo the expected costs of collectivization, which represent yet
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another kind of externality. ....In the particular case of professional education, if this

ordering should be descriptive, collective action may be suggested to facilitate the

emergence of the efficient private arrangements.' (Buchanan and Tullock, 1962, p.54)

4. b<g<a

If owners of property are tempted to indulge in collective measures to protect 'social values':

view, clean air etc, they should consider this view of the matter: Units without protection of

'social values' are less valuable than those which have such protection. The owner of multiple

units is most able to internalize diseconomies. Therefore the units are worth more to him.

Therefore, he will buy up the rest. The original owners will be able to sell to him at a higher

value than their land is worth to themselves. Mutual gains are possible. Or voluntary

arrangements like convenants or corporate ownership of titles might develop.

The individual expects that voluntary co-operative action will be the most efficient

means of organization, and also that arrangements will tend to arise which will prove

sufficient to remove or to reduce the external effects of private behavior, effects which

may be slightly more serious here than in those activities described by the third

ordering...(p.54)

The example is that of the development by a consortium of several parcels of land initially

owned by separate individuals into a shopping centre.

the costs of reaching agreement should not be overwhelming, although considerable

bargaining effort may be exerted. In any case, a unified development could be

predicted. No significant external economies would exist after the development is

completed, and no collective action in the form of zoning ordinances or regulations

will be needed. ...(a city plan or zoning scheme) too often neglects the presence of

mutual gains that may be secured by all parties from the organization of private

contractual arrangements designed specifically to internalize much of the extemality

that initially exists. (p.55)

There is no need to theorize the interest of the owner who wishes to keep the view, and stay in

the unit, because it would not be rational to do so in view of the higher price he can gain from
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the owner of multiple units, which must be higher than the value of the property to the single

owner.

The same is true of industrial assets like oil:

The capital value of the common oil pool to the single large owner, where he owns all
drilling rights, must exceed the sum of the capital values of the separate drilling rights
under decentralized ownership. Moreover, if the fourth ordering is descriptive, the

most efficient means of organizing such activities is that of leaving such voluntary

solutions full freedom to emerge. (p.57)

The threat implicit in this account to owners of property who do not share the view that their

rights can legitimately be commercialised is very plain: both in the assumption that private

ownership is more desirable and efficient than collective ownership, and in the assumption

that interests can be individualized, assessed, and bought out the possibility of different

cultural values is totally ignored.

5. g<a<b

The fifth ordering describes an activity for which some external effects from purely

individualistic action are expected..., and for which the most efficient means of
eliminating or reducing these effects is organization of the activity through

governmental processes. .Voluntary contractual arrangements .... are not expected to

emerge independently...since the costs of organizing decisions in this way arc

anticipated to be prohibitive. The relevant comparison here is between the expected

costs of collective action and those expected to result from purely private behavior.

(e.g. traffic lights) ...The cost reduction that may be accomplished by collectivization
becomes more significant when it is noted that such regulatory activities will normally
be delegated to single decision-makers who will be empowered to choose rules for the

whole group. Activities in this set involve high external costs if organized privately,

but the external costs resulting from adverse collective decisions are not significant.
(p.s8)

Buchanan and Tullock have some difficulty with this one. It is only imaginable if the

advantages of collective decision-making can be seen in fact as the advantages of individual

decision-making:
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...this set of activities can include only those which, if collective action is to be taken,

will be rationally delegated to a decision-making rule requiring significantly less than

full agreement among all members of the group. ....while collectivization of the

activities will minimize expected interdependence costs, the most efficient voluntary

organization is the purely individualistic. That is to say, costs will be minimized by

allowing all of the external effects of private individual behavior to continue unless

collectivization is carried through. However, if the collective decision-making rule

should be that of unanimity ..g would surely not diverge appreciably in value from

some hypothetical b which would represent the costs of private contractual

arrangements. The reduction in expected costs by a shift from co-operative voluntary

contractual arrangements to governmental organization which this ordering suggests

could be expected only if the costs of bargaining decisions should be small. ...will tend

therefore, to be characteristic of all rationally chosen collective activities, which in

their normal operation do not exert significant effects on the net worth of the

individual. ( p.58-9)

6. g<bca

describes those activities in which the untrammeled individualistic behavior of persons

will create important spillover effects. ...

Normally, for an activity in this set, the impact of adverse collective decisions on

capital values may be significant for individual calculus; but the costs of reaching

agreement, either voluntarily or collectively, may also be high. If the rule of unanimity

were to be chosen as the appropriate one, the fourth and sixth orderings would become

almost identical; collective action here would, in one sense, be voluntary... (p.59)

An example offered is that of the individual who under the 'unanimity' rule, 'will try to

"exploit" their bargaining position to the maximum extent possible' (p.60). Less than

unanimity - perhaps 907o -'may more than offset the increase in total expected costs involved

in discounting possible adverse decisions when the individual falls in the minority l0 per

cent.'(p.60)

To Buchanan and Tullock the most important implication of this chapter is that:
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The existence of external effects of private behavior is neither a necessary nor a

sfficient conditionfor an activity to be placed in the realm of collective choice'

(p.60)'

and in fact the existence of external effects is not even a necessary condition for an activity to

be collectivized on rational grounds. The individual will calculate the relative advantage to

himself of collective or private action by considering the effects on both externals and

decision-making costs.

Ultimately Buchanan and Tullock reach the conclusion that individual and volunatry decision

making can effectively and efficiently replace all forms of collective or corrrmunity decision

making.

If decision-making costs, as we have defined them are absent the pure laissez-faire

model will be rationally chosen for all activities. All externalities, negative and

positive, will be eliminated as a result of purely voluntary arrangements that will be

readily negotiated among private people. Almost by definition, the presence of an

externality suggests that "mutual gains from trade" can be secured from internaliation,
provided only that the decision-making costs do not arise to interfere with the reaching

of voluntary agreements . (p.62)

Some problems are evident with this account. The decision to Jump over' the creation of

property rights and the collective responsibility for policing them helps to make individual

decision-making appear cost-free. Buchanan and Tullock use the example of a personal

decision to wear red underwear: it has very little cost either in terms of externalities or

decision-making.

But if one takes a rather more substantial instance of individual decision-making than the

decision to wear red underwear the problems of the argument may be clearer. If for instance

we were to take a case in which a person had decided to drink and then drive, the externalities

possibly created by this are obviously potentially serious for other persons, but the
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consequences are equally likely to be serious, even fatal, for the individual himself. How

would this be theorized in public choice? Well, to start with, the individual would not make

any such decision, because it is patently not in his own interest - it is not 'rational', and it does

not maximize his utility in any way that Buchanan and Tullock would recognize. None the

Iess, it is a decision that many individuals make, and it is a very costly decision for the

individual as well as for other individuals. The externalities thus created are dealt with

according to the theory, by the principle of private property and policing: insofar as the

drunken driver is damaging to property or persons he is to be dealt with by the collective

police force. But the private consequences - guilt, damage to himself- are not adequately

theorized. There are costs to personal decision-making, and they are not exclusively

organizational although anyone who is faced with making difficult personal decisions will be

sceptical about the apparent costlessness of individual decision-making even in that regard.

By institutionalizing personal property and the consequent policing, Buchanan and Tullock

exclude the hazards and consequences ofindividual action from the calculus, and thereby

make individual action appear to be much more efficient than in reality it is.

Likewise, the process of voluntary collective action is not as trouble - free or efficient as

Buchanan and Tullock suggest. Voluntary agencies can report all the difficulties of

organization which obtain in a paid, professional agency, and even more, because many of the

restraints and conventions of a professional context cannot be adequately applied to a

voluntary workforce. Buchanan and Tullock would argue that there is a difference between

the situation in which individuals perform an action on an individual voluntary basis and that

in which they work together in a collective form - rather like the difference between the way

toddlers play, alongside each other but not interacting, compared with the elaborate social

games which 6 or 8 year-olds play. For the purposes of this argument, the former can be

regarded as identical to individual action, discussed above. Collective voluntary agencies
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present both more decision-making costs, and higher external costs than Buchanan and

Tullock suggest to be the case. The model presents the decision -making costs of voluntary

action as being relatively insignificant, and the externalities created by voluntary agencies as

being no more significant than the externalities of individual action, already understated as

discussed earlier.

'Social Responsibility'

In recent years government has been very attracted by the notion that voluntary agencies offer

better value for the taxpayer's dollar than government agencies, and much of the diminution

of government services has been justified in these terms. (There have been other forms of

justification operating at the same time - 'self-management', community empowerment,

'partnership' with voluntary agencies, and so on.) The foremost advocate of the transfer of

govemment responsibility for social welfare from government agencies to private, voluntary

agencies in New Zealand, has been Rod Deane

The public goods argument has fallen into question as a result of the demonstrated

private sector capacity to provide services as diverse as those in garbage disposal,

schooling, services for the intellectually handicapped, hospitals, prison management,

and so on (Deane, 1989, p.3.)

Rod Deane, at various times head of the IHC, of the old Electricity Dept, member of the New

7-ealand Business Round Table and Chairperson of the Telecom corporation which was

formed from the communications section of the old New Tnaland Post Office, has been a very

powerful person in the restructuring of the New Zealand economy, and has personally

profited by it to an amazing extent (his personal income from Telecom is rumoured to be $7

million a year). He has been of great importance in publicising the viewpoint that social
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services ought to be privatised. He has had very significant influence on government. His

opinion on the privatisation of social services is inclusive of public education.

The real issue is whether Government provision of social services actually requires

Government production of such services. In most cases social objectives can be

pursued just as effectively if not more effectively through income transfers than

through the direct provision of subsidised services. In situations where the

Government wishes to provide subsidised services, it can of course contract for such

services from the private sector. The essential point is that the issue of the role of the

Government in providing social services should ideally be separated from the

privatisation debate.

Given the concerns within New Zealand about the issue of "privatising" social

services, including not only the traditional areas such as health and education but also

those seen to have been previously supplied by conventional SOEs such as subsidies

for rural electricity users...... it is surprising how little recognition has been given to

the highly successful provision of social services by private sector organisations to

groups within society who are normally regarded as highly dependent. Perhaps one of

the leading examples is the New Zealand society for the Intellectually Handicapped

(the IHC) which as New Zealand's largest private sector voluntary welfare

organisation, with an annual budget of $80 million and staff of over 2000, provides a

wide anay of services to the intellectually handicapped, ranging from preschool

centres to workshop facilities, and from rural training centres to comprehensive

residential services, all run on a user pays basis but with a significant Government

subsidy. (Deane, 1989, p.l6)

Deane regarded the running of the IHC (later the IHS) as a model for the delivery of social

services, particularly in the way in which tax-sourced funds as well as charity-sourced funds

were administered by volunteers, but he ignored many problems which the elapse of time, and

greater reliance upon voluntary agencies has made abundantly clear.

Prue Hyman points out that behind this kind of recommendation lies the assumption that there

exists a large body of reasonably capable women whose own financial needs are taken care

of, either by their men or by the state, and who therefore have the time, and the ability to

make these institutions function (Hyman, 1994). The days of the woman who is not in
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employment because she does not need to be, are substantially over: pay rates nowadays, and

the tax environment, are not designed to enable a breadwinner to maintain a wife.

Other problems can be seen in the impetus to make voluntary agencies 'responsible' to the

government for all the money which is being directed their way because they are more

efficient i.e. among other things, they have lower overheads - and in the increasing

requirements for training, and even for 'certification'. By insisting on 'accountability' the

government reduces a major element of the efficiency advantages which voluntary agencies

have had over governmental organizations - the lack of formal decision-making procedures

and paperwork.

Coupled with the drive to 'encourage' recipients of benefits to undertake 'voluntary' work -

which implies supervision to ensure that the 'volunteers' deliver value for their benefits - the

casual, self-directed efficiency of voluntary agencies is likely to become minimized, to be

replaced by a supervised, trained workforce, in charge of a drafted, often poorly motivated,

poorly educated sub-workforce who will absorb more money in supervision, training and

assessment than might have been spent on the conventional workforce paid to do the original

job. Again the Buchanan and Tullock model, by failing to note the decision-making costs of

voluntary agencies, which are absorbed by the volunteers themselves when the agency is

amateur in status - but which become a public issue when the funding is public - presents the

voluntary agency as more efficient than it actually is, and can thereby present the collective,

government agency as being unacceptably inefficient by contrast, but the contrast is unreal.

Decisions about decision-making rules - the choice of a constitution

From their conclusions about the superior efficiency and equity of individual decision-

making, Buchanan and Tullock move to considering decision-making rules, which will give
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rise to a form of constitution which is based on universal concepts and obviates the need or

opportunity for individuals to influence government.

Decision-making rules

Chapter six of The Calculus of Consent, is about the decision an individual must make about

decision-making rules. Buchanan and Tullock consider how collective action, once decided

upon, should be organized - particularly, how great a proportion of the electorate should

subscribe to an idea before it should constitutionally be required to be implemented. The

'decision-making' rules - constitutional rules - are assumed to be exhausted by a continuum

which describes greater or less involvement of the individuals who make up the polity. In the

extreme form this is the 'rule of unanimity' in which every individual must consent to a rule

before it can be implemented. This concept derives from Wicksell (Musgrave and Peacocke,

1967), and more remotely from the practices of governing monasteries , and even more

remotely from Roman law involving the disposition of the property of orphans in wardship.

Consequent upon the discussion of the extent of the support required for decision-making

rules, they introduce the new notion, that the nature of the decisions can affect the

constitutional requirements the individual might wish to impose.

The calculation:

Possible benefits from collective activity can be measured in terms of reductions in costs that

the private behaviour of other individuals is expected to impose. The trade-off, the calculation

that individuals will be expected to make, is that of the cost of decision-making versus the

costs of those 'externalities'. Unanimity is assumed to involve maximum decision-making

costs, but minimum externalities, in a collective decision-making context.

1. The external costs function:
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Externalities are thc effects whieh are erearcd by the aetions of i,ndividuals but whioh sannot

be iso,lated to the individuals, who create thern.

In thi.s fbrmulation, the co$ts the individual expects to endure as a result of the ac{ions of

othcrs - 'externalifies"- ale relate-d to the nurnber of indivi'duals who are required to agree

before a final political decisiorq is tailcen for the grouBt If 'any pecson' can mak-e deoision$,

external(tics will be at their highest. If 'unar,rimity' is required, externanifies wiffi be ar their

lowest.

Euchanan and Tulloek express this idea in matheuntieal form as an 'extornal-costs furaction' ,

and tlren r€Bresent'that function as a graph. 'llhey write this fbnction as:

C1 -f(N.),i=rrz, . ,,,N
N.<N.

fire grqph looks like this

llcrtx8

@xternal-costs function and Saph. Buohanan and Tullock, pp.-64 -65)

(r)
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The interpretation of this figure suggested by Buchanan and Tullock is:'As the number of

individuals required to agree increases, the expected costs will decrease' (p.64),that is, the

fewer the people able to make decisions for the collectivity, the higher the costs (Point C).

(l) is related to these 'public choice' axioms:

o Externality costs vanish only with the rule of unanimity.

o government taxes (externalities) will be minimized as the number required to consent

increases.

o lobby groups' attempts to manipulate decision-makers, will tend to maximize externalities,

because, effectively, decisions are made by a small number of people - the lobby.

r A dictatorship is more efficient than a constitution which allows 'any person' in the polity to

make decisions on behalf of the polity: to the individual who expects to be governed (i.e. not

to be the dictator) the external costs expected will be lower than those under the extreme'any

person rule' (p.67). This means that the most efficient form of government to the taxpayer

requires the consent of a minimum number of people.

2. The decision-making costs function:

'As unanimity is approached dramatic increases in expected decision-making costs may be

predicted' (p.68).... 'Individual investment in strategic bargaining becomes highly rational and

the costs imposed by such bargaining are likely to get high' (p.69), because each voter has 'a

monopoly of an essential resource' (that is, his own consent). Bargaining costs might approach

infinity.
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This diagram on p, 70 represents expectcd deeision-making eosts.

Tn-is diagrarn from p.TJ show the two previous diagmrns addgd togethorthat ls, it shows the

extemal costs function and ttre decision-making cqsts function.

N$mber of lndividualr Requlred
To Trihe Gollsdl'vo Arilon

FIfl'XA Z

Nunber of lndlnlduqJ* Rcqsircd
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The o-nly means whereby the individual can insure that ttre actiono of others will never

impose csste on him is through the striff application of the rule of unanimity.,..if tho

individuql knows that he rnu.st 4pprove any action before it is carried out, he will be able

to re-rnove ali fear of expeeled costs or dannage.

But this also involves decision-making cost$ the individual must weigh th,e advantages and

disadvantages. A regime of morc inclusive rules impJies mo're decision-making costs, less

inclusive nrles irrrplies less protection against extornal costs, bnrt lower costs of decision-ma&ing,

Categordes, of Collec-tive As.fi vity

Diagram, p 73

koperty rights will always be under rcvision. Ttrre individu,al will foresee very heavy cssts to

himsel.f if property rights are revised ared will therefore insis-t on his own consent, that is, on

unanimity. The eirve sf external sosts rernains high until unanimity is elosely approached, and

decision-rnaking costs are nolatively negligi-ble, presurnably because he will be afraid of the

eonsequences to his own prop.erty. Buchanan and TUillock dO net discuss fire likely decision-

Humber .of Indlv'iduol: Reriulred
To Toks. Collactiva Acllon

FIGII'RE 4
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making costs of those individuals who have little or no property as distinct from those who are

well endowed.

h. Goyetnments

'The individual will recognize that private organization will impose some interdependence costs

on him....(and so will) have supported a shift of (certain) ...activities to the collective sector', the

selected activities being ones where the voter does not trust other individuals to discharge their

responsibilities, e.g. education of children, reduction of fire hazards, reduction qf mosquito-

breeding-places, suf'ficient police protection. (p.75) all of which 'may rationally be thrown into

the public sector'. These comments may be contrasted with the comments on higher education

(p.54). There is evidently a point at which education ceases to be a positive externality -or at

least the lack of it ceases to become a significant externality - and starts to become a private

good, but unfortunately Buchanan and Tullock do not examine the point in detail.

In this diagram, Buchanan and Tullock, (p 76) attempt to put all the preceding diagrams together

in such a way as to show the relationship between the costs of social decision-making and

individual decion-making for the individual. As the amount of required interaction rises, the

social costs rise, but the externality costs drop.

Erpcctad
Cortr

(Pracnt
Voluc)

A

at
Humber of lndividuclr Requirtd
fo foke Colloctive Artion
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Suppose that unrestricted private organization is expected to generate costs of OA for the

individual. The individual expects, in effect, to be able to reduce total interdependence costs

from OA to RR' by shifting the set of decisions depicted here from private to public choice.

In one sense AB represents the "gains from trade" that the individual expects to result from

his entering into a "political exchange" with his fellows for this category of decisions.

(Buchanan and Tullock, p.75)

The point of all this mathematical imagery is to demonstrate that there is a logical point at

which the rational utility maximizer will prefer to use a collective mechanism for decision-

making: he can see that it is in his interest. Hence there is a possibility for creating a

constitutional context for collective action, even in a Public Choice world with its builrin

preference for individual action.

A new variable: the content of the rules:

The nature of the constitutional requirements may differ depending on what sort of rules are

under consideration. Buchanan and Tullock argue that as the content of the legislation

penalises taxpayers less by being 'inclusive', the taxpayer may well consider less stringent

constitutional arrangements for making such rules.

Any shift in the institutional structure toward the ideal model of "general" legislation

and away from that of " differential" or "discriminatory" legislation will have the

effect of reducing the external costs the individual might expect from any particular

decision-making rule.

Therefore he will tend to support less inclusive rules for decision-making as collective

institutions are varied in this direction. ..(p.77)

That is, as the institution tends to make decisions which are less inclusive, the voter may

require less unanimity of them: examples given are 'user prices and benefit taxes'. 'These

devices become substitutes for more inclusive rules'. So, as the application of the rules
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becomes more individualized, the need for unanimity at the decision-making level diminishes.

(p.76-77)

Buchanan and Tullock do acknowledge some limitations to their calculus. One is the problem

of infinite regression:

For individual decisions on constitutional questions to be combined, some rules must

be laid down; but, if so, who chooses these rules? And so on. We prefer to put this

issue aside and to assume, without elaboration, that at this ultimate stage, which we

shall call the constitutional, the rule of unanimity holds. @uchanan and Tullockp.TT)

Behind the Veil:

Next Buchanan and Tullock raise the veil of uncertainty or rather, Iower it.

...the individual will not find it advantageous to vote for rules that may promote

sectional, class, or group interests because, by presupposition, he is unable to predict

the role that he will be playing in the actual collective decision-making process at any

particular time in the future....Therefore, he will assume that occasionally he will be in

one group and occasionally in the other. His own self interest will lead him to choose

rules that will maximize the utility of an individual in a series of collective decisions

with his own preferences on the separate issues being more or less randomly

distributed. (p.78)

Buchanan and Tullock then discuss in detail the conditions under which an individual might

rationally vote for some other rule than that of unanimity - that, is when they can predict the

outcome. Buchanan and Tullock rather naively regard their rule 6 'General agreement may be

reached on the adoption of the alternative Rule B' (79) as ruling out dictatorship, even though

both the Roman Empire and the Hitlerian dictatorship were founded on the votes of the

MASSCS.

However, it seems that the polity must have certain characteristics before this constitutional

experiment can be attempted, Iet alone practised- The discussion on the form of constitutional

rules can only take place among equals. It is important both that participants be able to view

each other 'without rancor' regardless of condition, as equal participants, and that there are
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no grounds to expect pennanent coalitions to develop. Buchanan and Tullock shift their

ground somewhat as to the likelihood of these conditions arising: Their first view is that a

large and powerful group will not willingly give up power, but this is then replaced by the

rather strange objection that the less dominant group will not be grateful:

On noneconomic grounds dominant classes might choose to do this, (give up power)

but, as experience has so often demonstrated in recent years, the less fortunately

situated will rarely interpret such action as being advanced in their favor. (p.80)

There are two peculiarities here, the first being the concession that rational man might do

something which is not in his interests for 'noneconomic reasons', the second being the

apparent inationality of the 'less fortunately situated'. The important conclusion is that

our analysis of the constitution-making process has little relevance for a society that is

characterized by a sharp cleavage of the population into distinguishable social classes

or separate racial, religious, or ethnic groupings sufficient to encourage the formation

of predictable political coalitions and in which one of these coalitions has a clearly

advantageous position at the constitutional stage. (p.80)

Clearly if Buchanan and Tullock are right, then most contemporary societies will not qualify

for this form of constitutional reform. But if the advantaged group do offer the opportunity

then the disadvantaged are misguided in refusing it and might conceivably profit by being

coerced into acceptance. In fact Buchanan and Tullock retract a little in their next paragraph.

Despite diversity the system can be used: if there is sufficient mobility among groups,

permanent coalitions will not form, and the system will work.

The individual calculus of constitutional choice presented here breaks down fully only

in those groups where no real constitution is possible under democratic forms, that is

to say, only for those groups which do not effectively form a n'society." (p.80)

This is a very rare use of the term 'society'. Have Buchanan and Tullock finally cracked, and

reverted to an assumption of the prior nature of collective forms of human existence? We

might understand here that, where there is real diversity of interest, there is no "society"

understood as 'social cohesion', so democratic forms of government will not work. Is
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democratic government only for certain kinds of people? Buchanan and Tullock hint that this

is so when they postulate a society of small freeholders, such as once obtained - - or so it is

thought - in the American midwest. This is presumably the same community for which James

Madison dreamed up the ideal constitution, when asked to do so by the settlers of Kentucky

(Madison, 1884). The problem with applying this form of democracy to disparate

communities is not clear but if it cannot be done, then the question arises, whether it is of any

use at all. The significance of the prerequisite 'social cohesion' becomes most apparent when

it is set against the a priori assumption of neo-classical economics and Public Choice Theory,

that the individual, whose chief characteristic of self-interest is culture-free, or culturally

invariant, is assumed to exist prior to the existence of 'society'. Either, this form of

constitution must be less attractive to some groups of people, in which case we should be

asking for the reason why, or the assumptions are not tenable.

Implications

The implications to be derived from this account of constitutional change are that, firstly, it is

rational to have a constitution, that is, if a constitution is seen as more than one decision-

making rule.

Secondly, there is no particular value in majoritarian democratic procedures.

Once the rule of unanimity is departed from, there seems to be nothing to distinguish

sharply any one rule from any other. The rational choice will depend, in every case, on

the individual's own assessment of the expected costs. ...there is nothing in the

analysis that points to any uniqueness in the rule that requires a simple majority to be

decisive. The (N/2+l) point seems, a priori, to represent nothing more than one among

the many possible rules, and it would seem very improbable that this rule should be

"ideally" chosen for more than a very limited set of collective activities. On balance

5l per cent of the voting population would not seem to be much preferable to 49 per

cent.' (P.81)
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In fact the principle of majority rule shows regrettable tendencies towards collectivism and is

not efficient in terms of economic theorv.

To argue that simple majority rule is somehow unique, we should be required to

demonstrate that one of the two costs functions developed is sharply kinked at the

mid-point. ....most of this (majority rule) theory has been developed in non-economic,

nonindividualistic, nonpositivistic terms.

As a consequence majoritarian government is a threat to the individual's enjoyment of his

rights and property.

The individual will anticipate greater possible damage from collective action the more

closely this action amounts to the creation and confiscation of human and property

rights. He will therefore, tend to choose somewhat more restrictive rules for social

choice-making in such areas of potential political activity. This implication is not

without relevance to an interpretation of the economic and social history of many

Western countries. (p.82)

More specifically, collective (government) intervention in the economy is Iikely to jeopardise

the individual's prospects of making more wealth. This is a serious constitutionalproblem,if

the making of wealth is seen as the raison d'Ate of the individual.

Constitutional prohibitions against many forms of collective interventions in the

market economy have been abolished within the Iast three decades. As a result,

legislative action may now produce severe capital losses or lucrative capital gains to

separate individuals and groups. For the rational individual, unable to predict his

future position, the imposition of some additional and renewed restraints on the

exercise of such legislative power may be desirable.(p.82)

Conclusion

The 'calculus of consent' is a formal calculation process which is apparently mathematical. It

is fundamentally flawed by its assumptions about the nature of the individual and the relation

of the individual to society. The prior assumptions about the necessity for human and property

rights, and policing conceal the costs of individual action seen as externalities on other

individuals and the assumptions about the rationality of the individual and the ease with
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which the rational individual orders his preferences, obscures many of the real costs both in

personal and information terms which make individual decision-making far more dernanding

than the theory suggests.

The rule of unanimity, whilst it quite rightly challenges the Rousseauian theory of the 'general

will' (I{ampson, 1983) and requires democratic decisions to be more firmly grounded in the

views of voters, takes this principle to the extreme point at which the single individual who

stands out against the rest, or if the Rule is relaxed, the group who stand out against the

majority, become the effective rulers. The theory has an inbuilt preference for personal rule

because it regards 'efficiency' as a paramount value, and by its own (flawed) definitions,

personal decision-making is more efficient, and would therefore rationally be preferred by the

individual considering allocating his decision-making rights to some other agency. The

assumption that decision-making costs and externality costs stand in inverse correlation to

each other reinforces this view: only in a dictatorship can both be reduced to the minimum.
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Part II: Genealogies: the relation of Public Choice

Theory to science.

Rational thought is interpretation according to a scheme which we cannot escape, (Nietzsche,

Notes (j,887)

A test of any theory of science is its ability to explain the events of the real world in a

coherent, consistent fashion. Economics passes that test. (University Economics by Alchian

and Allen)

In the genealogies that follow, I have tried to show two things, which may seem contradictory.

One is, to show that many of the ideas of Public Choice Theory have a history, which many of

the proponents of scientific rationality would see as irrelevant. It is often the case however,

that to read the genealogy of a concept portrays casts quite a different light upon an idea. It

comes to seem less the obvious 'scientific' outcome of an a priori than a historically

contingent phenomenon, which might be both more and less than is claimed for it. The second

purpose is to show, that there are other ways of thinking about these issues, and these

alternatives are often clearer at the moment of 'rupture', at the moment when the new set of

ideas is established, than later, when we cannot see the limits because we are bound by those

limits.

These genealogies are drawn from both 'histories', i.e. accounts which have already drawn up

a conceptual framework and chosen 'events' and 'facts' which are significant within that

framework, and from 'primary sources', that is, accounts, writings, illustrations, which are

contemporary to the period under discussion: which were not written from a magisterial

position outside the hurly burly of events but were written from within those events, and for a

multitude of purposes within those events. Even these can not be regarded as 'realistic' in that

they portray things as they are, but they have an element of realism in that they can make
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some claim to be portraits of things as they were seen at the time. So the genealogy in itself

does not claim to be 'realistic' in presenting the world as it has been and as it has become, but

in presenting a kind of account of perceptions, and the relation of one set of perceptions to

another. And as Couzens Hoy (1994 , pp.252-3) points out, the best critique of this procedure

is to draw up a genealogy which is better than the one existing.

This challenge is however more than a merely scholarly one: part of the function of

genealogy is to link what Foucault calls 'erudite knowledge and local memories' (Foucault,

1980, p.83). The process of writing genealogy is in his mind closely aligned with the

uncovering of 'submerged knowledges'. (Foucault, 1980, p.82.) therefore, those who wish the

submerged to remain submerged are unlikely to become involved in the writing of

genealogies.

The genealogies fall into the following historical and geographical periods:

The mediaeval genealogy traces some of the distinctive features of Public Choice Theory in

the form in which they were found in Europe in the middle ages, and suggests that behind

many of these ideas lies a way of thinking that is perhaps not as clinically 'scientific' as

would appear.

The English Enlightenment, Hobbes, Locke, Hume, with its double project of possessive

individualism, and the containment of government appears here as a continuing genealogical

line.

The Scottish School represents both genealogy and rupture. In the person of Sir James

Steuart, it is possible to see the cameralist political economist, describing the varied

economies, subsistence, mercantile, and mixed, of a wide range of European countries. Adam

Smith on the other hand takes up a position which is much more actively committed to the

justification and legitimation of merchants and markets, He disparages rural life and rural
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investment, and yet overlooks the importance of foreign investment as a source of capital, in

his eagerness to valorise the domestic economy, English merchants, and local markets.

Denis Meuret argues that Adam Smith's version of political economy redeemed the market

from its traditional role as disruptor of good social and political relations, and replaced that

story with one in which the economy and the market became virtual co-extensive, and the

market became the means by which prosperity, social order and stability might be acquired.

This did not happen without some effort to establish the new discipline, 'economics' as being

more authoritative than other forms of knowledge in describing political and social contexts.

Economics however achieved a master stroke: it reconceived itself as a science. This was

done through the Aristotelian analysis of Karl Menger, the mathematical equilibrium theories

of Leon Walras, the evolutionary theories of Hayek, and the positivism of the Chicago school.

Chapter 8 discusses these claims to scientific status.

Adam Smith was intensely read on the European continent, where he inspired Karl Menger.

Menger taught a narrow version of Adam Smith to his pupils, including the Crown Prince

Rudolf of Austria-Hungary. Menger's own addition to economic theory, 'the subjective

theory of value' he was more reticent about, and this idea, despite its promise, lay dormant

until a later member of the 'Austrian School, Friedrich Hayek took it up and used it as the

basis of his idea of 'spontaneous order', the mechanism whereby individuals, with imperfect

information, nonetheless make choices in the market which bring about order from chaos. The

market, the Church and the family, are all the products of spontaneous orde-r. These

institutions are not caused by human rationality, which is inadequate to the task. Hayek

rethought economics as 'catallacfics', the science of the exchange process, in the light of a

Darwinist process. Competition is the process by which the 'fittest' is discovered.
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Mises, Schumpeter and Hayek, all members of the 'Austrian school' had a part in spreading

these or similar ideas to the United States, where they fitted in very well with the kind of

economics based on Adam Smith which was widely taught there. The 'Chicago School'

became a base for economic rationalism, whilst the 'Virginia School' became a base for

Austrian economics, and Public Choice Theory.

The ideas of Fublic Choice Theory are not limited in their appeal to those who see them

selves on the 'right', either as conservative or as liberal. The common ground of 'left' and

'right' lies in the economic determinism both of Marx and of Smith's 'invisible hand'. The

section on'Analytie Marxism'discusses the rapprochement between a form of Marxism and

Neo-liberalism.
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Chapter 5: A mediaeval genealogy of pablic

choice ideas

Modernity is not a phenomenon of sensitivity to the fleeting present; it is the will to

"heroize" the present. Michel Foucault,'What is Enlightenment?'

The Public Choice debt to the Middle Ages.

Public choice theory has been presented as a new answer to the problems of late twentieth

century capitalism, one that not only disposes of the claims of the Keynesian settlement to be

the'modern' answer, but which also constructs classical liberalism as outdated. Public choice

theory, acknowledging its indebtedness to previous thinkers, notably Wicksell, Condorcet,

Hobbes, sometimes Locke, all or whom are 'Enlightenment' or recent, 'modern'thinkers is - or

appears to be - totally founded in rationalism and 'reality', closely linked, through its

affiliation to the discipline of economics, to science. Above all, it presents a 'modern',

construed as 'up-to-date', 'cutting-edge' solution to problems of government and

administration. Much of the reform programme of the two New 7,e,aland governments

between 1984 and 1994 has been presented as an exercise in'modernization', that is, in

making government more rational, scientific, and efficient.

The Canon lawyers

Despite its claims to 'rationality' and disparagement of notions of political behaviour based

on ethics, public choice theory, and the classical economics from which it derives, owe a great

deal to previous writers, some of them very ancient indeed, who were not afraid to base their

own ideas on metaphysics or ethics, rather than exclusively on rationality. Much of the

language and machinery of modem govemment was developed by the officeholders and
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canon lawyers of the mediaeval Christian church. In the body of commentary on canon law

we have a rich resource, formulated by half the best brains in the Christian world of ten

centuries, as they confronted many of the issues which still confront us, and aimed to

construct administrative procedures which were both practical and ethical ways of describing

and dealing with these issues - issues of the relative role of government, of law, of poverty, of

market behaviour, and of individual behaviour. Their touchstone was that of religion rather

than that of pragmatism, or self-interest, but they too had to consider the pragmatic concerns

of management and administration on levels which had to be consistent from the parish

church to the multi-national empire of the Roman Church. Many of their definitions of

problems and many of their solutions survive into modern forms of government and even into

public choice theory.

The assumption, or claim, that economics is a rational science, founded on modern logical

thought, validated by empirical evidence, is not limited to public choice writers. Most writers

on economics, even those who are interested in the weaknesses of market-oriented theory, see

the Enlightenment as emancipating both theoretical and'real'economics from the restrictions

of illogic as promulgated by the mediaeval Church, Douglas Vickers for instance:

Economic justice seems to have been served at that time (i.e. in the Middle Ages) by

whatever was calculated to preserve the social and cultural status quo. The arguments

relating to the legitimacy of charging a rate of interest on loans for example were not

clarified until John Calvin released them from the medieval casuistry and, at the time

of the Reformation, spoke in a more enlightened fashion of commercial activity and

real economic entitlements'(Vickers, 1995, p.22). (my italics)

I propose to alter this story of the origins of classical economics and public choice theory by

pointing out the indebtedness of public choice theory to the medieval canonists and to

ecclesiastical economic theory and practice.
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Odd Langholm regards the habit economists have of starting the history of economics in the

eighteenth century as less than accidental:

it must have seemed logical (to the economist-historians) to postpone the record until

the development of material conditions, social institutions and dominant ideologies

had all reached a point where the description of economic relations are roughly

reducible to the same laws as those which we believe to observe today. These laws

then assume a certain universal character and it is possible to examine the writings of

our predecessors in the economic profession to see when they began to work out those

Iaws.... (Langholm, 1992, p.4)

The mediaeval writers on politics were men who were not only students of the founding

documents of Christianity - the patristic documents of the Apostles and the early Church, but

also theologians in an era when theology mattered intensely. They were administrators of one

of the greatest corporations in the world, one of the earliest multinationals, Iarger than most

states. They were also responsible for teaching generations of priests and religious orders how

they should interpret their Rule, and conduct their lives and business so as to ensure their

accession into heaven. As well as administering an Empire and conducting what amounted to

a monopoly on the training of teachers, librarians, accountants and all other intellectuals, the

Church conducted a legal system, with all the paraphernalia of courts, lawyers, clerks,

records, and accumulated law at least as extensive as that of any of the states of the period.

The doctrines of the Church had to be explained and expanded to accommodate all these

varied fields of responsibility, and in such a way that the principles of the church were applied

to all these varied activities, at the peril of the immortal souls of the faithful who might be led

into error, and those of the canonical doctors themselves. The concern to be ethical and

consistent with the Fathers was paramount, but that did not necessarily mean that the

canonists, the canon lawyers and teachers who wrote these commentaries were out of touch.

Their advice would be read and taken by Popes and parish priests. In general, it had to work.
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The church itself conducted business, and much of the canonists' advice was devoted to

finding moral and practicable solutions to the problems posed by the conflict between the

obligation to poverty laid upon the clergy by the Church doctrines and the necessity to

discharge all the (often expensive) obligations of hospitality and ritual. The element of greed

was always present among clergy and lay citizens, and had to be addressed.

The development of market rules.

The recognition of greed is not the fundamental doctrine of mediaeval theories of human

nature or market behaviour. But since the Church preached generosity and fair dealing it had

to ensure not only that the faithful remained good and faithful but also that they were not by

so doing to be exploited by those who did not abide by the teachings of the Church. The

conventions of the market place are largely based on Canon law designed to contain the

unethical in order to protect the good and ethical Christian, not, as Hayek and Buchanan

would have it, by a process of mindless evolution or rational agreement amongst those taking

part in the market. Contract law for instance was a canonical development. The legal fiction

of the 'legal person', the corporation, without which modern business is almost inconceivable,

is a canonical device.

It is not to be understood that the discourse of the mediaeval world reappears intact in the

modern world: it is subverted to a degree that would have appalled the canonists who once

used the discourse. The heritage of mediaeval thought lies in the simultaneous adoption,

misunderstanding and resistance to the canons of the church. Nietszche observed that only

neologisms are simple in their meaning, (see for instance, 'On Truth and Lie', Kaufmann,

1954, p. 46-7).

Finding the evidence of an older theory - 'the origin'- does not presuppose that there is some

superior value in its original appearance - far from it: it is more than likely that the older
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traces are not in themselves the origin anyway, but simply a more recent use than the original,

albeit considerably older than the present use (Foucault, NGH, in Rabinow, 1984). The

Foucauldian justification for the search for the older theories which form part of the

assumptions on which public choice theory is based, is that by elaborating the allusions and

speaking the now unspoken, the earlier instances in themselves critique the theory. As

Foucault says, this is part of the task of freedom, to explicate the limits within which we

think.

The ideas which are particularly rewarding when examined from this point of view are: the

valorization of the market, homo economicus, the principle of 'utility maximization', and the

implicit attitude to 'charity', the 'invisible hand' of the market, and its substitute in

constitutional economics, the 'veil of ignorance'.

The market.

Public Choice theory makes a strident claim as to the righteousness of the market as a process

for conducting human interaction. There is an implicit counter-story: someone somewhere is

saying that the market is not a fair and reasonable way to conduct human affairs. The obvious

villain is Lord Keynes (as in Buchanan's article on 'the consequences of Mr Keynes'). To

Hayek, it was Keynes, Hitler, Stalin and the Habsburgs, that is, the welfare state, fascism,

socialism, and autocracy, all of which represented frustration to the aspirations of a minor

aristocracy whose abilities proved useless to ambition in the face of other criteria imposed by

'government',

To more recent writers the embodiment of the opponent is the (erstwhile) Communist bloc,

Robert Muldoon, or the disoriented 'forces' of the left. Some of these are quite obviously non-

existent foes, others are quite amenable to the existence and use of the market as an

institution, but are not prepared to deify it. The strength of feeling of the proponents of the
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market suggests an emotional rather than an actual bogey-man, and this can be found in the

way the twentieth century thinks the Church has regarded both the men (the merchants and

traders), and the institution (the market). The defensive stance has been drawn less from the

canonical writings of the medieval church, than from the way these have been portrayed, for

instance by Troeltsch in the nineteenth century, as being totally opposed to private property

and the market (Gilchrist, 1969, p.58). The emotional reaction in defence of the market is, not

to a reasoned opposition, but to thefeeling that the church, the embodiment of virtue and

righteousness, rejects the merchant and his field of operations, the market, not just in the

interests of good government, but in the name of all that is holy, literally. At this level the

iesentment of the perceived disapproval of the market is closely tied to the general

Enlightenment rejection of all the projects associated with religion rather than rationality.

Buchanan shows this discomfort in this way:

Market organization, ...is based on the idea that individuals will tend, by and large, to

seek their own interest. This does not suggest that each and every participant in the

market place is assumed to try to exert the maximium effort to secure short-run gains.

It does suggest that the social philosophy of market organization recognizes this

behavior as a possiblity and that the organizational norms are based on the view that

this sort of behavior can be channeled in such a direction that it becomes beneficial

rather than detrimental to the interests of all members of the community. These

organizational norms are misunderstood and grossly misrepresented in much of the

critical discussion of the market order. This order is not, in any sense, organized on the

principle that self-seeking activity is morally "good". There is no conflict between the

philosophy of the market, which is a philosophy of social organization, and that of
Christianity, which is a philosophy of individual behavior. (Buchanan and Tullock,
1962, p.304)

There is substance in this feeling of rejection, and it was not just from the Church. Gilchrist

draws on R.S. Lopez, to explain that,

in the West the merchant suffered from the Roman bias against non-agricultural

callings, the German contempt for unwarlike occupations, and the Christian mistrust
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of professions seeking for worldly riches earned without painful toil. (Gilchrist, 1959,

note, p.273)

In fact the Church did not totally reject either traders or the market. It was consistently

opposed to usury, and it opposed trade in the early feudal period when the upshot of trade

with the Eastern Christian Empire, Byzantium, was an imbalance of trade in favour of the

East which had the effect of draining coinage, silver and more especially gold from

circulation in western Christendom. Later, when the development of highly desirable cloth

reversed the balance of trade, the church mollified its stand. The Church always recognised

the necessity of agricultural trade: it would have been a nonsense not to do so in the economic

conditions of the period 500 - 1500, and although it was initially unable to distinguish

between international trade and usury it did develop means to do so, largely dependent on a

doctrine of intent (Gilchrist, p.56). The church itself was both a banker and a lender. Above

all it was an insurance agent for the vast mass of people for whom crisis was ever immanent,

unavoidable, and for whom provision for crises was impossible - the poor.

The mediaeval market then was not opposed by the canon lawyers (although greed was), but

it was regarded as a noffnal human activity to be controlled - and if possible taxed - like any

other. Odd Langholm explains the relation of the Church to the market and market 'rules' in

this way:

One might imagine the task of the Christian moral theologian in this advisory role to

be a fairly simple and straightforward one, since all he needed to do was to preach

Christian charity in all economic relationships and to urge anyone encountering his

neighbour in the context of exchange to love his neighbour as himself and to offer him

as favourable terms of exchange as possible. However, it is readily seen that this kind

of economic ethics will lead to precisely the moral chaos which the institution of
private property was meant to prevent in the first place: The crooks will get the best of

all deals and end up possessing all the wealth, while the virtuous will suffer. If society

is to prevail and to function properly, the general rule must be that each party to an

economic exchange is given his due. It is the parish priest in his confessional chair

who is the grass-roots representative of the Vicar of Christ on St Peter's throne, and
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who is to apply in practice the rules worked out by the professor of theology in his

chair at the University. The confessor may well meet both parties to a given exchange

in turn and have to advise both. One party may then be in greater need of Christian

admonition than the other party, to make him mend his evil ways, but the minimum
requirement, which the confessor must seek to obtain, is that justice is done by both

parties. This applies to all economic relationships, not only the relationship between

buyers and sellers, but also those between partners, between employers and

employees, between lenders and borrowers, etc. In all such relationships, scholastic

economic ethics becomes a manner of establishing the just rate of exchange, the *'just

price", if "price" is given a sufficiently broad definition. (Langholm, 1992, p. 24)

This way of thinking about the market is quite rational, has respect for both parties, for supply

and demand, as registered in the Just price', and for ethics. It is not the irrational rejection

which is often assumed.

The Physiocrats of the eighteenth century applied what must be seen as a rational, scientific

attitude to the market: ".... the physiocratic notion of a natural order that was deeply

embedded in objectively discoverable natural laws" (Vickers, 1995, p.23). The argument for

'free market activity and the circular flows of values', which were arguments to allow nature

to take her undoubtedly logical course, influenced Adam Smith. But his "invisible hand"

guiding free or perfectly competitive markets, to consequences which were both desirable and

unintended, actually took economic theory back from a concept of an examinable natural

process, to one which was metaphysical, even miraculous, and beyond analysis.

The utility maximizer and charity.

The basis of Church opposition to the possession of great wealth lay both in the comments of

various apostles in the New Testament and in the writings of the early Fathers of the

communistic Christian Church. To them wealth was a potential impediment to the entrance of

the soul to heaven, and the Church had a duty to its flock to see that they did not so handicap

themselves. Doctrine on the matter evolved, but the core of it was that merchants could trade

to provide for their families (Gilchrist, p.56), and clerics could use the revenues of the church
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to ensure their position in life. That position in life was assumed to include measures to ensure

appropriate status, including appropriate standards of dress and housing, and the means to

provide hospitality, which largely meant what we call 'charity'. (Tierney, 1959, p.36-37) In

other words they could take what they needed - and they could even maximize their needs -

but after they had provided for their necessities, generously interpreted, the rest of their

wealth, their'superfluities', was to be given to the poor. This was not a matter of charity, in

the sense that it was not optional. It was the duty of a well-off man or institution to give to the

poor. Gilchrist (p.79) goes so far as to suggest that it was only on condition of giving to the

poor, that the well-off were entitled to the ownership of private property. Gratitude was not a

particularly appropriate response: the rich man was simply making his way to salvation. If he

performed his duty generously and with good intent he might achieve more (in terms of

heavenly credit), than just the performance of his duty, but this was the only option he had.

The poor were not condemned for being poor; 'poverty is not a crime', was the doctrine

(Tierney, 1959, p.12). The able-bodied were expected to work, when work was available, to

take part in harvests to assist their patrons for instance (Gilchrist, p.8l ), but there was no

'means test', and no requirement or principle of degradation of the poor, in the form of a

theory of 'dependency' or any other way. Indeed, several commentators on the Decretum

opined that the church itself belonged to the poor. It did not, obviously, belong to the clergy

themselves. Therefore when a poor person received charity from the church they simply

received what was their own (Tierney, 1959, pp.4l-3). Tierney writes on this issue:

Gratian commented: "in hospitality there is to be no regard for persons but we ought to

welcome indifferently all for whom our resources suffice." ... "Let us have no more of

this ridiculous, diabolical, peremptory prying," wrote St. John Chrysostom. He went

on to explain that if a stranger represented himself to be a priest, then he was indeed to

be examined before the faithful received the sacraments from him and contributed to

his support; but if a poor man simply asked for food because he was in need he was to

be helped without any inquisition. (Tierney, 1959, p.55)
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The government of poverty

The problem of vagrants escalated during and after the disruptions of the Hundred Years War,

causing the givers of alms to become more suspicious of vagrants (Tierney, 1959, p.112), but

through the High Middle Ages travellers were at least in canonical theory, honoured and

looked after. The Poor Law of the Elizabethan period introduced a somewhat hopeless

insistence on restricting the poor to the parish they were born in and therefore entitled to alms

from. Its ruthless punishments and careful distinction between the able-bodied and the infirm

reflect the change in attitude.

It must be remembered that in the mediaeval period the Church constituted a parallel system

of government to the secular government. Gilchrist describes the mediaeval Church as

a supra-national society, a political society on a level with the 'state'...it had the sort of
persuasive and legislative authority that we would speak of the modern state as

having. (Gilchrist, I 969).

And even more so, according to Brundage:

'The medieval church was a state', declared F.W.Maitland. ,.True, the medieval

church shared power with civil governments: in every region canon law operated in

tandem with other juridical systems. Royal, regional, and municipal courts each

claimed their own spheres of competence, alongside the canonical courts, and each

court system had the power to compel the unwilling to conform to its

ruIes.....(Brundage, 1996, pp. I 87-8).

It had its own courts, laws, bureaucracy, hierarchy, and what is more, its law was often more

readily and more cheaply available to the poor than royal law. It had far more interest in and

responsibility for social and economic issues than in general kings and their barons had. It

provided for this massive system by a complex, and not insubstantial, system of universal

taxation, coupled with special taxes for particular purposes, and an enormous amount of land

with its consequent agricultural (and other) business. Much energy was expended by

administrators, canon lawyers and theologians on trying to ensure the ethical and efficient
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management of those resources. When David Green ( I996) advocates that the government

ought to withdraw from social welfare and let the churches have it back, one suspects that he

has not reflected on the bureaucratic and taxation implications of so doing. The medieval

church accepted bequests and donations but never tried to fund all its activities from such

sources.

Homo economicus.

The management of lands was a specialized affair. Since the clergy had something of a

monopoly on education they were in demand as administrators outside of their own

monasteries and churches,.and the papacy found itself obliged to make rules that clergy could

not become stewards of lay estatesn and neither could lay persons become stewards of

ecclesiastical estates. The word for steward was 'economicus'. The term is itself a metaphor:

the original Greek word'oikon' refers to the household. In the term'economicus'the

household is expanded to the estate. The 'economicus'has responsibility for managing the

interests of the household at large. On a decent sized monastic or baronial estate this might

comprise a town, several villages and many 'farms' - hundreds of souls. Homo economicus in

this manifestation is certainly expected to look after the business side of things, not on his

own behalf, but in the interests of others both as a paid retainer and as a man with some

responsibility for the well-being of the inhabitants. On the other hand, the economicus

constituted a constant threat to his master as he learnt the business and amassed property and

alliances. The Carolingians were not the only great stewards to replace their masters.

The term 'homo econontictts' has gone through a process of attenuation as it has become the

lynch-pin of economics. It no longer carries with it the sense of stewardship, not even of

stewardship of the self. As the individual has become reduced to a bundle of preferences,

homo economicu.r has become reduced to a caricature of the self-seeking individual, self-

seeking even, theoretically, to the point of its own destruction, rather than the person whose
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characteristics include care and responsibility on a household or wider scale. The Iong vision

which anyone who cares adequately for an agricultural community must have is lost in the

pressure to make immediate self-gratification through impulsive consumption into the

dymanic force which powers the market, with all the implications that the market carries with

it. Long vision is quite specifically not wanted, because that implies 'planning', and the use of

'information', both of which the market is held to obviate.

The canonical person

Like the economicu.s, and the clerical or lay maximizer of his necessities, the canonical

'person' was male, not a slave, or domestic servant, - a man of responsibility, education and

social standing. Even today, not every human being is entitled to full legal status (children and

people who are certified as being of unsound mind, for instance). The concept derives from

Roman law, in which neither a slave nor a woman could be a legal person, able to sue, and be

sued and so on. When monasteries or lay lords acquired the revenues from parish churches

they appointed a'person', (a being of legal standing, an educated person) who is still with us

as a parson, or vicar - a stand-in for the holder of the benefice (Brundage, 1996, p.99). Public

choice retains this sense of the individual or person as a male who is able to exercise

responsibility in the legal sense. The theory does not even attempt to address the issues

provoked by the most superficial analysis of women's lives (Stretton and Orchard, 1994, have

enorrnous fun with this in the character of 'Ellie'), and neither does it offer a satisfactory

theoretical explanation as to the choice-making capacities -or lack of - of children or those

whom society conventionally deprives of the ability to make choices, the irrational and the

criminal. Although public choice has a great deal to say about the poor, the suspicion remains

that those who do not fit the mediaeval description of 'person' or'economicus' or merchant are

not the individuals it values.
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Individualism

The beginnings of the concept of individualism lie in classical times, but the mediaeval

church, for all its monolithic structure, brought to the lives of ordinary people the practices

which introduced to them the idea of individual ethical and spiritual responsibility. Through

the confessional, the autobiography and preaching, innovative theologians like Peter Abelard,

brought about a shift from emphasis on the performance, or the deed - like the performance of

penance - to the internal, psychological state of mind, in the form of acknowledgement of

intent and repentance (Morris, 1972, p.70 - 73). Douglas Vickers even reports that certain

theologians, in the general understanding that reason and Christianity were intimately linked,

sought a connection between economic activity and individual interest: Albertus Magnus'

( 1 193 - I 280) and Thomas Aquinas (1225 - 74) 'searched for a harmony between the

expanding economic relations and the salvific good of the individual' (Vickers, 1995, p.22).

The mediaeval form of individual however is not the selfish individual of n6o-classical

economics. That construction has been developed from Adam Smith's rethinking of Bernard

Mendeville's (197Ol1705) ironic claims for the greater contribution of selfish and profligate

people than thrifty persons to the creation of wealth. Smith extended this idea into the theory

that wealth was created through the selfish endeavours of businessmen and traders in the

market, and that the economy was more or less the same thing as the market.

The invisible hand

The 'invisible hand' is the metaphor by which Adam Smith described the tendency of markets

to bring about general well-being. Buchanan and Tullock write

Adam Smith and those associated with the movement he represented were partialy

successful in convincing the public at large that, within the limits of certain general

rules of action, the self-seeking activities of the merchant and the moneylender tend to

further the general interests of everyone in the community. (Buchanan and Tullock,

1962,p.23)
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It is from this insight that Buchanan traces the development of economics as a discipline

(Buchanan, 1988, p. 105).

The 'invisible hand' has a fascinating history. The evidence for its mediaeval origins is as

much visual as written. It can be seen in the frontispiece to the Gospels of Aachen, dated 973,

which shows the Holy Roman Emperor Otto II as a gigantic Christ-like figure, with his head

in heaven and his body supported by Terra, earth.

The image shows the emperor in the maiestas of Christ, on the throne of Christ,

holding his open and empty left hand like Christ, with the mandorla of Christ, and

with the animal symbols of the four Gospels which are almost inseparable from the

images of Christ in Majesty..,.These parallels demonstrate that the emperor appears

not simply as the vicarius Christi and human anti-type of the World Ruler above, but
almost like the King of Glory himself - truly the christomimetes, the impersonator and

actor of Christ. It is as though the God-man had ceded his celestial throne to the glory

of the terrestrial emperor for the purpose of allowing the invisible Christus in heaven

to become manifest in the christus on earth. ...The image....represents the emperor's

two natures, human and divine, or rather, in the language of that age, a ruler "human

by nature and divine by grace" (Kantorowicz, 1957, pp.61-65).
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In the early days of the Western European church the role of the kings was open to debate.

The matter of conquest did not sit well with the teachings of the Church. However it was

obvious that church and King could mutually assist each other, the Church having the public

relations and the ultimate future tied up as it were, but the King having the immediate

advantage of both a military force and possession of the land. Possibly the greatness of

Charlemagne lies in perceiving the political possibilities of an arrangement between Frankish

nobility and the church. The Church stamped its approval on kingship, and the Church and

State reinforced each other, as well as continuing to jockey for authority and power. To early

Christendom, Christ was the key figure of the Trinity, and kings had a special relation, almost

an identification, with'Christ the King'.

...pious churchmen throughout Europe turned to their kings for leadership and

protection. It seemed to them that the only hope for the maintenance of any orderly
Christian life lay in the emergence of strong monarchs who could maintain an

elementary degree of peace and justice in their lands. Moreover, while seizure of
episcopal estates by local barons was mere brigandage, control of the episcopate by a
royal master could be given a theologicaljustification. Kingship was itself a sacred

office - there were several texts of the Old Testament that said so, and they were all
pressed into service in the tenth century. Kings were anointed with elaborate religious

ceremonies that closely parallelled the consecration of a bishop; they were regarded as

ministers of God set over prelates and people alike; they were hailed as vicars of
Christ.' (Tierney, 1964, p.25)

The connection between the king and the hand of Christ can be seen in this 'Prayer for the

consecration of a king' (trans L.G. Wickham. Legg, English Coronation Records,

(Westminster, 1901), p.24), which was used at the coronation of King Edgar of England in

973. Similar formulas were used at coronation rites throughout Western Christendom.

.....Multiply thy blessings upon the servant N., whom in lowly devotion we do elect to

the kingdom of the Angles or of the Saxons, and ever cover him with thy powerful

lmnd that he, being strengthened with the faith of Abraham. ...may please thee in all

things, may always walk uprightly in the way of righteousness, may nourish and teach,
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defend and instruct the church of the whole realm of N. with the peoples committed to

his charge.....(Tierney 1964, p.30) (my emphasis).

This intimate connection with Christ laid certain obligations on kings, at least in theory and

rhetoric: Christ was always associated with the poor and weak. In later years theologians

became more enamoured of God rather than Christ as the patron of monarchy, and it may well

be that the 'providence'Adam Smith has in mind is less Christ than God; the major point

remains however, that it is a religious entity who is the owner of the invisible - or in medieval

iconography the visible - hand, and this hand is not just that of an amiable benefactor, but the

very seat and origin of authority, legitimation, order, reason, virtue.

The veil of ignorance

Buchanan and Tullock argue that, although the expression of buyers' preferences through the

market produces order as if by 'an invisible hand', the expression of preferences in the form of

votes does not. It is not quite clear why this is so, especially since Tullock is at some pains to

point out that political bargaining does take place.

Buchanan argues that'there is no political counterpart to Adam Smith's invisible hand',

because politics 'does not directly embody the incentive-compatible structure of the (market)'

(Buchanan, 1988, p.l l l). Because the 'invisible hand' does not work at the political level,

Buchanan and Tullock introduce a new metaphor- the 'veil of uncertainty'. Political

decisions could result in order if each politician was to make their choice, not of immediate

action or decision, but of choice-making principles. Because they would not know the (future)

applications of these decisions, that is to say, how the constitutional law would be applied for

or against their own interest, they would be acting 'as if behind a veil of uncertainty'. Because

voters could not directly pursue their own advantage, and would fear that if they voted for a

rule which might advantage some and disadvantage others, they might one day be among the
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disadvantaged. Voters would therefore vote for rules which would be'Pareto-optimal' that is,

which would not operate to anyone's disadvantage, (from their present position).

To the extent that the individual reckons that a constitutional rule will remain

applicable over a long sequence of periods, with many in-period choices to be made,

he is necessarily placed behind a partial "veil of uncertainty" concerning the effects of
any rule on his own predicted interests. Choice among rules will, therefore, tend to be

based on generalizable criteria of fairness, making agreement more likely to occur

than when separable interests are more easily identifiable. (Buchanan, 1988, p.l l1)

Unfortunately Buchanan and Tullock do not describe the veil at length, but it is possible to

infer from their brief references, that 'behind the veil' obscured from normal view is access to

knowledge of an ethical type which may well be denied those who act 'before the veil'. It is

hard to see otherwise how the rational individual would know what'fairness' is. Buchanan

acknowledges that his

approach has affinities with the familiar construction of John Rawls'(1971) who

utilizes the veil of ignorance along with the fairness criterion to derive principles of
justice that emerge from a conceptual agreement at a stage prior to the selection of a
political constitution. (Buchanan, 1988, p.l I l, see also, 1978,p.9).

The parallels are apparent in this quotation:

The idea of the original position is to set up a fair procedure so that any principles

agreed to will be just. The aim is to use the notion of pure procedural justice as a basis

of theory. Somehow we must nullify the effects of specific contingencies which put

men at odds and tempt them to exploit social and natural circumstances to their own

advantage. Now in order to do this I assume that the parties are situated behind a veil

of ignorance. They do not know how the various alternatives will affect their own

particular case and they are obliged to evaluate principles solely on the basis of
general considerations. (Rawls 1973, pp.136 et seq).

The 'veil of ignorance' is even older than medieval Christianity. It is the'veil of the

tabernacle', behind which lay the Ark, containing the holy of holies, the OId Testament and

the Torah. This veil was used extensively in medieval portrayals of kingship; what was before

the veil was profane, what was behind the veil - including the higher parts of the king's own
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body - was sacred, mystical, touched by God himself. It can be seen in the same picture which

shows the visible Invisible Hand - the Reichenau portrait of Otto IL

The white scarf is ...actually THE VEIL, that is, the curtain of the tabemacle which,

according to the oldest Eastern tradition , symbolizes the sky separating earth from

heaven. ...Bede...explains ...that "the veil figures the sky." He adds that when once a

year on the Day of Expiation the high priest of Israel passed through the sky-curtain of

the tabernacle in order to offer (Leviticus 16: lzfD, he - like Christ, the eternal

Highpriest - actually "entered into heaven itself' (ipsum coelum intravit). ...

According to its original function, the curtain separated, within the Temple, the

sanctuary from the Holy of Holies (Exodus 26:33) To Bede, who again argues along

customary lines, this division of the Temple appeared as a symbol of the Church

which itself was twofold: men peregrinating below on earth, and saints as well as

angels ruling above in the heights. (Kantorowicsz, 1956, pp.67-69)

Rawls also offers some su{prising similarities to the mediaeval position on what is behind the

veil:

.....no one knows his place in society, his class position, or social status; nor does he

know his fortune in the distribution of natural assets and abilities, his intelligence and

strength, and the like. Nor, again does anyone know his conception of the good, the

particulars of his rational plan of life, or even the special features of his psychology

such as his aversion to risk or liability to optimism or pessimism. ...They do not know

(their own society's) economic or political situation, or the level of civilization and

culture it has been able to achieve. The persons in the original position have no

information as to which generation they belong.(sic) ...(because) questions of social

justice arise between generations as well as within them...They must choose principles

the consequences of which they are prepared to live with whatever generation they

furn out to belong to.

,.It is taken for granted, however, that they know the general facts about human

society. They understand political affairs and the principles of economic theory; they

know the basis of social organization and the laws of human psychology. Indeed, the

parties are presumed to know whatever general facts affect the choice of the principles

of justice.

...The veil of ignorance...insures not only that the information available is relevant, but

that it is at all times the same. (Rawls, pp.137 -9).
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In the Aachen miniature too the 'higher'organs are above the veil and the lower ones - the

organs of generation for instance are below it:

The veil is held by the Eagle of John and the Angel of Matthew in such a fashion that
the fall of the fold leaves head, breast, and shoulders as well as the brachial joints of
the emperor "above," that is, in heaven, whereas the body, including the hands,

remains "below." We have to remember that head, breast, shoulders, and brachial
joints were the places where the emperor was anointed with holy oil. Those parts of
his body therefore refer, so to speak, to the christus domini, whereas trunk and limbs
are those of an ordinary man. (Kantorowicz,p.T6)

Buchanan and Tullock, and Rawls reverse the relative position of heaven and man - the voter

is now behind the veil, and the ideal future is before it, rather than in the position of the

Tabernacle where the spectator/worshipper is before the veil and heaven is behind it.

Nonetheless, they are obviously using the same imagery. The voter/citizen/individual is on the

other side of the veil from complete knowledge, or total, pure enlightenment. Rational,

ethical, ordered, powerful, beyond considerations of personal interest or even cultural interest,

ahistorical, - these 'traces', evident in Rawls, remain in Buchanan and Tullock's adumbrated

version of the veil. They constitute a powerful metaphor, but not a powerful argument.

Unanimity

Rawls also uses the concept of 'unanimity', which Buchanan and Tullock regard as a

necessary part of their constitutional reform. The argument is that if majority rule is allowed

to override an individual's objection, then the individual's rights are being ignored.

Essentially unanimity inhibits change, since if any one person resists, the change does not go

through. Brennan puts the objection to majority rule clearly enough:

When church dignitaries and others criticize the market, ...they believe that certain

decisions, hitherto emergent from the decentralized market, ought to be taken

collectively under majority ru|e..(The problem is). not only that any outcome is

possible under majority rule...(but)...an agenda - setter can secure any outcome he
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chooses, provided he knows the preferences of individual voters well enough.

(Brennan, I 985, p.239 -240)

Buchanan acknowledges the source of the unanimity idea in Wicksell, but its origins are

older. The unanimity expectation was once a feature of ecclesiastical life: decision-making in

monasteries and diocesan chapters was in theory made by the personal contribution to

discussion of all the brothers or priests. It was

a Roman legal rule originally fashioned to govern the conduct of business when a

minor or other person legally unable to manage property had two or more guardians.

The rule seems almost absurdly simple: 'What touches all should be approved by all',

or in other words all parties with a legal interest in any matter must consent before a

legitimate transaction concerning it can be completed. Applied to a small group of

two or three elderly patricians acting as guardians for a minor heir, this quod omnes

tangit rule proved simple and straightforward. (Brundage, 1996, p.106)

However in practice, as medieval religious instirutions grew it proved unwieldy:

When applied to corporate bodies, and especially to large corporate groups, with

hundreds or even thousands of members, however, the quod omnes tangit maxim

seemed difficult, indeed nearly impossible, to implement. It would be ludicrously

impractical to secure the consent of each member of a group of thousands - all the

Christians within a diocese, for example, to say nothing of all the members of the

Latin church - to every transaction that a bishop or pope proposed to take. (Brundage,

p.106)

The solution was to develop a practice and theory of representation:

But what entitled some small group, such as cathedral canons or the Roman cardinals,

to speak on behalf of the entire population of a diocese or the whole church? To

account for this required a theory of representation, whereby one person could act on

behalf of another with the same legal effect as if the principal had taken the action in

person. Again Roman law supplied a mechanism ...the mandate, a specialized kind of

contract used in Roman law to create a proctor (procurator) - the Latin term that gave

rise to the English word proxy. (Brundage, p.106)

There does not, surprisingly, seem to be any objection in modern economic theory to the use

of proxies or other forms of representation, like that of the corporation as a legal 'person', in
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business. However the principle of unanimity seems to have retained its theoretic attraction

for politics. Rawls and Buchanan want to retain it for decisions made behind the veil. It is the

only way of getting around Arrow's theorem without invoking a dictatorship - effectively by

subsuming all opinions into one.

...if in choosing principles we required unanimity even when there is full information,
only a few rather obvious cases could be decided. A conception ofjustice based on
unanimity in these circumstances would indeed be weak and trivial. But once

knowledge is excluded, the requirement of unanimity is not out of place and the fact
that it can be satisfied is of great importance. It enables us to say of the preferred

conception of justice that it represents a genuine reconciliation of interests. (Rawls,

1973, p.l4l)

In the perfect world behind the veil all disagreement will vanish. There will no longer be the

problem of majorities limiting the freedom of minorities, since all will agree.

Constitutionalism

The very reliance on constitutionalism to solve political problems is a relic of mediaeval

procedures. The thousand year alliance and rivalry between the two powers, Church and

State, resulted in a wonderful web of constitutional law, both within each regulatory body and

defining relations and responsibilities between them. When Buchanan and Tullock want to

replace politicians with universal, fundamental, ethical laws, what are they doing but trying to

replace the laity with canon law? Or comrpt priests with statute law? In all these disputes, the

law was seen to be the answer which took the matter out of the arena of the concupiscent,

temporary inhabitant of this earth into that of the disembodied, rational, altruistic regions

either of ecclesiastical law and theology, or of royal law and status, endorsed by theology.

Where Buchanan rails against politicians as not being as good as they ought, he could as well

be repeating the charges of Martin Luther.
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Reason

Regard for reason itself is a heritance of the canonists and theologians. From their assumption

that God caused the universe, and the universe is ordered they drew the obvious conclusion

that reason has to be on the side of the angels, literally. Reason was not seen to be opposed to

religion as became the common view of modern scientists and philosophers. 'The age believed

that the objective use of reason would lead men to, or at least towards, the Christian faith'

(Morris, 1972, p.63). This attitude persists in Public Choice when all else has failed.

Buchanan and Mancur Olson as members of the advisory board of a series called Economics,

cognition and society are evidently willing to sanction Geoffrey M Hodgson's ( 1993)

Economics and Evolution, Brhr.ging Ltfe Back into Economics. which derides Tullock,

undercuts Hayek, ignores Buchanan, and dismisses the major themes and tools of classical

and neo-classical economics, in order to replace the whole apparatus of economics with the

metaphors of up-to-date evolutionary biology. The 'mission statement' of the series gives the

clue:

This series provides a forum for theoretical and empirical investigations of social

phenomena. It promotes works that focus on the interactions among cognitive

processes, individual behavior, and social outcomes. It is especially open to

interdisciplinary books that are genuinely integrative. (in Hodgson, 1993)

The underlying concept is of the 'unity of science' and the productivity of transposing the

'methods' of one discipline to another - precisely the project of public choice, but in this case

using a quite different metaphor, and transferring it ro economics, rather thanfrom

economics. The great project of unity and order transcends minor disagreements and

inconsistencies.In this case, ironically, it enables the self-interest of Public Choice theorists to

be circumvented by a consciousness of a 'greater good', that of the ultimate benefit of the use

of reason.
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The king's head, anointed by the invisible hand, is only the visible symbol for the universe of

rationality and order. Public choice theory is an attempt to harness the power of the signs and

symbols, but in a way which ignores the structures and ethics which inform those symbols. To

this extent it is an exercise in rationalization rather than rationaliw.

The next chapter deals with the effort to construct a rationality of government without a

monarch, an effort which was politically too demanding - it ended in the Restoration of the

Crown - and philosophically too demanding too, evidently, since Hobbes, and his

philosophical descendants, Buchanan and Tullock, both revert to the necessity for a power

beyond the scope of human politics and rationality.
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Chapter 6: The Enlightenment genealogy of

public choice.

Contributions of the Eighteenth century to public choice theory.

Public choice presents itself as a 'science', a rational account of not only how the world is, but

how it ought to be. It is founded upon a description of human persons as 'rational', as the

world as coherent, ordered, knowable, and upon a notion of government as an exercise in

power which ought to be enlightened, that is, subject to reason, and created by 'man', not

'God'. In this section I will examine Public Choice in the light of some writers of the

Enlightenment, notably, Montesquieu, Condorcet, Hobbes, and James Madison.

Public Choice Theory falls squarely into the great tradition of Enlightenment thinking, not

least, if most inadequately, in its rendition of the nature of the human subject. In classical

enlightenment, and liberal theory the subject was by a to a significant degree transparent to

himself ('I think therefore I am': the Cartesian account allows no possibility of thinking not

being apparent to the claimant of this form of existence), and, in the Kantian account, rational,

that is, respectful of the laws of reason rather than those of religion or revelation.

In Public Choice theory these formulations of personhood and rationality become nothing

more than the ability to order one's own preferences, and 'to be consistent in that ordering'.

This is so emaciated a rendition of the original liberal subject, that one wonders how it can

continue to command respect. As John Dunn (1979) says,

Tolerance and respect for persons are liberal values which plainly require a less

constricted account of what it is to be a human person than this provides if they are to

be sustained at all convincingly. (Dunn, 1979:43)
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Order and Property

In the great Enlightenment drive to replace God and religion with more rational, observable

forms of impulsion and motivation, arose the'anthropocentric' trend to simply replace God

with the human subject: if 'God' was good, then 'man' was 'good', if good order had once been

at the behest of and in order to please God, then now it was to be at the behest and in order to

please a construction of 'man'. But where on the one hand, this led to a romantic humanism, in

the hands of others, notably the English philosophers, like Hobbes, the urge to avoid

metaphysics led to a dry, reductionist notion of 'man', which begs the question: it is only the

ancient assumption that man is the centre of the universe, the critical link in the Chain of

Being between the animals and the angels, which answers that question, and it is not an

answer that is available to Enlightenment thinkers. The question therefore, is largely avoided,

but the issue can be seen in the very different opinions of two of Buchanan's heroes.

Condorcet wrote at length about the problem of slavery: to him slavery was abhorrent and

should be abolished forthwith, on moral, rational and enlightened grounds - slavery is

contrary to his conception of the 'rights of man', focusing on the slave as 'man'. By contrast

however, James Madison, the American constitutionalist, although not in favour of slavery,

opposed its abolition until adequate compensation could be arranged for the slave owners, on

the grounds that the ownership and defence of property was the core of political freedom, and

that to abolish property rights by government fiat was the beginnings of the erosion of

'freedom'for all. The'man'Madison is concerned with is the man of property, whose freedom

consists in the right to trade, and to whom the function of government is to guarantee the

security of his property. This conflation of the individual and property is designated by C.B.

MacPherson (1962)'the possessive individual'. Once slavery ceases to muddy the picture, the

person is again seen as property, this time as the personal property of the individual who

shares the same body. It is in the deployment of this personage as capital that the propertyless
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can share in the advantages of a political system based on the exchange of goods (Buchanan

1993). From this viewpoint, 'owners' of their own selves, the otherwise unpropertied have an

entrance point into the market, which allows them, and others to conceive of them as

'individuals', persons who count.

It is because Public Choice Theory conceives of the individual with property as the

paradigmatic individual, whose interests government exists only to defend, that it is quite

comfortable with the notion, indeed with the mission, of reconstructing politics and

constitutions with that purpose in mind. Public Choice Theorists are quite comfortable about

explaining the real problem with democracy: it enables the poor to spend the money of the

rich through the agency of government.

...the vote-maximizing goal of government causes it to act in favor of the most

numerous income groups - low-income receivers. Therefore it tends to redistribute

income away from high-income groups by its allocation of costs and services. (Downs

1957,p.202)

Reasserting the limits of democracy.

Public choice might well be seen as a corrective to that movement, that is, it endeavours to

reinstate the paramountcy of the propertied individual, whose interests have become

threatened, after 300 years of the extension of freedom to other kinds of people by a process

of analogic reasoning and political pressure. Montesquieu said:

The principle of democracy is comrpted not only when the spirit of equality is extinct,

but likewise when they fall into a spirit of extreme equality, and when each citizen

would fain be upon a level with those whom he has chosen to command him. Then the

people, incapable of bearing the very power they have delegated, want to manage

everything themselves.... This license will soon become general....Wives, children,
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slaves will shake off all subjection. No longer will there be any such thing as manners,

order, or virtue."( Montesquieu,1949, p. 109, quoted in Ryan, 1983)

By installing the market, the institution which alone recognises the superior right of the

propertied to take part, as the model for all legitimate interactions, wives, children and slaves,

or their contemporary equivalents, can once again be excluded, and without any overt

discrimination on the grounds of their essential nature.

Mathematical attempts to find or discredit the 'general will'

The rejection of romantic humanism is explicit in Public Choice Theory, particularly in

Buchanan and Hayek's discussions of Rousseau and the notion of the General Will. There is

no General Will. There is only an Ockhamite aggregation of individual wills (McGrade,

1980). It is this question which Condorcet so doggedly explored, followed later by Borda,

Charles Dodgson and Kenneth Arrow. Is it possible to determine the will of 'man' as one

might once have been able to - or claim to- interpret the will of 'God', or are there inherent

contradictions, impossibilities, which make it impossible to know what the'people' want?

These mathematicians explored the possibility of developing voting systems which would

accurately represent, or discover the will of the voters in complex situations, i.e. where more

than one possibility is being voted upon. Condorcet attempted to find a mathematical formula

which could be put into practice as a voting system, and in doing so he found some

difficulties, notably, that in a pair-wise voting system, given a number of different options, the

most popular option may not win. This is called 'Condorcet's paradox'. Condorcet's efforts to

resolve the difficulties inherent in a voting system which poses crude questions and enshrines

majority decisions were motivated by the urge to find out the genuine will of the people.

Charles Dodgson, a Fellow in an Oxford college, was largely motivated in his mathematical

work on the conduct of elections by the desire to discredit the Dean of the College (Alice's

father, actually), who was conducting a campaign to instigate innovations in the institution, of
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which Dodgson did not approve (Black, 1958). His endeavour was to demonstrate that the

kind of voting system which supported the Dean's decision-making was an inadequate

rendition of the will of the Fellows. Black's 'Notes on Dodgson's Third Pamphlet: A

method...' is a biographically based work in which Black demonstrates the emotional

substrata to Dodgson's logic of elections and committees. Black's thesis is that Dodgson's

theoretical work was substantially motivated by resentment of Dean Liddell, and this was

expressed in opposition to the proposals the dean put forward, mainly in relation to

architectural changes to Christ Church, but also in relation to the election of scholars and in

one case to providing a 'deputy ' for a noted professor (Max Mueller) who wanted to write

full+ime. The implication of Black's account of Dodgson's work then; is that the emotional

context is all-important to the structure of his electoral theory, and therefore it is possible to

conclude that since it was the Dean who proposed innovations and Dodgson who opposed

them that the conservative tendency of his theory, is related to his desire to obstruct.

Arrow tried to find a mathematical solution to Condorcet's paradox, which would provide an

ethical basis for the conduct of elections. The research projects of these people however have

been used by Public Choice theorists to demonstrate the impossibility of discovering the

General Will, and therefore of conducting genuinely democratic government through existing

institutions. In part the problem has been created by the constraints which the mathematicians

themselves have set upon the formulation of the problem: they have for instance, assumed a

simplistic, not a strategic voter, and have not allowed for'caucusing'or negotiation before

votes are taken. Arrow in particular, by stipulating the transitive nature of voting, and the

Pareto-optimality criterion (at least one person must be better off), ensures the outcome of the

paradox: only a dictatorship answers the Pareto-optimal criterion. In any other constitutional

situation, people may so vote against each other in a complex choice situation that no one is

satisfied with the outcome. Despite the impressive mathematics of Condorcet and Arrow's
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arguments, people in democratic situations generally seem to prefer the possibilify that they

will not get what they personally want, to the theoretically - at least, economic-theoretically -

better situation in which at least the dictator is happy. However, the paradox serves the Public

Choice purpose in that it casts doubt upon the functioning of traditional majoritarian

democracies, and thereby allows the 'resolution' of the problem through the institution of

markets in politics, or'constitutional economics'.

Ambivalence to government - Hobbes and the Legacy of the English Civil

War

There are really three claims for a genealogical inheritance from Hobbes: one is that of the

'possessive individual' which is well described by McPherson (1962), another is that of the

'model' of the contractual arrangements between individuals and the sovereign, which is

claimed, along with a Lockean division of the 'common' among individuals, by James

Buchanan (1991 ,1993). The third is that social science may have inherited a mechanistic

view of man: in Leviathan Hobbes constructs man as a sort of animated, sensate machine, (as

described by Gauthier, 1969) and interprets 'his' actions on a crudely self-interested

behaviouristic schema (William Coleman (1995).

All of these interpretations work from within Hobbes's own claims; they accept the right of

Hobbes to establish an ahistorical account of the evolution of social and political relations.

My preferred method of working is to set Hobbes's story into its historical context, and then

consider what neo-liberal thought has derived from Hobbes and the period he worked in, in

other words, a genealogical rather than logical approach.

The ambivalence towards government.

My view is that, although there is much to be said for all three views, and I do not dispute any

of them, perhaps the greatest inheritance from Hobbes is his ambivalence toward government
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and sovereignty. In respect of their distrust of 'govemment' and yearning for the security of

lhe 'law', Public Choice Theory theorists have not advanced at all beyond the emotiona] and

logical confusion in which Hobbes found himself, as a member of the Anglican gentry, a

supporter of a king who would not be bound by law, and an opponent of a government which

overrode the interests of the landed local gentry, yet paid enorrnous deference to concepts of

law and constitution.

Hobbes called two of his books by biblical terms meant to characterise government;

'Behemoth' and 'Leviathan'. Behemoth is a hippopotamus, and Leviathan is a whale. The

meaning emphasizes size and bestiality.

The constitutional issue of the seventeenth century in England, crudely summarised, was over

the right of a monarch who impoverished himself by going to war, to reinterpret the

constitutional fiscal provisions which were meant to provide financial support to a monarchy

which had the support of the nobility and gentry, when he had lost that support, and had to

govern, or try to govern, without a parliament, that is, without legally orthodox sources of

taxation monies.

Traditions of royal prerogative

Tudor monarchy could be described as central government through the good will of the local

gentry - local government at the king's command. What the local gentry did not like, they

basically did not do. For instance, in the North of England where the gentry were still

Catholic, the penal laws against Catholics were not applied at all, or applied very sparingly.

Charles I challenged this situation, of the comfortable interrelation of government and gentry,

by demanding taxation which was not customary, and which did not have the approval of the
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gentry. The result, (and this is a dreadful over-simplification) was civil war.' But the ensuing

government - or series of governments - did not have the authority of the king, so that they

had to try to govern through a bureaucracy, in effect, and not through the customary

compliance of local gentry. The resistance this raised among local nobles resentful of the loss

of power and status and, probably to a lesser degree, the opportunities for income, was

significant. The bureaucrats" especially during the period known as the 'rule of the Major

generals', were greatly resented: not only were they 'foreigners' (i.e. from a different part of

the country), but they were also much more efficient and less easy to cozen or cheat than the

local lord who was always conscious that he had to live with his neighbours. A large part of

the resistance to 'Behemoth' then was caused not by the infficiency of this form of

government, but by its efficiency.

The Interregnum failed to find a satisfactory form of government that was not based on the

rule of one person, whether king or protector. Not very long after the death of The Protector,

Oliver Cromwell, the monarchy was restored. It was in this period of the Restoration that

Hobbes wrote his books.

Justifying Monarchy: prerogative or raison d'6tat?

In part what Hobbes tries to do is to justify the role of the monarch without appeal to the

traditional religious or personal traits which had, before the Revolution, characterised English

faith in monarchical rule. It would have been ludicrous to claim the traditional nobility of

spirit for Charles, whom everyone knew to be a liar. Hobbes had to find a justification which

lay within the necessities of the people for stable government: this was the real experience of

the Interregnum, and in no other way could the Restoration be justified.

t These general historical views derive from my many years of teaching l6s and l7s century

English History
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One of the chief objections to Charles was that he did not believe himself to be bound by law,

nor in fact by the ordinary ethical rules concerning probity. His faith in the Invisible Hand

was so deep that he believed it justified whatever he did: the expedient became the moral: as

the King, under the Hand of God he acrually could do no wrong, and he never evinced the

least remorse or embarrassment about his misjudgements or lack of honesty. In a logical sense

he was right, if one accepts the specialreligious standing of early modern sovereignty, but in

a more human sense he was pushing the boundaries of political common sense: his

predecessors had claimed religious authority but never used it to justify stupidity or venality.

They had not put their claims to the test, and consequently retained the aura.

The Petition of Right shows the feeling that the King did not feel himself to be subject to the

rule of law: one of the major objections is to imprisonment 'without cause shown' - a

violation of Habeas Corpus, justified by the King under the concept of 'raison d'etat'. This is

what Foucault means when he talks about the shift in governmentality from the prerogative of

the king to the raison d'etat, state reason. The reign of Charles might be seen as the transition

period in English history, when neither the King nor anyone else could clearly distinguish

between the royal prerogative and the raison d'etat. It is in the clamorous claims of the gentry

that exercise of the prerogative was not in the interests of the state or 'commonwealth' as they

understand it, that the distinction becomes plain.

The King however remained unrepentant to the last: 'I go from a comrptible to an

incorruptible crown', he remarked as he went to his execution, and many might have been

tempted to observe that his crown was not only comrptible but comtpted, by earthly

standards. Charles however thought he had done his duty: As C.V. Wedgwood, (who was

interestingly a participant in the very first meeting of the Mt Pelerin society) renders Charles's

speech before his execution,
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"Truly I desire their liberty and freedom as much as anybody whomsoever; but I must
tell you their liberty and freedom consists in having of government, those laws by
which their life and their goods may be most their own. It is not for having a share in
government Sir. That is nothing pertaining to them. A subject and a sovereign are

clear different things. . .. Sirs, it was for this that now I am come here. If I would have

given way to an arbitrary way, for to have all laws changed according to the power of
the sword, I needed not to have come here; and therefore I tell you (and I pray god it
be not laid to your charge) that I am the Martyr of the people." (Wedgwood,1964,

p.lel)

Interdependence

It is not useful to set up dialectical confrontation between the Major generals or Parliament

and the King: if there was one thing to be learnt from the Civil war and the Interregnum and

Restoration it was that both parties locked in that duellum needed each other: the King could

not govern outside the law or without Parliament, and Parliament could not operate the law

because it could not command the consent of the governed, without a King.

In some fashion it is this which Hobbes tried to establish in Behemoth: the consent of the

governed, and the protection of law through a monarch were seen as essentials of English

politics in view of the disasters entailed by the attempt to do without one or the other.

The role of the governing classes

Hobbes however made the assumption - as Locke did later - that the only people he had to

reckon with were the politically significant, and in the context of seventeenth century

England, that appeared to be the (generally male) propertied classes - what Michel Graves

and Robin Silcock ( 1984) call the 'governing classes' (in an attempt to bypass the dispute

between Tawney and Trevor-Roper over the class structure of the revolution). Yet even this is

a reductionist and not totally adequate view of political power in England in the seventeenth

century: the apprentices of London, and during the Interregnum the men of the New Model

Army, particularly those who belonged to the Levellers, and outside the Army, the preachers
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and visionaries of the many new religious 'puritan' groups: the Quakers, the Fifth Monarchy

Men, the Shakers and Diggers - all had their moment of political power, even if it were

mostly expressed through terrorising the conventional into intemperate acts to repress them.

These people however Hobbes sees as being quite outside the pale - outside the realm of

those who have a duty, obligation, responsibility, potential - to govern. And since the obvious

dividing line between the gentleman who is historically and socially recognised as having a

right to take part in government and the rest is the possession of property, particularly of land,

this becomes entrenched in the theory as the distinguishing mark of participation. Those who

like Buchanan (1993) later argue that property entails or guarantees freedom, fail to see the

historical connection: property is the defining characteristic of the governing classes,

associated with the strident call for freedom from the extra-legal impositions of a king trying

to reconceptualise a romanticised form of mediaeval kingship, not itself the basis for either

the capacity to take part in government or the existence or allocation of freedom. Hobbes,

Locke and Buchanan all set their theories into a non-historical abstract form of narrative,

which maintains a kind of fictional story -line with some form of aesthetic credibility, but

ignore the historical development and contingencies of the political phenomena they study.

Property, the market, freedom -and slavery

The legacy of this imbrication of liberty and property is nowhere stronger than in the United

States. It appears there both in the period of those who might be called 'classical liberals' as

well as in the more recent versions of the Chicago and Virginia schools.

The classic liberals developed an interesting version of 'liberalism' which valorised the

market and 'liberty', with the interesting result that the one could be held to be causally

related to the other: James Buchanan, who frequently draws attention to his heroic reading of

James Madison, wrote a book called 'Property as a Guarantor of Liberty' (Buchanan 1993).
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Both Thomas Jefferson and James Madison, enthusiastic readers of Adam Smith were slave-

owning 'liberals'. The depth of the commitment to the primacy of property can be gauged by

the following, written by Madison:

To be equitable and satisfactory, the consent of both the master and the slave should

be obtained. That of the master will require a provision in the plan for compensating a

loss of what he held as property, guarantied by the laws, and recognised by the

Constitution. That of the slave, requires that his condition in a state of freedom be

preferable, in his own estimation, to his actual one in a state of bondage. (Madison,

1884, Vol III, pp.133-4.)

Compensation for the masters was to be acquired by the sale of 'empty' land since 'It is the

peculiar fortune, or, rather, a providential blessing of the United States, to possess a resource

commensurate to this great object without taxes on the people, or even an increase of the

public debt.' The resource, of course was the great lands of the American West which were

functionally uninhabited, since they were the 'property' merely of persons who did not count.

The ultimate answer to the problem however is provided by Buchanan. Slavery is a political

not a commercial relationship, because it implies coercion, therefore it is not a relation of the

market-place, which is co-operative. Slavery therefore is a further indictment of government

(Buchanan, 1993).

Property and Security

So, the upshot of this particular genealogy is, as is always the case with genealogical

construction, that the descendants owe a little bit to each parent. From Parliament Neo-

classicals derive a belief in the entitlement of propertied persons to participation in

government, which might be seen to underlie the preference for the market as a

conceptualisation of good government since without property it is not possible to enter the
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market at all. From King Charles, Neo-classicals derive the belief that it is not for the subject

to meddle in government; that is not what makes him happy: it is the having of law which

ensures his prosperity, so the subject needs good government, and the rule of law, but not to

participate in it. There is a certain logical conflict here which is not absent in the work of

those two admirers of the market and of the rule of law, Hayek and Buchanan. Both valorise

the market above other forms of human interaction, that is to say, they see the form of

interaction which depends on the poss ession of property as being more valuable than others,

and they both seek the securiry of a rule of law. The rule of law is a theme of Hayek's, and it

is also the kernel of Buchanan's theme of constitutional reform in the direction of super-laws

encapsulating notions of justice and permanence, imperviousness to alteration by the caprice

of king or people, above both.
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Chapter 7: Rupture: The Scottish school and the

genealogy of 'added value'

Smith's paradigm.

Denis Meuret ( 1988) argues that Adam Smith's importance in setting the parameters of the

modern discipline of economics cannot be overestimated. Smith, working in the context of the

surviving mediaeval and Tudor disapproval for commerce and industry, and in the wake of

the Physiocrats who set exaggerated importance on the land as the source and store of wealth,

endeavoured to demonstrate that self-interest and the market were conducive to the creation

of wealth, and not necessarily disruptive of good order, but could in fact be harnessed to help

maintain order. This interpretation had obvious appeal to merchants and industrialists, and set

the tone and content for virtually all subsequent studies in economics. The topics that Smith

investigated in The Wealth of Nations remain the content area of economics to this day, and

much of the research in economics can be seen as endeavours to update or illustrate Smith.

George Stigler's remarks that any time an economist finds himself in dispute with Adam

Smith he ought to reconsider his position, would seem to be evidence in support of Meurat's

claim.

One (economist), Adam Smith, is differently placed: if on first hearing a passage of
his you are inclined to disagree, you are reacting inefficiently; the correct response is

to say to yourself: I wonder where I went amiss? (Stigler, 1982, p.4)

That this reliance on Adam Smith as authority and limit is alive in New Zealand is apparent in

this extract from Winton Bates, who 'worked for two years as an adviser on institutional

issues and longer-terrn growth prospects in the New Zealand Treasury'.
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My conclusion that there are close links between economic growth and social

cohesion is not a new discovery. Adam Smith identified such links over 200 years ago.

It is obvious from The Wealth of Nations that Smith saw " improvements of art and

industry', "civilisation", "order and good government " and "the liberty and security

of individuals" as positively linked together (Bates, 1996).

Establishing the point of rupture

However, if Smith is to be seen as the point of departure for modern economics, then it must

be possible to establish that people writing in the field before him, took a conceptually

different view of the field. This can be done by reading Sir James Steuart, and to a lesser

extent, Adam Ferguson. Steuart, writing before Smith, and drawing on a lifetime of travel and

commercial activity in other countries as well as England and Scotland, holds a position

which is far less committed to the habilitation of the market, and concedes the existence of

modes of economic life which are not bound to market practices. Steuart can be seen as a

precursor who who maps out the fietd before the Smithian 'rupture' (to use a Foucauldian

term) established the boundaries of economics as we now see it. This view is supported by

Karl Marx, who, drawing on a Hegeleian notion of 'the spirit of the age' sees Steuart, alone

among the eighteenth century economists, as having not succumbed to the temptation to

naturalise

this eighteenth century individual, constituting the joint product of the dissolution of

the feudal form of society and of the new forces of production which had developed

since the sixteenth century, (and who) appears as an ideal whose existence belongs to

the past; not as a result of history, but as its starting-point. Since that individual

appeared to be in conformity with nature and corresponded to their conception of
human nature he was regarded not as developing historically, but as posited by nature.

...Steuart, who as an aristocrat, stood more firmly on historical ground and was in

many respects opposed to the spirit of the eighteenth century, escaped this simplicity

of view. (Marx, 'The Economics' 1857-1867, in Mcl-ellan, p3a6)

Sir James Steuart (1996, p.lv), saw for himself that the economics he advocated, in An Inquiry

into the Principles of Polittcal CEconomy (first published in 1767) which involves the use of
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'statesman' like judgement, and the judicious use of state power to regulate prices in times of

dearth, had been in a very short period replaced as standard wisdom by that of Adam Smith,

who advocated a much more attenuated role for government. It appears that even at the time

of its appearance, this was the sticking point for a number of reviewers, among them Boswell

and Hume (Steuart, p.xlvi). In many ways, Steuart is the inheritor of the mantle of 'police', the

project Foucault describes of managing the state through knowledge in such a way as to

ensure stability and prosperity. His assumptions about the nature and purpose of govemment

are very clear in this respect. Steuart lays out explicitly the role of policy science and of

government:

The principal object of this science is to secure a certain fund of subsistence for all the

inhabitants, to obviate every circumstance which may render it precarious; to provide

every thing necessary for supplying the wants of the society, and to employ the

inhabitants (supposing them to be free-men) in such a manner as naturally to create

reciprocal relations and dependencies between them, so as to make their several

interests lead them to supply ohe another with their reciprocal wants . ... It is the

business of ct statesman to judge of the expediency of dffirent schemes of economy,

and by degrees to rnodel the minds of his subjects so as to induce them, from the

allurement of private interest, to concur in the execution of his plan. (Steuart, 1966,

(1767), p.l7) (my italics)

This is not the metaphysics of 'the invisible hand': there is here a quite clear expectation that

the issues are in some way knowable, and that the solutions are subject to rational analysis

and action. There is no expectation that the market, left to its own devices will find a way, and

it is on this issue that Smith was most crucially out of step with Steuart.

Interestingly too, although Steuart wishes to establish political economy on a rational and

'scientific' basis, he does not assume that the way to do this is by ignoring history and present

conditions in favour of an abstract 'model' of how the economv should work:

The great art therefore of political ceconomy is, first to adapt the different operations

of it to the spirit, manners, habits, and customs of the people; and afterwards to model
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these circumstances so, as to be able to introduce a set of new and more useful

institutions. (Steuart, p. l6)

Cutting the clearing

There are some significant ways in which Steuart's influence was to be long-lasting, as his

editor, Andrew Skinner points out. His An Inquiry into the Principles of Political Oeconomy

attempted to encompass all the major branches of economics seen as a distinct area of
study. Moreover, Steuart had attempted not merely to collect facts but to state the

principles of a science, so that the title of the work is not a misnomer, while the

manner in which the work was carried through makes it possible to describe Steuart as

an economisl in the modern sense of the term. (Skinner, in Steuart p.xlvi)

It would seem rather, that by collecting together various objects of concern and demonstrating

a structural connection between them, Steuart had - not without difficulty for the work took

him l8 years, and it seems that much of the difficulty of it was structural and conceptual

rather than a problem in content or writing - actually established the parameters of modern

economics. As Skinner says? 'Steuart had no very clear model on which to base his work and

wrote very much in the style of a man finding his way through a new field' (Skinner in

Steuart, p.lviii).

He quotes Steuart himself as saying

Had I been master of my subject on setting out, the arrangement of the whole should

have been rendered more concise; but had this been the case, I should never have been

able to go through the painful deduction which forms the whole train of my
reasoning.... (Steuart, p.lix, p.7)

Steuart suffered all the pains of establishing a new discipline, of creating a structure and

formulating new ways of seeing. He says for instance:

I frankly confess I feel a great want of language to express my ideas, and it is for this
reason I employ so many examples, the better to communicate certain combinations of
them, which otherwise would be inexplicable. (Steuart,p.172)
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Smith's capitalisation on Steuart

When Smith produced his work, The Wealth of Nations (1776), much more expediently, he

was able to draw upon the programme established by Steuart. Skinner quotes one of Adam

Smith's reviewers comparing the Principles and the Wealth of nations

...Smith has always a distinct end in view, and travels towards it without digression;

whereas the scope of Steuart is often vague, indefinite and indistinguishable: Smith

draws his inference before, and Steuart after composition. (Steuart, p.lix)

Far from acknowledging his indebtedness however, Smith omitted to mention Steuart at all,

and it seems that the decision was deliberate, for in 1772 Smith wrote to a friend:

I have the same opinion of Sir James Steuart's book that you have. Without once

mentioning it, I flatter myself that any fallacious principle in it will meet with a clear

and distinct confutation in mine. (Skinner, in Steuart, p.lii)

The Invisible Hand versus human possibility

The actual passage in which the most significant reference to the Invisible Hand occurs shows

clearly the relationship between the concept of 'value' and the concept of the market as an

instrument of order and prosperity:

... the annual revenue of every society is always precisely equal to the exchangeable

value of the whole annual produce of its industry, or rather, is precisely the same thing

with that exchangeable value. As every individual , therefore, endeavours as much as

he can both to employ his capital in the support of domestick industry, and so to direct

that industry that its produce may be of the greatest value; every individual necessarily

Iabours to render the annual revenue of the society as great as he can. He generally,

indeed, neither intends to promote the public interest, nor knows how much he is

promoting it. By preferring the support of domestick to that of foreign industry, he

intends only his own security; and by directing that industry in such a manner as its

produce may be of the greatest value, he intends only his own gain, and he is in this, as

in many other cases,led by an invisible hand to promote an end which was no part of
his intention. Nor is it always the worse for the society that it was no part of it. By
pursuing his own interest he frequently promotes that of the society more effectually

than when he really intends to promote it. (Adam Smith, 1789, Book 2 'Of Systems of
political economy', Seligman ed, 1910, p.a00)
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There are a number of problems in this passage, which is the very foundation of the

valorisation of the market.

The very first sentence 'the annual revenue of every society is always precisely equal to the

exchangeable value of the whole annual produce of its industry', shows a disregard for 'use

value' that Steuart would never be capable of. It is this disregard which has led modern

economists to equate a country's wealth with its GDP, so that countries which never

experience starvation, like Tonga and Samoa, are technically at comparable poverty levels to

Mali and Malawi. Ecological disasters, which precipitate expensive cleanups, are good for

GDP, and are reflected in enhanced technical prosperity. Unpaid labour of any kind is

neglected, ils value not acknowledged because it does not appear in the accounts (Block,

1990).

The second point, that people will always invest for preference in domestic trade and industry

because they can keep an eye on it, is no longer true in the existing global economy of today.

Many people feel safer investing overseas, in the U.S econom), or Europe, than they do in the

smaller, shakier local economy. Therefore, the pursuit of individual self interest can no longer

be regarded as conducive to national self-interest.

If it were true, that exchange value is the only value, and that all people preferred to invest in

the domestic economy, then Smith would have a stronger case. There is a more significant

weakness however: Smith makes the assumption that the wealth of the nation is produced by

the accumulation of domestic investment, whereas the evidence suggests that countries

become rich when they are able to exploit the produce or labour of other countries. Smith

neglects here the effect on the English economy of the colonisation and exploitation of the

West Indies and Americas (or indeed of Scotland and Ireland).
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The crucial point at issue between Steuart and Smith was the potential of the 'lnvisible Hand',

as opposed to a benevolent'statesman'or govemment, to procure general prosperity. As Marx

says, the temper of the times was against Steuart. His principles seemed to be in opposition to

the interests both of merchants, and in a time of high corn prices, the general public. Steuart

argued the point publicly. His point was that the connection between cheap corn and the

profitability of manufacturing through the fall (and rise) of prices in accordance with the price

of corn, was not established. This might be seen as the first case of opposition to the 'trickle-

down'theory.

(Steuart) was also heartily sick of the merchants who, he thought, would probably

have acted very differently had they been able to make a monopoly of the trade in

oats and whose driving force seemed to be a narrow hatred for 'the Lairds of
Clydesdale'. But if the motives were selfish in Steuart's eyes, they did not always

appear so to the public. The merchants had covered their flank with a 'tremendous

piece of ordnance' - the Wealth of Nations. The 'masked battery' had done its work;

as Steuart said: 'Smith has printed in favour of free importation' and effective

discussion was at an end, if indeed it had ever begun:

My opinions...have little weight, they have been long printed, little read and

less considered. (Steuart, p.lv)

Adam Ferguson

Adam Ferguson, a third member of the 'Scottish School', published his Principles of Moral

and Political Science tn 1792, (Ferguson, 1975). Ferguson is still writing, as the title of his

book implies, a kind of political economy which is founded on moral considerations - a type

of philosophical positioning which would have been perfectly intelligible to the Canonic

fathers. Although he too, to an extent, adopts Steuart's notion of the scientific basis of political

economy, he always positions moral and political economy within a scepticism as to the reach

of human rationality which is missing in Steuart and in Smith:

Further institutions may improve, but cannot supercede what the Almighty has

revealed in his works, and in the suggestions of reason to man.
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Whenfirst we from the teeming womb were brought,

With inborn precept& then, our souls were fraught.
Rowe's Lucan, lib. 9 line 984. (Ferguson 1975, (1792), p.vii)

It is evident that Ferguson had read and to a significant extent supported Adam Smith:

The principle of trade is private interest, the farthest possible removed from public
spirit, or any concern for a common cause; yet, so far as wealth, in the possession of
the people is a benefit to the state, private interest in trade operates with the least

erring direction for the public benefit, and is secure of its purpose, where public

councils would mistake or miss of their aim. (Ferguson, p.425)

Yet Ferguson is concerned not to go too far in denying the legitimate actions of government

in the economy:

It is a primary object of government, on this and many other accounts, to secure the

property of its subjects, to protect the industrious in reaping the fruits of his labour, in

recovering the debts which are justly due to him, and in providing for the fair decision

of questions that may arise in the intercourse of trade.

For the encouragement of commerce, in particular it is wise to facilitate

communications by commodious high ways, inland and sea navigations, and every

other conveniency that tends to lessen the difficulty of removing commodities from
the place in which they are produced to that in which they are wanted. This is the
principal aid which commerce requires......(Ferguson, p.426)

And in this section he shows some sensitivity to Steuart's concern about the effective

relationships between different sections of the economy:

In speculation we wish to simplify our objects, and would propose to set the whole

machine of human life in motion, by touching some key, or by pulling a particular

string. Some would encourage manufactures, in order to furnish the husbandman with
a ready market for the produce of his farm; and take this way to encourage the culture
of land. Others are inclined to adopt the converse of this expedient; or increase the

produce of land in order to feed the manufacturers at a cheaper rate; At the same time,

it is evident, that, if the state can procure any special aid or instruction to either, that

this aid ought to be directly applied where it is supposed to be of use, and not left to
wait the recoil of encouragement or instruction from a different quarter. (Ferguson,

p.426-7)
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In the following passage, Ferguson acknowledges, and yet contains, Smith's arguments in

favour of restricting state activity in economic affairs.

Errors of administration are still more pernicious, as a late ingenious author has full
demonstrated, where, apart from any consideration of public safety, they tend to

check one article of trade in favour of another, or act upon a principle of predilection

for exportation or importation, in preference of one to the other. (Ferguson, p. zfl.

When Buchanan and Tullock - among many others - make the assumption that Adam Smith

represents the Scottish School (Buchanan and Tullock, 1962, p.23), they are exaggerating the

extent to which his views were accepted by his contemporaries. They do not exaggerate

however, the impact which his rather idiosyncratic views have had on subsequent economists

and political economists.

Malthus on Smith and his ideas

That Smith had not yet attained the status of a deity within 50 years of his publication is

shown in the writings of Thomas Malthus. Malthus had the highest regard for Smith, and a

strong dislike of public controversy, ]et he was not therefore reduced to simply expanding or

illustrating Smith's views.

Malthus not only named his major work on political economy, published first in 1820,

Principles of Political Econorny, which would seem to be a deliberate echo of Steuart's An

Inquiry into the Principles of Political (Econom1,, but also favoured Steuart's position on the

Corn Laws. In his pamphlet The Grounds of an Opinion on the Policy of Restricting the

Importation of Foreign Corn: intended as an Appendix to 'Observations on the Corn Laws',

Malthus, according to his editor, Pullen,

presented his own 'deliberate, yet decided, opinion in favour of some restrictions on

the importation of foreign corn'.' This view was in accordance with that of Lord
Liverpool's Tory government, and in opposition to that of Malthus'Whig friends, who

viewed it with dismay. ...Malthus realised the enormity of supporting this exception to

the general principle of free trade, and 'he was not on this occasion as sure as usual of
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the soundness of the judgment which he had pronounced', Nevertheless he believed

that it was his duty to point out that no great advantages would result from the repeal

of the Corn Law, and that 'under the actual circumstances of our present situation, it is
our wisest policy to grow our own average supply of corn'. (Pullen, p.xxiii)

Malthus can hardly be considered to be a radical economist. It might not be surprising to find

that someone like Keynes disagreed with Smith, but Malthus was a conservatively inclined

economic liberal, who could still see, as economic liberals today tend not to, that the

particular historical circumstances of events may have a real effect on appropriate policy.

Steuart's bad press

It seems indeed to be the case, that the merchants and intelligentsia recognized the advantage

in Smith's position to them, and utilised it, whilst Steuart, as a consequence, was overlooked

as a theorist. In this case, the self-interest of the merchants and the conversion of economists

make it appear, from hindsight, that there was no other possible position than that of Smith,

whereas, in the context of the time, Steuart's position was quite adequately argued and

arguable, and even Ferguson, who is evidently anxious to avoid contention, is not prepared to

support Smith as far as he wants to go.

Even his editor, Skinner, speaks of Steuart in derogatory terms, in relation to Smith,

the Principles, as a systematic treatise on the science of economics, cannot be

compared with Smith's major work. (Steuart, p.lxxxiii)

This in itself is evidence of how important Smith has been in establishing 'modem economics'

as Skinner puts it. To this extent Meuret is correct. However, it is Steuart who defines the

'science of political (Economy', who tries to marry both deductive and inductive reasoning,

rationality and empirical evidence, to an extent which later writers on these subjects might

have done well to emulate. As Skinner says 'Steuart did infact succeed in stating the elements

of a methodology to which the modern social scientist still adheres', but to a large extent

Smith gets the credit for this too, because the conterl of his work was more acceptable.
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Above all, Steuart, in contrast to Smith, considers the value of that which is not exchange, he

respects the economy of subsistence, and thereby opens up an entire realm of thought to

development economics, which, perhaps belatedly, is now being investigated by economists,

and should be considered bv educators.

The genealogy of 'value'

If there has been another way of thinking, then in Foucauldian terms this genealogy provides

a means to 'emancipate'ourselves from the shackles of current orthodoxy (Foucault, 1976,

(Two Lectures), p.85). Foucault says 'genealogy should be seen as a kind of attempt to

emancipate historical knowledges from that kind of subjection, to render them (knowledges),

that is, capable of opposition and of struggle against the coercion of a theoretical, unitary ,

formal and scientific discourse'.

In this section therefore I wish to address the genealogy of the term 'value' and by tracing its

uses in different contexts, to bring the concept of 'added value' in education under closer than

usual scrutiny, and thereby to construct a possibility of thinking differently about'value' in

education.

Added value in education

As ERO ( the Education Review Office) goes about the schools, one of the items it is looking

for - one of the 'outputs' it wishes to hold the school 'accountable' for - is 'adding value' to

the students' education. Many Memo's have been sent from Principals to Heads of

Departments demanding evidence of 'added value', and one would imagine that many

memo's have been returned to Principals asking 'how?'

For 'adding value' in education is not easy to demonstrate. One never knows whether a child

has suddenly improved in calculus or geography because of the carefirl and precise

explanations the teacher has put on the Overhead Transparencies, or because they have been
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talking to an older cousin, or have read a book from the local library, or perhaps an old text

lent them by a friend, or have chanced upon an interesting documentary on the television

or.... It is practically impossible to know, even if one is 99Vo sure, that the critical, positive

difference has been made by the teaching. Modest and sensible teachers know that their

work, although of great importance, is part of the larger social and intellectual scene their

students live in, and that 'success' may be attributable to them, or that they may be a part of it,

as they may be a part of 'failure', but that in large part they capitalise on what has gone

before, and that their influence may be seen immediately, in test or examination results, or it

may be seen many years later, perhaps only in a new generation which comes to school

willingly instead of reluctantly.

This concept, 'value-added education' features in much of the recent government or semi-

government and business-oriented documents on education. It is often assumed, that

education can be seen as a process which in a manner analogous to a car assembly line, tums

the raw material - steel, plastic, glass, chrome... or flesh, blood, a receptive brain - into an

item which commands a higher price, i.e. has a higher value on the market than its original

components did. Here, value is seen as the price that can be obtained on the market. It fits in

with the discourse of 'enterprise culture' and other metaphors drawn from economics and

business which tend to individualise responsibility for education and career success in terms

which exculpate government and society at large.

ERO as already mentioned, interprets its 'output', (which, using the parlance of economics, is

what it is expected to deliver to government), of better educational performance by schools in

terms of 'added value', and to enable it to give 'factual'reports to government, it requires the

schools to give an account of the value they add to students, in order, presumably, that ERO

will be able to amalgamate all these statements of value into a column representing 'income'

which will then be ruled off with a satisfactory bottom line. Yet, economists are apt to scoff at
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people who price their goods on the basis of 'cost plus', that is, the cost of the raw material,

plus the cost of labour and capital expended in producing the final commodity.

The pressure for this kind of accountability comes from government circles and from the

business world. In the discourse of business, 'value' seems to be confused with 'quality', in the

sense of 'that which gives the customer satisfaction', and with 'profit'or'dividend', in the sense

of 'that which arises from investment'. Both usages are present in the writings and speeches of

people who can be described as 'applying economics to politics'n i.e. as working within the

Public Choice tradition, For instance, to Sexton, 'quality'which we might see as something

similar to 'value' is simply meeting the expectations of the consumer, simplistically

interpreted as the parent.

In the presence of choice and competition the quality, as well as quantity, of provision

will meet the expectations of parents more effectively than under a bureaucratically

controlled system (Sexton, 1990, p.6).

However, in 1990, the battle was on, in educational and ideological terms, between the pure

Hayekian market, which is at the heart of Sexton's views, and the more pragmatic, economy-

oriented 'human capital'views which were very amply aired in the'Porter Report' (Crocmbe et

al, l99l ). In the same year as the Sexton report appeared, for instance, The Rt Hon William

Birch, introducing the Employment Contract Act to Parliament during the Budget speech,

made these comments:

Statistics on educational qualifications suggest that the New Zealand workforce is

poorly qualified for today's economy, let alone tomorrow's. Despite rising

unemployment, many firms have difficulty in recruiting people with the right
qualifications. There is a growing demand for skilled, adaptable workers and a steady

erosion in the number of unskilled manual jobs. (Birch, 1990)

And this instrumental interpretation of education appealed to the businessmen of the Round

Table. In the following quotation, 'value' is evidently something more aligned to the

'workforce', i.e. to the needs of business, than to the requirements of parents:
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What the Business Roundtable seeks is an education system that is efficient and meets

the country's economic and social goals. We want to see the system producing well

rounded, better qualified and highly motivated future members of the workforce.

(Matthew, 1991)

By 1993 it appears that the battle is won by human capital, rather than the market;'investing

in people' that is, adding value to persons, is going to pay off in terms of an upskilled

technological workforce which will solve our economic problems.

...The government is committed to an education system that prepares New Zealanders

for the modern, competitive world. . ...initiatives carefully constructed to build a better

future by investing in people: our greatest asset.....(Lockwood Smith, 1993, Foreword

by the Minister of Education, p.2).

Responsibility for the relative failure, or decline of the New Zealand economy is sheeted

home to the education system, with the implication that change is required in order to produce

the required educational product:

The New Zealand education system is renowned for significant educational

developments, but it has so far failed to produce sufficient people with the advanced

levels of skills and knowledge demanded by the highly competitive, high{echnology

market place in which New Zealand must prosper (Lockwood Smith, 1993, p.3).

The market versus human capital

In the realm of the pure Hayekian market, the demand determines supply in such a way that

all interests are satisfied, including those of parent/consumer and buyer/employer. By

satisfying individual needs, the interests of the greater whole are satisfied. That is how the

Invisible Hand works.

But it is evident that the temptation to help the Invisible Hand on its way is almost irresistible.

If the value to be added can be the values that the economy requires, the ensuing prosperity

will justify the n6oJiberal prograrrune, even if, to purists, the programme itself has been

violated. The appeal of 'human capital theory' with its stress on the reconstruction of the

populace in the interests of the economy, may seem more in line with the ideas of Mothe Ie
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Vayer, or Adolf Hitler, - with what Foucault calls 'police', than with the ideas of the pure

economic liberals who would allow the free choice of rational individuals in response to

market signals to bring about desirable change. Human capitalists cannot wait: value is by

their definition value in the market place, and if education has any role in the economy at all,

it must be to produce that value. Moreover, there is an increasing awareness that'economic

growth' can contribute to social stability, and thereby prevent or ameliorate some of the

damage done by abandoning notions of social justice, so there is governmental anxiety to

bring about this elusive economic growth, through educational as through other means, in

order to produce docile and productive citizens:

The government believes that a successful education system is fundamental to

achieving sustained economic growth. (Lockwood Smith, 1993)

The full force of the term 'economic growth' can perhaps be better gauged through Winton

Bates:

Sustained growth has often been accompanied by democratisation.

Growth has typically been accompanied by improved education, improved

communications, greater population mobility and other factors which have led to

pressures for the evolution of political institutions in democratic directions. In turn,

democratisation has contributed to the resolution of issues by peaceful means. (Bates,

1996, p.viii)

Although Bates suggests that 'improved education' and social stability may be correlates of

economic gtowth, others have assumed that they are results, which will in turn provide ideal

conditions for further growth:

the best security against the reversal of recent reforms is to continue with reform in

order to encourage growth and employment, and to provide increasing opportunities

for the unskilled and those on low incomes to raise both their skills and their incomes.

(Brash, 1996p.47)
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And yet, implicit in Birch's (1990) position quoted above, is the notion that a satisfactory

education system is a necessary condition for growth. This confusion, over the relationship of

education and prosperity, mirrors the confusion over the nature of 'value' in education.

The problem of 'Yalue'

Adam Smith addresses the question of added value more than once, but in book IV of the

Wealth Of Nations he says:

The produce of industry is what it adds to the subject or materials upon which it is
employed. In proportion as the value of this produce is great or small, so will likewise

be the profits of the employer. (A. Smith, 1976, (1776),p.455)

Here lies the source - or one of them - of the belief, that the increase in value of the

manufactured object is the result of the labour, and the use of capital, of the industrial worker

and the employer. In general, Marxist economics has emphasized the former input, and n6o-

liberal economics has emphasized the latter. In its time, Smith's argument was a rebuttal of le

Quesnay, who believed, along with the Physiocratic school, that all value derived from the

land. Book iv ch 6 of Wealth Of Nations is a sustained attack on this position. Smith makes

his position clear on this in Chapter II of Book iv 'Of systems of political economy'

The different progress of opulence in different ages and nations, has given occasion to

two different systems of political oeconomy, with regard to enriching the people. The

one may be called the system of commerce, the other that of agriculture. L.. shall

begin with the system of commerce. It is the modern system, and is best understood in

our own country and in our own times. (A. Smith, 1776,1976,p.428, Cannan,

t9o4tt96t p.449)

To this extent, Smith's view is radical, and opens the way for much more sophisticated

thinking about the processes of the economy. In this view, it is easy to see how value can be

added in education. Someone has to work. Labour has to be injected into the passive body of

the student, either by the efforts of the teacher, or of the student, or both. It is an industrial

process, an input of a fairly observable, or measurable kind.
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This is not the only way to look at value however. Smith acknowledges that money is both a

commodity and an artefact, and that there is much confusion of the two, a confusion he

sometimes shares:

That wealth consists in money, or in gold and silver, is a popular notion which
naturally arises from the double function of money, as the instrument of commerce,

and as the measure of value. (Smith, Ch l,1976,p.429)

And he gives an example of the idea of wealth expressed in forms of use value rather than

money:

...Plano Carpino, a monk sent ambassador from the king of France to one of the sons

of the famous Gengis Khan, says that the Tartars used frequently to ask him, if there

was plenty of sheep and oxen in the kingdom of France? ...They wanted to know if
the country was rich enough to be worth the conquering....Of the two, the Tartar

notion, perhaps was the nearest to the truth. (A. Smith 1776, Ch lV, 1976, p.a29-a30.)

Steuart on value

In a section called 'Of Trade and Industry', Steuart devotes a section of The Principles to an

inquiry into the standard prices of articles of 'the first necessity', (what we call the 'basic

necessities'), 'since the value of them does necessarily influence that of all others'.

In the course of this inquiry however he finds that it is very difficult to identify that value

unless the necessities are often traded:

Whenever a question arises about price, an alienation is necessarily implied; and when

we suppose a common standard in the price of any thing, we must suppose the

alienation of it to be frequent and familiar. ...in countries where simplicity reigns... it
is hardly possible to determine any standard for the price of articles of the first
necessity. (Steuart, 1966, vol 2,p.340)

Steuart goes on to describe what we would call subsistence economies:

What answer would a Scotch highlander have given any one, fifty years ago, who

should have asked him, for how much he sold a quart of his milk, a dozen of his eggs,
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or a load of his turf? In many provinces, unacquainted with trade and industry, there

are many things which bear no determinate price; because they are seldom or never

sold... sale alone can determine prices, and frequent sale only can fix a

standard. . ...(Steuart , 1966, vol 2, p.3a0)

This concept of items which have value, but no price, Iater became known as 'use value': 'use

value' is value outside of the market. This enabled Steuart to describe subsistence economies

and domestic economies in terms which are neither derogatory nor based on some notion of

nominal exchange value. Things in use are simply of value in their own right, without

reference to a market.

Smith himself picked up this point, and explains a viewpoint which challenges his own notion

of added value, (quoted earlier), in book l, chapter iv, 'on the origin and use of money'.

The word VALUE, it is to be observed, has two different meanings, and sometimes

expresses the utility of some particular object, and sometimes the power of purchasing

other goods which the possession of that object conveys. The one may be called 'value

in use;' the other, 'value in exchange.' The things which have the greatest value in use

have frequently little or no value in exchange; and, on the contrary, those which have

the greatest value in exchange have frequently little or no value in use. Nothing is

more useful than water; but it will purchase scarce any thing; scarce anything can be

had in exchange for it. A diamond, on the contrary, has scarce any value in use; but a

very great quantity of other goods may frequently be had in exchange for it. . (A.

Smith, 197 6, (177 6), p.44)

Now education might well be conceived as a 'value in use': like water, it is in most countries,

inescapable, but still indispensable. Its very commonness gives it the appearance of

insignificance, and moreover, reduces its 'exchange value'. Education is inescapable, because

in any society in which the family, or the community has not broken down altogether,

children are going to be educated, in the sense of being socialised, and taught the basic mores

of that community, even when formal education, or higher education or vocational education

has been apparently grossly disrupted. A child who has some conunand over language has

some education (Marshall, 1988).This is not the common understanding of the word used by
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those who would take educationists to task for not achieving their goals, but it is nonetheless

the case. It is not perceived as 'valuable', precisely because such limited forms of education

are so common as [o command no exchange value. But they still have use value to their

'owners'.

Smith then, distinguished between 'use' value and 'exchange' value, but is in some difficulty

to explain the variations in 'exchange value'. In his lectures, according to Cannan, he explains

the exchange value as being reflective of the purchasers' preferences in relation to pleasure

and pain, but also to aesthetic considerations such as colour or variety, thus enabling him to

explain why apparently useless items such as jewels should command higher prices than more

useful objects (Smith, 1976, editor's note 31, p. 45). However, this argument, which became

much more popular in the arguments in the writings of the Austrian school, notably those of

Carl Menger, does not appear in Wealth Of Nations. Instead, Smith argues that

The real price of every thing, what every thing really costs to the man who wants to

acquire it, is the toil and trouble of acquiring it. What every thing is really worth to the

man who has acquired it, and who wants to dispose of it or exchange it for something

else, is the toil and trouble which it can save to himself, and which it can impose upon

other people. What is bought with money or with goods is purchased by labour as

much as what we acquire by the toil of our own body. That money or those goods

indeed save us this toil. They contain the value of a certain quantity of labour which

we exchange for what is supposed at the tirne to contain the value of an equal quantity.

Labour was the first price, the original purchase-money that was paid for all things.

(A. Smith, (1776),1976, p.47)

This is more like the definition of value quoted at the beginning of this section, as what is

added to the raw materials, that is, labour - and with it, skill. It probably bears relation to the

work ethic, and hence to the repeated exhortations of school teachers to their students to work

harder, and their frequent inability to distinguish between hard work, and good work.
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The decline in 'use value'

Over time 'use value' declined in importance in the eyes of economists, to the point that

Malthus in his chapter 'On The Nature And Measures Of Value' in Principles of Political

Economy was unsure as to whether the term deserved to be included in a text on political

economy:

Most writers in treating of the nature of value, have considered it as having two

different meanings, one, value in use, and the other, value in exchange.It may be

questioned whether in fact we are in the habit of using the term in the first of the these

two senses. We do not often hear of the value of air and water, although they are

bodies in the highest degree useful, and indeed essentially necessary to the life and

happiness of the human race. It may be admitted, however, that the term, taken

perhaps in a metaphorical rather than a literal sense, may imply, and is sometimes

used to imply, whatever is necessary or beneficial to us, and in this sense may apply,

without impropriety, to a clear spring of water or to a fine air, although no question

could arise respecting their value in exchange. (Malthus 1820, p.5 I )

'Value' therefore is being steadily reduced, over the period of 50 years, to being construed

only as market value.

Carl Menger, an enthusiastic reader of Adam Smith, disputes with Smith his theory of value.

Menger argues that value is not established by the amount of labour that goes into a product,

but purely by the exercise ofthe subjective preferences of purchasers (Streissler and

Streissler, 1994). Adam Smith's notion of the addition of labour causing a rise in value was

too abstract for Menger: it was the will of the individual which caused the rise or fall in value,

ultimately, these processes must be traced back to the purposeful actions of individual
agents, even though the actual form of the processes may not be wholly explicable by

conscious individual intentions alone. (Oakley, 1997, p.42)

If a person invested a small fortune and much labour - for example, in breeding draught

horses, and they become obsolescent, then their worth is precisely what some fancier of

oldfashioned breeds will pay for them; they will not command the cost of their development.
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Indeed, Hayek later argues that it is precisely this ruthless mechanism which is the heuristic

device of the 'invisible hand': the rise and fall in the market price, caused by the preferences

of buyers, communicates to sellers what they should be putting their efforts into, and thereby

they put their efforts into productive and desirable fields of endeavour, to the general benefit

and teleological development of the entire community and economy.

Leaving aside Hayek's glowing rhetoric, I think Menger is right. Education, if it is conceived

purely as a colnmodity of exchange, is worth precisely what the market will give it, at any one

point of time. And if the market will not pay for it, it is not worth anything - as an exchange

value. That does not mean. that it does not have use value.

This point has some real implications for the conduct of educators. If the exchange value of

education is entirely a matter of the market, it is unpredictable, and it would be unwise for us

to continue to advertise our wares in terms of this form of value. Any school teacher who has

confronted the situation in which a child has worked hard in order to get their school

certificate, and consequent employment - and despite all their hard work and academic

success, has not gained employment - will understand my point.

And ironically, the very success of universal, compulsory public education may have -

Iogically must have - resulted in the lesser value of the normal standards of education. As

Steuart savs:

The reason therefore of low prices, is not the vast abundance of the things to be sold,

but the little occasion any body has to buy them; every one being provided with them

in one way or other, without being obliged to go to market'. (Steuart, 1966, vol2,
p.3al)

Literacy in itself is not in demand, precisely because it is something that virtually everyone is

provided with in New Zealand.
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Selective value in education

The general response to the problem of 'value' however, has not been to abandon the

argument, but to argue that it is only some forms of education which have value, that is,

exchange value. This is the position for the writers of The Knowledge Economy (Ernst and

Young, 1999) who define the new and desirable 'knowledge workers' in terms of a very

narrow range of skills and jobs, mainly to do with computing and Information Technology

skills. Students who are skilled in history, philosophy, languages, agriculture, are not

'knowledge workers' in this account.

In a pure Hayekian market, Ernst and Young should not be recommending to the Minister of

Commerce what form education should take in order to facilitate the direction of the

economy. The market itself should be delivering the message loudly and clearly to the rational

and self-interested young minds who are our students, and they, by choosing the right courses

and the right institutions, should be reshaping the education system of this country in a

purposeful and efficient manner. Unfortunately, the postal system for conveying such

messages seems not to be working efficiently.

Given this failure of the 'individual' to respond to messages which Ernst and Young (among

others) believe are about to come from the market - because this is very much in the realm of

prediction, not of observable present fact - it is very tempting to create messages, and take

them to the target as it were. This is easily conflated with 'human capital theory' in which the

students, or the population in general, are viewed solely as a resource for the use of the

economy or business. Emst and Young's account is in line with Menger's view that one of the

(few) admissible roles of government is to convey information to the populace. The human

capital view is expressed by Lockwood Smith as 'investing in people' (Lockwood Smith

1993). 'Added value' is more about the industrial process - how the investment is applied,
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although the notion that the people to whom value is to be added are the equivalent to iron or

coal or unprocessed beef, is exactly the same.

The difference between the pure market view and the human capital view

The conflict between the 'pure market' view of the way to proceed in education and the

'human capital' view can be best seen in the following two quotations. Sexton, speaking for

the 'market' side, and Lockwood Smith for 'human capital':

Sexton:

The ultimate assessment must be that of the customers of the system. The most

effective monitoring is that of the market. The collective choices and the wisdom of
parents should be allowed to prevail, parents should have a genuine free choice of
school and schools should have the means and the incentive to respond to that choice.

This combination gives rise to the most effective assessment procedure of all - the

market. (Sexton, 1990, p.87)

Lockwood Smith:

With the success of these ( education) initiatives, the future of industry skills

development in New Tnaland will be bright. This country can look forward to more

rapid adoption of new technology; to expansion in output of good and services; and ,

more importantly, to improvement in the quality of what we produce. A better system

of skills development will help us to enhance our International competitiveness. This

is a vital step in improving economic performance, providing more jobs at good

wages, and hence a better standard of living for everyone. Lockwood Smith, 1993,
p.3l)

The problem here is, from the pure market point of view, that the outcome of the educational

competition is being predicted, and procured, rather than being left to the myriad decisions of

parents - and employers. The economy, when it is all boiled down, is not prepared to wait for

the market.

The question is, are people to be seen as the rational decision-makers whose collective

decisions mediated through competition result in perpetual improvement, or are they to be
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seen as a standing reserve, to be deployed and redeployed in the interests of the economy - by

some undefined superior intelligence.

Conclusion

'Added value' may be 'use value', in which case it has no ascertainable value on the market,

although it may visibly enrich the lives of the population. The term might refer to a form of

'value', which reflects the addition of teacher or student labour, or both, to the mind of the

student, and conceivably this form of labour-added value could be seen as either 'use value'

or 'exchange value'. The last possibility is that the 'added value' of education might reflect

the state of the demand for educated labour at any one time.

If it is the first, then checking for its existence is exactly the same as checking whether or not

learning, of any kind, has taken place, with all the usual complexities and uncertainties, and

with no reference to the market. If 'added value' is of the second kind, then evaluation should

be accompanied surely by some kind of sociological and historical assessment of the

hindrances to teacher and student, and such value should be acknowledged to exist, even if

demand for the end product does not; and in the last case, it should be openly acknowledged

that the education system is not responsible for the state of the economy, and that the high or

low state of demand for educated workers is the outcome of economic management, not of

educational labour. It is this last meaning of the term 'exchange value' which is cunently in

vogue, because although its proponents defy classical market theory, they still reflect the

belief in the ability of the market, even a predicted rather than actual market, to produce

teleologically oriented change.

It is by confusing the second and third meanings of the word, that politicians are able, as so

many have done in recent years, to deduce that the lack of market demand for the educated

worker is the fault of the lack of effort of the technician who is supposed to install the extra
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value. That economists have not rushed to the aid of educators to clean up this

misunderstanding over the two meanings of the word is possibly because Adam Smith started

the confusion, and has reached such unimpeachable status that any economist who started

thinking in this direction must, in the words of George Stigler, have considered himself to

have gone amiss.

The history of 'value' is a case study in the way that economists have taken over words which

once had subtle and wide meanings in ordinary language, recreated them as specialised terms

with severely truncated referents, and then re-exported them into ordinary language - and

ordinary, non-economic functions of life - as semi-technical jargon, which then proceeds to

eliminate the earlier, more complex forms of language which allowed a wider range of

thought. 'Value' is not a terrn which economists have special rights to, but its use in education

at the present moment suggests that only the adumbrated technical-jargon usage is permissible

in policy discourse, and even economics usages like 'use value' which do not concur with the

present neo-classical form of economics or Public Choice Theory are being ignored or

suppressed.
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Chapter 8: Public Choice Theory, economics, and

claims to scientific status.

Foucault, human sciences and governmentality in relation to economics

and Public Choice Theory.

In all his discussions on technologies of domination, 'governmentality', 'disciplinary blocks',

and technologies of the self, Michel Foucault builds up a picture of a form of

powerlknowledge which is neither positive nor negative in itself, but creative, and both

operating on and by, through, and in, individuals, persons, who are created by it at the same

time as they exercise the power inherent in the form of governmentality under which they

live. Both the nature of the individual and the techne by which they are constituted and

constitute others are largely in the hands of the disciplinary blocks, those forms of

power/knowledge which are both constitutive, constructive and limiting, 'disciplinary',

constraining within the confines of what we are sure we know.

In this discussion of the nature and force of knowledge(s) Foucault is careful to indict the

human sciences' - psychiatry, education, anthropology - more than the 'hard sciences'.

Whether the 'hard sciences' - physics, chemistry, mathematics are really not susceptible to

genealogical exploration, and not implicated in power/knowledge or governmentality, or

whether he was just being tactful in deference to Canguilhem or out of some sense of self-

preservation - taking care of the self perhaps, - the fact is, that Foucault undermined the surety

with which the human sciences can assert their knowledse and left more or less intact the

harder sciences (Gutting, 1994),
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It is far too much to suggest some sort of causal link between the claim of the two forms of

economic science ( economics and Public Choice Theory) to scientific status comparable with

that of physics and mathematics, and the Foucaultian undermining of confidence in the human

sciences, especially as it seems that he may have been recruited into an existing anti-

psychiatry movement, rather than acting on his own. It is however fair to say, that the human

sciences do not have the kind of aura of 'expertise' and authority which once they had, with

the exception of economics, which has if anything increased its stature as that of the other

human sciences has diminished. It is the claim to 'hard science' status which has enabled

economics to surmount the increasing suspicion of psychologists, psychiatrists, social

workerd, teachers, pastors, counsellors, and to become a source of 'knowledge' on the nature

of human motivation and action. Economics therefore has acquired more power in relation to

its knowledge than the other disciplines which deal with human nature and actions.

Moreover, economics and Public Choice Theory have no reluctance to predict on the basis of

their knowledge. They are therefore far more useful disciplinary forms, governmentally

speaking, than disciplines which regard normative statements as outside the scope of their

knowledge. History for instance would regard predictive statements as generally unacceptable

for historians, on the grounds that the discipline does not provide for that kind of statement. It

has no acceptable research programme or protocol for predictive or norrnative statements.

Economics has no such scruples. The very function of its models is to provide usable

predictions. As the calculations are made, so are people constrained to fit into the parameters

of the calculation. The direction, or manipulation, or perhaps even coercion, of people in

subsistence economies into exportable, marketable, taxable, forms of economic activity is an

example. Economics therefore makes far more impact on the creation of the disciplined,

calculable body than has the study of history.
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Economics and Public Choice Theory: the relation to Popperian science.

At a conference held in Amsterdam, 1988, on the Popperian legacy in economics, Mark Blaug

remarked that economics was more distinguished by its lip service to Popper than by its

discharge of its Popperian responsibilities.

most modern economists are "innocuous falsificationists," that is, they pay lip service

to the Popperian view that the validity of economic theories must be judged in the

final analysis by the accuracy of their predictions, and occasionally they even practice

what they preach (Blaug, 1988, p.127).

This remark is interesting in relation to economics, and hence to its handmaiden in politics,

Public Choice Theory, both in its assumption that Popper is the benchmark of scientific status,

to which economics and Public Choice Theory should adhere, and in its recognition that in

fact they do not.

In this chapter I shall discuss the claims that Public Choice Theory makes to scientific status,

on its own behalf as it were, and the claims which neo-classical economics makes to scientific

status, which is part of the 'displacement' from economics to politics which Public Choice

Theory effects.

I argue in this chapter that both Public Choice Theory and economics actually use a wider

range of models of science than Popper alone, and that part of the imperviousness of both to

disproof stems from the validation they derive from other notions of what constitutes a

science.

Perhaps the prior question is, what is it, to claim to be a science? Does the claim to scientific

knowledge have some virtue which a claim to knowledge otherwise conceptualised does not

have? The answer seems to be fairly obvious, that in an age where science and technology

(that is, knowledge associated with machines), are valued above other forms of knowing, the
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claim to scientific status is a claim to real and valued, valuable, knowledge. It is a claim to

'neutrality', that is to a form of knowledge which is somehow above human bias, interference

or fallibility. Moreover, it is a claim to the possibility of being 'right'. Or perhaps more, to the

security of 'fact'. 'Science' appears to exist outside the ambiguity and confusion which infect

culturally bound knowledge. Mark Blaug reinforces this impression of the role of science in

providing correct answers in his criticism of John Hicks's work. Hicks he says, fails to

provide a satisfactory account of economic methodology, preferring instead to describe

economics as an elegant and intriguing intellectual game. But where, asks Blaug is the rule by

which a student can know if an economic statement is correct? How can we know what is

right, in the absence of fatsifiable procedural rules? How can a game provide us with the kind

of calculable model of human action which is the very function of economics?

(Hicks's) writings on questions of positive economics seem to me to suffer from a

continuous unwillingness to face up to the question of how it is that we ever discover

whether a piece of positive economics is true or false. ...Hicks's object in calling

economics a discipline rather than a science is, as we have seen, to discourage

attempts to knock out economic theories by empirical testing. (Blaug, 1988, p. 187

Blaug here appeals to a Popperian view of science, which will support his idea that truth and

falsity' are attainable knowledge, and that a science, as distinct from a discipline (or art) will

provide the kind of rigorous theoretical ground on which to make claims about truth, even if

they are provisional and negative claims.

De Marchi makes the point that Popper claims that his theory is an account of how science is:

scientific discoveries are made by considering the possibility that existing theory is false.

There is no room in this account for a variety of views on what constitutes scientific

procedure. Acceptance of Popper necessarily implies rejection of other models of science.

And Popper has been the philosopher of science most favoured by economists as both
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encapsulating what they do, and offering a way forward, how they should do economics. De

Marchi says, 'Popper's work was not only accessible to economists but seemed relevant.

Economic methodologists and historians of economics took to Popper with avidity.' But the

enthusiasm was more apparent than practised: 'Economists pay lip service to notions like

empirical content and falsifiability and deductive testing but do not actually put the Popperian

rules for strenuous testing into practice' (de Marchi p.4). In view of the enthusiasm with

which Public Choice Theory, based on economics, has been described as theoretically robust,

this failure to follow through an apparent enthusiastic acceptance of the Popperian model of

science gives rise to questions about the scientific validity of conclusions in economics, let

alone in politics.

Peace through economics

In promising answers, economics also promises resolution to questions which at present

divide people, in other words, it promises peace through the techne of research.

Much hangs therefore on the question of the scientific status of economics and of Fublic

Choice Theory. If indeed they have this status, and the nature of the science to which they lay

claim is of an empirical, research-founded, experimental kind, then the conclusions they reach

may be seen to be well-founded, and many questions which are at present seem to be political

or ethical may be reconceptualised as technical. We need no longer contest questions on

political grounds, because we will have access to the research findings which actually give us

the answer. Friedman ( 1953) refers to this possibility. To him, the struggle between collective

and individual forms of action for instance simply await the research project which will prove

which is the more efficient.
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Indeed the actual implementation can be seen as the research programme which will 'prove'

the correctness of the theory. John Moore, former Financial Secretary to the British Treasury

is quoted by the New Zealand Business Round Table,

In my view, the argument about state versus private industry in the U.K. is over.

Private ownership has won... the reason that the political contest over privatisation

came to an end is simply that implementation succeeded. Facts overtook the debate.

(NZBRT 1992',)

The normative aspect of economics, and Public Choice Theory could well be seen as a

formalisation of that aspect, is well entrenched in the discipline. Hutchison, (1988) says 'the,

or a, main aim of economic theory should be to provide guidance, directly or indirectly, for

policy' (de Marchi , p.172). This is not therefore a pure research programme, in which the

production of falsifiable statements is the main puqpose, but an applied science - or an 'art' as

Klant (de Marchi, 1988, p87 et seq) would distinguish it from the 'science' which concerns

itself with what is rather than what ought to be. Economics is the source of much of what is

regarded as unchallengeably true in the world of politics and social policy, including

education. Its provenance is therefore of some importance.

Public Choice Theory: the claims to being a scientific discipline.

Public choice is an 'Enlightenment' theory, in that it claims universal validity through the

inescapable power of reason. That is to say that it is true no matter what the time or place or

social context. The truth claims are based variously on Kantian a priori statements, on

Aristotelian exact 'laws', on logical positivist claims to scientific status, and on Popperian

claims to falsifiability, or undisconfirmability. Not all these claims are made by the same

writers, which rather suggests that there is an underlying assumption that the scientific status
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of the enterprise is beyond the necessity to establish it, and/or that the writers are attempting

to justify their claims in terms of the strongest available paradigm at the time of their writing.

On the face of it public choice writers are consistent in what they are doing: public choice is

the application of techniques and methods of mainstream economics to the study of political

processes. Public choice is based on the figure, homo economicus, the rational, egoistic, utility

maximiser who is the foundation of economic theory. Public choice is based on

'methodological individualism'.

Within the literature, the theoretical bases are generally alluded to rather than carefully

established. Tullock cheerfully embraces logical positivism, Niskanen follows Popper in

referring the reader to the possibilities of disconfirming his hypotheses, Buchanan (Buchanan

and Tullock, 1962) refers to the scientific status of economics, but later abandons this, and

Brennan, rather coquettishly claims that the concept of the egoistic utility maximizer is one

with the concept of original sin - in a region far beyond the normal bounds of scientism. I deal

with the 'scientific'claims first, but I think that Brennan opens up a very interesting set of

possibilities. Let me lay out these claims in their exact form.

The claims to scientific status

Gordon Tullock, in The Logic of the Law, wrote

A scientific theory consists of a logical structure proceeding from certain assumptions

to certain conclusions. We hope that both the assumptions and the conclusions may be

checked by comparing them with the real world; the more highly testable the theory,

the better. Normally, however, certain parts of the theory are difficult to test. We are

not unduly disturbed by this since if parts of it survive tests we assume that the

untestable remainder is also true. The theory contained in this book raises exceptional

problems in testing. Unfortunately, many of its implications are normative; that is they

simply indicate what people should do. This is an extraordinarily hard-to-test type of

implication. I hope that it will turn out that these implications are difficult, but not

impossible, to test; but I must confess that for many of them I can, at the moment,

propose no tests. Of necessity, if I cannot propose many direct tests for the
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implications of my theory, I am rather more concerned with its assumptions than I
should be were they more testable, (Tullock, 1971, pp.l0 - l5)

Buchanan and Tullock use the scientific notion of testing, although they are cautious about

exposing themselves to empirical experiment:

Our purpose in this book is to derive a preliminary theory of collective choice that is
in some respects analogous to the orthodox economic theory of markets.... Through
the use of the (economic interest) specific assumption about human motivation,
scholars have been able to establish for economic theory a limited claim as the only
positive social science...allowing the theorist to develop hypotheses that may be

subjected to conceptual, if not actual, testing... (Buchanan and Tullock, 1962, p.l7)

Niskanen describes his own work as a

scientific theory: it is parsimonious, it is capable of being 'disconfirmed' and it is
capable of being subjected to empirical test, and moreover it is a productive theory.
(Niskanen, 1971)

This means, in total, that it conforms with Popper's theory on scientific theories. This claim

tends to assign, despite Popper's own preferences, a status of unchallengeability. The very

claim to disconfirmability reduces the likelihood that readers will be inclined to disconfirm it:

the critical faculty is lulled by the assurance that this is a scientific inquiry.

Moreover, Niskanen's position implies that'scientific'knowledge and social knowledge are of

the same kind, and hence that'scientific' research methods are applicable to social science

research, and claims for it both the virtues of Popperianism the moral advantage of being

prepared to face disproof and the virtues of instrumentalism ('productive').

From empiricism to political economy

Hugh Stretton sees a positivist natural -science analogy in relation to economists per se, and a

Iess secure relation of Public Choice theorists to pure science, or 'nature'

Orthodox economists aspire to theory of a kind which can only work with stable

subject-matter. They need economic behaviour to have a motive force as simple and
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unchangeable as the gravitational force on which Newtonian physics relies. (Stretton,

1983, p.19)

He contrasts this form of economics with political economy which is

either arguing for some actual shift in the position of the boundary between natural

and artificial, or - which may be just as important - drawing attention to the fact that

this boundary is, in principle, shiftable (Stretton in Peattie and Rein, 1983, p.4).

Buchanan includes but is not limited to the logical positivist conventions: he specifically

discusses this in 'From private preferences to Public Philosophy: The development of public

choice'

...to the Chicago-based group of scholars who talk about the 'economic theory of
politics', the ideas that I have traced out above amount to little or nothing until they are

tested; their view is that empirical work is the be-all and the end-all of the'discipline.

Those of us in the Virginia tradition are more catholic in our methodologyi we

acknowledge the contribution of the empiricists while attributing importance to the

continuing search for new theoretical insights. ...My own interests have never been in

the empirical tradition, as narrowly defined.I have been more interested in a different

sort of research inquiry that follows more or less naturally from the integration of the

demand-side and the supply-side analysis of govemment decision-making institutions.

(Buchanan,1991, p.40)

and later he gives an account of what this distinction might mean in his practice, which he

describes as normative.

As proofs of the logical inconsistencies in voting rules are acknowledged, as the costs

of securing agreement among persons in groups with differing preferences are

accounted for, the theory of rules, or of constitutions, emerges almost automatically on

the agenda for research...I have tried to move cautiously but clearly in the direction of
normative understanding and evaluation, to move beyond analysis of the way rules

work to a consideration of what rules work best. (Buchanan, I 99 I , p.4l )

On p.42 he refers to the 'central insight' (my italics) that people should be treated as rational

utility-maximisers in all of their behavioural capacities. This definition apparently leads into

a form of scientific exploration in which truthis not an issue:
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...the individual is nothing more than a set of preferences, a utility function, as we call

it. Once this apparently innocent definition of an individual is accepted, you are really
trapped. ...The question is not one of truth or falsity of the alternatives. The problem
is one of resolving individual differences of preferences into results, which it is
misleading to call true or false. (Buchanan, 1991, p.3l)

H. Geoffrey Brennan and James Buchanan in The Reason of Rules discuss the issues in terms

which allow themselves the mantle of science without the constraints of scientific method:

Some modern scholars view public-choice theory as offering a "pure science" of
politics that is fully analogous to the "science" of markets. The objective is to derive

testable hypotheses about the effects of specified changes in basic parameters on

observed political results. Still other public-choice (social-choice) theorists concern

themselves with analytic esoterica in the modelling of altemative political

arrangements The third strand of research activity within public choice, and the strand

with which we have been personally most involved, has more in common with the

earlier tradition in "political economy." The objective here is to understand the

workings of alternative political institutions so that choices among such institutions
(or structures of rules) can be more full informed. (Brennan and Buchanan. 1985, p.

xi)

Beyond science

H. Geoffrey Brennan, claims the transcendental high ground:

All political arrangements, like all aspects of the affairs of men, are imperfect. ...Noris
the Christian called to a heroic view of man. The strength of the promise that calls us

into what we are to be depends on our seeing ourselves as we currently are. We are

under no obligation,...to try to design human institutions that take no account of
human realities - which means, in particular, the reality of human moral frailty.
.Indeed, the Christian is in some ways much better equipped to come to terms with the

wickedness of men than are others (say humanists): the Christian expects nothing else.

In other words, the Christian is denied the pietistic escapism of the utopian - he must

deal with the world as it is, as best he may.

It follows from this that no decisive case against a human institution can be made

solely on the grounds that it is imperfect. Specifically no criticism of the market order

... however telling, is sufficient in itself to enable us to conclude that that order may

not be the best available (whatever'best'may be construed to mean). (Brennan, 1985,

p.236)
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The same argument could logically be applied to collective forms of human institution - like

democratic government or tribal order. The argument that the economistic view is 'realistic',

consistent with Christianity, and not open to criticism as imperfect, is a strange defence.

From empiricism to apriorism

It may be possible to detect here a gradual moving away from the model of scientific research

with its reliance on confirmation, or at least lack of contradiction, and thus away from

empirical research. The scientific model is strongest with Tullock and Niskanen, and weakest

with Buchanan, although Campbell (1995) argues for the validity of simplified models on

analogy with physics. It is fair to say that Buchanan avoids the obvious difficulties of straight

analogy between physical and social science, although in 1962 he was prepared to accept

(perhaps under the influence of Tullock) the desirability of empirical support. However,

Buchanan still appeals, in a less stringent way, to the empirical sensibilities of his audience.

He is inclined to rebut as fond and unsubstantiable fantasy the idea that governments or

politicians have the interest of the people at heart. He offers no proof, but expects that

'common sense' or the experience of his audience will confirm this 'insight', from which he

further derives the self-interestedness of all players in politics. This common understanding of

author and audience is assumed to make evidence unnecessary. Possibly Buchanan is doing

two things: referring to the claim that because we are ourselves human we have an insight into

or understanding of human actions which is denied us in respect of other subjects of scientific

attention, and moving back towards the a apriorism of von Mises, which Tullock, although a

professed admirer of von Mises, does not seem to have adopted.Von Mises, for instance says

As there is no discernible regularity in the emergenee and concatenation of ideas and

judgments of value, and therefore also not in the succession and concatenation of
human acts, the role that experience plays in the study of human action is radically
different from that which it plays in the natural sciences. Experience or human action

is history. Historical experience does not provide facts that could render in the
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construction of a theoretical science services that could be compared to those which
laboratory experiments and observation render to physics. Historical events are always

the joint effect of the cooperation of various factors and chains of causation. In matters

of human action no experiments can be performed. History needs to be interpreted by

theoretical insight gained previously from other sources. .... The specific experience

with which economics and economic statistics are concerned always refers to the past.

...What acting man wants to know is theory, that is, cognition of the regularity in the

necessary succession and concatenation of what is commonly called economic events.

He wants to know the "laws" of economics in order to choose means that are fit to
attain the ends sought. (von Mises, 1960/1933, p.vi)

And on later he lays out clearly the sources of economists' knowledge, for which he does not

need to do empirical research:

There is no other method available to the natural scientist than that of inductive -we

would say: empirical - investigation, for "mankind have no direct knowledge of
ultimate physical principles." It is otherwise in the case of the economist. "The

economist starts with a knowledge of ultimate causes." We have at our disposal "direct

knowledge... of causes in our consciousness of what passes in our own minds, and in

the information which our senses convey, or at least are capable of conveying to us of
external facts." Thus the economist is "at the outset of his researches...already in

possession of those ultimate principles governing the phenomena which form the

subject of his study." (von Mises,1960/1933,p.2O)

This appeal to the needs of man for theory which explains the chaos of experience is probably

based on an Aristotelian understanding of the role of scientific laws, but it also has about it a

hint of Nietzsche's insight, that the human imposition of order is both arbitrary and essential

for 'society' to exist - a variant on the theme that if god didn't exist it would be necessary to

invent him or her. But there is also here, as in Hayek, the preconception that rationality is

universal, and that it is this which enables economists to understand economic behaviour.

The New T,ealand Treasury may have read von Mises - Economic Management (1984) has no

bibliography and the document is not footnoted, so we can only guess. Von Mises' aprioristic

model of economics is certainly the approach used in 1987. Empirical research is seldom

mentioned: the truths of the axioms asserted are not open to question and therefore there can
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be no point in verification. Empirical research, when it is mentioned (which is rarely: for

instance only twice in Chapter I ) is to support assertions, that is,

Substantial empirical work indicates that prices do reflect and convey information

about the extent of competing claims and costs of production to market participants.

(Treasury, 1987, p.l6)

Many studies ..indicate the relative poor performance or poor use of scarce resources

by state owned companies.(Treasury, 1987, p. 38)

Treasury, whether advertently or not, illustrates another of von Mises' principles: from a study

of the incidents of history it should be possible to abstract rules which are valid for all time

and places.

The study of history always presupposes a measure of universally valid knowledge.
(von Mises, 1933:2')

And

...it would be possible to construct, by the use of the axiomatic method, a universal

praxeology so general that its system would embrace not only all the patterns of action

in the world that we actually encounter, but also patterns of action in worlds whose

conditions are purely imaginary and do not correspond to any experience. A theory of
money would still be meaningful even if throughout history there had never been any

indirect exchange. (von Mises, 1933, p.l4)

Examples from Treasury might be:

The capitalist firm when viewed as an organisational innovation may be seen as

socially beneficial in the way it may ensure the efficient production of goods and

services for a market using team work. (1987, p.20)

Taxation creates disincentives to work and invest, and it encourages economically

wasteful activities aimed at avoiding tax. (1987 , p.37)

The problem that the bureaucracy may hold better information about how government

services actually operate creates the potential for opportunism or subgoal pursuit by

the bureaucracy including shirking, budget maximisation and generally inefficient
policies for society as a whole. (1987 , p.44)

Public Choice does include both the axiomatic and scientistic, but it would seem that there are

internal tensions in this combination.
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Public choice as ideology

Peter Self, using the ideas of Boudon, describes the economic theory of politics as an

'ideology' in a very specific understanding of that term -

a cohesive set of beliefs and values, of positive and normative assumptions about the

nature of the world...an ideology has a somewhat closed or insulated character and

often invokes strong emotional attachment...The social theories or beliefs which
underlie an ideology are assumed capable of being examined and tested in varying
degrees, although there may be strong resistance to the process...While ideology

involves deviation from scientific objectivity...the deviation is not necessarily so large

(although it often may be) as to preclude appeals to relevant evidence and experience
(Self, 1993, p.54).

In the case of Public Choice it is not at all clear that there is a real possibility of appeal to

relevant evidence, and perhaps on that ground it may be seen as something significantly

different to an ideology at least as Self understands an ideology to be.

Or possibly a theology?

From Brennan's characterisation of the parallel, if nothing more, between the doctrine of

original sin and the doctrine of the egoistic utility maximiser, the suspicion arises that we are

looking not at an ideology, but at a theology. Scientific justifications and rationalisations are

deemed to be post the fact of creation, an attempt to understand the glory of God and the

wonder of his ways, perhaps interpreted as the 'laws of nature' even, but not an a-theistic

exercise of unbridled rationality. Evidence which does not fit the' reality' of theology is

simply re-interpreted. An instance of this occurred in New T,ealand as reaction to the Cave

Creek disaster: the restructuring and underfunding of government departments in the manner

recommended by Niskanen to shake out rent-seeking in one form or another resulted in

spectacular mass slaughter, when a Park platform gave way and a group of young people fell

many metres to their deaths. The Commission of Inquiry (1995) limited its questions to the

nature of the structure and its design. A Public Choice interpretation was to regard the tragedy
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as an instance of bureaucratic lack of accountability: not that the Department of Conservation

had traded off safety for'efficiency', but that the incident revealed the intrinsic incompetence

of government to carry out commercial operations and therefore the advisability of privatising

the department and national parks. The title of the book, published by the New Zealand

Business Review, says it all; Scandal at Cave Creek: a shocking failure in public

accountabiliry (Hunt, 1996).

The input of the 'Austrian School'.

Public choice is commonly regarded as the grandchild at least of Hayek, and the 'Austrian

school'. Many of the components, are 'Austrian school' ideas, for instance the concept of

'catallaxy'that is, applying the principles of market competition to politics. Buchanan's ideas

of constitutional economics lean heavily on Hayek's notion of 'fundamental laws'. Treasury

(1987) draws heavily on Hayek's notions of the market's relation to the difficulties of

acquiring information. But in the final analysis the differences between Hayek and public

choice theory are irreconcilable.In his article'The Virginia School and Public Choice' Dennis

Mueller comments:

Austrian economics shares with Marxist economics an antipathy toward some of the

fundamental methodological presumptions of the ruling orthodoxy in economics,

although for the Austrians itis n4o-classical orthodoxy which is questioned. The

Austrians' rejection of the use of equilibrium conditions, the importance they place on

uncertainty and subjectivism can all be regarded as distinctive breaks with prevailing

neoclassical analysis. (Mueller, 1993)

The Austrian school in general is of critical importance to the development of some of the key

tenets of public choice theory, but in the very nature of Viennese intellectual life some of the

contradictions which form the substance of this essay are highlighted: In Vienna there was not

just 'The Austrian school' with its offshoot, the'Geistkreis', but also, and to a degree defining

the Austrian school by its differences, the 'Ernst Mach Verein', the Vienna circle.
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The Ernst Mach Verein, (the early form of the Vienna Circle), named after the Mach of

supersonic measurement, whose belief according to Kresge and Wenar was 'if it can't be

measured it isn't real', were highly committed to logical positivism, and at first Hayek seems

to have accepted this outlook. However, he became an adherent of the Austrian school, based

on Carl Menger, whose central position was in opposition to the position of the Vienna circle:

where the Vienna circle argued for a kind of pure objectivity in all science, Menger argued

that value derived from the 'means-ends' structure', and is subjective rather than objective in

nature. From the Austrian form of marginal utility analysis 'springs most of what is known

today as the logic of choice, or the 'economic calculus' (Hayek, 1992, p.46).

The path of inheritance however is not straightforward from this point. Hayek himself read

Menger, studied under Menger's student, Wieser, and later worked with another of Menger's

students, Ludwig Von Mises. Popper later visited the'Geistkreis', which formed around

Mises, and became later still a personal friend of Hayek's. As we have seen von Mises had a

significant effect on Tullock in some ways, although evidently not on the theoretical structure

of his thought. Hayek identifies the Swedish economist Wicksell as an adherent of the

Austrian school, and Wicksell is often acknowledged by Buchanan as an early influence of

enduring significance - although Stretton points out that by ignoring a vital part of Wicksell's

enterprise Buchanan radically altered its nature (Stretton and Orchard, 1994, p.33).

The theme tune for the Austrian school was written by Menger, in the'Methodenstreit'with

the historical school.

The systematic justification of what Schumpeter was later to call "methodological

individualism" and the analysis of the evolution of social institutions...had a profound

influence on all members of the school, and, later, far beyond the limits of economics.

(Hayek, 1992, p.50)

Schumpeter, incidentally, was regarded by Hayek as marginal -'cannot be wholly regarded as

a member of this group' (Hayek, 1992, p.5 I ).
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The Aristotelian model of science

However, Menger held very distinctive ideas on the relation between economics and science

compared to his successors. Bany Smith draws attention to the significance of the Aristotelian

theories underlying all science in German - speaking Europe in the nineteenth century.

Originally a reaction to Platonic essentialism, Aristotelian principles as operated by the

Austrian school include the following:

o The senses can be relied upon: what you see/feel/hear etc is real.

r 'There are in the world certain simple "essences" or "natures" or "elements," as well as

laws, structures, or connections governing these, all of which are strictly universal'

o The position of detached observer is possible.

o The simple essences or natures pertaining to the various different segments or levels of

reality constitute an alphabet of structural parts. (Adapted from B. Smith: 1990).

The scientific enterprise is to use the sense-data of everyday experience, refine it into its

essentials and from that construct models which can be used to 'explain' events: since

extraneous data have to be stripped from the models, then there is always the possibility that

nonconforming data will be identified as 'extraneous' i.e. true only for that time and place,

unique, and not relevant to the truth or falsity of the model which is formed from the

universals. It is this aspect of Aristotelian science which makes Public Choice Theory so

resistant to empirical disproof.

Menger himself felt no obligation to make his apriorist principles conform to empirical

reality. He regarded empirical research and 'exact science' as two completely different ways

of understanding the world, which did not have to coincide. Certainly contrary empirical

evidence would not be accepted as in any way discrediting his 'exact' research:
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Among economists the opinion often prevails that the empirical laws, "because they
are based on experience," offer better guarantees of truth than those results of exact
research which are obtained, as is assumed, only deductively from a priori axioms.

Accordingly the latter would have to be modified and corrected by the former in case

of a contradiction between the two kinds of scientific knowledge. ...This is a view
which... touches in its most sensitive spot the position of exact research in the field of
political economy. Indeed, it actually implies the negation of its independent value. ....

Nothing is so certain as that the results of the exact orientation of theoretical research

appear insufficient and unempirical in the field of economy just as in all the other

realms of the world of phenomena, when measured by the standard of realism. This is,

however, self-evident, since the results of exact research, ... are true only with certain
presuppositions, with presuppositions which in reality do not always apply.Testing

the exact theory of economy by the full empirical method is simply a methodological

absurdity, a failure to recognize the bases and presuppositions of exact research. At the

same time it is a failure to recognize the particular aims which the exact sciences

serve. To want to test the pure theory of economy by experience in its full reality is a

process analogous to that of the mathematician who wants to correct the principles of
geometry by measuring real objects, without reflecting that the latter are indeed not

identical with the magnitudes which pure geometry presumes or that every

measurement of necessity implies elements of inexactitude. Realism in theoretical

research is not something higher than exact orientation, but something different.

(Menger, 1985, pp. 67-68)

Menger's view on the inappropriateness of empiricism to economic theory persists to the

present day. Milton Friedman who met Popper at the first meeting of the Mt Pelerin society,

and became at least a partial convert to Popperianism, (Friedman and Friedman, 1998),

claims both Menger's 'exact laws' and Popper's falsifiability as part of the structure of

economic science (Friedman, 1953). Such indeed is the complexity of the science of

economics thus described, that Friedman, understandably, explains that only economists are

trained to differentiate between those instances of empirical event which are mere aberrations

and those which are genuinely falsifying instances. Friedman also argued that

conjectures need not be realistic, provided only that they give rise to anticipations that

check out against the facts. This provided generations of university teachers with a
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handy rationalization for the apparent irrelevance (unrealism) of much economic

theory. (de Marchi, 1988, p.7).

The differences between Austrian school ideas and Public Choice Theory.

The Austrian school then held some of the fundamental ideas of Public Choice Theory, in

methodological individualism, in marginal utility theory and in the evolution of social

institutions, on the lines of something like Adam Smith's 'invisible hand'.

The difference lies in the importance given to scientism - very little in Austria, far more in the

United States; and in the Austrian school's insistence on the subjective nature of the raw

material of economics, hence in its inationality and unpredictability. Where Public Choice

regards the individual as rational, and therefore predictable, Hayek makes no such moves.

Quite apart from the instability of individuals, the information on which they base their

actions is unstable, unpredictable, and costly to acquire. This is precisely why markets are so

important: they create the information which makes it possible for individuals to make

decisions, and the spontaneous evolution of markets and other human institutions tends to

teleological improvement. For Public Choice theorists, the market is regarded as to some

degree predictable: rational people faced with a range of choices will choose the one which

offers the most gain. Attempts to convert homo economicus into a more complex being, to

overcome the more obvious objections to the inadequacy of the model, meet with the

scientistic difficulty that a complex model is unable to behave in predictable ways, and is

therefore scientifically and po litically useless.

Popper thinks that methodological individualism gets around the difficulty that, in the social

sciences phenomena can only be perceived at all through already existing concepts, that is,

theories, and therefore cannot come to an untamished theory at all, except by starting with the
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most concrete detail, the individual, as it were, the atom (o'Neill, pp.7l-73). And Hayek

decided that the Mach concept that one perceives pure sensation is mistaken:

Interconnections in the brain must be made; some sort of classification that can relate

past experience to present experience must take place. (Hayek, 1952 )

Both Hayek and Popper are contesting logical postivism by postulating the mediation of

culture in experience and observation. But where Popper wanted to support reason through

falsifiability, through the introduction of moral behaviour into science, Hayek insists that

The subjective nature of the object of inquiry (in social science) meant,... that those

whose behavior submitted to general laws held ideas about the consequences of that

behavior which were unpredictable .These ideas could not be reduced to'facts' in the

physical sense. The search foi general laws of human behavior - conducted through a

misconstruction of the logical relationship that pertains between a physical law and

any consequence of that law and then applied to a study of history - was motivated by

the ambition to control social institutions (Kresge and Wenar,pp.14 - 15, intro).

Hayek termed the misapplication of the methods of the physical sciences to the social

sciences'scientism'and its use as a justification for controlling society 'constructivism'. For

Hayek, methodological individualism is the starting point for the knowledge of the

macrocosm deduced from the microcosm. Kresge and Wenar explain this:

The possibility of designing more 'rational' institutions for human society was used as

the lever, the driving wedge to weaken the legitimacy of existing institutions. Hayek's

argument against the possibility of rationally designing social and economic

organization rested on his demonstration that the knowledge of individual events that

such a design would require was unobtainable because of the complexity of the events;

and even if it were obtainable, the unforeseen consequences that social actions

engender would defeat the design which produced them. (Kresge and Wenar, 1994,

p.l6)

Yet, in The Road to Serfdom, Hayek calls for a deliberate change of policy: Britain, by

moving along the socialist road is moving towards totalitarianism. Something ought to be

done - that is the whole theme and purpose of the book. So it is an open question whether

Hayek would have seen the reforms in New Zealand as interfering with the evolution of better
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forms of social organization! or as arresting a veritable moral and political slide towards

unfreedom. Probably the latter, but it is by no means a necessary outcome of his

epistemology. What he would certainly be reluctant to do, is to make large claims that

deregulation, privatization etc would have certain, specific outcomes. In his Address to a

conference at Mont Pelerin, Hayek said,

Personally I believe that this false rationalism, which gained influence in the French

Revolution and which during the past hundred years has exercised its influence mainly

through the twin movements of positivism and Hegelianism, is an expression of an

intellectual hubris which is the opposite of that intellectual humility which is the

essence of the true liberalism that regards with reverence those spontaneous social

forces through which the individual creates things greater than he knows. (Hayek,

1947, Collected Works, vol 4, p.244)

The indifference of Public Choice Theory to empirical evidence

Popper on the other hand might well be disturbed by the cavalier attitude of some Public

Choice theorists to the existence or non-existence of evidence in support of their theory. He

might be even more disturbed by the extreme unlikelihood that its proponents might be

prepared to abandon Public Choice Theory if disproving evidence were found. Mueller's

(1986) discussion of the problem that people do in fact vote, even though it is not to their

personal advantage and despite the extreme unlikelihood that their vote will change the result,

is interesting in this context. In order to accommodate this inconvenient set of phenomena,

Mueller is prepared to abandon the'rational'component of homo economicus, and use a

behavior modification argument: people are conditioned into social behavior by the use of

rewards and so on at an early age and over a long period. Mueller seems not to regard the

original problem as anything more than an embarrassment, certainly not as a challenge to the

whole public choice enterprise, and he also appears to think that the change to an irrational,

manipulated subject is not a very substantial change within the doctrine. Given this flexibility

of thought, what would form a disproving result?
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Buchanan and Tullock issue a challenge which suggests that empirical work could be done to

substantiate the truth-claims of public choice theory

Disagreement may appropriately arise concerning the empirical validity of the utility-
maximizing assumption, but this is a matter that may conceptually be subjected to

empirical testing through the comparison of the real-world implications of hypotheses

developed on the basis of this assumption and real-world observations. (Buchanan and

Tullock, 1962,p.266)

Richard Titmuss wrote a report (1970) comparing the situation when blood was donated for

medical purposes, as in Britain, and the situation where blood was bought, as in the U.S.A.

His report demonstrated that in terms of quality and quantity of blood donated free was

superior to that exchanged for payment. In this case, the behaviour of the utility-maximizing

individual did not have that positive outcome which Hayek would have predicted. Non-

market procedures led to better product, more of it, and at a lower price (Titmuss, 1970). The

forces of market theory did not pause long to contemplate falsifiabiliry but leapt to the rescue

of the market (Alchian 1973). Tiitmuss's evidence was apparently not acceptable as falsifying

instances.

Paradoxical alliances

The Vienna circle opposed the domination of religion in matters of thought, and set up a

system of science which imposed rules under which religion could not qualify. Popper saw

some of the weaknesses in the model, namely the claims of this version of science to the

status of real rather than revealed truth. Hayek applies some of this kind of thinking to social

science. Both have a strong interest in opposing what they saw as pseudo-science, which

qualified as science by the criteria of the Vienna school, for instance, Marxism, Freud, Adler,

and some forms of economics. Popper wanted to use morality as the checkpoint, Hayek to use

individualism. The purpose of both was ideological, to find a barrier to the inroads of the

barbarians. The enemy is no longer religion, although it is still autocracy and aristocracy of a
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kind which the Austro-Hungarian empire actually lost in the First World War. Imperceptibly

the enemy becomes the Left, and with it, the State (or the State and with it, the Left).

At least some of the clerical evils that motivated the endeavours of Enlightenment

have now been inherited by the apparatus of anti-religious State power. (Ravetz, 1996,

p.374)

In this paradox can be seen the beginnings of the alliance which legitimates Brennan's (1985)

appeal to Christianity, Tooley's (1995) attempt to identify neo-liberalism with morality, and

Green's ( 1996) attempt to collocate the market with charity.

Economics, Public Choice Theory, and models of scientific theory: conclusion.

If economics claims to be a science on the Popperian model, then it has to proceed on the

basis of 'falsification' or of 'disconfirmation' because Popper claims that that is how science

works.

If economics proceeds on the Aristotle/Itlenger view that science is a matter of exact laws

which amount to logical statements, or a priori statements, and the conclusions that can be

logically drawn from a priori statements, then disconfirming statements are irrelevant,

because that is not how science works.

The two positions are mutually exclusive. If economists accept Popper, then they have to face

the fact that many of the core statements of their 'science' are not falsifiable, and that not

many attempts have been made to falsify economics claims by means of empirical research. If

economists accept Menger's rendition of Aristotle, then empirical evidence is entirely beside

the point, and the many claims that are made for empirical support for economics as 'science'

have to be seen as either irrelevant. or 'rhetorical'.

However, the fact that many claims are made for empirical forms of validation suggests that

many economists are not using a Popperian model, for Popper regarded confirmation by

empirical evidence as producing unreliable support for scientific claims, because of the
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possibility of coincidence or compensating errors. Economists who make such claims are

using an earlier theoretic model of science, that of logical positivism, or its later

manifestation, logical empiricism. These forms of theory as to the nature of science are

generally regarded as having been superseded by Popperian theory, at least (de Marchi, 1988,

p.2).

A pluralist position, such as that advocated by Bruce Caldwell (de Marchi 1988), would seem

to be at least theoretically possible, but not when combined with exclusive truth stat€ments,

since each model of science will yield different 'truths', and certainly not from within a

primary position which is Popperian or Aristotelian.It would seem likely that asking

economists to give up claims to the 'truth' in order to be able to use a variety of theoretical

models is asking rather too much. Certainly, there would be very little left of Public Choice

Theory if it were either to give up its claims to 'truth' or were to be subjected to the rigours of

Popperian science.
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Chapter 9 : Catallactics : Hayek's'evolutionary'

theory of economics, applied to public policy.

The genealogy of catallaxy

In the writing and speeches of economists and others who are committed to the view that

economics makes a good, if not inescapable basis for public life, it is often possible to detect a

kind of certainty that 'over the long term' market forms of organisation will triumph over

other forms of social organisation. This certainty might derive from the principles elaborated

by Buchanan and Tullock in Chapter 3 of this thesis, the view that individual action is almost

always to be preferred to collective action, but there seems to be more to it than that. There is

both an evangelical element, and an inevitability in their views, which seem to come less from

Buchanan and Tullock, than from the 'catallactical' theory of F.A. Hayek. In this section I

shall argue that the teleology of Darwinism has been transferred to Public Choice Theory, via

Hayek and catallactics.

In this section I shall use the writings of the 'Austrian School' economist F.A. Hayek, who

has been an important source of ideas for economists and public officials seeking to use the

principles of economics to reform the nature of government. More recent followers of Hayek

in the belief that economics offers guidelines for practice in other fields of enquiry include

James Buchanan and Gordon Tullock, of course, but many economists who do not identify

themselves as 'Public Choice Theorists' have also adopted the view that the principles of

economics can be generally applied to all fields of human interaction, among them Milton

Friedman, and the very significant New Zealand public policy bodies, the Treasury and the

State Services Commission, who have been the principal agents in the reform of education in

New Zealand along economistic lines. I shall try to show that the ideas formulated by Hayek
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have been used by a variety of people to construct the general acceptance of the role of

markets and competition in education, and at the same time I shall use another economist,

Joseph Schumpeter, to demonstrate that there is room for disagreement, even between

conventional economists, as to the effects of markets and competition in the business world,

which might well be used to question their effects in the world of education.

Catallaxy

The term 'catallaxy' was adopted by Friedrich Hayek, although it was invented, or reinvented,

by Archbishop Whately:

(Owing to the inadequacy of the term 'market economy').. I proposed some time ago

... that we introduce a new technical term... 'catallactics' as a name for the theoretical

science explaining the market order, ... These terms are particularly attractive because

the classical Greek word from which the stem, kattalattein or katalassefn, meant not

only 'to exchange' but also 'to receive into the community' and 'to turn from enemy

into friend', further evidence of the profound insight of the ancient Greeks in such

matters ... This led me to suggest that we form the term catallaxy to describe the

object of the science we generally call economics, which then, following Whately,

itself ought to be called catallactics. (Hayek, 1988, p. I l1)

Hayek described Catallaxy as the science of exchange. He is anxious to put the study of

economics, or catallaxy on the same footing as other sciences, although he recognises the

difficulties posed for economics by the Popperian burden of falsifiability.

To somebody whose conception of science was shaped by mechanics, catallactics may

well not look like science, but as the theories of natural phenomena advanced into

more complex fields (even organic chemistry, or biology in particular), they came to

Iook more and more like catallactics: the theory of biological evolution is as incapable

of predictions of specific events as catallactics and w:rs not confirmed by falsification

since it could not make any specific predictions, or ever ascertain all the relevant

marginal conditions, but was confined to aSserting the probability of the formation of
certain kinds of patterns or structures. (Hayek, 1984,p.327)

Exchange is the closest neo-classical economists get to a notion of the social, and therefore

exchange has to bear a great deal of weight in explaining phenomena which are not individual
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in nature. For instance, Hayek asks catallactics to explain the evolution of non-rational

behaviour, which he calls 'moral'.

Catallactics is in fact an attempt to discover in retrospect why man succeeded to do

better than he ever foresaw or understood. It is a sort of rational reconstruction of what

he did not and could not have done deliberately on the fictitious assumption that the

explainer knows the particular facts to the discovery of which the market prices guide

the individuals, I am inclined to claim that only an economist, i.e. someone who

understands the process of the formation of the extended order of cooperation, can

explain the selective evolution of the morals of property and honesty - how they arose

as well as what effects they had on the development of mankind. They are matters

which are problems of science and not value problems. (Hayek, 1984)

The relationship of 'catallactics' to Public Policy:

Hayek's re-construction of 'economics'as the 'science of exchange' lends a scientific

authority to economics which is unique among social sciences. 'Economics' has a kind of

positivist appeal which sociology or philosophy do not have. Consequently, as governments

search for solutions to economic and social problems they are more comfortable with the

scientific certainties offered by economics than with the debate and uncertainty of other

disciplines. Moreover, economists themselves are usually confident that they 'know'.

Therefore they are prone to both defining 'problems' and offering 'solutions' in ways which

adherents of other disciplines might find problematic.

The sub-discipline known as 'Public Choice' specifically applies the understandings of

economics to the realm of government and political life. This goes beyond the practice of

metaphor and model: in their confidence in economics as a 'positive science', as Milton

Friedman (1953) calls it, public choice enthusiasts offer normative prescriptions for the

organisation and conduct of public affairs which utilise the concepts of economics in fields

which are very far from the original domains of economic thought. The usual characteristics

of these prescriptions are: emphasis on value-for money- to the taxpayer, i.e. 'efficiency'; the
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substitution of market or pseudo-market formations for govemment administration, and,

above all, the diminished size and scope of government.

In this discussion of the characteristics of catallaxy I hope to shed some light on the reasons

for the preference for markets as a form of political organisation, and particularly on the

importance of 'competition' in the restructuring of education.

Darwinism

If one starts, as economists do, with the assumption that the individual is rational and self-

interested -which is the nature of homo economicus, or the rational utility maximiser - then

many of our social institutions and elements of human life which are not directly attributable

to individual self interest and rationality are very difficult to explain. If altruism is ruled out,

why should stronger or richer people abide by contracts? Why should people stay together to

raise childretr, - I difficult and often unrewarding task; why should people form groups to do

something as irrational as worship a god, a concept which this form of rationalism, by its very

nature, rejects? Yet, the socially conservative temperament of many of the adherents of

different forms of neoclassical economics makes it difficult - and politically imprudent - for

them to reject these institutions.

How then, can they reconcile their rationalism with their social conservatism? How also, can

they explain the continued existence of irrational forms of behaviour, given that the rational

choices of individuals should bring about a coherent rational and order? These are serious

problems for neoclassicism, and are neatly solved by Hayek, by using a combination of a

Darwinism that can only be called social, and reducing the significance of the rationality

component of individual decisions.

Capitalism presumes that apart from our rational insight we possess a traditional

endowment of morals, which has been tested by evolution but not designed by our

intelligence. We have never invented private property because we understood these
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consequences. Nor have we ever invented the family. It so happens that these

traditions, essentially a religious tradition, and I am ... an agnostic ..., but I must

admit that the two decisive traditions which make it possible for us to build up an

order which extends our vision cannot be the result of our intellectual insight but must

be the result of a moral tradition, which as I now put it is the result of group selection

and not of individual selection, something which we can ex post interpret. (Hayek, in

Kresge and Wenar,1994 p72-3 )

Hayek argues that instirutions have evolved in a manner which transcends the rationality of

any one of the individuals who take part in that evolution: there is a form of 'group selection'

which ensures that the strongest forms of social organisation survive, whilst other, less fit,

presumably perish. The forms of organisation which Hayek nominates as instances of the

survival of the socially fittest, are the market, the family and the church.

The fact that cultural evolution operates chiefly through group selection has very

important consequences. It is the reason why, as David Hume so clearly understood, "
the rules of morality are not the conclusions of our reason." The human groups have

been selected for the effects of their habitual practices, effects of which the individuals

were not and could not be aware. Customs are mostly group properties, beneficial only

if they are common properties of its individual members but referring to reciprocal

action. Morals have not only (not) been designed by man, but man also usually does

not understand their reason. In some fields such as language and law, the fact that

these institutions could develop only through group selection is obvious: Ianguage

could clearly be of no use to its sole possessor, and the benefits derived from it will
normally accrue to all those who can communicate through it. All the paradigms of
culturally evolved institutions, morals, exchange, and money refer to such practices

whose benefits transcend the individuals who practice them in the particular instances.

The result is that whole groups may be helped by them to expand into what I shall call

extended orders, through the effects of practices of which the individuals are not

aware. (Hayek, 1984)

Hayek is aware that 'Social Darwinism' has a rather poor press, and mounts a defence which

relies on his pivotal point of criticism in relation to both socialism and fascism, that these

forms of thought or government rely on human ability to know sufficient, and to be

sufficiently rational that decisions can be made by government rather than by the market:
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Social Darwinism is wrong in many respects, but the intense dislike of it shown today

is also partly due to its conflicting with the fatal conceit that man is able to shape the

world around him according to his wishes. Although this too has nothing to do with
evolutionary theory properly understood, constructivist students of human affairs often

use the inappropriateness (and such plain mistakes) of Social Darwnism as a pretext

for rejecting any evolutionary approach at all. (Hayek, 1988, p.27)

Hayek disputes whether economics is appropriating Darwinism as an explanation for the

evolution of human institutions, or if Darwin appropriated the classificatory, hierarchical and

distributive thinking of earlier liberals: he argues that Darwin got his grand idea from Adam

Smith:

Not only is the idea of evolution older in the humanities and social sciences than in the

natural sciences, I would even be prepared to argue that Darwin got the basic ideas of
evolution from economics. As we learn from his notebooks, Darwin was reading

Adam Smith just when in 1838, he was formulating his own theory.. . In any case,

Darwin's work was preceded by decades, indeed by a century, of research concerning

the rise of highly complex spontaneous orders through a process of evolution.

....(Hayek, 1988, p.25)

Adam Smith actually uses the image of the 'Invisible Hand', a metaphor derived from

mediaeval theocracy to express a process by which the temporal is guided to achieve divine

purpose (Kantorowicz,1956). The metaphor, although highly regarded by economists as a

way of describing the semi-miraculous way in which markets achieve distribution of goods,

and regulate prices according to demand, is not really consonant with the scientific spirit of

the modern age: Darwin's equally teleological but less overtly theological explanation is a

more acceptable formulation.

Darwin himself however acknowledged his debt to Malthus (Darwin, 1958), rather than to

Adam Smith. I am not sure that it really matters which came first: what is important is that

because there is a Puritan notion of just deserts and eternal strife in Malthus, this survives

sufficiently in Darwin's work to offer a ready source of metaphor to a neo-liberal ethic which
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valorises hard work and sturdy independence, and preaches acceptance of the injustice of

Providence combined with a clear understanding that the Good Lord recognises his own.

Schumpeter's Darwinism:

Joseph Schumpeter has a darker view of the Darwinian process than Hayek, acknowledging to

a greater extent than Hayek does, the fate of those who do not qualify as the 'fittest':

Capitalism is evolutionary...by nature a form or method of economic change and not

only never is but never can be stationary ... This process of Creative Destruction is the

essential fact about capitalism. It is what capitalism consists in and what every

capitalist concern has got to live in ....

...we must judge its performance over time, as it unfolds through decades or centuries.

...Since we are dealing with an organic process, analysis of what happens in any

particular part of it ....may indeed clarify details of mechanism but is inconclusive

beyond that. (Schumpeter, 1947 , p.82-83)

The New Zealand Treasury uses the Darwinian notion, but without invoking Schumpeter, or

acknowledging the costs and risks in an evolutionary process:

Social institutions have developed through a process of evolution in order to minimise

these problems (scarcity; interdependence; uncertainty or bounded rationality;
information costs; and opportunism or incentive problems). These institutions do not

fall like manna from heaven but arise from the efforts of individuals either alone, or in

coalitions. (Treasury, 1987, p. I 3)

The Market form of social organisation

This notion, that the market is the highest evolution so far of exchange in practice, has been

widely taken up. It is often claimed that the market is superior because it offers most in the

way of freedom, freedom being construed in the negative liberal sense of freedom from

coercion. Buchanan and Tullock ( 1962) for instance see the advantage of markets in terms of

their ability to achieve social co-operation without coercion: markets have a degree of moral

superiority over political solutions because they do not intrude upon the rights of free men to
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make free decisions. In the process of exchange both parties are free to take part or not, and

the outcome is assumed to be mutually beneficial, or one party or the other would not take

part in the exchange.

Both the economic relation and the political relation represent co-operation on the part

of two or more individuals. The market and the State are both devices through which

co-operation is organized and made possible. Men co-operate through exchange of
goods and services in organized markets, and such co-operation implies mutual gain.

The individual enters into an exchange relationship in which he furthers his own

interest by providing some product or service that is of direct benefit to the individual

on the other side of the transaction. At base, political or collective action under the

individualistic view of the State is much the same. Two or more individuals find it
mutually advantageous to join forces to accomplish certain common purposes. In a

very real sense, the "exchange" inputs in the securing of the commonly shared output.

(Buchanan and Tullock, 1962, p.l9)

Hayek offers another reason for the superiority of the market: it compensates for the lack of

perfect rationality and information by creating and disseminating information, and motivating

people to use it:

I believe that the science of catallactics can demonstrate that the dispersed and market-

determined distribution of property in the means of production is the only condition

under which men can employ their, of necessity equally dispersed, abilities to make

use of the greatest amount of information possible, and that this process can function

only if those who dispose of this property are rewarded not according to some

recognizable merit (or 'Justice), but according to actual success. (Hayek, 1984, p.326)

The New Zealand Treasury combines all these reasons for the superiority and teleological,

even eschatological, nature of markets:

The general arguments for the use of markets or private contracting as a potential

means of solving economic and social problems tend to focus on three main features

of markets - first how markets enable efficient use to be made of information, second

how markets, through the price mechanism, co-ordinate individual actions and resolve

interdependencies, third how market competition puts in place a selection mechanism

that over time tends to guide resources those users and uses that maximise the value of

production secured from the resources, as measured by consumers' willingness to pay.
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Markets at their best resolve conflicts impersonally and ensure that over the longer
term less efficient producers are penalised and the more efficient rewarded. (New

ZeaTand Treasury 1987)

In this statement, Treasury combines the notion of willing exchange, lack of coercion, use of

information, sturdy independence, the invisible hand, and the Darwinian notion that 'over

time' improvement in general will take place. The phrase 'over time' is a consistent indicator

of the use of the assumption that market forms are to be preferred on an evolutionary basis,

and has the convenient effect of deferring complaint or criticism over short-term injustices.

Competition

In the market, competition is generally agreed to be the mechanism which achieves the

constantly closest approximation to perfection - the progression which is the essence of

teleology. Competition is the mechanism by which evolution is to take place.

(biological and cultural evolution) both rely on the same principle of selection:

survival or reproductive advantage. Variation, adaptation and competition are

essentially the same kind of process, however different their particular mechanisms,

particularly those pertaining to propagation. Not only does all evolution rest on

competition; continuing competition is necessary even to preserve existing

achievements. (Hayek, 1988, p.26)

There is however some disagreement as to how this mechanism works: Hayek regards

competition as the mechanism which dis-covers the best, i.e. it is a research mechanism which

is necessary because human rationality is limited. If we were totally rational and informed we

would not need competition or markets to tell us the best way to do things: in the absence of

such quaf ities, competition especially in the form of markets has evolved as a superior

mechanism to planning or single individual decision (Hayek, 1979, p.66). One weakness to

the argument is that the Darwinian theory explains the loss of life forms better than the

development of new ones. Darwin himself remarked that what his theory did not adequately

account for was diversity. Hayek however, considers that diversity is an outcome of
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competition: 'its results are diversity, not uniformity' (Hayek, 1988, p.26). Another is the

assumption that Darwin's theory involves a teleological element. According to the Oxford

Companion to Philosophy, (1995, p.176), this is not so: what animals grazed on was there by

chance and chosen by chance, hence Darwinism cannot be used to predict future

development.

Schumpeter, rather unusually among economists, puts the Darwinian process into a historical

context which is not unlike that of Karl Marx. To Schumpeter there are two reasons why the

market is a superior and evolutionary form of social organisation. One is because the very

awfulness of the prospect of failure drives people onto greater efforts, and the prospect of

success, even though such success cannot be universal, motivates far more people than will

actually attain to it:

...Unlike the class of feudal lords, the commercial and industrial bourgeoisie rose by

business success...Prizes and penalties are measured in pecuniary terrns.... that social

arrangement is, or at all events was, singularly effective. In part it appeals to, and in
part it creates, a schema of motives that is unsurpassed in simplicity and force. The

promises of wealth and the threats of destitution that it holds out, it redeems with

ruthless promptitude.....Spectacular prizes much greater than would have been

necessary to call forth the particular effort are thrown to a small minority of winners,

thus propelling much more efficaciously than a more equal and more 'Just"

distribution would, the activity of that large majority of businessmen who receive in

retum very modest compensation or nothing or less than nothing, and yet do their

utmost because they have the big prizes before their eyes and overrate their chances of
doing equally well. (Schumpeter, 1947, pp.73-74)

The second is because competition for profits elicits entrepreneurial behavionr. This

behaviour gives the entrepreneur a commercial edge, which is then emulated by other players

in the market, so the general standard is lifted by the adoption of the new practice, which

becomes the new norrn.
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An analogy to this is the current emphasis on 'best practice': presumably a practice which has

emerged from the competition as a current survivor. The usual thing is to try to identify 'best

practice' and circulate the idea among practitioners. There is an inherent irony to this

however: the insistence upon the implementation of 'best practice' may preclude the

evolution of a 'better practice'.

Application to education

The idea that the market should be applied to education is not new: Adam Smith reflected

upon the desirability of schoolmasters being paid by the clientele:

.. .the master being partly, but not wholly paid by the public; because if he was wholly,

or even principally paid by it, he would soon learn to neglect his business. (Smith,

l8l l)

'Exchange' in education, often in the form of competition, can be seen or engineered at all

different 'levels' or locations of education, schooling and knowledge.

The competition between nations

At the national, inter-governmental level, education can be seen in itself as an entrepreneurial

tool for winning the competition between nations. A good, or innovative education system

will give the nation the winning edge. If a nation does not have that wining edge, then the

education system has failed: Bob Matthews of the New Zealand Business Round Table makes

the point:

The last six years have revealed major weaknesses in the business sector many

companies failed to handle the new environment with the skill it required. Hundreds of
manufacturers disappeared because they couldn't deal with the competition from

overseas. ... Where was the well educated and flexible Kiwi when we needed her. and

him? (Matthew, 1991, pp. 250-251)
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Government responsibility for education

At the governmental level, education can be seen as a business, which is in competition with

other businesses for the resources of the country. At this level the general distike of neo-

classicists for government-run business comes into play. For a variety of reasons government

should be as small as possible, is inherently unable to run business efficiently, and its

activities constitute a threat to the efficient conduct of the economv.

Education therefore should not be a government responsibility, not because this lays

education open to government interference - a classical liberal concern, as for the inverse of

the reasons given above for the superiority of the market: if government runs education, then

the processes of exchange do not run freely.

There are a number of ill effects claimed as a result of government taking active part in the

delivery of education, among which are: people are coerced into forms of education they do

not want; they are coerced to pay for the education of the children of others; costs can be

expected to rise because the 'discipline' of the market (accountability) does not obtain;

genuine private enterprise is driven out of the field; government regulation will provide

opportunities for 'rent-seeking' which is a waste of resource; agents allow their interests to

override those of their principals (in this sense principal' means 'employer'). This last is the

issue of 'provider capture, which has been the most favoured or most notorious concept of the

reforms in education in New Zealand. Yet it is unclear from this plethora of claims which are

the substantial ones and which amount to rationalisations. In the end, it is the notion that the

intervention of government interferes with the evolutionary function of markets to bring about

perpetual improvement, to evolve towards ever greater 'fitness', which is the nub.

The principle that the market is the best means of providing and delivering education, and that

it prevents something dire from happening, is well expressed by Stanley Dennison, a long-

time friend and political ally of Hayek (Cockett, 1994):
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Far from the state being necessary (to the provision of education), a market is usually

superior in meeting the wants of individuals as they themselves judge them in the light
of their own circumstances; and the market does so with economy and efficiency in

the use of scarce resources. Further, in meeting the genuine wants of individuals
'social' objectives are more likely to be achieved than by imposin g political objectives

administered by bureaucrats. Finally, state provision, especially if a monopoly, creates

problems which profoundly affect not only the operation of the service but also the

whole political, economic and social structure. (Dennison, 1984, p.8)

For the purposes of this argument it is the claim that the participation of government creates

problems which 'profoundly affect...the whole political, economic and social structure',

which are of interest.

Competition between schools

In line with the teleological view of markets in general, it is believed that competition

between schools for students, and for resources, will improve the standard of service schools

offer to their pupils.

I see it as imperative that the education industry accepts that it exists for a market - not
just for itself. The market, that is the customers, are students and parents choosing on

their behalf. With the right to choose they will demand value for money - an essential

performance requirement for educationalists along with all other producers/providers

of goods and services. (Matthew,1991, p.253)

The reason for this, in business terms, is that it will force the business to be more responsive

to its market, to use resources wisely, to be innovative, to raise productivity. But, even within

the context of economics theory respectable economists could have pointed out to the

proponents of market in education that there would be a heavy price to pay. In a discussion of

the unlikelihood of the eventuality of pure competition along the lines contemplated by earlier

economists, Schumpeter pointed out the degree of waste imposed by the effort to win the

competition which had nothing whatever to do with improving the business: strategic plays
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which could not contribute to the achievement of 'equilibrium' (which is another term for the

milestones of perpetual improvement).

In the general case of oligopoly there is in fact no determinate equilibrium at all and

the possibility presents itself that there may be an endless sequence of moves and

countermoves, an indefinite state of warfare between firms.....the "beneficial"
competition of the classic type seems likely to be replaced by "predatory" or
"cutthroat" competition or simply by struggles for control in the financial sphere.

These things are so many sources of social waste, and there are many others such as

the costs of advertising campaigns, the suppression of new methods of production

(buying up of patents in order not to use them) and so on. And most important of all:

under the conditions envisaged, equilibrium, even if eventually attained by an

extremely costly method, no longer guarantees either full employment or maximum

output in the sense of the theory of perfect competition.It may exist without full
employment; it is bound to exist, so it seems, at a level of output below that

maximum mark, because profit-conserving strategy, impossible in conditions of
perfect competition, now not only becomes possible but imposes itself. (Schumpeter,

1947 , p.79)

Schumpeter however has not been as popular as Hayek, and there is little suggestion, except

in the odd reference to the importance of entrepreneurian skills (which has led to proposals to

teach entrepreneurship), that Schumpeter has been read by the Treasury Group, (as Brian

Easton (1988) named the loose association of Treasury officials and their connections in New

Zealand).

In a myriad ways 'competition' has been introduced to or reinforced in the education field.

The assumption is generally made that the competitive model of organising schooling, will

deliver'better'forms of schools, because they must compete with each other for students, and

for parent support - that is for funding.

At the research level, funds should be contestable, that is, they should be awarded as a prize.

Writing contracts for essential components of school systems, like curricula and assessment
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should also be allocated on a contractual, competitive basis, to ensure that the 'best' possible

standard is achieved.

Teaching as exchange

Teaching is peculiarly difficult to incorporate in an economy of exchange, partly because the

two common characteristics of teachers; extensive knowledge and low pay, are difficult to

reconcile in terms of economic theory. Treasury does it by assuming that, because of

'provider capture', teachers pay is high, while ERO (the Education Review Office) on the

other hand, comparing teacher wages with those of their OECD counterparts, attributes the

'poor quality' of teachers to their poor wages.

A number of problems arise in relation to the quality of service that can be expected

from a relatively low wage industry (ERO, 1995,p.2)

However, the principles of catallactics would suggest that if teaching can be regarded as the

provision of a service, so that teachers are 'sellers' and the clients, whoever that might be are

'buyers', and the relationship between the two is an exchange, preferably of money, then the

usual benefits, of faimess, of freedom, of efficiency, will flow. Because of the preference for

non-government forms of organisation, governance of schools has been placed in community

hands, with the intention, at least on the part of Treasury and the State Services Commission,

that eventually the Boards of Trustees will become the 'employers', or buyers of services - a

fiction that is in part already insisted upon.

The continued strong opposition of the teacher unions to this form of market-exchange

between teachers and the Board of Trustees has taken the form of a sustained campaign

against 'bulk funding', although the term now used is 'direct resourcing' .7OVo of New

Zealand schools had still not opted into bulk funding, despite the financial advantages offered

to participating schools when it was abolished by a new Labour'Alliance coalition

government in 1999. Since teachers have effectively resisted the institution of exchange at the
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community or school level, the government has to cope itself with the problem of 'provider

capture' of funds, or in more sophisticated terms, with the 'principal-agency' problem.

According to this theory, if sellers of services are not directly exposed to the discipline of the

market, they promote their own interests rather than those of their employer, inflate their

expenses, expand their own power, and as Treasury puts it, 'shirking'. In this extract Treasury

is speaking of the firm, but the principles apply to any large organisation:

Within a large firm the checks on shirking can be comparatively low and the costs of
monitoring and effectively encouraging efficient production may be weaker than when

transactions are organised across markets. ...These disabilities suggest that individuals
may rely more on market oriented solutions to contracting problems, that may retain a

higher level of competitive checks and incentives.. . (Treasury, 1987)

In the absence of an appropriate market, the model suggests that teachers should be rewarded,

through 'performance management' and performance bonuses for 'good' teaching. This

incentive will bring about 'efficient production', which is assumed to equate to good teaching.

The classroom

At the classroom level, children should be rewarded for winning the scholastic competition.

Failure is a necessary component part of 'winning and 'competition' but is seldom

acknowledged as such. Failure has to be individualised, or 'targeted' as an instance of

unfortunate exception to the general rule which deserves remedial action. 'Targeting' allows

the government to address embanassing inequities, that is, the failure of the market to deliver,

without taking the inadmissible step, that poverty is a structural rather than individual

problem. Hence, large-scale failure has to be individualised; it is either the result of teacher

failure - hence the ERO discourse of incompetent teachers' or the result of student/family

failure - hence the MOE discourse of 'at risk pupils'. When a whole schools' population can

be regarded as 'at risk' the notion becomes ridiculous. The 'Smithfield Report' and the

research of Hughes, Lauder, Martin Thrupp and others, documents substantially the costs in
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terms of social justice of market-oriented provision of education. However, 'social justice' is

quite specifically not a term with any meaning in the world of neo-classical economics.

(Hayek, 1979, 1988).

Curriculum

The idea that social practices should 'evolve' without conscious direction, in order for the

development of 'spontaneous order' to take place, has implications for curriculum, in the

tertiary area perhaps more than in schools. For any form of social research or education in

social theory which threatens the unselfconscious procedures of the catallactic system, can be

held to be directly interfering in that development. Hayek puts it like this:

In the social sciences the erroneous belief that the exercise of some power would have

beneficial consequences is likely to lead to a new power to coerce other men being

confened on some authority . Even if such power is not in itself bad, its exercise is

likely to impede the functioning of those spontaneous ordering forces by which,

without understanding them, man is in the real world so largely assisted in the pursuit

of his aims. We are only beginning to understand on how subtle a communications

system the functioning of an advanced industrial society is based- This

communications system, which we call the market, turns out to be a more efficient

mechanism for digesting dispersed information than any that man has deliberately

designed. (Hayek, 197 5, p. 42)

The social sciences, in the polizei or welfare state, are likely to produce disciplines which can

be imposed on the autonomous individual. This is certaintry not wrong, but it presupposes an

individual who exists in an untutored state of grace, and the relative power-neutrality of

existing knowledge and institutions.

Conclusion: why the market?

Catallactics is the 'science of exchange', and the findings of that 'science', which is

substantially the neo-classical theory of markets, are applied to institutions and situations in
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which 'exchange' might be held to be happening, even if they are not traditionally thought of

as economic institutions.

The Darwinism of catallactics enables n6o-liberals, who start from the presumption that the

source of rationality is not God but man -the Cartesian 'I think therefore I am' - to reconcile

their rationality with conservative (and inational) forms of behaviour such as religious belief

(or at least religious practice) and family life. These phenomena are the 'fittest' in terms of

cultural evolution. This goes some way perhaps to explain the phenomenon Michael Apple

describes, of the alliance between neo-liberals and religious fundamentalists (Apple, l99l).

The market is accorded similar status: it is an expression of human will which has evolved,

without human design, from countless decisions over millennia. For this reason, it is regarded

as a superior model of human interaction. Yet, from the point of view of social evolution the

family or the church might be seen as equally satisfactory models for education as the market.

Catallactics does not explain why non-market institutions such as the church or family life are

not regarded as satisfactory paradigmatic models for education, or why government education

systems are not accorded the same respect as market systems, since they also might be seen as

an evolution from earlier forms of providing education which were 'unfit' and perished. There

is an important contradiction here, which is not entirely explained away by reference to the

presumed superiority of the market. 'Government' as an expression of collective will, might

as well be seen as 'fittest' for its purpose as the preferred n6o-liberal forms of social

organisation. The 'evolutionary' metaphor provides economists with a pseudo-scientific basis

for preferring the market, but does not adequately account for the diversity of cultural

formations, nor does it give any adequate reason why any other existing social formations

should not be regarded with the same respect, even awe, which they reserve for the market. In

the end, the evolutionary notion of catallaxy does not quite encompass the same functions as

the original notion of the 'Invisible Hand'.
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The awful consequences horre-ver of &ding &o work w,ithin the frar,nework of catatlaotics are

qutlined byHayek:

I do claim that whether we like it or not, wi'thout the partieular tr.aditions I lhave

firentione4 the exrcrrded -order of civilisation could not cootiriuc no exist ....dld ttrat if
we,discaf;d these traditions, out sJ ill'.co.nsidered notions.-. ,of wliat it,is to be

reaeo-nable, we shall doom a large paif of, mankind to poverty, and death. Only when

th,ese factg are fully faced do we have any bu.sirress - or are we likely to have any

.compe.teRee - to consider what the rlgtt and good thi-ng todo rra.y be. (Nishiyama"

1984)
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Chapter 10: Analytic Marxism: A 'socialist'

interpretation of Public Choice.

Public choice theory on the Left.

Most of the analysis of Public Choice Theory and neo-liberalism tends to see these

movements as emanations from the 'right'. Indeed, David Collard (1968) called the general

alliance of neoliberals, more conventional liberals and moral conservatives 'the New Right'.

But there is a form of Public Choice.Theory which does not see itself on the right, but on the

left. It is often called 'market socialism', and sometimes 'Analytic Marxism'. Adherents of

this way of thinking wish to use some of the tenets of Public Choice Theory to fix up

socialism: the general principles might remain intact, but various elements of managerialism

for instance could be adopted in order to render socialism more efficient.

Public Choice Theory

Public Choice Theory however argues that the freedom of the individual consists in the ability

to make choices, and that therefore the business of government is, by reducing and controlling

its own extent, to enhance the choice-making freedom of taxpayer-consumers. The

reconciliation of this theory with socialism in any form is not going to be easy.

Marxist public choice.

Public choice theory has vitally affected the size, scope and nature of government in New

Zealand, and has had an effect in Australia and Britain as well. The theory lays heavy

emphasis on the market as the preferred form of all interpersonal interaction, and on a

particular manifestation of the individual as the unit of social and political structure. This is

not an obviously attractive scenario. But a handful of socialist, Marxist or neo-Marxist writers
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find the concept attractive, partly because the system is apparently technical rather than

overtly ideological, a means to ends which could be of any form, a mechanism rather than a

theory. Patrick Dunleavy puts the case for recruiting public choice methodology to Marxist

USCS:

Public choice methodology ... is not intrinsically tied to righrwing political values.

..The potential for reaching diverse conclusions from public choice methods has been

demonstrated by the growth of analytical Marxism whose key exponents use rational

choice techniques to clarify, extend and revise the central tenets of Marxist theory

(Dunleavy, 199 I, pp.5-6)

And Jon Elster (1993), wishes to distinguish between mechanisms and theories, with the

possibility that public choice theory could be used as a mechanism even if it is to be rejected

as a theory:

...anyone stating two opposite general propositions is contradicting himself (sic). We

cannot at the same time maintain that men prefer what they have to what they cannot

have and that they prefer what they cannot have; ...But we can maintain, without fear

of contradicting ourselves, the existence of two contrary mechanisms. (Elster, 1993)

Since the demise of the soi-disant socialist regimes in Eastern Europe there has been a rather

desperate urge to find a political format which whilst reserving the fundamentals of socialism

would solve the problems associated with large-scale planning, problems of excessive

regulation, distributive allocation, incentives and so on. To some it has seemed that'public

choice', that is, the application of the principles of economics to politics might provide such a

system. In this section I give some examples of this way of thinking, and what I see to be

inherent problems in trying to utilize public choice theory in a non-neo-liberal way.

The attraction of public choice for Marxists and neo-Marxists lie in the corrunon origins of

both Marxism and liberalism in Enlightenment rationality. Here is a schema which depends

on and incorporates a structure which is definable, testable, logical, and universal. Under
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certain conditions, the individual will behave in predictable ways. It is therefore possible to

create, or avoid those conditions. As Dunleavy says:

...public choice theory, as much as conventional micro-economics, is the oppposite of

individualistic in brooking no diversity in the decision procedures followed by

actors....hence reconstructed public choice models can be produced which are

perfectly consistent with a structuralist view of the determination of social behaviour.

@unleavY, P.6)

Hayek, coming from a liberal viewpoint, puts it rather more negatively: he talks about:

...the fundamental mistake of rationalism and socialism, that we have the intellectual

power to arrange everything rationally- (Hayek, 1994, p.73)

Some of the ways in which Marxist enthusiasts for public choice use neo-liberal theory or

methodology to create the new counter-factual state are doubtfully public choice. Roemer for

instance, illustrates the Hayekian notion that markets are a useful corrective to the problems

of rnfbiniation and planning in a socialist society:

The methods of Soviet planning were ineffective, and worse, because they did not use

markets as a way of decentralizingmillions of small decisions. Ironically, perhaps, the

most effective planning requires the use of markets. What are not planned in this

vision of market socialism are the composition of output, the prices of goods, and the

distribution of labor; planned is just the composition of investment. (Roemer, 1994,

p.294)

The normal operation of markets is not in itself an instance of public choice. It is when the

procedures of the market are used in political contexts that the situation becomes a public

choice situation. For instance, if votes, or political decisions are being traded, then public

choice theory is in play. If it is just a question of allocating resources through the market, then

this is normal capitalist micro-economics, arguable in itself, but not public choice in action.

The economic metaphor, and homo economicus

public choice theory depencls on two axioms (at least). One is that economics has the status of

a science, that is to say that it is based on sound scientific principles, is subject to empirical
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proof or disproof, and commands a high level of accurate prediction. The other is that its

central notion of the individual as homo economicus has validity. Some of the most important

weaknesses with using public choice as the organizing paradigm for a new form of

government are: the rather shaky status of economics as a predictive science, the negative

effects of treating people as homo economicus, the intemal contradictions of the model, and

the inadequacy of the theory in dealing with any social phenomenon except the individual,

and even, (insofar as the individual is socially constructed), with the individual.

Economics as predictive science

It is arguable that economics works in the field of economics, let alone in the field of politics.

Mark Blaug (1985, p.703) says 'the presence of 'disturbing'influences surTounding economic

events precludes absolute falsifiability of economic theorems', but that does not inhibit

economists either from claiming the status of a science, or for claiming truth values for certain

axiomatic and unprovable assumptions, particularly concerning human motivation, and the

operation of markets. To transpose economic theories from questions of taxation, markets,

insurance and so on to the field of political decision-making has to be based on an act of faith,

rather than on empirical evidence.

The individual

There are strong notions and weak notions of the individual: in its strongest form it is homo

economicus, the egoistic rational utility maximizer whose genealogy includes Hobbes and

Bentham, and whose selfish, rational behaviour results in the mysterious, but positive,

workings of Adam Smith's 'invisible hand', or Hayek's 'spontaneous order', both of which are

supposed to be the causes of prosperity and improvement through markets. The obvious fact

that people simply are not like this has caused Fublic Choice Theorists a little, but not an

excessive amount of embarassment: thev can either reduce homo economicus from the status
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of axiomatic truth to that of heuristic device as James Buchanan does from time to time, (e.g.

Buchanan and Tullock, 1962, p.30) or chop off parts of his attributes, so as to accommodate

the uncomfortable world of real action, in which people do actually do things - like care for

children, or vote - which do not bring them any immediate reward, and sometimes no

predictable long-term reward either (e.g. Mueller 1986). The one thing which is very seldom

altered in any account of home economicus is his gender: femina economica is a little known

sub-species. There are very good reasons for this, which I will refer to later.

Several significant strands of Public Choice Theory derive immediately from the concept of

homo economicus , but the selfish 'utility maximizing' principle is central to all of them. One

is 'principal lagent theory': one's employees, or the state's employees are always concerned to

maximize their own interest, not that of their employer or the taxpayer. A special case of this

is commonly known in New Zealand as'provider capture'. Under the umbrella of this concept

virtually the entire public service has been thrown into disarray.

Bardahn and Roemer ( 1993) in the introduction to Market Socialism, the Cutent Debate,

give an example of how they see public choice principles being applied within the context of a

socialist state to avoid some of the problems of production, distribution and comrption

consequent upon 'provider capture'. The picture of the manager as a utility maximizer who is

motivated only by tangible reward is pure public choice:

...there are a number of different kinds of property rights that would...induce firm
managers to maximize profits - at least about as effectively as they do in large

capitalist corporations - but that would preclude profits from being distributed among

citizens in the extremely unequal way characteristic of capitalism. ....The presumption

is that firm managers are unabashedly self-interested and selfish people, who must be

motivated entirely by contracts that induce them to perform with the promise of
monetary reward or career advancement....only a principal who stands to realize a

large monetary gain will properly monitor her agent. (Bardahn and Roemer,1993,

intro)
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Certain of the assumptions and claims made by public choice have 'instinctive' appeal: many

if not most of us enjoy the idea that public servants, when we have met them at their most

obstructive, or politicians when we have seen them at their most venal, or even managers at

their most obdurate, can be categorized as a class as 'rent-seekers', or 'provider capturers', and

that their actions are predictably and unavoidably selfish. Most of us are not so happy about

applying this description to ourselves, and would agree with Stretton and Orchard (1994) that

our lives are complex mixtures of the selfish and the altruistic. One of the abiding mysteries

of the New Zealand experience is that so many public servants obediently co-operated in the

destruction of the civil service, to their own significant disadvantage and therefore in defiance

of the logic of the theory (Boston et al 1992)

Within the public choice paradigm the only way to obtain loyalty is to cause the manager to

identify his or her interests with that of the firm i.e. to buy it, which is the reason for some

astoundingly large bonus packages for'managers' who downsize their organization, or bring it

into profit. The costs of motivating through bonuses throughout an organisation are

prohibitive, however, especially when it is borne in mind that the perception of all workers as

inherently likely to rip off the business means that the number of supervisors has to be

increased. The concept homo economicu.s is fundamentally incompatible with that of the

work ethic. By regarding people as homo economicus we tend to create them as such. There

is research which shows that the only group of people who are significantly less altruistic than

others are economics graduates. The evidence also suggests that this result derives specifically

from their training in economics rather than from other causes (Frank et al, 1993). It would be

particularly disruptive to life as we know it for women to embrace the notion that they should

only and always act in their own interest. Although GDP might not in the short-term be

affected there would be a lot of unpaid work, including most forms of nurturing left undone.
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Methodological individualism

Public choice depends on 'methodological individualism', which means that the individual is

the element of and for analysis: other social phenomena are simply aggregates of individuals

and their actions can only be examined as the aggregation of the preferences of all the

individuals taking part. (How individuals acquire preferences is a mystery.) This severely

limits the possibility to talk meaningfully about any other aspect of 'society', 'culture', the

'firm', the 'family' or the 'state' (except in a limited form), or even of language.

Individual rationality

Even within the context of the individual rationality has a particular form: it is both universal -

everyone acts in a predictably rational way to secure their own self interest, and limited:

rationality is limited to ordering choices between given preferences, that is to being a rational

consumer of political as well as market goods. There is no scope here for cultural difference:

it is assumed that the rationality of choice makes cultural difference irrelevant - politics is

subsumed under the efficiency of provision. Taken to the extreme, the concept of rationality

makes the concept of individuality in choice insignificant. The rational individual can only

make rational choices. But choice is a good in itself, regardless of how trivial the actual

choices offered are. This state of theoretical affairs has some affinitv to the Marxist view:

Dunleavy quotes Shackle to this effect:

Conventional economics is not about choice, but about acting according to necessity.

Economic man obeys the dictates of reason, follows the logic of choice. To call this

conduct choice is surely to misuse words, whenwe suppose that to him the ends among

which he can select, and the criteria of selection are given, and the means to each end

are known...Choice in such a theory is empty. (Shackle, 1969., quoted in Dunleavy

1993, pp. 272-3)
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There are other, better analyses of the details of the weakness of the model (e.g. Wilkinson,

1995). Here, I simply want to draw attention to the major reasons why public choice, and

'economic man' are not fruitful ways for the left to develop alternative forms of government.

Homo economicus as a non-neo-liberal figure

Non-neo-liberal writers on public choice sometimes give the impression that they arc too nice

to quite believe that public choice writers mean what they say: Iain Mclean, in his very

helpful book Public choice, an Introduction, writes, in relation to the'free-rider problem'

(which is the idea that people will not vote, join groups, pay subscriptions etc. if there is a

reasonable prospect that others will achieve the desired result without their contribution):

If Downs means it when he says (1957,p.27)'We assume that every individual,

though rational, is also selfish... whenever we speak of rational behavior, we always

mean rational behavior directed primarily towards selfish ends'the cause is hopeless:

nobody would ever vote... (Mclean, 1987,p.47 -48)

They do mean it: the model is nasty, and not capable of being tidied up to make it more

presentable without actually changing its nature. The fact that people do vote in the real

world, despite the inconvenience and the improbability of any personal return, is an effective

criticism of the theory, not evidence that the theory is really different from what is claimed.

To 'remove or alter contestable premisses in rational actor accounts and to examine the

implications of replacing them with acceptable assumptions' as Dunleavy suggests is to miss

the point: if the actor is capable of a larger rationality than the ordering of preferences, and if

his object is not exclusively self-interest, then his actions are not predictable, he will not cause

a market to function efficiently, and we are back in a chaotic world of multiple motivations,

complex interactions, and a generally high level of unpredictability. In fact one of the

problems for the New Zealand government has been that individuals have not acted as they

are supposed to do: in face of the breakdown in superannuation for instance they have not all
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started to save for their old age. The New T.ealand experience, however, is that adherence to

public choice theory is to all intents and purposes impervious to empirical testing: the great

advantage of the theory to govemment is that by making individuals responsible, as Nietzsche

pointed out, they have someone to blame.

From markets for goods to political markets

In Public Choice Theory one frequently finds the Hayekian notion that people cannot have

sufficient information to make rational decisions, but that the market itself, by creating

information in the form of price, allows the individual to make decisions which are c.r good as

well-informed. Buchanan, always more carefi.rl, prefers to justify markets on the grounds that,

because both buyer and seller are held to be better off, the upshot of a market transaction is

'Pareto-optimal', i.e. fair and just. Add to this the Smithian invisible hand and/or the Hayekian

spontaneous order, and Public Choice has a theory favouring market exchange as a model of

social interaction with overtones of either a 'scientific', Darwinian, notion of the evolution of

social forms, or of a metaphysical, even mystical, notion of the evolution of social formations.

Consequently Public Choice is heavily committed to the use of markets in all possible

situations, including some which many of us would find inappropriate. Politics for instance is

seen simply as an irregular and badly run market, which ought to have some decent

regulations put in place, particularly to control the utility maximizers otherwise known as

politicians. The nature of these suggested regulations is worrying: they seem innocuous

enough - 'fairness' for example, but in effect they would ossify - as does the American

Constitution - the political and economic truisms of the day, and equally importantly, the

social and power structure of the day. Some of the financial reforms put into place in New

Zealand,like the 'Fiscal Responsibility Act'should be seen in this light. The Act commissions

the Reserve Bank to manage inflation, within very tight boundaries, by manipulating interest

rates, and effectively removes from the government the possibility of altering its fiscal or
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economic policies in this regard. The burden has fallen heaviest on wage earners and

exporters (Whitwell, 1990). By claiming that'fiscal responsibility'is a technical, rather than

an ideological construct, the possibility of redefining it is removed from the political sphere.

Since homo economicus is by definition selfish, of limited rationality, and anti-other, any

attempt to make him otherwise is illogical, misguided or counter productive. Homo

economicus has the unavoidable effects on the results that one might expect in a politics

using such a figure The means chosen is not simply a neutral instrument: it will affect the

theoretic outcome and if applied in the world will affect the empirically observable outcome if

only because knowledge of the theory will affect the self- image and conceptualization of the

requirements and performance of the players. lf homo economicus is rejected, then the use of

markets in politics and management as a way of controlling for selfishness seems illogical.
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Part III: Applications:

Thus they find themselves directly opposed to the form in which, hitherto, the individuals, of
which society consists, have given themselves collective expression, that is, the State. In order,

therefore to assert themselves as individuals, they must overthrow the State. ...(KarlMarx, The

German ldeology, Mclellan, p. 182 )

The project of applying economics to politics has nowhere been more consistently applied

than in New Zealand. This phenomenon has aroused world-wide attention. It has been called a

'Revolution' (Russell, 1996),largely because it represents an enorrnous theoretical change

from the principles of the welfare state to that of a neo-liberal form of governmentality.

A liberal form of history would see this revolution as being achieved by 'great tnen' and (less

likely) 'great women': the members of the Fourth Labour Government , especially Roger

Douglas and David Lange, together with the New Zealand Business Round table would fill

the bill nicely. A Marxist inteqpretation would see the inexorable process of capital and

exploitation as a satisfactory explanation of the change. Foucault would ask if there were any

real change at all, except in personnel, and if there were not, then the change was a 'coup'

rather than a revolution. ('On Popular Justice', 1980, ch. I)

That there has been a real change seems to be clear, and in this Part I use the notions of the

'conditions of possibility'(Gordon, 'Afterword', in Foucault 1980, p.24a-247) as a way of

examining the change without either overestimating the influence of individual people or

granting exclusive rights of to imrnutable driving forces which are beyond the possibility of

individuals to affect. If the idea of 'conditions of possibility' has implications for education it

is that ordinary teachers create the conditions of change for the next generation, and that

hence we should be careful what we teach. The conditions in which Public Choice Theory

became public policy include the fairly uncritical acceptance of the claims of a particular
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discipline in the humanities to be a 'sciencen, and even within that claim, the uncritical

acceptance of political philosophy presented as matters of technical fact.

To establish that it is a revolution brought about by ideas from the world of Public Choice

Theory, I have looked, in Conditions of possibility part 1/ at the kind of policy regime and

documents which existed before 1987, and I have used many of the important educational

policy documents of the 1980's and early 1990's. My argument is that this is a revolution, not

just a coup, because the new regimes of management, created by the discourse of Public

Choice Theory, actually produce new ways of being, as a person within the system, and in

relationships between persons and persons, and persons and institutions. Managerial reform

implies the reconstruction of the subject.

These changed relations between people involved in education are traced in some detail in

Chapter 15, which examines the implications of Public Choice Theory for teachers' work.

Teachers are no longer whatever it was that the term 'teacher' meant in its historical and

cultural context: they are now sellers of services to customers, who see the service more in

terms of certificates - licenses to make money - than in terms of knowledge, skills or ideas.

The last chapter concerns the implications of Public Choice Theory for indigenous people.

The themes of this chapter have been implicit in earlier sections, but here I bring together the

components of Public Choice Theory which sit uneasily with people whose culture is not

exclusively orientated to the market, who do not see 'individuals' as bunches of preferences

whose existence is only meaningful in the moment of making choices, whose very view of the

world is likely to be extinguished in the colonising fervour of a set of ideas seen by its

adherents as the evolutionary victor.
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Chapter 1I: Conditions of possibility, part I, the

background to the Introduction of Public Choice

To New Zealand

First causes, genealogy.

The effort to understand the current condition of New Tnaland education almost automatically

presupposes an effort to understand the conditions applying at the time of the major changes

to the policy context of education. Yet it is not at all obvious that this historical explanation

automatically explains the present circumstances. Often the reference to the past implies a

heroism which is not now present - the 'first' man to walk on the moon is assumed to have

some sort of virtue that later ones do not. Foucault refers to this phenomenon in 'Nietzsche,

Genealogy, History' in which he debunks in a manner Henry Ford might have approved, the

idea that the origin of anything has some special value, and points out that in the origin of

anything there are always present circumstances which no longer apply: the original is

different to the present.

The search for explanations in the past retains an attraction however, and this attraction forms

a significant part of Foucault's work: his later work is called 'genealogy' and genealogy is a

development from his earlier 'archaeology' that is, an attempt to find the ancestry of an idea

or institution without superimposing a notion of structure upon it. But still it is a recognizably

historical undertaking. I am indebted to Professor Hanne Bublitz for this clear explanation of

the distinction between a search for origins, and a search for genealogy.

the difference between genealogy and the search for origins is exactly that genealogy

does not follow the assumptions of causality in the strong sense, but only the sense of
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evidence (that something derives from certain historical circumstances/situations or
appears in specific historical situations). If there was origin there would be some

ultimate order and truth of and in things which is denied by poststructuralism/by

Foucault's/l.,lietzsche's method of genealogy. The assumption is that order and truth
derive from power (-relationships and effects), but these are in itself constituted and

transformed and not originally responsible for things to exist. ...The will for truth and

knowledge derives from power relationships and practices which are nevertheless not

the origin of truth.(Prof Hanne Bublitz, University of Paderborn, pers comm.)

In New Zealand then we are looking at the discourses of power which constitute the

knowledge which formed the basis of Public Choice Theory and its application. It is in part

because genealogy de-valorises the individual that it is more important to look for social

conditions, practices, discourses which form the way of thinking which constitutes the Public

Chooser, than to look for the individual people who write the book, attended the course,

thought the thoughts, etc, as a modality of explanation for the phenomenon we know as Public

Choice Theory in New Znaland.It is a case of aniving 'at an analysis wihich can account for

the constitution of th subject within a historical framework' (Foucault, 1980, 'Truth and

Power', p.ll7).

There are special problems to the production of this discourse because it derives from a

profoundly anti-state and anti-government framework of ideas, and yet was put into place by

the unmandated fiat of an elected government, and implemented by those very bureaucrats

who were assumed by the theory to be most implacably opposed to it, and has had to be

maintained against the opposition of the electorate despite its own claim to be founded in

superior principles of democracy. Most interestingly however, it puts the party who are in

government - no matter what their affiliation is supposed to be - into the position of

maintaining a revolution against govemment even though they are the government, and

moreover creates a need for government to be and remain strong in order to be able to enforce

its own diminution.
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The contribution of the New Zealand experience to confirming or disconfirming Public

Choice Theory.

The report of the l99?Logan Review of the state sector reforms makes an interesting point,

the importance of which is enhanced by knowing that two members of Treasury (Ian Ball and

Lesley Adcock) were on the steering committee: In several paragraphs 'the agency problem'

is discussed in terms which could only be used by someone familiar with public choice

theory:

One of the issues relating to the application of incentives in general is the extent to

which incentives can help align the interests of individuals and those of the

organisation as a whole. In the private sector, growth may support individual reward,

and "rational self interest" motivates managers to pursue sustained organisational

growth. In the Public Service on the other hand, the situation is more problematic,

In the United States it has been suggested that the interests of individual players are to

maximise budgets, to encourage long-term strategic growth and to enhance control

over resources. These results are associated with enhanced reputation, influence,

power, patronage and outputs. In such an environment neither Ministers nor public

servants are rewarded for cost savings. An associated feature is a bureaucratic culture

of adding budgets, resisting cuts and spending up at the end of the year. However this

approach may be contrary to the interests of the government as a whole, particularly in
times of fiscal restraint.

Many of these features have been attributed to the New Zealand Public service in the

past. The reforms were intended to overcome these problems. (Logan Report, 1992,

p.103).

This endeavour to ascribe responsibility for government mismanagement is pure Public

Choice Theory, and possibly contains more than a little hindsight as to the motives for reform.

However, the theory does not allow for the possibility that the government itself should

endeavour to redress the 'problem'. In attempting to carry out Public Choice Theory doctrine

so purely, the New Zealand government, whether conceived as political or administrative, has

thrown a question mark over the assumptions on which the reforms were based, from a

theoretic point of view.
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Causen result... or something else?

The study of the relationship between Public Choice Theory and the government reforms in

New Zealand, which have closely followed the Public Choice Theory model, tends to imply

that there is a causal connection. This however is extremely difficult to establish. There is so

little evidence that Buchanan and Tullock had a major influence on the climate of change in

New Zealand in 1984 that a book called 'U.S influences upon New Zealand government

reforms' mentions them only once, and that is in a discussant's query as to why they have not

been mentioned.

The first mention of them in official documents is in Treasury (1987), when they are quoted

as references for Treasury conclusions upon education and other matters. By then however it

is apparent that the neo-liberal mode of thinking had already gone far beyond Treasury, and

that Buchanan and Tullock were quoted as authoritative support rather than as the origin of

the ideas.

Therefore, rather than establish a causal series of links between the establishment of public

choice theory and its introduction to New Zealand (as Boston for instance does), I am

concerned to establish what Foucault calls 'the conditions of possibility' for its enthusiastic

adoption here by people in such positions of power that it significantly altered the political

landscape.

The policies introduced in 1984, with their heavy emphasis on the reduction of the scope and

size of government, the creation of State Owned Enterprises (SOEs) from government

businesses, and the alteration of the management systems of government departments, along

with the later privatisation of those SOEs and the introduction of market practices and

business management models into the core areas of government, must be seen as one of those

'events' - 'ruptures' -which Foucault describes which significantly alter relationships, the

structures and junctures of power, and inherent in these, the language.
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The five conditions of possibility which were vital to the adoption of public choice theory in

New Zealand are; the revulsion from Robert Muldoon's (semi-Keynesian) economics,

including public bonowing and public works projects (or from his style of government); the

confusion of the electorate caused by a government which espoused 'liberal' causes such as

women's issues, and a nuclear-free Pacific, and yet at the same time espoused an intensely

conservative economic programme; the expansion of the power and influence of Treasury; the

pervasion of Friedmanite economics; and the pressure exerted by global forces represented by

the IMF, the OECD, and local representatives of international finance, the Business Round

Table.

For the first three conditions of possibility I can do no better than refer to the works of Bruce

Jesson, and Jane Kelsey, (Kelsey, | 995): the main focus here is on the expansion of the use of

Public Choice Theory ideas through the spread of Friedmanite economics, through the

influence of Treasurv and of other 'thinktanks'.

The pervasion of Friedmanite economics.

Although very few people in New Zealand seem to be acquainted with the work of the

Virginian school, the same cannot be said of the Chicago school, and unquestionably, the best

known representative of the Chicago school is Milton Friedman. Friedman was known in

New Zealand both through his own writings and lectures (including a lecture tour of New

Zealand in l98l ), through his television 'documentary', 'Free to Choose', and through the

studies of undergraduate and graduate students at New Zealand universities, particularly the

University of Canterbury Economics Department, and overseas, especially through doctoral

studies at Duke University in the United States. Friedman's doctrine was monetarist,

politically conservative, and didactic in supposing that a significant part of his responsibility

as an economist was to tell governments how to conduct social policy in order to achieve
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social, political and moral ends. This latter part of his mission is in accord with the tenets of

Public Choice Theory.

The intellectual record seems to suggest that by 1984 there was established in New Zealand a

sufficient knowledge of Friedmanite economics that already to many people

l. the commercial activities of the state are seen as inherently prejudicial to good

management of the economy;

the size and conduct ofthe bureaucracy are seen as inherently prejudicial to the good

performance of the economy.

The solution to these "problems" is inherent in the form of their production as

problems, that is to say, by downsizing the oversized, commercializingthe non-

commercial and changing the culture of the bureaucracy from that of government

service to that of markets and competition.

2.

3.

In this section I will look at the creation of the

of the historiography of the period to show the

solutions.

intellectual climate, and I will use a selection

features of the 'crisis' and the consequent

New Zealand like most countries of the 'Western world' had economics departments in its

universities which favoured both Keynesian and conservative - that is, 'liberal', economic

policies. Its government policies since 1938 had been firmly Keynesian, and government

intervention had been freely used in the economy, although perhaps not to the extent or as

perversely as later critics have suggested.

James Bertram in The April Report argues for the very strong influence of public choice

theorists upon the work of Treasury in 1984 and 1987, and suggests that the earlier work -

Economic Managemenl - is affected by other writers in the public choice theory tradition, but

Government Management is influenced by Buchanan himself. He mentions James Buchanan
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as one of the two authors who appear to have been most influential in shaping the approach of

the New Zealand Treasury (1984, 1987)....(Bertram, 1988, p.l 17) and he discusses at length

'Stigler's 1970 exposition of 'Director's Law' ' which develops a theory of middle-class

capture of resources through the manipulation of the power of government as the origin of

Treasury's use of the term 'capture'. Bertram also argues that what distinguished Government

Management (1987) from Economic Management (1984) was the introduction of

Buchanan's rather more sophisticated public choice theory. By 1987, the term 'capture' has

come to mean something more like the term Buchanan's (1980) 'rent-seeking' (Bertram,

p.l l8), and

The so-called 'egalitarian critique' of the welfare state has been rather superseded by

models which derive strong a priori hypotheses about political and administrative

behaviour from postulates of individual maximising behaviour subject to particular

sets of constraints and incentives. (Bertram, 1988 The April Report vol III Part Two,

Future Directions, Associated Papers: p.120)

I am a little more hesitant to claim such strong influence for public choice writers. My thesis

is that, although Economic Managemenf does not mention Buchanan and Tullock or any

other public choice theory theorist by name - indeed it does not acknowledge any source

because it is not referenced - and there is little overt reference to the major concepts of public

choice theory, the fundamental scheme, that of applying economics to areas of the public

domain which are not conventionally held to be appropriate, is a public choice enterprise, and

that the authority for this approach is derived ultimately from the same roots as those from

which Buchanan and Tullock derive their project. Dr J.C. Beaglehole provides surprising

support for this thesis. Describing the Holland government of 1957:

...the insensitiveness to administrative delicacies, the conviction that all you had to do

with exchange controls was to end them, that all you had to do to make the pound go
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o'further" was to take your hands off it, that the main thing needed in education was to

insult the Education Department....(Beaglehole, 1961, quoted in Sutch 1966,p.4O7)

To establish this thesis, it is not enough to demonstrate that the universities of New Zealand or

that one university of New Zealand taught neoliberal economics, or even that the majority of

the Young Turks of Treasury had been through that University. There is little likelihood that

such ideas would be adopted on their own merits if there was not a favourable climate for

their growth already in existence.

It is unlikely that the shift from welfare stated economics to managerialism and neo-classical

economics was brought about on a linear 'this begets that' basis, as for instance Boston (1996)

implies in his discussion of the influence of public choice theory on the New Zealand reforms

in government. It is most likely that the conditions of possibility were created by the formal

teaching of classical and neo-liberal economic ideas, by the wide acceptance of notions of

'scienticity' in the social sciences, especially in economics, and by the creation of a particular

set of political circumstances which were skilfully used by the adherents of neo-liberalism,

and that the discourse was provided by the Treasury forays into the elite (i.e. conservative)

universities of the U.S. affected by the Mt Pelerin society. I shall explain all these themes in

greater detail, not necessarily in that order.

The spread of neo-liberal ideas.

As Hayek points out in The RoadTo Serfdom (1944) the ideas on which liberalism are

founded have deep roots in western culture. Individualism is the bequest:

not ... merely of Cobden and Bright, of Adam Smith and Hume, or even of Locke and

Milton, but one of the salient characteristics of Western civilisation as it has grown

from the foundations laid by Christianity and the Greeks and Romans. Not merely

nineteenth- and eighteenth - century liberalism, but the basic individualism inherited
by us from Erasmus and Montaigne, from Cicero and Tacitus, Pericles and

Thucydides. (Hayek, 1944, p.l0)
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Despite the likely ignorance of New Zealanders of the existence of most of the people in

Hayek's list, they are still the inheritors of this tradition of thought. A similar list could be

quoted for 'collectivism,' but nonetheless these foundations for individualistic thought did

exist in New Zealand even during the high period of the Welfare state.

More closely however, the Free trade ideas of Cobden and Bright, so obviously humanitarian

as well as profitable during the corn shortages in Britain in the first half of the nineteenth

century, were adopted in the German speaking states of central Europe as 'the Manchester

school'. These ideas were adapted by the 'physiocrats' to include an emphasis on the

importance of agriculture and laissez-faire management of the economy as a whole. Further

developed in the 'Austrian school', (and attracting the attention of English economists like

Wicksteed there), and in Berlin, the pressures on German speaking society between the two

world wars caused the emigration of both the people and ideas associated with the

German/Austrian form of economic liberalism. Schumpeter went to the United States, Hayek

to England. And in another such move, Karl Popper went to New Zealand. Re-exported to the

English- speaking world, the package retained its original connection with the classical

liberals - Hume, Locke, Mill - its association with laissez-faire economics, and a general

conviction that securing one's self interest was the preferable way to securing the general

good. Hayek shows the connection along with a suggestion (albeit becomingly hesitant) of the

possibility of causal connection between this form of liberalism and economic theory and

practice:

The gradual transformation of a rigidly organised hierarchic system into one where

men could at least attempt to shape their own life, where man gained the opportunity

of knowing and choosing between different forms of life, is closely associated with the

growth of commerce. (Hayek , 1944, p.l I )

Thus far the influence of the Manchester school of Cobden and Bright, via central Europe, can

be seen to have affected economics in the English speaking world. It might have remained a
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significant but not overwhelming strand, had not the rise of socialist and later fascist states

caused some anxiety on the part of those who believed that the economic organisation of

social relations and the political organisation were inextricably linked. In this perception lies

the genesis of Public Choice Theory, when it is perceived as the application of economics to

politics, rather than as simply a preference for providing people with choices. The picture is

then of a set of ideas freely circulating the Western world - as freely in 1936 as in 1984. What

makes the difference? What is it that pushes this particular gene in the world's intellectual

gene pool into such a dominant position?

Initially the impetus was the classic Iiberal resistance to govemment. There is a specifically

Austrian content to the development of the strong anti - collectivist feeling evinced by Hayek

and his colleague, Ludwig von Mises. Both members of the minor aristocracy, their traditional

resentment of the extremely conservative, nobility-dominated, anti-'progressive' government

of the emperor Franz Josef, was translated into a resentment of government or of

'bureaucracy' (the title of a book written by von Mises) and thence into an attack on

collectivism. (Walther, 1994) The ellipsis appears thus in von Mises's work:

The problems involved in the antagonism between socialism and capitalism can be

attacked from various viewpoints. At present it seems as if an investigation of the

expansion of bureaucratic agencies is the most expedient avenue of approach. (von

Mises, 1945,p.7)

The Soviet Union and 'communism' became the next obvious spurs, and provide the point of

contact with Walter Lippmann (a newspaper columnist from the U.S.A). In 1938 a meeting

was organised, later called the 'colloquium Walter Lippmann' in which their ideas were to be

shared and presumably strengthened. The intervention of a war in which the Soviet Union was

a most important ally to both Britain and the U.S.A made further publicisation of their ideas

inappropriate. But towards the end of the war Hayek published The Road to Serfdom (1944),

which emphasised the socialist aspect to National Socialism (Nazism), and gave a philosophic
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justification to the resistance to both fascism and socialism as 'collectivism' or totalitarianism,

which proved very useful (if not sufficiently effective) to the British Conservatives in fighting

the post war election. Hayek was in the process of acquiring status as a conservative

philosopher. It is evident even by this point that 'Austrian economics' was not a project

limited to the narrow study of a field that might be defined as 'economics'. Hayek's Road to

Serfdom was overtly and purposefully political. Ludwig von Mises expressed the relationship

between economics and the wider field of human action in terms which, whilst anticipating

The Calculus of Consent by more than a decade, neatly encapsulate its central theme, the

application of economics to politics:

Choosing determines all human decisions. In making his choice man chooses not only

between various material things and services. A// human values are offered for

option. All ends and means, both material and ideal issues, the sublime and the base,

the noble and the ignoble, are ranged in a single row and subjected to a decision which
picks out one thing and sets aside another . Nothing that men aim at or want to avoid

remains outside of this arrangement into a unique scale of graduation and preference.

The modern theory of value widens the scientific horizon and enlarges the field of
economic studies. Out of the political economy of the classical school emerges the

general theory of human action, praexology. (von Mises, 1949)

After the war, in 1947,the'Colloquium Walter Lippmann' was revived. A meeting took place

at Mt Pelerin, in the Swiss Alps, and from this meeting both the 'Mt Pelerin Society' and the

revival of a form of liberalism peculiarly focussed on economics can be traced. Hayek, James

Buchanan, Milton Friedman and a millionaire called Fisher attended this meeting. Fisher was

important because he provided the money which set up and continued to finance the 'TFA',

the Instirute of Economic Affairs. Friedman became the guiding light of the 'Chicago School'

of economics, which is acknowledged to lie behindthe economic reforms in New Zealand

(Treasury 1987, Bollard 1989). James Buchanan spent a year at Chicago University with

Friedman before going to the University of Virginia to set up 'the Virginia School', which is

associated with public choice theory. There are significant differences between the Chicago
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and the Virginia schools, but they are significant only to people interested in pinning down

differences of methodology. The fundamental beliefs are the same, and they are the same as

they were established at Mt Pelerin in 1947.

At Mt Pelerin it was agreed that the message must be broadcast world-wide. The best

available model was that of the Fabian society, which had so effectively spread the messages

which the Mt Pelerin society regarded as engendering economic, political and moral ruin

throughout the world. The two strategies adopted, which were to prove most effective, were to

set up independent thinktanks, of which the IEA was the first and the model, and to publish

simple, well-written, provocative pamphlets, to put their ideas into circulation. In both of

these schemes the Mt Pelerin society has been extremely successful. According to Cockett

there are now about 300 such thinktanks operating in the world. The IEA pamphlet series

(called the "Hobart" series) has been very effective at disseminating their economic ideas well

beyond the circle of committed neo-liberals or even economists (Cockett, 1994).

Other people used the material of economics in ways which had implications for politics, and

in the case of Downs (An Economic Theory of Democracy, 1957) and Black (The Theory of

Committees and Elections , 1958) in particular they were later claimed as part of the

genealogy of Public Choice Theory. But it was perfectly possible for economists and non-

economists to read them and adopt either their conclusions or their method, without having

formally espoused Public Choice Theory.

The formal teaching of classical and neo-liberal ideas.

Meanwhile back in New Zealand the formal teaching and learning of economics proceeded.

The stronghold of neo-classical economics was Canterbury University. There were two

influential teachers there who contributed to the creation of the 'conditions of possibility' for

neo-liberal government. Karl Popper and Richard Manning were both employed by the
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University of Canterbury at different times, and both wers to make a lasting impression upon

the New T,ealand intellectual scene.

The acceptance of 'scienticityt of the social sciences, especially economics.

Karl Popper, a friend of Hayek's, left Vienna at about the same time as Hayek and for similar

reasons. Unfortunately he did not so easily find a position in a British University, and spent

seven years in New Zealand, until Hayek was able to secure for him a post at the London

School of Economics where he himself worked.

Popper, like Hayek both rejected the principles of the 'Vienna Circle' and was profoundly

influenced by them (e.g. Hayek, 1952, p.vi). Although both moved away from the narrow

form of logical positivism represented by Mach, they also accepted his insistence on the

necessity for certain preconditions to scientific existence, most significant among which was

the necessity for a unit of measurement. Hayek was able to postulate that 'methodological

individualism' created the unit of measurement, the standard on which social sciences could

be securely founded, and Popper accepted that. Popper's theories on the philosophy of science

became widely accepted in New Zealand as indeed elsewhere, and along with them, the

notion that a properly conducted inquiry into the actions of humans could be accepted as a

science.

New Zealand was not alone in this of course. The general tone of the discipline of economics

in the period was one of confident positivism.

Economics education in New Zealandz Home-grown textbooks.

There seems despite this receptive preparation, to be very little evidence that anyone had read

The Calculus of Consent in New Zealand prior to 1984. I have not been able to find a review

written here, nor are there many articles in local journals - of which however there are very

few - which might be based on Public Choice ideas.
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A typical textbook of the 1970's is one written by A.R Poole in which he is scrupulously

careful to be fair to socialist and capitalist economies, and if anything betrays a preference for

the mixed economy. He does however repeat the typical n6o-classical encomium on the

effect of government on the economy

A welfare programme of this size is not necessarily bad, but its dampening effects

upon economic growth must not be overlooked. (Poole, 19'73,p.256)

The Canterbury Approach.

There is a substantial change from this even-handedness of approach in a book written by

Richard Manning, Professor of Economics at Canterbury University, and Kenneth Henry in

the early 1980's. Manning and Henry do not quote Buchanan or Tullock in their

undergraduate textbook, but they lean heavily on Milton Friedman, and the substance of the

work, The Logic of Markets, is very much in tune with the general tenor of n6o-liberal

thinking, and an evident readiness to countenance the transfer of economic concepts to the

area of politics. The possibility is introduced by this observation (from the introduction,

written by Manning):

there has recently been a lot of work done by economists using the (psychologically

naive) theory of choice, and their knowledge of market behaviour from economics, to

explain democratic processes. (Manning and Henry, 1983)

Despite the caveat suggested by 'psychologically naive' the chapter on 'Economic Choice by

Democratic Governments' also written by Manning puts forward with some enthusiasm many

of the premises and conclusions of Public Choice literature:

...it may be inferred that a government seeks the public interest by its policies. This
thesis is not supported by the facts, however.....Although policies...are often justified
by reference to the public interest, since it is easy to identify groups (and sometimes

even specific people) who benefit from them, it is difficult to escape the conclusion

that such policies are really serving private interests.
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The public interest is not served by tariffs, quotas, export incentives maximum interest
rates, minimum wages, licensing, State corporations, restricted entry and price
discrimination. Each of these policies causes a deadweight loss. ...Decision-making by
government needs be explained by reference to more than public interest.

.-.For firms, choices are made to maximise profits, within the technical constraints

imposed by nature. For consumers, choices are made to maximise utility, within the

economic constraints imposed by the market (and any legal or physiological

limitations). ...A theory of choice by government must explain what the government is
trying to do, and the institutions which limit its choices. (Manning and Henry, 1983,

p. I 80)

Having first discredited people involved in government, and then by analogy created the

parallel between government and the individual or firm, Manning goes on to describe the

processes of govemment in a way that Buchanan, Mancur Olson, and William Niskanen

might recognize - although none of them is mentioned:

The voters who decide the issue must choose the outcome that they like best. Thus,

workers who will have jobs with a minimum wage will favour such a policy, and vote

accordingly. Other voters may dislike the consequences of minimum wage laws and

oppose their adoption. (Manning and Henry, p.l8l)

This can be seen as an example of 'rent-seeking'. However, it is also an example of the

fundamental problem of democracy in the n6o-liberal scheme of things: it is coercive of the

individual:

The result of the democratic process is in sharp contrast to the decisions made in a
market. In the democracy (which votes on single issues) everyone gets what suits the

majority. In the market, individuals get what they choose, not what is chosen by

others. Democracy generates a uniformity, and markets a diversity, of outcomes. This
is because the single issue referendum is a cruder way of gauging the wishes of people

than is the market.

...Frequently , in fact, support for a specific government action is quite small. It has to

be explained how a minority can obtain through the democaratic (sic) process what it
wants, at the expense of the public interest. (Manning and Henry, p.l8l )
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We have here, not only a suggestion which perhaps presages the Citizens' Referendum

Movement, but also the high disregard for the expressed wishes of the electorate,

demonstrated between 1984 and 1994, justified no doubt, because the 'democratic process' is

seen not to forward the public interest, but to reflect the interests of a powerful minority.

The self-interest of politicians is clearly described:

When candidates are subject to election, they have a choice about which side of the

issue to argue. To get elected, a candidate must argue the side supported by the

majority. This is so, regardless of his own views on the issue. Candidates must ensure

that they obtain public support, just as businessmen must watch their profitability.

Survival demands it. (Manning and Henry, 1983, p.181)

Manning goes on to amplify the process of 'nailing together a platform' which will appeal to

the median voter, although he does not use this term. Then he introduces the lobbyists.

'Powerful, concentrated, interests can also ensure that their requirements are explicitly stated

in the manifestos of all parties or candidates' (p.182). The credibility of the party manifesto is

destroyed. It may be coincidental that party manifestos were not respected by either of the

major parties between 1984 and 94 - being either ignored, or in one case not even printed

until after the election.

However the best (or worst) is yet to come. The market - process of government results in the

detriment of the economy, by the following process:

In order to continue to govern, political parties must ensure that they maintain support.

As various policies are proved successful vote getters, all parties will adopt them. To
maintain office, the government must match any suggestions from the opposition that

seem likely to gain support. These measures often involve intervention into the
economy to benefit a special interest group. It is not surprising that in many countries

the role of the govemment in the intricate operations of the market (and not just in
maintaining property rights and providing public goods) is increasing. It is inherent in
the nature of the choices open to politicians and voters that this should be so.

(Manning and Henry, p.182)
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In a sequence of argument not unlike that of Buchanan and Tullock, having established that

the current form of government is inherently inefficient, Manning, like Buchanan, goes on to

suggest that the solution to the problem lies in constitutional change:

The rate, and extent, of government intervention into the economy depends on the

rules governing elections; that is, the political constitution of an economy is critical in
determining whether markets will be allowed to operate freely. (Manning and Henry,
p. I 82)

Manning's examples of constitutional rules which might be instituted in order to control the

competitive nature of politicians are as follows:

I. No policies of government shall make the New Zealand retail price of any

internationally traded commodity be more than 50 percent above the lowest, ordinary

retail price elsewhere.

and

il The cost of subsidies shall be made public, and the benefits expected from
them stated numerically. If these benefits are not forthcoming the scheme should be

dropped. (Manning and Henry, p.183)

The appropriate role of government is to facilitate the functioning of markets. Anything

further than that is a threat to the polity. The conclusion draws the connection between

political competition and economic decline even more graphically, and proposes the solution

to the problem: constitutional rules.

government is essential in establishing the framework within which the market

operates. Proper rules ensure that the market will act in the public interest. Evidently

the political process must also be subject to a constitution which ensures that the

public interest is served. Simply allowing voters to choose between competing

politicians will result in excessive intervention. (Manning and Henry, p.182) (my

italics)

Presumably the same effect would arise from allowing voters to choose between competing

political parties or competing political programmes or ideologies - it is difficult therefore to

see how democracy as currently understood could be constitutionally adapted to satisfy
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Manning's apprehensions. The obvious conclusion seems to be that democracy must be

abaondoned in order to protect the market.

Despite the common ground with Buchanan and Tullock here, they are not mentioned in the

bibliography, although the notes draw attention to books by Milton Friedman, and Milton and

Rosa Friedman: Capitalism and Freedom, 1962, and Free to Choose, 1979. Manning's notes

declare, rather portentously, 'Economists, and the public, were warned for many years about

the advancing power of the State to dictate choices. See [Friedman 19621, where it is argued

that only the market economy is truly compatible with liberty.' Also acknowledged, with the

Friedman books as being an important influence, is Downs, (1957), An Economic Theory of

Democracy.

Downs is also a significant source of Buchanan and Tullock's ideas. Friedman was closely

associated with Buchanan, not only as a fellow member of the founding session of the Mt

Pelerin society, but also as a colleague, since Buchanan worked initially at the University of

Chicago with Friedman. It is possible therefore that the public choice orientation of this New

Zealand professor of economics is independently derived from Downs, Friedman and classical

economics rather than from the 'seminal' work of Buchanan and Tullock.

It is important not to overstate the importance of the Canterbury Department of Economics.

Jesson (p.42) regards the 'pocket of Chicago-type economics' at Canterbury as being not

representative of the economics profession in New Zealand. However the existence of this

pocket, its graduates and sympathisers in Treasury and the Reserve Bank, and its links to

outside agencies like the IMF, create an essential part of the scenario for change in 1984. Don

Brash, the governor of the Reserve Bank, has no reluctance to claim the University of

Canterbury as more important than that of Chicago in creating the reforming initiative in New

Zealand:
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In fact, the most common academic background of those involved in the reform
process was probably the University of Canterbury - in the late 1980s, the Secretary of
the Treasury, one of the Deputy Secretaries of the Treasury , the Governor of the

Reserve Bank, the Minister of Finance, and the Opposition Shadow Finance Minister
were all graduates of Canterbury, and three of the five had been to the same state-

funded secondary school! None of the five had studied at Chicago, and only one had

studied in the US. (Brash , 1996, p.18, footnote)

Other Economics textbooks:

According to Brian Easton the source of public choice influence on Treasury in the 1980s and

90s owes less to familiarity with the classics of public choice literature than to the textbooks

of economic courses of the 1970s and 80s (pers comm). What shines forth from these

textbooks is their absolute faith in the status of economics as positive science, and therefore

its universal applicability,

A sample from University Economics by Alchian and Allen gives the flavour.

A test of any theory of science is its ability to explain the events of the real world in a

coherent, consistent fashion. Economics passes that test. This book presents, at the

introductory university level, an exposition of economic analysis, with persistent

emphasis on its empirical meaningfulness and validity. (Alchian and Allen 1984, p.v)

In the eyes of a court of inquiry officers of the New Zealand Treasury fell short of a

reasonable standard of conduct in their investigation of how Equiticorp was to fund the

purchase of New Zealand Steel, a shortcoming which only came to light because the creditors

of Equiticorp, feeling that this purchase was substantially to blame for the failure of the

company, took the New Zealand government to court. This finding raises the possibility that

officers of the New Zealand Treasury may have been inclined to skip the hard work of

researching in other areas in which the Treasury made critical decisions in the late 1980 s.

Alchian and Allen (1964, 1972) demonstrate why Treasury officials may have foregone the

arduous task of verifying or extending their knowledge of economics. Further knowledge is
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irrelevant since it simply confirms undergraduate learning. In this passage Alchian and Allen

approvingly quote Alain A Enthoven, of the U.S. Department of Defense:

The economic theory we are using (in the Defense Department) is the theory most of
us learned as sophomores. The reason Ph.D's are required is that many economists do

not believe what they have learned until they have gone through graduate school ....
(Alchian and Allen, 1972, p.iii)

Some serious questions might be raised about the nature of post-graduate education in

economics in American Universities, and by the defensive tone of this passage it seems that

some questions or critique have found a mark:

A floodtide in recently revised textbooks to greater emphasis on price theory does not

reflect a swing of fashions, or a correction of an excess departure, or fading memories

of the deep depression of the 1930s. It is instead a result of these scientific advances in

achieving a verified, unified, cohesive structure of analysis based on the broadened

fundamental postulates of the behavior of individuals in the face of scarcity and

uncertainty. (Alchian and Allen, 1964, p.iii))

The Enlightenment belief in a certain truth is elegantly illustrated in this book:

Answers (in the back of the book) serve two purposes: to guide and give the student

confidence in his progress and to demonstrate that not all economic problems are

answered merely with an expression of personal opinion, preference, or profound
judgment. Instead, there is a right answer, an objectively or logically testable correct

answer. Of course, some of the questions (mainly, those that ask for one's preferences

or beliefs) admit of no uniquely correct answer. ...Unanswered and answerable

questions are answered in an Instructor's manual, (Alchian and Allen, 1964, repeated,

slightly altered in 1972, p.iv)

Given this total confidence in the standing of economics not just as a form of knowledge, but

as a science, true, verifiable and verified, small wonder that the young and keen in Treasury

were prepared to apply its precepts to the New Zealand economy, and to its government and

people.

What is not present in this account of economics as a science is an account of what would

qualify as a verifying proof - and what would not. This is an interesting point. Popper's
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objection to the simple production of confirming instances is that these could be simply

coincidental. We cannot conclude anything much from confirming experiments: they may

simply confirm a mistaken idea. But the scientist who tries to disprove a theory, is taking a

risk with their professional standing, which confirms intellectual integrity even if in fact it

doesn't do much more to forward the theoretical problem. The economics textbooks are silent

on the issue of what constitutes a convincing proof or disproof. Their objective is the

communication of 'knowledge', not the dissemination of moral or questioning attitudes

towards knowledge or student's own beliefs.

Dugan and Gorringe

The evidence that some economists - undoubtedly amongst many others - accepted a fairly

simplistic view of science, and a very peculiar view of the relation of economics to science, is

available in a curious little article in which Dugan and Gorringe -both economists - argue for

the increased influence of economists on the law, on the grounds of their access to scientific

method. By 1990 at least these economists, totally convinced of the 'rightness' and universal

applicability of economic principles and procedures, were trying to establish the need to give

economists the brief to reform the law. This is public choice at its best: the application of

economics to politics. The arguments of Dugan and Goninge (1990) in Fairness and

Incentives: Economics and Inw Reform, are conveniently summed up on p.1 as

Economists have the following to offer to the process of law reform:

o a body of theory;

o a body of empirical studies;

. training in the methods and problems of drawing inferences from data;

o training in a way of looking at problems ('the economic approach').(Dugan

and Gorringe, 1990, p.l)
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'The economic approach' has strong allusive qualities: this is the very phrase which

Buchanan and Tullock use, which Mueller repeats: the economic approach to politics ls

public choice: the slight variation which Gorringe and Dugan introduce is to focus on law as

the object, instead of 'politics' narrowly conceived.

The language which these authors use derives from the language which justifies positivist

theories of science:

A minimum requirement of a theory is that predictions derived from it must be consistent

with the data or evidence....

A further requirement of a theory is that it be consistent with other well tested theories.. ..

In many areas of law reform, economics can offer a body of theory and empirical work

which bears on a particular question...

Evidence is always involved in law reform. The discipline of econometrics offers

statistical techniques that are often useful, in analysis of a law reform question. ... The

chief danger with econometric studies is that the results may be an artifact of the data

sample chosen or the method used. ....However, the procedure of publishing econometric

studies exposes them to scrutiny and analysis by others, and allows comparison with other

studies using different data or methods. (pp.2-3)

The strong belief in the superiority of the scientism of economics is quite plain: at base the

benefit economics offers to law is that of putting law onto a sound scientific basis, of

replacing anecdotal case law with scientifically established, measurable and definable hard

data, and the 'skills' with which to interpret that data.

This apparent objectivity scarcely conceals the inherent biases: despite the opening reference

to Keynes dictum that the 'Practical men who believe themselves to be quite exempt from any

intellectual influences, are usually the slaves of some defunct economist' (p.l), Dugan and

Gorringe show by their examples that they too are in the grip of a particular way of seeing the

world: all is reified. 'Much of any good thing, such as fairness, liberty, wealth or safety,

means less of some other good thing.' The zero-sum postulate is not expressed: the step by
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which abstracts like 'fairness' or'liberty' are reduced to commodities like 'oil' or 'money' is

not addressed as a debatable part of an argument: it is presented as a given. 'Love' is

presumably also a zero-sum game: there is only so much of it in the world, and if one person

has more, another must be deprived. This is patently ridiculous. What would happen if we

experienced a plague such as the Black Death: would the fact that many people had

experienced death mean that there was not enough left for the rest of the population? If the

emphasis is on the word 'good', who is to define that term? Is death not, in its time, a good

thing?

The possibility of 'market failure' is sternly dealt with:

The danger is in the assumption that, because there is so-called market failure,

legislative solutions can improve matters. A correct analysis recognises that one is

generally comparing imperfect voluntary solutions with imperfect legislative

solutions, and great care is needed in evaluating whether the law can improve

matters.(Dugan and Gorringe, 1990)

In this case it is difficult to see why the balance should be tipped in favour of the market,

rather than in favour of legislation, since both solutions are imperfect and both are affected by

pre-existing conditions which make the solution unsatisfactory. The tell-tale word is correct:

the idea that there are 'correct' solutions to social problems betrays the inadequacy of the

scientism which informs the economic approach to politics.

In the end, the argument that economists should be consulted on matters of law reform comes

down to 'lawyers have their shortcomings just as much as economists' (p.9), but the most

interesting defence of the case is the last, in which the authors confuse justice with value:

Economists are often said to have nothing to say about matters of fairness or justice.

This is not true at all - the economic approach described above can be applied to an

analysis of any value. Also lawyers have no monopoly on an analysis of ethical

questions. (Dugan and Gorringe, 1990)
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As justification for public choice theory in any field the argument that current practice is not

perfect is a weak one.

The political moment, in which economists take the field.

There has been a long and winding trail in New Tnaland between the situation in the

nineteenth century when economists generally made no contribution to policy or politics to

the point where Dugan and Gorringe can comfortably offer to reform the law in accordance

with the principles of economics.

The dominance of economists in policy making in New Zealand is a new development. As

Grant Fleming (1989) carefully documents, economists were not even consulted before 1912,

and they were only cautiously invited in, as 'experts' to make submissions which would then

be aligned with the recommendations of other parties, the responsibility for decision-making

remaining firmly with the govemment.

No productive relationship between government and economists existed during the

1920's up to 1928. This was as much due to the disinterestedness of economists in
policy debate (and the lack of economists) as to Government Ministers' attitudes

towards economists.(Fleming, 1989, p. l3)

The Prime Minister, Forbes cautiously suggested at the 1928 National Industrial Conference

that:

the Professors of Economics will give (us) a useful Iead on certain questions, and their

papers will certainly form the foundations for a profitable discussion and for thought
(NIC (1928), 5), (Fleming, 1989, p.l0).

This tentative beginning however lead to greater things. Fleming argues that the trend away

from laissez-faire economics in itself created a role for economists in government:

By 1938, economists had gained a legitimate role in government in the perception of
some Government Ministers, both as members of high level advisory teams and in

Reserve Bank operations. Further, academic economists were more consistently

utilised as 'contributing experts' in Govemment committees. The range of economic
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controls introduced in 1938 have been described as a broadly nationalistic decision

that New Zealand should be influenced less by outside events and more by the actions

of local people .... The economist would have a more important role in a more widely
managed economy. (Fleming, p.24)

Economists, ironically , were not immune from displaying the archetypal characteristics of

provider capture: over time, they destroyed, sidelined or converted other sources of economic

or indeed any other significant kind of policy advice (Boston, 1980, Jesson, 1989, 1999).

Boston's thesis on the development and demise of the Prime Minister's Advisory Group is

revealing. Originally created by Muldoon (and giving rise to some anxiety in case it heralded

dictatorship by Prime Minister) (Boston, 1980, p.190) the advisory group was indicative both

of a shift away from relying on the advice of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Boston, 1980,

p.202) (whose importance had been based on New Zealand's particular vulnerability to

English colonial policy) and of dissatisfaction with 'the limited range of advice

available...especially on economic matters'(Boston, 1980, p.203). However, the

independence of the Advisory Group did not last very Iong: the Advisor responsible for

economic advice is described in these terms:

dominating his departmental contacts is the Treasury...the relationship is very close ,

and co-operative; almost symbiotic...From Treasury the adviser will seek the latest

information and the most up to date analysis...In return Treasury will be keen for a
critical assessment of the PM's cunent mood and his likely response to a particular

package. (Boston, 1980, pp.265 -266)

For Departments that had grown accustomed to automatic defeat whenever Treasury

disagreed with them, the existence of the Advisory Group provided a new opportunity

(Boston, 1980, p.335), but as competition between the Advisory Group and Treasury became

more clearly delineated the relationship declined and less information was made available.

The Advisory Group, 'since about mid 1977, (had) been wary of advocating policies which

diverge from the Treasury view' (Boston, 1980, pp. 339-340).
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The dominance of the National Parfy betw een 1949 and 1984 had some extraordinary effects.

This was nominally a period of conservative rule, in New Znaland terms, but the conservatism

was not such as would be internationally or theoretically recognizable. Rather it was about

safeguarding the settlement of 1938, and about retaining power for the incumbent party.

Consequently even left-wing economists were thrown into rage by the transparently

inefficient use of government power for short-term aims, for instance, William Sutch writing

about borrowing in the 1960's:

The borrowing was not, ...to buffer the country from a heavy down-turn in export
prices. It occurred when export prices were high. Its effect was to mask the underlying

instability of the economy and to make more difficult the job of rectification. (Sutch,

1966, p.407).

Jesson aftributes the effect - the alienation of 'almost the entire economics profession' - to

Robert Muldoon, but the quotation above from Sutch suggests the reasons may be more

extensive.

Muldoon's idiosyncratic and autocratic economic policies had the effect of throwing
almost the entire economics profession into opposition, and so the distinctions

between economists blurred. Everyone, whether from a Keynesian, neo-classical or
Chicago school background, agreed that the forms of protection and regulation of the

New Zealand economy were either much too great, too erratic or inappropriate, and

that liberalisation was necessary. In contrast to Muldoon, almost the entire economics

profession appeared freemarket oriented. (Jesson, 1989, p.4l )

Not only did Treasury suppress opposition from other areas within government; it also

redefined itself in an increasingly narrow field of political theory.

...During Henry Lang's period as Secretary, Treasury had a diversity of opinion
within it which was welded together into a pragmatic response to policy issues. It
employed people from a variety of backgrounds who could provide contrasting

perspectives; Keynesian, monetarist, even Marxist. This began to change in the early

1980s, although the extent of the change was not apparent to outsiders because of the

cloistered nature of Treasury. Opinion started hardening not just in a free market

direction but in a Chicago school direction. Keynesians within the Treasury found
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themselves undermined and cut out of discussions. Many left. Treasury became highly
ideological in its views, and the diversity that had previously been present

disappeared...Several influential Treasury officials have spent time in righrwing
American universities - Chicago, Harvard, Duke - or with international bodies such as

the World Bank. (Jesson, 1989,p.42).

In addition to this, Treasury had recruited supporters from within the Opposition - the Labour

party. Since the time of Bill Rowling it had been customary for the Opposition to have access

to Treasury advice. Whilst this was obviously an enabling measure, allowing the Opposition

to have access to the same statistical and other data which informed government argument and

legislation it also offered an opportunity for Treasury to recruit, and in the context of the early

1980's when Robert Muldoon was dismissive and insulting to Treasury officials the appeal of

the Opposition must have been high. Some members of the Opposition for their part, smarting

from electoral rejection were anxious to adopt - and to be seen to adopt - 'responsible'

measures. Labour aspired to becoming the 'natural' party of government, rather than the fire-

crew to be called in only when the electorate was desperate,

It would be a mistake however to think that the recruitment efforts of Treasury extended very

far. Most members of the Labour pafty, even members of the Labour caucus, were astonished

at the policies their party actually produced when in government. Recruitment focussed on the

Research Unit and the Shadow Minister of Finance.

Revolution: a real realignment of power.

Foucault argues that a change in personnel is not a revolution, merely a coup d'etat. ('On

Popular Jutice, a discussion with Maoists', 1972, in P/I! Foucault 1980) A real revolution

involves a change in political theory - in discourse, modes of thought, effects of power. To

establish that there has been a real rupture - a revolution - in New Zealand politics it is

necessary to establish first that there was a different mode of thought and action in place

before 1984, and the reasonable expectation that these modes would continue to operate.
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'New Zealand at the Turning Point' 1976

It is possible to find such modes of thought and action, for instance, by examining some of the

conference reports of the period. Grant Fleming for instance finds that in the middle 1970s

there was little questioning of the cument direction of govemment. He discusses New Zealand

at the Turning Point, published in 1976 by the Task Force on Economic and Social Planning:

It is striking in retrospect how little faith NZATTP shows in the market mechanism,

and how much faith is shown in the role of the state ...the criticism was that such

planning and management had been ad hoc and short-term, rather than co-ordinated

and long-term. (Fleming, 1989, p.3)

1976 was not the turning point.

The 'Path to Reform' 1981

At the later conference, 'The Path to Reform' - the l98l 'Convention' of the 'New Zealand

Institute of Public Administration', however, there is marked consciousness of the possibility

and possible desirability of reform, and a steady resistance to it from some who identify

themselves, or their departments with solid achievements under the status quo.

In its introduction to the Convention from which the book The Path to Reform is derived the

New Zealand Institute of Public Administration announced:

the central message of the Institute's last two conventions is that reform of the State

Services is needed. Perhaps consensus is lacking about the precise nature and direction

of change, but the challenge to re-think current arrangements is clear...(NZIPA,
| 981).

The strength of the resistance from what must have appeared to be the 'old guard' indicates

the strength of the pressure for change. The Hon George Gair, a highly esteemed Minister of

the Crown under Muldoon for many years could not normally be regarded as a radical thinker,

but here he is a member of the maquis:
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The state assumed a number of its present responsibilities many years ago, usually to
fill a need which for a variety of reasons, could not be met by the private sector. In
many cases, such as certain forms of transport, Iow population densities and the need

for monopolies drew the state into the scene.

In many cases a blend of public and private works extremely well. In the health field,
for instance, the almost unique mix of public, private and voluntary agency effort we

have in New Zealand enables us to deliver a quality service, readily accessible to New
Zealanders, which contains an element of choice, and is achieved at a lower proportion

of gross national product than is the case in most other countries with which we might
reasonably compare. (Hon G.F. Gair, 'A Political impetus?'in NZIPA, 1981)

The former Secretary of the Treasury, Henry Lang, argues for continued government

intervention. He quotes a statement that : "Today the economic system, the social system, and

the state system are so inter-connected that the state cannot help being a giant machine which

distributes the social product, a distribution which in turn obliges it to intervene in order to

guarantee that production continues...." and continues, 'If we accept this statement - and I do

- no major reduction in the role of the state is possible' (H.G. Lang, former Secretary of the

Treasury: 'The Case for Reform' NZIPA, 1981. p.270).

Peter Boag, the retiring Secretary of the State Services Commission denies that change is

necessary or desirable.

Challenging and eye-catching as the theme "The Path to Reform" undoubtedly is, I
wonder whether its "Have you stopped beating your wife yet?" style of approach

might not be, by implication, an overstatement of the case. In other words, the

assumption is that "Reform", per se, is needed. "Reform" is defined by the dictionary

as "the removal of abuses, especially in politics". It seems to me that this clearly

means something more drastic than mere change, or adaptation, which the Convention

organisers may have had in mind when they chose the theme for this gathering. Or,

indeed, more than merely "innovation" for as Edmund Burke asserted in 1796 "to

innovate is not to reform'n.

...It would be unfortunate if the impression as created either that such changes as may

be necessary will have been forced on the Service wholly, or even largely, as a result
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of external pressure or, further, that changes are in some way evidence of some serious

malfunctioning.

. ....the Public Service we are "reforming" is basically a very good one of which we

can be justly proud. (Boag, in NZIPA, 1981, p.62-63)

Boag draws attention to the qualities and ethics of the Public Service as it exists, but his is a

lonely voice pleading for a state of affairs which it seems, is no longer fashionable. The record

of this conference sheds some light on the reason for the limited resistance to reform from the

bureaucrats who in the public choice theory and managerial literature are assumed to oppose it

most strongly: C. Burnes, in the 'Introduction' quotes Professor Peter Wilenski:

Necessary reform will be resisted by those reluctant to relinquish the power and

position that the status quo provides them. They will not normally employ arguments

of self-interest, but rather dwell on the difficulties of any scheme of reform (while

overlooking the deficiencies of the status quo) and emphasise fears of change as

opposed to a comfortable familiarity with the existing situation.

It is noteworthy that at this | 981 conference, only people of established stature, retired or

nearly retired were prepared to defend the status quo.

Friedman's visit to New Zealand.

However, in the same year as the 'Path to Reform' conference, Milton and Rose Friedman

had an opportunity to influence New Zealanders' thinking directly as well as through the

indirect influence of their students and readers. They were invited to New T,ealand by the

Business Round Table - Don Brash later claimed credit for organising the visit (Brash,1996,

p.18, footnote). The Friedmans delivered lectures in Auckland and in Wellington.

In the Wellington address, entitled 'The Invisible Hand in Economics and Politics', Friedman

argued for a reductionist version of history, essentially the same view as that promulgated by

Schumpeter in Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy (1947), in which laissez-faire and

collectivist models of governance alternate with each other over a long period, in a way very

reminiscent of the Austrian notion of 'business cycles'. When Friedman argues that the
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intellectual and external voices which affect countries incline them to act in the same way at

the same time, he is arguing, in a manner not unfamiliar from Menger and Krugmann, that

history and location do not count for as much as global and transcendent economic and

intellectual forces.

After this explanation Friedman claimed that just as there is an 'invisible hand' which derives

general good from individual exchange, so there is a perverse 'invisible hand' which derives

general ill from the actions of public servants and politicians, even though their actions are by

intention noble and public spirited. This negative process, by which altruistic or public

spirited collective action becomes a dead weight on the economy is inevitable: and it is

usually set in train at the height of the achievement of laisse z-fairesystems, because people

emphasise the negative instances in public life, and cause government to intervene

unnecessarily.

The Auckland lecture was less about Public Choice Theory and more about the control of

inflation, but inevitably the provision of recipes for good economic government led to

questions of government spending, and the public service.

Monetary policy is the cause and cure of inflation, but the cure for slow growth,

unemployment and low productivity is not the same. Curing inflation will establish

conditions that are favourable to solving the problem of no growth, however, in

addition you need to do other things, the most important of which are to cut the size of
government spending, to lower the marginal rates of taxation, to reduce the level of
governmental regulation and intervention in the economy in order to free up the

market to enable it to operate more effectively, to give people an incentive to save, to

invest, to work and to be productive. (Friedman, l98l)

Very few of the interlocutors actually questioned Friedman about his speeches, which they

evidently regarded either as incomprehensible or so self-evident as to be not worth arguing

about. What they were interested in was the gold standard, inflation, interest rates, taxation,

and so on - hard core economic issues, rather than social or historical interpretations.
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Friedman's answers to these questions became policy within a very few years, but this is not

evidence that these ideas were introduced into New Tnaland by this lecture. To a very

significant extent, Friedman was preaching Public Choice Theory, but the audience was

asking about economic issues. Two questions which relate to Public Choice Theory were

asked: the Hon R.J. Falloon agreed that rent-seeking or lobbying were problems for

politicians, but believed that there would be political difficulties if the governing party were to

drop the protection for the car industry,

if tomorrow we got rid of the car industry and the next day there was an election you'd

for sure have a left wing government in office. So what I'm really asking you Dr
Friedman is to tell us how to do it?

Friedman's answer was not particularly helpful to Falloon. He reiterated his belief in free

trade:

The major reason I am in favour of a fundamentally laissez faire policy on the part of
the government, is the principle of not allowing government too much power. The way

to keep capitalists from getting too much power is to make them compete with one

another. You must not enable them "to get to government" and to obtain privileges.

You must fight them off, after all they are pursuing their own interests.

To Mr Ken Grenney, in response to the question 'can you give us some practical lead on how

do you get rid of bureaucracies?' Friedman had a simple answer:

... the best solution I know is to simply cut off their money supply.

The most direct challenge to Friedman, according to the record of audience interaction

published with the lectures, was from Lincoln Laidlaw, an Auckland manufacturer, who

challenged Friedman on the principle of pure free trade in a world which was largely

protected. Friedman's response was two fold: first, two wrongs do not make a right - to

protect our industries because other countries protect theirs is still somehow reprehensible on

vaguely moral grounds, and second, those business men who (like Laidlaw), claim protection
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were showing narrow self interest. This is a curious accusation in view of the basic tenet that

it is self-interest which is the founding characteristic of the virtues of the market economy.

In response to Mr Alistair Geddis, who asked how long was a reasonable time period for

reverting to Adam Smith, Friedman dismissed the idea that too fast a movement would result

in chaos:

You would have such a burst of efficiency and greater productivity all around that I
don't believe that you'd have chaos at all. One of the things that has always impressed

me is how rapidly the market copes with what people think is going to be chaos.

But Friedman pointed out that the major limitation on New Zealand's ability to do just what

Geddis proposed was the controlled exchange rate:

Your problem is very much complicated by the existence of a system of exchange

control and the absence of a market exchange rate. I think what you have to do to

make possible the elimination of restrictions, tariffs, export subsidies and the rest, is to
move first on the foreign exchange front so that the foreign exchange rate can provide

a mechanism of adjustment which eases the transition from devoting your resources

from industries where you were inefficient, to industries where you are efficient.

Replacing exchange controls by the market rate, of course became a cornerstone of Roger

Douglas' personal economic platform, and was the first action of the Labour Government,

even before it had taken office, in 1984. Indeed the very predictability of this policy robbed it

of much of its efficacy, as large-scale finance houses and investors moved their money off-

shore in order to be able to sell at the controlled rate, and buy back in at the lower market rate,

thus causing a financial crisis. The crisis thus created gave Treasury its dominant position in

the affairs of the Fourth Labour Government.

Other policies Friedman recommended were a flat taxation rate, negative taxation to support

people with low-income, and of course monetary control of inflation, all of which became

government policy. Only the flat tax rate failed to make it into legislation, as a result of the

Prime Minister, David Lange, losing faith in the prescription.
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It is hard to tell of course just how important these lectures were, but it seems certain that

Milton and Rose Friedman's ideas were important, that they were current among a far larger

group than the mandarins of Treasury, that they became part of the core of government

thinking on economics and government management, and that Milton Friedman, as well as

preaching monetarist economics, was also preaching Public Choice Theory in government

management.

Alternative views among economists

It is not difficult to find evidence of alternative views among practising, well-regarded

economists in the early 1980s despite the claim that 'there is no alternative'. For instance,

G.R. Hawke an economist who was very closely associated with government economic policy

and reflection on policy shows in an address to the Economic Society of Australia and New

Zealand on I I October 1984, that although the problems of the New Tnaland economy were

acknowledged, the views of Treasury were not the only views available:

Government expenditure is closely tied to inflation and established policies and

questioning of the latter must now be more severe, But the effects of a reduction in real

government expenditure are probably asymmetrical with those of an increase; indeed

because of unemployment benefits, an attempt to reduce government expenditure

without contemporaneous changes in other policies could well be self-defeating.
(Hawke, 1984)

Later he argues that

There is widespread understanding that neither the idea of a complete deference of
government to market forces - because of the size and historical traditions of the New

7-ealand community, nor a reassertion of government controls of investment and foreign

exchange transactions - because of the more complex nature of the New Zealand

economy and society and the experience of the later Muldoon administration - is a

satisfactory response. Rather there is hope that suitable government influence on the

macro-markets - reorganization and reduction of protection, organization of the foreign
exchange and Iabour markets, and fiscal and monetary policy influences on the capital

market, along with taxation and social welfare policies - will enable the New Z,ealand

community to rebuild the economy. (Hawke, 1984, p.8)
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However, the pressure of Chicago economics was too great for such moderate views. Just why

this should be is subject to debate. In the next section I try to show the range of this debate.

The range of interpretation:

The abrupt change in government policy from 'welfare state' policies to a public choice

theory policy environment has provoked a range of explanations drawing on the wide range of

theoretical positions at present available to researchers and polemicists - who are not

necessarily separate persons, and indeed, perhaps necessarily not separate persons.

The range of theoretic views concerning the vector(s) of Public Choice Theory.

There are several theories as to how public choice theory arrived in New Zealand, and these

theories are closely linked to the theories about the reasons for the economic reforms of 1984.

The connection seems to be that of interpretation: if the reforms were inevitable, then the need

for public choice theory grew directly out of the need for finding an alternative structure to the

welfare state. If however the ideology constructed the need, then the message of public choice

theory must have arrived before the reforms.

Was the privatization programme in New Tnaland simply a disguise for the failure of the

monetarisation policy or was it caused by a theoretic commitment to Niskanenian type public

choice theory?

The polarity in positions in the literature can perhaps be best illustrated by Tom Bramble, an

Australian academic writing from a Marxist viewpoint, and by Susan and John Butterworth,

writing from the position of the officials committed to the reforms, that is to say from a

relatively 'right-wing' position. It is important to note that more extreme positions are

available both on the left and the right - for Marxists who viewed the Welfare State as a

betrayal of the destiny and interests of the proletariat (for instance Cox, 1996) there does not

yet seem to be any voice analysing the New Zealand revolution. Similarly, outside the
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Business Roundtable there does not seem to be any writing from a liberal of the degree of

liberalism of Robert Novick who would argue that even traffic lights are an unnecessary

imposition on the liberty of the individual.

Presentations of the emergence of public choice theory in New Tnaland generally draw on

these theories:

I The opportunities available to business had declined and the government was required to

release public businesses to private enterprise to enable them to keep up the rate of profit

and expansion that was necessary to business health.

' The historical compromise of the Keynesian settlement came to an end (probably because

of reasons explained above).

' There was a conspiracy of overseas agencies ([VIF, the Washington consensus, and Iocal

right wing interests, notably the Business Roundtable).

' There was a takeover of democratic decision-making process by The New Zealand

Treasury.

' The Welfare state had failed to deliver 'democracy' understood as financial equality, and

so had to be replaced by a system which was more likely to meet the aims of the New

Zealand polity.

I There was an economic crisis in New Zealand of such proportions that urgent measures

had to be taken to deal with it. Such is the nature of bureaucracy and democracy that

vested interests would have wilfully obstructed change. Democracy had to be ignored to

be preserved.

' There was no other wav.
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These interpretations do not lend themselves to a tidy sorting into 'left' and 'right', but certain

trends are apparent. The Marxists, generally draw attention to broad movements, and class

differences, the liberals, depending on their general hue, to the influence of definable groups

or individuals. Bruce Jesson remains outside such crude classification, and the Butterworths,

who use Marxist analysis to justify decisions based on public choice theory, remain

indescribable.

The Marxists:

Tom Bramble describes 'Rogernomics' as

the ruling class offensive against New Zealand's working class under the stewardship

of the fourth Labour Government. ... at the heart of the neo-liberal market-driven

orthodoxy of the fourth Labour Government, lay the notion that high levels of welfare

benefits and strong trade unions were to blame for the problems faced by New Zealand

capitalism, a belief also held firmly within the ranks of the successor fourth National

Government. (in Rudd and Roper, 1997 , p.l3l)

Chris Rudd and Brian Roper identify the changes that have taken place as if identification is

explanation:

Fundamental changes in the economy and civil society including ...the collapse of the

postwar long boom,. ...growing inequality in the distribution of income and wealth,

. ..and a shift in the prevailing economic orthodoxy from Keynesianism to

neoclassicism, generated the paradigm shift in policymaking from social democratic

Keynesianism to New Right neoclassicism that occurred during the 1980s (Rudd and

Roper, 1997).

Maitra fits the New Zealand experience into classic Marxist historical materialism:

Globalisation replaces economic nationalism as part of an inexorable teleological process of

capitalist development:

(The) main function ( of the New Zealand state) now is to remove all hindrances

towards international competitiveness. It is only in this way that the New Zealand state

can help to raise the rate of capital accumulation. Lastly, capitalism in its present

phase of globalisation of production creates a condition that ensures capitalism a much

longer life by diluting class conflicts. In an economy where a low-income, self-
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employed labour market (mainly in petty redistributive activities) dominates, with a

small proportion of high-level human capital earning high income in the organised

production and service sectors, the possibility of class conflict hardly exists. Tiny units

of self-employed in completely free market conditions, with nobody to blame for
uncertain conditions, live with the hope that there might, as the free market promises,

be a better tomorrow. (in Rudd and Roper, 1997, p.38)

The Liberals:

The argument that Treasury was responsible, might be seen as a classical liberal objection to

the impingement of the powerful on the freedom of others. Shaun Goldfinch sees the extent of

Treasury's powers as a problem in itself:

Writers in New Zealand have noted the importance of bureaucrats, especially those

working for the New Zealand Treasury and the Reserve Bank, in formulating and

driving those economic and social changes known as Rogernomics that overtook New

Zealand from the mid-1980s to the early 1990s (Easton 1989a; 1990b; Jesson, 1989;

Kelsey, 1995; Roper, l99la.) Treasury dominance of the public policy process in the

small public policy community in Wellington, in the context of a unitary state with
few checks on executive power, has also attracted considerable attention (Boston,

1989, Cocker, 1995). . .. the power of Treasury in the policy process and peculiarities

of policy-making in New Zealand limit the ability of alternative views of how the
economy should be organised to be heard. This exclusion of other views takes on

added significance in the face of the far-reaching changes...that were 'crashed

through' in the face of considerable opposition, undermining the legitimacy of the

political process. (in Rudd and Roper 1997,p.6O et seq)

Grant Fleming also sees the problem in that light:

Under (New Zealand's) unitary parliamentary system of government, the Treasury has

had a near monopoly of economic and policy-analytic expertise. By the early 1980s,

the Treasury had developed a strong intellectual and organizational culture dominated

by professional economists and policy analysts, including key leaders trained in

American universities. Beginning in 1984 when it helped the incoming Labour Party
government respond to a fiscal crisis, the Treasury enjoyed the confidence of powerful
cabinet members, who pushed its ideas into legislation during a remarkable period of
radical policy reforms. (Fleming, 1989, p.l6)
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A Canadian academic Hermann Schwartz reports on the New Zealand miracle in terms of the

discernible power of Treasury, (and of a discernible influence of Public Choice Theory in

their actions):

In New Zealand the treasury set the agenda for policy reform in a series of remarkable

election briefing documents that viewed political and social behavior through the lens

of the new economics of organization, particularly public choice and principal-agent

theory (New ZealandTreasury, 1984, 1987; see also Boston, 1991....) Treasury

sought to reduce the ability and desire of agency personnel, their clients, and

politicians to engage in the rent-seeking behavior that public choice theory posits by

changing institutional structures. Treasury wanted to use market pressures to force

agencies to compete on cost and quality grounds, to give consumers an incentive to
search out better or cheaper services, and to make it harder for politicians to hide the

real tax cost of additional public services. Treasury also sought legislation to insulate

the budget -making process and key economic instirutions, like the Reserve Bank,

from societal pressure, and to make policy processes more transparent (Schwartz,

1997, p.4ll)

The attribution of enorrnous power to individuals also leads to theories of conspiracy. For all

its careful insistence that there was a degree of choice, Jane Kelsey's argument is one of an

international U.S. based conspiracy (The Washington consensus) which imposes on an

unsuspecting New Zealand alien policies and economic structures.

Western governments saw themselves facing a stark choice between the promotion of
profit through the free market, and the protection of the welfare state through

government intervention. Pressure and encouragement from international economic

interests made the latter increasingly difficult, even for governments of a social

democratic stamp. (Kelsey, 1995, p.l7)

The Neo-Liberals

Treasury has a problem in claiming for itself the power that Goldfinch and Fleming would

ascribe to them: as ndo-liberals they are well aware of the problem of 'provider capture' and

would not wish to seem guilty. If they are not to be examples of the 'agency problem' they

must be seen to be securing the interests of their 'Principal' - the ruling Government, not their
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own interests or ideas. Theref,ore, as The Treasury speaks for itself, it is not Treasury but the

Labour Party which was responsible:

A fiscal policy crisis occurred in the early 1980s as a result of years of steady growth

in the proportion of government expenditure to gross domestic product, erosion of the

revenue base due to concessions and subsidies, and a fragmented indirect tax system.

By 1984 the ration of government expenditure to GNP was near 40 percent. A weak

world economy eroded revenue collections and an aggressive incomes policy, which

relied on large personal tax cuts in order to restrain wage increases, resulted in a fiscal

deficit of 9 percent of gross domestic product ,(as at Dec. 1997, the fiscal deficit in

relation to GDP IS 7Vo)...

The Labour government confronted a fiscal crisis, .... the new ministry set about

comprehensive reform of the roles and functions of government. . ..The purpose of
these changes was to get the government out of activities it was inherently poor at

managing and to improve those functions which remained the core responsibilities of
government.... (Scott, Ball, Dale, p.358)

Returned to office with an increased majority in 1987, the Labour government set

about privatizing most of the new state-owned corporations and extending the reforms

to all other government organizations. .. ..(ibid, p.359)

They sought to make fundamental changes to the strategic direction of New Zealand's
economic policy, to profoundly alter the role of the state, and to increase the efficiency
and effectiveness of public management. .,.was based on substantial elements of the

literature on institutional economics and contemporary macro- and microeconomic

theory. (Scott, Ball, Dale, p.p.359)

In a later account, Scott, Bushnell and Sallee (1990) sum up the story in a way which might

appear to be introducing notions of 'conditions of possibility', but under the apparent

objectivity of the account lie the heroes and villains - Muldoon, the Labour Palty and

particular ministers:

The extent of the reforms can be attributed to an unusual conjunction of three

conditions. First, the 1982-84 wage and price freeze, interest controls, and changes to

the tax laws created a strong climate of opinion in favor of deregulation. Second, the

election was won by a government which had been out of office for nine years and

which was, therefore, unconstrained in reexamining the basis for many existing
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policies. Finally, the incoming administration included ministers with experience in
the cabinet and in the public service. (Scott, Ball, Sallee, 1990, p.140)

Points in between:

Murray and Fleming ( 1990), in opposition to, or perhaps refinement of, conventional

Marxism, argue that it was not 'capitalists' per se who wanted or drove the financial reforms

of 1984: rather it was the financiers, whereas the industrialists, those concerned with the

actual creation of products rather than with the moving of money, were unwilling participants

if not actually opposed.

Bertram (in Rudd and Roper 1997 , p.42) suggests a resolution of the difference between

individualistic and communitarian forms of economics. He regards the post-1984 state of

affairs as little more than a swing towards the individualistic end of the spectrum:

The sea change in New Zealand economic policy that began in 1984 moved the

country significantly along the spectrum from a communitarian to a more individualist

approach, but both the concept and the power of the state survive. The concept has

been redesigned and the power has been redeployed, to produce a state that is still
'activist', but in new ways. The pre-1984 New 7*aland state tended to place restraints

on individual economic behaviour in the name of the social good. The post-1984 state

tends to restrain collective behaviour in the name of individual freedom.... (Bertram

1997, in Rudd and Roper, p.42)

Susan and John Butterworth (1998) reject the assumption that the Treasury were the definable

group of individuals responsible for the changes. As a result of approximately 30 interviews

with officials from the old Education Department, the Treasury and the State Services

Commission, they have concluded that the refonns were not the result of Treasury's

inspiration, or of the sudden influence of the Chicago school, but were a result of a wide

consciousness within the bureaucracy of the necessity for change, and the failure of the

current regime to deliver the benefits of government to significant portions of the population -
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women, Maori, Pacific Islanders, and the disabled, and that the mode, but not the motivation,

was provided by the tenets of managerialism.

The ideas (managerial theory) themselves had been around since the 1940s and had

been more popular in Japan than elsewhere and more applied in business than the

public sector. ...Suddenly the time was ripe for them and the bookshops were bursting

with them, the land seemed awash with Masters of Business Administration, and the

jargon was on everyone's lips. (Butterworth and Butterworth, 1998, p.4).

As a result, the New Tnaland government found wide agreement among its officials on what

should be done. In relation to education, they claim that 'Quite a case can be made that it was

insurgent officials who were the standard-bearers of reform'. (Butterworth and Butterworth,

1998, p.8). They. do not explain why this conversion of the civil servants should result in the

diminution of the scope of government when civil servants are inherently opposed, according

to the literature they quote, to any restriction on the expanse of their own bureaucracy.

The Butterworth's inadequacy on this point mirrors the irony with which I started this chapter:

in New Zealand a conscientious and well meaning civil service took it on themselves to

convert the country, through their political masters, to a policy of destruction or at best

reduction of their own organisation. This altruistic behaviour was largely a result of their

education, in New Zealand universities, but Iargely derived from the Chicago and Austrian

schools of economics, and incorporating their accompanying belief in the scientific nature of

economics, Since neo-classical economics stresses the self-interested nature of bureaucrats,

the success of this economic/political programme is in itself a critique of the discipline.

If the University of Canterbury economics programme is as suggested, an important vector of

this programme, the ironies intensify: a public funded university has played a significant role

in introducing the political drive to underfund universities in order to make them efficient -
and this effect, since it is not (unfortunately) confined to the individual university which

sponsored it, must be regarded as an 'externality', a public good, or public bad, depending on
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one's viewpoint. The larger point is the imbrication of public education in New Zealand in its

own self-destruction, and in the destruction of much more than itself.
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Chapter 12: Conditions of Possibi@, Part II:

the incursion of Public Choice Theory into

education

Public Choice Theory discourse in the educational policy documents in New Zealand.

The discourse of Public Choice Theory became more and more firmly established in the

documents of power and policy in the field of education over the 1980s and 90's. This section

will trace the evolution of that discourse in the documents. The diseourse of the documents is

particularly important in an era when the notion of consultation is in serious decline. The

chances to put forward different ideas to govemment, or even to the professions involved

were few. Because the overriding belief was that the reforms themselves were more

democratic than the existing system - they were going to involve the 'community' and

produce more 'choice' - democratic consultation was not only unnecessary, but would allow

'lob.by groups' to distort the reforms in their own favour. The key problem, as Roger Douglas

pointed out to the Mt Pelerin Society, was conceptualised as

How do you subject providers to the discipline of consumer choice in a system

dominated by one monopoly state supplier? (Douglas 1989, p.37.)

And the solution was to reform as fast as possible in order to prevent opposition organising

itself, and to demonstrate the extent of the benefits and the universality of the stringencies, so

that no sector or group had sustainable grounds for complaint.

Consensus among interest groups on quality decisions rarely, if ever, arises before

they are made and implemented. It develops after they are taken, as the decisions

deliver satisfactory results to the public. (Douglas, 1993, p.218)
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There was therefore no reason to consult educational professionals on the nature or timing of

the reforms. Disagreement was perceived as 'working together to protect their respective

interests as the expense of the taxpayer and consumer' (Douglas, 1993, p.218). Speed was

itself a defence against the formation of effective interest groups:

Do not try to advance a step at a time. Define your objectives clearly and move

towards them in quantum leaps. Other wise the interest groups will have time to

mobilise and drag you down. (Douglas 7993,p.221)

To a greater degree than was the custom in New Ze.aland therefore, the policy documents,

including those written by 'experts' invited to New Tnaland by the New Zcaland Business

Round Table constituted government and public thinking. There was little open debate.

Prevailing conditions

While Treasury or 'the Treasury Group' can be clearly seen as the harbingers of economistic

thinking into education, there is still a question concerning the failure of the education

establishment itself to resist these reforms more forcefullv.

The education 'community' seems to have been mesmerised or disabled by the following

conditions or factors:

* The discourse of 'choice'

* The discourse of 'provider capture'

* the weight of empirical 'evidence

* the inspired selection/co-option of an education academic who had a heavy prior

commitment to'communitv' involvement in education

.1. the reiterated desire of the education communitv for reform.
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The desire for'reform'or at least change, became hopelessly tangled in the characteristics of

the reform which actually happened. Educational as opposed to political or economic

reformers took some time to realise that not all reform is good reform, and that under cover of

'reform' they had been sold a reversion to nineteenth century modes of thought and

institutional conduct.

The discourse of choice.

In New Zealand as in much of the westem world, the importance of the ability to make

choices is assumed in the very nature of the autonomy which liberal governments both require

from and impose upon the subject. To confess that making choices is not one's idea of perfect

self-fulfilment is to assign oneself to an infantilist or mediaeval state - to being a'girl' or a

nun, essentially. Ordinary people who have absolutely no idea of the superstructure which

economists have built upon the foundations of 'choice' nonetheless regard the ability to make

choices as the hallmark of being an individual, and the right to make choices as the hallmark

of a 'free' polity. Regardless of the fact that the range of choice is strictly limited, and that

non- choice is not questioned in other areas of social and political life, once a commodity or

service is identified as a potential or possible arena for choice, then to withdraw the offer is

seen not as a neutral act, but as a positive act of unfreedom.

The discourse of provider capture: the apparent weight of commonsense.

'Provider capture', bearing as it did the weight of Marxist authority, particularly that of Ivan

Illich (1979) was a very powerful discourse indeed. As a result, not only were educators

excluded from the debate around education, but many of them felt, rather uneasily, that there

was justice in the exclusion, - perhaps on the analogy of the police investigating their own

transgressions, or of a recent scandal at National Women's Hospital, where some doctors'

interpretation of 'ethics' was more in their own interests than that of their patients. Quite
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possibly, in the broader interest educators should limit themselves to carrying out the

educational task, rather than describing just what that task was.

'Empirical research'

In this case, as in others, educators were constrained by a rationalist notion, which few were

equipped to debate. If 'research'could be shown to favour'choice', then the educational

community had little option, in the interest of research and reason, to which it was at least

theoretically committed, than to accept the findings.

There seems to be no empirical research which actually supported public choice within the

general realm of education. This.did not inhibit its enthusiasts from claiming a general

scientific endorsement. Caldwell and Spinks in Tasmania (1989), claimed to have found

significant results in terms of managerial efficiency and teacher/management satisfaction with

the use and accessibility of resources, but did not venture into the question of effects in the

classroom. Ramsay et al at Waikato had found in Project CRISSP (1989) generally beneficial

effects from involvement of parents and family in school affairs, but this could hardly be

generalised to an application of public choice principles. The general lack of education

research which endorsed the application of public choice to schools in terms of educational

benefit may be one of the reasons why the Picot Taskforce maintained that its brief was not to

reform education per se, but only its administration. In terms of management, the reformers

were able to call upon a substantial amount of 'research' which was conceived within the

parameters of Public Choice, and which therefore tended to find conclusions consonant with

its major premises.
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'Choice' in the United States.

In the United States, school choice was, and is, a much more politically loaded concept than

it was in New Zealand. The concept of 'choice' is associated with the resistance to the civil

rights movement in education in the southern states of the U.S.A.

In 1956 Oliver Brown brought a case against School Board of Topeka, Kansas, claiming that

the school his coloured daughter had to attend was not 'equal'as required by the law under the

previous Plessey decision. The final decision in his favour, although openly resisted by

Southern state legislatures, school boards, school administrations and parents, was evenrually

forced - literally under armed threat in some cases - into practice.

The resisters then changed their tactics. Whilst state schools were now forcibly desegregated,

the powerful icon of 'choice'could be mobilised to ensure that segregation continued to

operate, but on the basis of freely exercised choice, instead ofon the grounds of

administrative rules. However, the Supreme court took historical evidence into account:

where there was a long tradition of segregation and resistance to desegregation, the Court

ruled that regimes of 'choice' amounted to nothing more than a means of evading the law

(Henig, 1995).

The context of United States history involves a complex association of individual rights with

States' rights in opposition to those of central government, the federal government. In the

struggle over schooling, this tension was very explicit. Afro-American children were kept out

of State schools by State Troopers, and escorted into them by Federal Marshals. The term

'state' in this case means 'local state' i.e. the state of Arkansas, Missouri, Alabama as

opposed to the Government of the United states. Whereas in New Zealand the terms 'state',

'public' and government' are almost synonymous, this is not so in the U.S., and 'choice' is a

term which is now lined up with 'state' attempts to circumvent the interference of

'government' in education.
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Amongst the battery of 'choice'mechanisms devised for the purpose of avoiding 'government'

domination of education were most of the phenomena which have been seen or mooted in

New Zealand: vouchers, usually in the same'semi-voucher'form seen in New 7*aland

(Wylie, 1999), sometimes in the form of state subsidies for students to attend private schools.

'Magnet' schools were a slightly later development, and represented a new phase of choice

based on making some public schools more desirable than others, on the grounds of more

specialised cuniculum, or particular styles of curriculum delivery, or specific equipment.

One of the most useful advocates of 'choice' from the point of view of its usually white,

conservative advocates, was Polly Williarns, a black woman who had status politically in her

area, Wisconsin. In Wisconsin, the public school system was closed down in favour of

privately provided education, with govemment subsidies in the name of choice. Amongst

Polly Williams' reasons for supporting this new state of affairs was" I aint no integrationist. I

aint for running after white folks', and in this statement can be heard the echo of bell hooks

account of the missionary zeal of the black women who taught her in her all-black school,

which she compares unfavourably with the imperialistic and patronising agenda of the

teachers in the white schools to which she was forcibly desegregated (hooks, 1994). However,

even Polly Williams eventually recanted: the temptations for white politicians to underfund

black education as they had before ef ctively destroyed the appeal of 'choice' (Henig, 1994).

The story is seen differently, of course, by proponents of choice. To Hayek, it is bureaucracy

which creates racial tension within schools, by the very fact of the coercion involved in public

schooling.

Yet we must remember that it is the provision of education by government which

creates such problems as that of the segregation of Negroes in the United states -
difficult problems of ethnic or religious minorities which are bound to arise where

government takes control of the chief instruments of transmitting culrure. In

multinational states the problem of who is to control the school system tends to
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become the chief source of friction between nationalities. To one who has seen this

happen in countries like the old Austria-Hungary, there is much force in the argument

that it may be better even that some children should go without formal education than

that they should be killed in fighting over who is to control that education. (Hayek,

196O, p.379)

This sentiment is echoed by Chubb and Moe, but with more emphasis on the element of

'provider capture':

During the 1960s, the struggle by minorities in urban ghettos for "community control"

was a reaction against the insularity of bureaucratic professionalism and a demand for
greater politicial responsiveness and control. The desegregation controversy of the

1960s and 1970s involved, among other things, a power struggle among levels of
government as to which authorities would make basic decisions about local schools

and their student bodies. The "Teacher Power" movement in the 1970s and 1980s was

driven by demands for professional status and the autonomy, pay, and decision

making power that go along with it. (Chubb and Moe, 1990. p.6)

The Self-Managing School

The experience of the United States undoubtedly had its effect in New Tnaland. Mediated in

Iarge part through Caldwell and Spinks, Australian advocates of the 'self-managing school', it

lost its association with explicit racism, but retained its appeals to a strong sense of

community, and added an appeal to the ambitions of principals to have the right to'manage'

their own school in a more efficient way, without the 'interference' of government officials.

The appeal to community seems to originate with James Coleman, who conducted a large

survey across United States schools, from which he concluded that Catholic schools

positioned their students best for subsequent success. Private schools which were not Catholic

did not do sufficiently better than public schools to be worth singling out. Coleman

conjectured that the critical ingredient that gave Catholic schools the advantage was the strong

sense of community, based on a shared sense of values (Henig 1994).
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Chubb and Moe, drawing on similar research materials, augmented however by surveys

conducted among school administrators, preferred the conclusion that 'private' schools

performed better, and that the reason for this superior performance was the higher degree of

autonomy allowed school administration in the private sector, compared with the public sector

(Chubb and Moe, 1990), (Henig, 1994). This view fits so well with Buchanan and Tullock's

views on the preferability of individual to collective decision-making, that it is hard to avoid

the inference that the interpretation is strongly affected by an ideological slant. The research

findings of Chubb and Moe were to make very great impact on educational administration in

the United States, and more importantly for this study, outside it.

'Magnet' schools, which were claimed as exemplary success stories by proponents of 'choice'

as a mechanism for achieving the judicially established goals for levels of integration, were

dependent upon extra Federal funding to finance the special elements which were to override

the preferences of parents and students to stay within the boundaries of their own ethnic/racial

groups. (In some cities the divides ran along lines other than a simplistic matter of black and

white: Hispanics and other groups complicated the story. (Henig, 1994).\ It might be argued

that the extra funding allocated to'Bulk funded ' schools in New Tnaland was expected to

perform the same function, but in New Zealand where there is no Federal state, and no history

of celebrated manipulation of Federal versus state or local funds, the extra funds had the look

of cynical manipulation, rather than of an adroit development of access to extra resources

which did not impose further drains on local taxpayers.

Caldwell and Spinks, in their book The Self-Managing school (which refers to both Coleman,

and Chubb and Moe) postulated that the advantages of the private school could be imported

into the public school, without great structural change, by changing administrative practices.

So long as the administration made every decision 'as if they were a private school, then
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school resources would be better used, the staff would be more creative in the use of

resources, and the education of the children would benefit.

We have defined a self-managing school as one for which there has been significant

and consistent delegation to the school level of authority to make decisions related to

the allocation of resources ( knowledge, technology, power, materiel, people, time and

finance). This decentralisation is administrative rather than political, with decisions at

the school level being made within a framework of local, state or national policies and

guidelines. The school remains accountable to a central authority for the manner in

which resources are allocated (Caldwell and Spinks, 1988, Preface)

This idea, called'self managing schools' in New Z,ealand, and 'devolution'eslsewhere, was to

have great appeal in New Zealand. The political implications seem to have been overlooked

by educators, although Caldwell and Spinks make it clear ehough:

There have been initiatives in a number of countries to increase the autonomy of
schools within public-funded systems of education. In Britain, for example, the

conservative government of Margaret Thatcher proposes to give control of their own

budgets to governing bodies and head teachers of all secondary schools and many

primary schools, with provision for schools to opt out of control by the Iocal education

authority and receive grants directly from the Department of Education and Science.
(Caldwell and Spinks, 1993, p.3)

Caldwell and Spinks make the economic origins and overtones even more explicit in a section

called

Political-economy

The case for self-management which draws on concepts from economics or politics

seems at first sight paradoxical since it challenges the belief that equity or equality are

achieved through relatively uniform, centralised allocations of resources to all schools.

This challenge was mounted in strong terms by Garms, Guthrie and Pierce who based

their case on the view that education is a prime instrument for the promotion of three

strongly held values; equality, efficiency and liberty. a fourth value, choice, may be

promoted through efficiency and equality, with efficiency ensuring that resources are

conserved for other activities, thus expanding choice, and equality of opportunity

ensuring that choice can be exercised. These writers contend that centralised

budgeting, with relatively uniform allocations to schools and minimal opportunity for
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re-allocation, impairs the achievement of equality and efficiency and, by implication,
of choice. Equality of opportunity is impaired because a centralised budget makes it
difficult for schools to match services to student needs. Efficiency is impaired for the

same reason but also for other reasons: centralised budgeting seldom provides

incentives for efficiency, frequently fails to foster diversity through which more

efficient and effective approaches to teaching and learning may be identified, and

invariably excludes key actors such as governing bodies, head teachers, parents and

students who have perhaps the most powerful motivation to see that resources are used

to best advantage. The solution, according to these writers, is school-site management,

with lump-sum budget allocations to schools, a high degree of community

involvement in school decision-making, and the fostering of diversity within and

among schools to ensure choice. (Caldwell and Spinks, 1993, p.6)

This peculiar theoretic hodge-podge, confusing putative cause with effect, seems to have gone

almost unchallenged in New Z.ealand, until the results indicated that the claimed effects of

equity etc, were not being achieved (see for instance the work of Lauder, Thrupp et al,

(1999)). This accusation seems to have hit the mark, politically, even though to neo-classical

economists, the 'equity' claimed as logical result is for the tax-payer, not students.

The importance of the economic motivation can be seen in the very inception and purpose of

Caldwell and Spinks' research:

The major focus at the outset was money, since the value of the project was suggested

by recent developments in Tasmania where government schools now have a relatively

high degree of autonomy in financial management compared to their mainland

counterparts... (Caldwell and Spinks, 1989)

Peter Ramsay and Project CRISSP

Whether by accident or design the senior educationist who was invited to sit on the Taskforce

to Review Educational Administration, Peter Ramsay, was a professor from the University of

Waikato who had a strong commitment to the beneficial effects of community involvement in

schools. Not surprisingly, the general conclusion of research he lead, the Curriculum Research

Review in Schools Project (CRISSP) which was conducted over the late 1980's, (its final
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report being published in 1990,) was that community involvement was a good thing. This

predilection for community, as collective, might have been expected to lead to resistance to

Treasury's proposals, but Treasury were also in favour of 'community' involvement, but on

their part, community was seen not as a social phenomenon, but as a collection of self-

interested individuals voluntarily pursuing their own individual goals side-by-side. The

distinction is between community as collective, and community as an Occamite collocation of

individuals. Ramsay seems not to have identified the distinction.

Despite this, Peter Ramsay and the other educator, Ros Noonan seem to have put up a stout

resistance to those elements which they defined as having immediate adverse effects for

education in New Zeiland.In particular, they fought to have the'bulk funding' clause remain

optional (Ramsay, 1995, 1994).In effect, this created the possibility for the resistance of

school teachers to the prospect of privatisation: by making it very difficult for their Boards to

opt into 'bulk funding'(which would have given the schools control over teachers salaries)

they not only preserved a national teaching service, with national rates of pay and policies of

promotion, (and thereby preserved the national Teacher Unions, the most effective opponents

of the reforms) but made it difficult for the government to proceed further with any intentions

they might have had to follow the SOE path and further develop the schools as stand-alone

businesses which could be easily privatised.

There was another member of the Taskforce from whom some resistance in the name of their

constituency might have been expected: Whetumarama Werata. Werata is on record as having

had to threaten to resign to get any reference to the Treaty of Waitangi incorporated into the

reform document (Irwin, 1999).

The representatives of teachers and Maori were in a complex position, since change was

regarded amongst their associates as desirable. The teacher bodies had long been agitating for

change: in fact the PPTA had published in 1974 a paper called'Education in Change' and had
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since lobbied for change both in curriculum and in assessment procedures. Other sections of

the education system were likewise conscious that the systems which had evolved over the

last 120 years were in need of repair or renewal. The reforms as they emerged did not look

like the reforms that might have been expected, but they did promise to be 'only' about

administration, and not to affect classroom teaching, and they did promise for the future

substantial revision of curriculum and assessment procedures. It would have seemed churlish

to reject these changes - particularly as they had not yet been put together, so there was

nothing of substance to object to.

At this point we have then, coming together, a professor who sees a unique chance for the

fruits of his own research to be put into practice, a body of educational research which carries

some conviction, a disqualified wider educational community (which is still hoping for some

positive change), and a Treasury/SSC group which is quite prepared to use the previously

existing predilections of other members of the Taskforce to support them in their own

programme, but who are not prepared to bend far from the major purposes of their task - and

of course, the highly defined and predictive parameters laid out in the Terms of Reference

helped them to execute their objectives in the guise of efficiently carrying out their task.
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Chapter 13: Revolution: Managerial reform and

the Fe-construction of the subject

In this chapter I trace through the educational policy and related documents the changes in the

theoretical construction of education, focussing on two specific streams of thought.

The first is, managerial reform, with its attendant elements of devolution and decentralization,

the downsizing of government departmental size, capacity and authority, the emphasis on

efficiency rather than effectiveness, and above all the introduction of the language of

management, especially in terms of 'excellence', quality' and 'accountability', and of course,

'Provider capture'.

The second is, the reconstruction of the subject: as administrator, teacher and student, the

personnel involved in education become conceptualized as something different by the end of

the period. The Beeby/Fraser concept of the student and teacher relationship is substantially

revised, the focus of responsibility moving away from developing the child to the best of its

potential, and in a manner likely to benefit the public good, first in the direction of

constituting the child (or its parent - there is some confusion here -) as customer, or chooser,

and secondly, in the direction of fitting the child for a useful, productive life in the projected

economv of the future.

Resistance in education

If reforming the State Sector invoked resistance, the reform of the Education Sector was likely

to provoke even more. Where the State Sector could be roughly divided into skilled and

unskilled labour: 'managers' as opposed to labourers and counter clerks, in Education the
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equivalent of the labourers and counter clerks were teachers, highly educated, well organised

and vocal, and above all, already possessed of a clear world-view, which they had had to

develop to explain to themselves satisfactorily why they had undertaken a poorly paid and

relatively under valued career. One thing teachers were in general very clear about, was that

they did not teach primarily for the money. This belief in itself made them predisposed to

reject a managerial and political system based on homo economicus. However, the resistance

of teachers, expressed through their unions, the PPTA and the N7.p1, was not a feature of the

education community overall: administrators and tertiary educationists were not conspicuous

by their opposition to the reforms.

The calm before the storm.

The educational world prior to 1984 offered little to suggest that upheaval was on the way.

Despite the later claims that reform was inevitable and urgent (e.g. Butterworths 1998), there

was little consciousness of that urgency outside the circle of senior officials and politicians

who might be thought to have imbibed some of that urgency from sources other than the

strictly educational. The change of language heralded by the Picot report of 1987 constitutes a

rupture in the discourse of education, equivalent to the rupture in the discourse of

governmentality in other forms of political life in New 7,e,aland during the mid - eighties.

It was possible for the intelligent and economically educated person to pick what was going

on. The lack of urgency towards Treasury's model of reform on the part of Russell Marshall

did not imply a lack of urgency towards reform in general. This extract from Simon Collins

demonstrates both the awareness of the gathering forces of economism, and the way in which

it was possible for education to go on as before.

EDUCATION : THE NEXT TARGET?
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Education is one of the very few areas of government policy almost completely

untouched by Rogernomics... The nearest thing to a market signal (Russell Marshall)

let through was an increase in fees at universities and technical institutes - and even

that was dropped at the last minute early in 1987. There are signs, however, that

education cannot hold itself aloof from the new economic policy for much longer.

Collins' description of things to come shows a good understanding of the nature of Public

Choice Theory thinking on education, and the accuracy of his predictions suggest that those

who claim to have been taken by surprise over the results of marketising education have been

nalve, at best.

These proposals, if adopted, point clearly towards much wider reform of the education

system. The idea of an entitlement to only 3 to 5 years of state-funded education

beyond the age of 15 comes from monetarist thinkers like Milton Friedman. They

would like to restructure schools on the same basis, with every child entitled to a

certain cash grant from the government, or 'voucher', which they can spend on any

education they choose. School zoning would be abolished, and both public and private

schools would be encouraged to compete for the students' money. Just as in the

markets for movies or sports matches, the popular schools would be crowded to their

limits, while the unpopular schools would be left largely empty, and their teachers

would be out of a job. There could be no stronger incentive for teachers to provide the

kind of education that children and their parents want. (Collins, 1987, p.I03-105)

Education under the Education Act 1877 and its later amendments:

Although the advocates of the reformed system like to paint a picture of the pre-reformed

education system as some kind of Gormenghast bureaucracy, sleeping quietly in the warmth

of inefficiency and ivory towered unaccountability, the truth is that the 1877 Education Act

took community control of education very seriously, and had put in place an extensive system

of elected representation from the community at all levels. In primary schools, there were

school committees, whose powers, although not as extensive as those of the current Boards of

trustees, were also not as negligible as is now often claimed. Regional, elected'Boards of
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Education' oversaw the operation of the Primary schools and district high schools in their

(often very large) geographic area. Secondary schools had 'Boards of Governors', whose

powers were very similar to those of the current Boards of Trustees, and other institutions,

notably universities and technical institutes had their own elected governing bodies. As well

as the elected representatives of parents, or 'the community', there was usually a representative

from the Department of Education on these Boards, to ensure that local enthusiasts did not

Iose sight of their 'accountability' to central government and 'the taxpayer'.

Over time and as the size of the population increased, the originally lean Department of

Education - it had originally one inspector of schools - became increasingly large. As

successive governments responded to electoral or national needs or complaints, more and

more responsibilities accrued to Departmental or Board officials. Sometimes the schools were

used to pursue other agendas of government, particularly in the area of health, or to encourage

farmers to take up marginal lands, so free milk, health checks, immunisation, dental clinics,

free transport, the Correspondence School, were added to the list of the Department's

responsibilities. W.L. Renwick, the incumbent Secretary-General for Education, put together

a list of these responsibilities for the 1987 Briefing to the government, obviously hoping to

draw the attention of the Minister to some urgent internal reorganisation, but probably not

seeking the total destruction of his department:

The biggest and the most urgent task facing you is to persuade your colleagues in the

Cabinet to commit the Government to firm policies for the forward planning of the

various educational reforms to which it is already committed. ...You hold no financial

approvals which allow the Department to plan beyond the 1987/88 year for most

policies and the 1988/89 year for a few others.

This unsatisfactory state is, of course, a consequence of the very great difficulty

governments have had since 1975 in committing themselves to future expenditure

while they have at the same time had to restrain the growth of public expenditure. The
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outcome for the planning and implementation of key educational reforms has been

disastrous. Government decisions have become piecemeal and for the most part

limited to the financial year for which budgetary provision is being made. (Department

of Education, 1987, p.5)

There follows an enorrnous list of: 'policies (which) must be placed in a context of medium -

term planning if you are to be in a position during the next three years to deliver the additional

teachers and supporting resources needed for their implementation'.

The overall impression is that generations of Ministers and law-drafters have left the hard

stuff to be settled by the Department - formally by the Minister. Over time, a series of the

equity issues of various periods have also been handed to the department as special cases of

larger or smaller dimensions, so that, in the end, the number of issues for which there is no

clear policy evident, and for which Ministerial decision is required becomes astounding.

There is also a possibility that Renwick was making a point about the workload to defend his

department from the 'provider capture' accusation. Certainly it would seem that in some cases

the questions themselves might have been posed with some kind of indication from the

Department as to what an appropriate action might be. As it is, the repeated format:

o the issues

e current work in progress

r authority

o need for consideration, and/or questions for consideration,

whilst efficient enough, tends to suggest that there is too much left undecided, and not enough

is being done. The typical entry for 'questions for consideration' is 'The department would

like to discuss the recommendations of the (named) Advisory Committee when the report

becomes available in the next few weeks'. Partly of course it is the fault of the government for
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having instituted so many reviews, but partly also it is a stylistic problem. Where for example

the Department already has a pretty clear policy, as is apparent from 'current work in

progress', for instance on colporal punishment (p. 102), the 'questions for consideration' are

still couched - very formally and politely - in terms of 'Officers of the Department would Iike

to discuss with you...' In other cases the Department is plainly hanging out to tell the Minister

that his bright ideas are full of fish hooks - as in the section 'Establishing Bases for Increased

Community Participation' which is basically about the restructuring of the Flaxmere schools.

The model of the appropriate role for the Department is clearly that of handmaiden to

government, e.9., on p.38 'The question is what priority the Government will give to the 63

recommendations in the Report', but a sulky handmaiden. This is evident for instance on p.

113, where 'the Department would wish to discuss the relationship between the Probine

Fargher Report, the Tertiary Reviews and the Task Force on Educational Administration'. The

Department's officers certainly knew what the Terms of Reference for the Task Force were,

and would almost certainly have realised that they spelled out their own demise. The Briefing

does not reveal any belated attempt to capture the intellectual high ground, but it does show

that the Department was aware of the problems and taking steps towards dealing with them,

although not on the grand scale that appealed to Lange. It is evident from this section, on p.

I19, that the department thought there was still some scope for them to conduct some in-

house reforms: the reality was that the recommendations of the Picot Report would revise the

Department beyond recognition.

REVIEW OF EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION

Current Work in Progress. ...
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l. a review of departmental delegations to ensure the extensive authorities now

delegated to the department are exercised at the lowest possible level consistent

with efficient and accountable management;

a review of delegations made under the department's acts and regulations to give

education authorities considerably more decision making powers;

3. the establishment of a task force led by Mr Brian Picot to complete a

comprehensive review of the structures and systems of education administration by

June 1988.

The authority for I and2 is the 'Director-General'; they reflect a consciousness of the

prevailing preference for efficiency, accountability and decentralisation respectively. But

whilst Renwick had conectly identified the buzz words, his reforms were too little and too

late. Although the review of Departmental delegations was already complete and 'activity is

now concentrated on staff trainingo, and the review of the delegation of legislative powers

from the Department to education controlling authorities, was reported to be making 'good

progress', Picot was to sweep away all in its path. Amongst the casualties was the new

Education Act ( p. 122) of which a draft was 'in the process of preparation for publication'.

Instead of publishing and creating the terms of debate, Renwick wanted to know 'whether you

wish to proceed with the release of the draft of a revised Act for public comment or defer

release until decisions on the various reviews are made'. Renwick has provided an answer to

those who believe that incremental change was not possible, although its adequacy will never

be known. In education, at least, there was an alternative.

2.
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The Hard Questions

It is not the case that the Department shirked the hard questions; in fact this may also have

contributed to their demise. The Department draws attention to the likely opposition of the

unions to 'range of rates covering performance, skills, experience, locality and recruitment

and retention considerations' (p.124), to the failure of the system to measure up to Maori

expectations (p.120), to the inadequacy of its research capacities (pl3l), to the inadequacy of

the bulk grants ('Is the Government prepared to fund grants at adequate levels and, if not, is it

prepared to acknowledge that parents must pay for the cost of providing basic requirements of

operation' p. l3a). Sometimes the beauty of the Department's familiarity with the educational

scene shines through in contrast with the doctrinaire decisions which followed the demise of

the Department, e,g. (on p.143) ' Is there a point between these low rates (of rent for tied

school houses) and full market rates which achieves a balance between the need to obtain a

reasonable return and the need to adequately staff schools?'

A brief glance down the list of contents for the section on 'Schools' gives some indication of

the range of the Department's brief, but also of the inadequacy of the conceptualization of its

responsibilities: there is no ranking of these concerns.

L Curriculum Review

2. Quality Of Teaching Report

3. Roper Report

4. Commemorating 1990

5. The Treaty Of Waitangi

6. MaoriLanguage Bill
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7. Bilingual Education

8. Taha Ivlasri Devclopments

9. Alternative Srchool Systern For Maori Children

10. Policy On Languages

11. Pacific Island Students

12. Girls AndWomen

13. Computers In Educmion

14. l:2O StaftingIn Junior Classes And Reading Recov,ery.

15. CtrangeFrorn Secondary To Primary Positions

16. S'eeondary School Stafftng

I 17. Te Atakura: S.ecemdary Teacher Trainees

I 8. Seeondary Mathematics Teacher Stroltage
I

19. Area Sohoqls Staffing

20. BoardiOf Studies

2 l. Aehievenrent_ -Based Assessrnent

, n. Sixth Form Certificate Developmerts

23. Grading Repo.rtingln School eertificate

24. Fee.s For Extiernal School Examinations

25. lvlainstneaming

26.The Review Of Special Education; Closure Of Campbell Fark School
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27. Registration And Discipline Of Teachers.... and so on to

46. Review of School Cleaning.

It is somewhat reminiscent of Foucault's list of the concerns of the Chinese Imperial

privileges. There may be a logic, but it is not immediately apparent. There are 154 pages in

this Briefing, and on average, one issue per two pages, each requiring the Minister's attention.

The contrast with the carefully structured rationalism of the Treasury's (1987) document is

only too clear. Where Treasury ignores detail in the search for the Grand Theory, Education is

entirely bogged down in detail and does not consider theory, not even at the level of ranking

priorities. Yet this system, creaking as it was, was not devoid of merit, and there is positive

evidence from the 1970s and even in the 1980s that the system itself was not as inadequate, or

as backward looking, as its critics would have it.

The old-fashioned liberal view of educational purpose:

It had not always been the case that the interests of the Department and the Government were

so out of joint. It is common place to quote the Beeby/Fraser staternent on the aims of

education: it is worth noting that for many years this was seen as the government's position,

not as Beeby's formulation - the statement has been commonly ascribed to Peter Fraser, the

Prime Minister. The statement does not suggest, as later advocates of reform have implied,

that the interests of the child are of lesser importance than the interests of the bureaucrats or

the teachers. On the contrary, the interests of the child are central. But the understanding of

the child's interests are distinctive: the child is to be developed 'to the fullest extent of his

abilities'. This is in keeping with the renaissance model of man, diverse and full of potential,

but whose interests are aligned with those of the community, that is, his interests, asfields of
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preferred study, are at least potentially seen as being both to the advantage of the child and of

the community, that is, in the 'interests' of both. The later, neo-liberal literature clearly

distinguishes between, first, the preferences of the individual that is, of the parents, and

second the needs of the community reinscribed, re-delineated, as the 'economy'. The 'interests'

of the child, as fields of preferred study, do not seem to feature at all. In the Beeby world, all

these forms of interest are intertwined, interdependent, indistinguishable from each other.

The 1970s: Education Department Research:

That the Beeby/Fraser doctrine was more than the rhetoric of party policy or of an official

anxious to present a pleasing face to the world is obvious from department publications

through the 1970s and eighties. In this section I shall show through excerpts from the

Department's reports and recommendations on secondary education, the pervasive nature of

the assumptions about the nature and purpose of education, and the nature of people involved

in education. Presumably other series of documents from other parts of the system would

show similar patterns. The series starts in l97l with a conference at Lopdell House. The

Department of Education publication ( 198 l) State Secondary Schools in New Zealand, A

baseline Survey tells the story quite clearly. What stands out in clear contradistinction to the

later, economistic, reforms of the late 80s and 90s is the respect for the involvement of the

teaching profession, and the community, and the patience with which the search for answers

to very searching questions was carried out. By 1976,itis apparent that the Department felt it

was ready for some far-reaching changes in secondary schools, at least, but the changes did

not come.

The 1970s were a decade of soul-searching and of changing directions in secondary

education. The movement began in l97l with a Lopdell House conference on the

nature and purpose of secondary schools.....First there were area meetings, attended by
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trained resource people (seconded teachers, principals and inspectors) and

representatives from each school, to identify local issues and concerns. These were

followed by meetings in schools on "student free" days, at which staff examined the

objectives of their school in the national framework. The questions raised were: What
is our school trying to do? Why are we, as teachers, trying to do this? What should we

be trying to do? What are we achieving? How can we improve what we are doing? At
further meetings, parents, board members and the community as a whole gave their

views on the secondary school curriculum and the relationships between the school

and local community. (Department of Education, l98l)

The Department's series of documents on the secondary curriculum, written as outcome to this

series of meetings, show concern with the traditional and circumscribed nature of the

curriculum, its pre-occupation with examination results, and its failure to engage the interest

of many of its less traditional students. The conception of the student remains throughout, one

which is strongly affected by the more traditional liberal concept, and by Dewey's idea of the

development of politically and ethically conscientious citizens. In 1972 for instance, the

Lopdell House group quoted approvingly the Thomas committee's (1943) perception of the

kind of person the education system aimed to develop:

By an 'effective citizen' we mean one who has a lively sense of responsibility towards

civilized values, who can make firm social judgements, and who acts intelligently and

in the common interest. (Department of Education 1972,The Secondary School

Curriculum: 3, the challenge is Change, p.5)

Secondary School Curriculum: 2, Some Comments and Opinions (1973) collated replies to

the major issues the Department had raised in'some issues and prospecfs. Its summary of

responses classified as'Comments related to the knowledge ,skills, attitudes and values we

should be developing in pupils' was as follows:

call for liberal or general studies

delay specialisation as long as possible

reduce rote learning and simple factual recall
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. open-mindedness, flexibility and adaptability

r respect and concern for others

o clearly stated aims and objectives (local rather than national)

o Most submissions asserted that the most important function of a secondary school was

to ensure that it developed each pupil's potential as fully as possible. Many implied

that this meant catering for far more than pupil's intellectual development.

(Department of Education 1973, p.4)

In this era the Department was perceived as driving change, sometimes faster than the

populace (or the teaching workforce) wanted to go - 'the Bolshies in Wellington' as one

teacher described the originators of curriculum reform (Campbell, 1978). Although obviously

keen to see real change in classrooms, the writers of the department reports were conscious of

the risk of achieving change only at the cosmetic level, and of leaving the community and the

teachers behind:

The mills of educational reform grind slowly, and public acceptance is slower still.

While we must seek for answers, our answers must be provisional. We must make sure

that proper diagnosis precedes treatment. We must also beware of an excessive sense

of direction, for that can be almost as dangerous as no sense of direction at all.

Department of Education 1972, The Secondary School Cuticulum: 3, the challenge is

Change, p.5)

In the same document the authors quote Beeby:

teachers, under the pressure of instructions they have not understood or accepted, have

an infinite capacity for doing the same things...Only the shadow of progress can be

achieved by regulations and exhortation. (Department of Education, 1972, p.4)

The purely vocational or economic as the aim of education is kept in perspective:

Educational reformers have insisted for centuries that true education has as its basic

function the development of 'the best human qualities.'

However, in spite of statement of this kind, and the lip-service paid to them by most of
those engaged in education, the aims of education systems as they appear in practice
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are usually much more pragmatic. They could perhaps be summarised as: the

provision of certain basic skills, without which life in society would be difficult, for as

many as possible; the production of a sufficient number of sufficiently skilled people,

so that national economic levels are maintained or increased; and the granting of
certificates and reports of various kinds, for the purpose of occupational selection

and/or placement. (Department of Education, 1972, p.8)

Renwick also points out that the danger of too much emphasis on vocational education: it is

both a threat to the development of the liberal individual, and is vulnerable to the transience of

many vocational skills in the industrial world:

If manual subjects have a place in the secondary school curriculum, it is for their

distinctive contribution to the all-round development of young people.

There is another reason why pre-vocational courses are beginning to decline in

secondary schools.....There is also the obsolescence of knowledge to contend with. In
a world in which production techniques can change rapidly, in which traditional skills
can become redundant or uneconomic, it is unwise to encourage young people to learn

at secondary school what they may Iater have to unlearn or forget. It is moreover, a

point that applies generally to the secondary cuniculum, not simply to subjects that

might be thought to have vocational relevance....Our graduates today know that such

knowledge as they have is a mere thimble -full of their specialised subject and,

moreover, that most of it is tentative - that knowledge is an industry like everything

else and its products just as likely to end up on the scrap-heap as a result of last year's

research paper and this year's breakthrough.

...The point is now, I think, well taken by teachers that the manner of their teaching

may well be more important in the long run than its content. They have the

responsibility both of helping young people to learn and learning how to learn.....

(Department of Education 1972, p.l0)

It should be remembered that through most of this period(the 1970's) the government in

question was not seen as a left or reforming government, and the'governmentality'of the

period was cautious, and conservative, even though to a large extent the position it was

conserving was that of the reforms of the Labour government of 1938. Recommendations of
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change therefore are not of a sweeping or sudden kind. A report dedicated to Mr Gandar (a

National Party Minister of Education) in 1976, says:

..Education...should be based on and should exemplify the values of:

. mutual concerrt,

o individuality,

t cooperation.

. autonomy

. adaptability

c quality

The vitality being shown by many schools and the evidence of the secondary

education review indicated that secondary schools are willing and able to introduce

educational improvements. The committee takes it for granted that massive and rapid

change is neither necessary nor desirable. Nor would such change be possible without

large-scale provision of resources. ....We anticipate, however, a rate of change that

will increase, gathering momentum, as new ideas are shown to work and the results

gain general approval. (Department of Education, 1976,p.4)

Issues of accountability, the tension between the interests of the individual and the economy,

the role of family, and their expectations (and apprehensions) of the education system, and the

problem of neglectful and abusive parents, an attempt to define 'community', and to suggest

ways of involving it in education, the thorny questions of curriculum, the relative role of

Department and schools, - are all addressed in this report, along with the clear view that

schools are not availing themselves of all the possibilities of current regulations or addressing

urgent problems.

The comments regarding the zoning of secondary schools seem particularly prescient, given

subsequent events:
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The main basis of enrolment to secondary school be geographical and that every

school has an obligation to meet the diversity of interests in its neighbourhood.

In any district where there are two or more schools it becomes necessary to establish

an enrolment policy. The dilemma is that of reconciling conflicting issues. Complete

freedom of choice of schools is a negation of the ideal of the neighbourhood school. If
students can bypass the nearest school and travel long distances to the school their

parents choose then the local secondary school will be weakened and this will affect

the quality of education received by other students in the area. (Department of
Education, 1976, p.8l)

The OECD Report on New Zealand education in 1983

Although officials in New 7-ealand were well aware of the shortcomings of the system, the

OECD Report of 1983 offers an agreeable picture of a system which is functioning well,

giving general if not universal satisfaction, and relating well to other countries in terms of the

quality of staff, the competence of bureaucrats, and the effectiveness and efficiency of its

management of money.

The examiners record that New Zealand should be content with the current

performance of its education system, which has been spared many of the time-

consuming and unproductive controversies that have beset societies elsewhere. At the

same time they perceive a need for some changes in priorities and direction. In

particular, New Zealand like many other OECD countries, may have to strengthen and

further diversify its post-school education and training provision with a view to

helping young people who leave school at fifteen to cope with an increasingly

comBetitive labour market. (OECD, 1983. p.3)

The OECD examiners did not find, as later commentators would, an automatic dissonance

between teachers and administrators on the one hand (stigmatised under the term 'provider

capture'), and parent/consumers on the other.

We found substantial satisfaction among nearly all the groups with whom we spoke

about the current performance of the education system. There were, of course,

criticisms, But to an extent perhaps greater than in some other OECD countries, the
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parents, citizens, employers and workers of New Tnaland appear to be reasonably well

pleased with what is done for them in schools, colleges and universities. .... Existing

means for decision-making and consultation are generally believed to be adequate for
this purpose, and we did not get a sense of alienation from, or disenchantment about,

the political and administrative channels by which such changes may be achieved.

.....There are those who are concerned about the alleged inadequacy of some current

efforts to improve the position of ethnic minorities. But such disagreements, painful

and difficult as they may seem at the time, do not appear to reflect fundamental

conflicts over the aims and functions of education.

A second broad impression concerned the high degree of professionalism displayed by

administrators and teachers in the New Zealand system. We shall comment elsewhere

in this report on the fact that the system itself is largely administered by ex-teachers. In
nearly every area of central and regional policy making and management there is a

majority of men and women who have served their time in classrooms. It was

impossible to remain unaware of the strong commitment of these people to the

improvement of teaching and learning. We found very little cynicism or time-serving.

Those who run Education in New Zealand are dedicated to use their knowledge and

capacity to maintain and enhance progress. This is widely recognised by principals

and teachers. There is little visible evidence of the "them and us", mentality that can

on occasion characterise the relations of teachers and administrators in some other
countries. (OECD, 1983, p.l0-l l)

Positive comments of this kind on administrators, teachers and teaching in New Zealand

became very rare, as the doctrines of provider capture, the principal-agency problem, and the

rigid division of policy and implementation took hold.

On the question of funding and efficiency, the OECD was far from the Public Choice Theory

position:

The unit of resource in New Zealand education was already comparatively low. New

Zealand already had an efficient and economic system. The unit of resource ought not

to be allowed to fall further. The examiners felt this particularly keenly in the case of
universities, where the quality of their operation would be compromised if resources

were allowed to decline while the principle of open entry was maintained. (OECD

1283,p.123)
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It seems clear therefore that the impetus for reform in education at least was not coming from

the OECD in 1983.

The comments of the OECD examiners in 1983 suggest two things - which may be the same

thing - that people in New Zealand were not dissatisfied with education, that even the

officials were not as dissatisfied as is now sometimes claimed, and that, far from putting the

government under pressure to streamline education, the OECD was politely waming them that

to seek further economies was likely to jeopardise quality, and that, although the education

system could legitimately be used to a degree to conceal or deal with unemployment, and

create added value in the workforce, the application of narrowly technical-rational criteria to

for instance research was actually counter productive.

The various conferences and reviews prior to 1984, although always to a degree critical of the

education system did not in general claim that the system itself was in tatters, but rather

desired success within the system for various groups - Maori, Pacific Islanders, women, the

disabled, rural children - who were seen to be missing out. The 'norm' which these groups

were seen to fall short of, was, as is not unusual, not so much the statistical norm, but the

idealised achievement which in fact was usually the privilege of white urban middle-class

males at the time. The exaggerated claims of inefficiency and indifference to the needs of

students which have been made to justify the reforms are not supported by the documentary

evidence.
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Chapter 14: The Reforming Reports.

The Reforming Reports

Right from the start the reform movement showed a consciousness of the connection between

power and knowledge: the possibility of using education to reconstruct society including the

individual is an early theme in the literature. Where earlier reports discussing this element of

governmentality had tended to balance the altruistic or social aspects - (the personal

development aspects, which were seen as relating to emotional, 'character' and leisure

pursuits), with financial or economic interests - (learning skills, getting qualifications,

becoming independent), there was little suggestion that the education system was responsible

for the future of the country through the skilling of its students, or that the fundamental

purpose of education was to service the economy. From 1987 however these suggestions

become increasingly overt.

The Probine - Fargher Report

The Probine-Fargher Report - the first of the great reforming reports - leads the way by

drawing immediate attention to the imbrication of the government's economic and political

policy with its educational policy.

Increasingly the technical institute and community college sector is being used by the

Government as an important instrument of national policy in relation to labour market

adjustments, social equity issues of access and equal opportunity, and the transition of
young people to adult life.

...While the contribution of the technical institute system is important to our economic

and social welfare, and is becoming more so, all is not well. We must recognise that

we are in a new economic age in which knowledge is the capital of the future. To be

without knowledge is to be without capital. (Probine, Fargher, 1987, p.l)
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The Probine-Fargher Report established many of the principles which were later associated

with the Picot Report. There was to be significant increase in the autonomy of technical

institutes and less governance from the centre. A central body was to be set up to supervise

qualifications and standards. More students were to be encouraged to take part in tertiary

education, in their own interests and in that of the country.

Probine and Fargher do not appear to have been directly influenced by the Virginia School,

but they do quote Schumpeter - once a member of the Austrian School, at second hand,

through a speech by Sir Roderick Carnegie, quoted in the Sydney Morning Herald! Although

Schumpeter himself does not belong to the Virginia School, the technique, that of employing

economics, in this case Schumpeter's economics, to the political arena is pure public choice

theory. The element of Schumpeter's thought which attracts interest is the process by which

the market delivers improvement: the combination of entrepreneur and technology:

A notable economist, Schumpeter, coined the phase (sic) "creative destruction" to

describe the process by which we are continually destroying (replacing) old methods,

products, services and processes, and creating new ones. He argued that innovation is

the force that moves resources from old and obsolescent employments to new and

more productive ones; and one of the principal tools of the innovator is the profitable

application of new technology to the development of new products, processes and

seryices, and to improving the efficiency of production systems! If we are unable to

develop internationally competitive products, processes and services, and attempt only

to recreate, or resurrect, the past, then we may be destined to be, "the poor white trash

of South Asia".

The notion of necessary pain in order to enjoy the benefits of the entrepreneur's contribution

to a new market equilibrium was to insulate the government through many succeeding years

of economic distress.

The pure concept of consumer sovereignty however is too much for Probine and Fargher: they

devote a considerable space to presenting and arguing against the unrestricted freedom of the

market in education, and in particular against the mechanism of 'vouchers'. Their objections
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are couched in terms of equity, and efficiency, (since if the market were not perfect the state

would have to intervene anyway). Their most interesting set of objections comes from the

recognition that the student is not the only consumer of their education:

o competition among providers is more likely to produce courses which respond to

the short term needs of individuals without providing them with the education and

training necessary for permanent employment, or providing the overall skills

requirements of the nation's economy;

o the quality of education provided would deteriorate if the only accountability was

for the short term needs of the individual consumer, because the wider needs of

other beneficiaries would be overlooked (e.g. the State and the community of

large);

o the voucher system in identifying only one consumer (the individual student),

excludes industry, an essential consumer of education and training, from any

control ....

Howevern although the working party does not see the individual student as an appropriate

'site' for the workings of the market, it had no such reservations about the institutions. There,

entrepreneurship is to be encouraged, and (in case presumably the instirutions did not know

what the working party had in mind) there is a list of possible enterprises the institutes could

engage in - including operating short courses, conducting research and development projects

to selling 'advertising space on restaurant menus, sponsored naming of schools and

departments after companies and prominent individuals, etc'(Probine Fargher, p. 35).

Where the Probine-Fargher Report is very much at variance with the thrust of later reports

however is in its attitude to participation: as is customary in New Zealand the report deplored
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the low levels of participation in tertiary training, but unusually Probine and Fargher

recommended extending public responsibility for the costs of tertiary education.

We are of the opinion that some form of basic entitlement, whether in the form of an

allowance or an extension of the secondary free place system, is desirable in order to

improve participation rates in post-compulsory continuing education in New Zealand.
(Probine-Fargher, 1987, p.34)

It is evident therefore that although Probine and Fargher were aware of public choice

arguments which had implications for education they were selective in their adoption of them.

They embraced the notion of the entrepreneurial institution, but not the notion of the student

as a rational chooser whose self-interest would automatically bring about the general good,

and they certainly did not see education as a private good in which the government should

subscribe only to that fraction of the cost which could be determined to represent the

externalities which affected the taxpayer.

The documents of power: Economic Management and Government Management .

A crude statement of the difference between Economic Managemenf (Treasury, 1984) and

Government Management (Treasury 1987) is that Economic Managemenf is about reforming

the economy, and Goventment Management is about reforming the government. As a major

Government department therefore, Education will come more under the spotlight in

Government Management. However, the indications for the future were there in Economic

Management.The assumptions about the nature of government and its relation to the

economy were stated, much more briefly than in 1987, but the substance is the same.

ln the Economic Managemenf list of the 'Factors Adversely Affecting the Performance of

State Owned Trading Enterprises' the substance of public choice theory is apparent: Treasury

wants to replace the rich confusion of political motivation and purpose with the simplistic

models of economics: efficiency instead of equity, with all its confusion and inherent
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ambiguity and debate. It suggests that the reasons why State owned enterprises 'contribute

less than they could to economic performance' are:

a. Their lack of clear, non-conflicting objectives;

b. Their operating environment i.e. the special assistance they receive and restraints on

competition with them; and

c. The incentives arising from existing arrangements for monitoring performance.

(Treasury, 1984, p.279)

Tomorrow's schools might well be read as an attempt to provide those clear goals, to remove

the preferential treatment of state schools, and to provide incentives and related 'monitoring

arrangements'.

Government Managemenr (Treasury 1987) devoted an entire volume to education. Its author

or authors were certainly members of Treasury rather than of the educational fraternity, and

its priorities reflect that. It is a document dedicated to imposing economic imperatives on

education.

A single group of specimens will give the flavour, but almost any paragraph from the 294-

page book would serve the purpose. These extracts are taken from the section on 'Secondary

Education'.

... The focus in New Zealand has tended to be on inputs rather than outputs and

quantity rather than quality. Many developments have had, and have, remarkably little
reference to equity, agency or economic concerns.... (Treasury, 1987, p.143)

(Equity, be it remembered, is equity for taxpayers.)

Among the 'culprits identified in the US and elsewhere' Treasury lists

i the aqe we live in. . ..

ii radical educationalist theory has undermined the traditional role of education

iii rigidities in the educational system and the operation of pressure groups

. ...have combined to lead to ineffective allocation of resources and inability to match

the pace of change;
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\ iu the quality and commitment of staff and /or resources in educational
I institutions is insufficient to the task. (Treasury, 1987 , p.143)

The paragraphs developing the theme 'the age we live in' become a homily on how to teach:

State funded education does not need to be at the forefront of change in the content of
what it teaches, but does need to constantly review how the relevance of the relatively

unchanging content can be made clear to adolescents from different backgrounds and

with changing attitudes and expectations and with changing technology available to

assist: development and variety not so much in what is taught but how. The provision

of an IBM compatible personal computer to every, say, form 3 pupil backed up with

the appropriate software and networking and to be used at home if preferred, might do

far more to improve educational standards and preparedness for the changing world of
work than enriched teacher/pupil ratios and the like, and cost far less. The flexibility
and incentives to make such a change are currently lacking. (Treasury. 198'7, p.laa)

'Radical educational values' are epitomised by the Curriculum Review which is held to be

peculiarly susceptible in its recommendations to 'provider and 'middle-class capture' (p.A7).

Moreover,

(The Cuniculum review) focuses implicitly and at times explicitly on leaming as an

end in itself and none of its 99 recommendations relate to the world of work, except

those dealing with teaching! (Treasury, 1987, p.laQ.

'Rigidities and pressure group influences' are of course, about the role of the state ('suggests

the need to minimise state intervention to the areas where there are clear and defensible

reasons for such and to minimise displacement of private agendas by a state agenda'), and

about funding, staffing levels and so on,

The present national fixed pay scales for teachers not only reduce incentives for good

teachers but also exacerbate skill shortages in teaching. ... Management and incentive

structures should be clarified and developed for teachers. Those with the role of
safeguarding the interests of customers should be separated organisationally from
those with a provision or provider role. Inspection activities should be removed from

the control of managers on whose work their findings could be felt to reflect

unfavourably upon (sic) and thus who could be tempted to withhold funds, suppress

findings, discourage the free flow of information and so forth. (p.150-151)
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'Quality and commitment of staff and /or resources' is likewise a 'culprit' that can be

changed by the application of economic principles:

A more flexible system with better informed customers will provide greater room for
providers to develop their skills and quality of provision and move out from behind

the defensive baniers of rights established under the present system. Accountability
will become greater. Concern with corporate culture and means of drawing more fully
on employees' abilities has been developed in industry and may be applicable to

schools. Technological developments in knowledge transmission and information

storage potentially offer significant breakthroughs in education, if those with
professional education expertise are given the positive incentives to use them. A
heavy economic price may be paid by those countries which are slowest to seize such

opportunities. (p. l5 l)

The last sentence presages the move from market theory to human capital theory, but the time

was not quite yet.

Treasury and The State Services Commission remained unsatisfied about the state of

education: despite Jesson's ( 1989, p.108) point that Lange and other members of cabinet were

anxious to preserve the social services from the depredations of Treasury it is evident that

Treasury and the like-minded SSC (State Services Commission) had already decided before

the election of Labour for its second term in 1987 that Education should be reformed, and the

direction of that reform. Although a Task Force was formed to report on the state of education

and make recommendations for its reform, the SSC was able to report confidently to the

Minister on the likely form of those recommendations, in its briefing to the incoming

government,long before the Task Force had reported - in August, 1987. The final report was

not published until March, 1988. The confidence of the predictions is not surprising when the

terms of reference are closely examined: there is a strong theoretical element which derives

from Public Choice Theory, such that to come to any substantially different opinions to those

SSC predicted the members of the taskforce would have had to challenge the terms of

reference, which they appear not to have done. Even given that degree of prior pressure, at
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least one member of the task force reports that the Treasury put the panel under strong

pressure on some vital issues (Ramsay, 1993, p.267).

Briefing Papers for the Minister of State Services, August, 1987

The contents of the State Services Briefing for the incoming Minister in 1987 are interesting

for the picture they give of the intimacy of State Service's knowledge of and involvement

with the changes in Education. The State Services Commission seems to be well aware that

after many years of frustration, this is its chance to realign Education with its own priorities,

Previous attempts at rationalisation, including one by the Hon A. H. Nordmeyer who
chaired the Educational Development Conference Working Party on Organisation and

Administration in 1973 have always been thwarted by the strength of opposition from
powerful education lobbies, and the long tradition of consultation.

The State Services Commission was able, long before the report of the Task Force to Reform

Educational Administration's report was published, or even written, to predict with

astounding accuracy, just what would be in it. Concepts and questions to be examined would

include:

to what level or agency can authority and decision-making be devolved;

to what extent can policy activities be separated from operational activities;

to what extent should funding activities be separated from the provision of services;

what are the limits to community choice, and ;

how and where can client control rather than provider control, be enhanced.

And the answers were pretty clear to the Commission: they would probably include:

a smaller and leaner Ministry of Education:

the abolition of Regional Offices; the establishment of district education boards,
i

combining many of the powers and authorities now shared by a host of separate

councils, boards and other bodies, and; greater administrative authority and decision

making powers to individual school management bodies. (SSC, 1987, P.15-16)
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The Terms of Reference

In the very 'terms of reference' of the Picot committee, as reported by the SSC in 1987, the

principles of public choice theory are evident. The Taskforce was required to examine:

o the functions of the Head Office of the Department of Education with a view to

focusing them more sharply and delegating responsibilities as far as is practicable

The assumption is that the Head Office is inefficient, and that efficiency is to be achieved by

'delegating' responsibility. Either or both 'provider capture' and 'rent-seeking' may be

presumed to be at work here.

. The work of polytechnic and community college councils, teachers college

councils, secondary school boards and school committees with a view to

incre as ing their powe rs and re sponsibilities.

These are voluntary bodies: this clause draws on public choice assumptions of the superior

efficiency of voluntary bodies in relation to governmental bodies.

, The Departrnent's role in relation to other educational services

The Department is inefficient because of the very fact that it is a governmental body. Its role

in relation to other services must be one which is inefficient if not actually corTupt or

obstructive.

, Changes in the territorial organisation of public education with reference to the

future roles of education boards, other education authorities, and the regional
offices of the Department of Education

The territorial reference is interesting: it is rather reminiscent of Tullock's stories about the

organisation of roads at his family's holiday camp: it has a Kentucky-local-community

flavour about it, which resonates both with consumer-sovereignty and with local participatory

democracy and the virtues of voluntary/charitable organisations.
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. .... The taskforce will endeavour to ensure that the systems and structures

proposed are flexible and responsive to changes in the educational needs of the

community and the objectives of the government.

'The community' is becoming a loaded word with the connotations noted above. In the past

such documents had not spoken so openly about the 'objectives' of the government. The

needs of the child/individual as seen by Fraser and Beeby are not here referred to: the needs of

the govemment are seen as different to the needs of the community or the individual.

Moreover, the language and concerns are those of managers and financiers - time and cost, the

business of the State Services Commission and Treasury, not the business of Education.

It will identify any costs and benefits of its recommendations and recommend the

nature and timing of any necessary transitional anangements.

The taslcforce is to make recommendations which will ensure the fficiency of any new

system of education administration that might be proposed. (SSC, 1987, p.9)

These paragraphs seem to indicate clearly that these proposals were to go into policy: this was

not a woolly set of guidelines or position alternatives; the government was clearly convinced

that the results would be what they were expecting and would find desirable and expected

them to be put into practice. The presence of a Treasury advisor in the secretariat would

ensure that their proposals found favour with that most influential of 'control' organisations.

The term 'efficiency' covers not only cost-cutting expectations, but also a hint of Pareto-

optimality. Efficiency has to be good for the democratic rights of the taxpayer-consumer. As

Wendy Larner (1997) points out, 'efficiency' was the governing criterion of the success or

failure of SOE's, and, being interpreted solely in terms of the ratio between investment and

dividend, obviated all other purposes of government organisations and thereby rendered them

equivalent to private businesses, in such a way that there was no particular social objective to

justify retention by government: privatisation followed logically from the efficiency criterion.
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The Picot Report

The Picot Report, Administering for Excellence is of such crucial importance to the reforms in

education; to the securing of a new language and way of thinking about the role and structures

of education, the nature, needs and purposes of people engaged in education at all levels, and

about the goals not only of education but of the government, that I propose to deal with it very

fully indeed.

Two major elements of public choice theory can be clearly seen in the Picot report: the

'provider capture' element, and the reconstruction of the subject. Much of the report is

devoted to these two themes. It is interesting that to forestall opposition to their proposed

changes the Committee deploys what the 'Wilenski gambit' I described earlier from the 'Path

to Reform conference, (1981):

3.2.1 Inevitably, interests have become vested in the existing structure and so frank

criticism and proposals for change may be felt by some {!s a threat.

These elements, provider capture and the reconstruction of the subject are truly inseparable,

since both depend upon the assumption of the homo economicu,r narure of students, teachers

and administrators. Therefore I will rearrange the paragraph sequence of Administering for

excellence, so as to establish the fundamental postulate: homo economicus first, then develop

the 'agency problem ' which derives ftom homo economicus, and the means taken to solve the

problem, and then show the preoccupation with the twin dilemmas of provider capture, and

the reconstruction of the subject. Finally, I will look at the elements of competition and

'efficiency'.

I will not go over the terms of reference again, but will draw attention to the response to them,

and to a paragraph in which the committee discuss their relation to the terms and to their

commissioning body; the government:
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The response amounts to endorsement of the terms of reference:

Merely massaging present administrative structures would be both ineffective and

time-wasting, because urgently needed reform would not be achieved. We trust that

this report can play some part in ensuring that learners receive the best possible

education available from every dollar spent. (Taskforce, 1988, p.vii)

The need for reform and the cogency of economistic critical elements are accepted.

L L2 We were not charged to question or to develop government policy on education

and have therefore taken the existing thrust of government policy as a given.

Consequently, we have worked on the assumption that the state will continue to be

the principal funder of formal education, that education will remain compulsory

for 6-15 year olds, and that the provisions of the Treaty of Waitangi will be

observed.

Here it should be noted that the 'assumption' is by way of a concession: people who were not

thinking in terms of the possibility of government not funding state education, i.e. most of

New Zealand's citizens, would probably not have mentioned something which they took for

granted. The disclaimer that we were not charged to develop government policy on education

is very ingenuous, and begs the question just what a new policy on education would have

looked like.

Notwithstanding this disclaimer of the right or intention of developing policy, the Committee

goes on to say:

1.1.4 Our view is that the objectives of the system must determine the organisational

structure, and so we have identified two fundamental objectives for the education

system as a whole and then attempted to design a structure to achieve them.

The two fundamental objectives are located in the significance of the individual - here coded

as 'the learner', and the desirabiliry of equity. Both could be seen as public choice theory

requirements, provided that the special meanings of the terms 'fair' and 'just' within public

choice theory is borne in mind: they do not imply equal treatment or outcomes, but the equal

right to enter into the market. 'Fairness' in terms of Pareto-optimality implies that change is
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acceptable provided that no one is worse off, and at least one person is better off. This does

not impose a very high standard of requirement for social justice on the educational reforms.

Even this however amounts to a shift in the direction of conventional educational thinking;

Treasury (1987) interprets 'equity' more in the sense of being fair to taxpayers, i.e. not

burdening them with the education of children who are not their own, or from whose

education they are not likely to benefit.

o Every learner should gain the maximum individual and social benefit from the money

spent on education.

o Education should be fair andjust for every learner regardless oftheir gender, and of
their social, cultural or geographic circumstances.

The Taskforce makes its criteria plain, and with one exception the criteria come from

economics:

l -2.1. As a Taskforce, we are convinced that any administrative structure for
education should be based upon:

Choice

an assumption of individual competence

cultural sensitivity

Good management practices.

'An assumption of individual competence' is the assumption of rationality: 'choice' is both

the 'freedom' of the individual to make choices, and the necessity for a market in which to

make them; 'good management practices' implies the will and capacity to control the 'agency

problem' - the inevitable desire of the individual as employee to exercise his preferences -

choices - in his own interest rather than in the interests of the education system.

1.2.2 Choice will involve providing a wider range of options both for consumers and

for learning institutions. ... we see the creation of more choice in the system as a way

of ensuring greater efficiency and equity. ...Only if people are free to choose, can a

true co-operative partnership develop between the community and learning

institutions.
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Only 'cultural sensitivity' stands out here against economic rationalism. The exception is

deeply rooted in New Zealand culture, but particularly in the lively insistence of Maori on

their own cultural practices and the right to those practices enshrined in the Treaty of

Waitangi. That concept is alien to public choice theory, as later becomes clear in the Sexton

Report - but it is also useful, because Maori provide a paradigmatic case of the exercise of

'choice', and the way a market system can accornmodate it. Again, it should be noted that'co-

operative' is a word with specialised meaning in the world of economics: the market is the

paradigm of co-operation, since buyers and sellers provide each other with what they want,

without coercion. Co-operation in the sense of people working together for a common good

evokes all the problems associated with altruism and public goods. Co-operation in its usual

sense is not an acceptable concept to neo-classical economics, but of course the difference in

meaning was not made plain in the Report.

Rationality

The educational bureaucrat, the teacher and the parent are all to be regarded as rational. This

is a prerequisite for homo economicu,s, and it is a prerequisite for being the individual who is

the target and hero for neo-liberalism. As Occamite representatives of the individual 'most

people' are to be celebrated. At the same time, their rationality necessarily implies the

venality which makes them dangerous. Somehow the individual has to be tamed. These two

paragraphs present the positive side of individual rationality and the possibility of taming self-

interest in the common interests of government and individual, here coded as 'the learner'.

1.2.4 Individual competence assumes that most people are competent to carry out the

tasks given to them and that nearly everyone will have a genuine commitment to doing

the best job possible for all learners. The presumption of individual competence

encourages the development of initiative, independence, personal responsibility and

entrepreneurial abilities....
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1.2.5. The concept of competence also extends to parents. We feel that parents want

to be involved more fully in various facets of the education of their children and the

overall direction of our proposals is to encourage this.

Management as solution to the'agency problem:

The difficulty of aligning the will of the individual with the will of the principal - the

employer - is the 'principal-agency problem'. The solution to this 'problem', must lie in the

real, not the metaphysical world, that is to say, it is not good enough to lay claim to non-

definables like loyalty, religion or duty: the essence of good management lies in aligning the

interests of the employee with those of the employer. In this field, the tenets of behaviour

modification theory with its emphases on tangible reward and punishment are evident:

1.2.9 Good management practices are essential if the administration of education is

to be efficient and effective. This means that those working in the system must have

detailed and clear objectives, control over the resources needed to carry out the

objectives, and no overlapping lines of responsibility. They must also be accountable

for the decisions thev make.

Provider Capture:

The Picot report practically introduced the term 'provider capture' to New 7,ea7and, and.

thereby forever altered the way in which citizens saw the people who worked in education.

The term derives directly from public choice theory. It is most clearly found in the work of W.

Niskanen (1971), but parts of what is loosely termed 'provider capture' in New Zealand

conform to what Buchanan calls 'rent-seeking' i.e. manipulating the system to one's own

advantage.

3.2.4 A highly centralised system is particularly vulnerable to the influence of
pressure group politics. Such a system encourages pressure groups representing

consumer, professional or geographical interests to exert pressure at the centre. As the

distribution of resources is largely predetermined, such pressure will tend to consist of
building up or protecting existing rights and attempting to capture any extra resources

which may be available. Thus the pattern of educational decision making becomes that
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of pressure group politics at the centre, rather than mutual co-operation of
professionals and consumers locally.

A special case of 'provider capture' arises when civil servants are in a position both to give

policy advice, and to carry out subsequent policies, since they will then endeavour to put into

place policies which either benefit themselves, or are easy to carry out, or have some such

advantage to themselves rather than to the Minister. Policy advice therefore has to come from

people who have no responsibility for implementation. Preferably, indeed, it should come

from people who have no knowledge of education at all, since they are the least likely to be

contarninated by personal commitment or association with lobby groups. The Picot committee

are not only concerned to prevent 'provider capture' at head office by relocating decision-

making to the Iocal areas: there are some functions which cannot easily be devolved, so there

must be a regime which will control the tendency to self-aggrandisement in the staff who are

left at Head Office. This is done by reconceptualising as a problem the circumstance that,

heretofore, policy advice and implementation were carried out by the same people. This is

presented as a clear opportunity for officials to create positions for themselves or their friends.

|.2.12. Ministers need high-quality advice on which to base policy, and so we see a

clear need to separate policy advisers from the providers of education to eliminate any

potential conflicts of interest. Advice to government must be freed as far as possible

I from self-interest, so that it has the credibility and neutrality that is required of it.

The existing structure was not adequate, of course, in these terms. Interestingly, part of the

inadequacy is expressed as unavailability of information - a reference which the economists

would have understood in terms of market theory, where information is a significant part of

choice-making, and is ultimately coded in price.

Our investigations convinced us that the present administrative structure is

overcentralised and made overly complex by having too many decision points.

Effective management practices are lacking and the information needed by people in

all parts of the system to make informed choices is seldom available. The result is that
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almost everyone feels powerless to change things they see need changing. To make

progress, radical change is now required. (p.xi)

'Effective management practices' is a coded way of saying 'managerialism', by which is

meant a management system designed to solve the 'agency problem' i.e. the problem that the

employee will look after their own interests rather than those of the employer. The reference

to 'information needed' is a reference to market theory, in which the market is supposed to

create the information required by the rational consumer to enable them to make good

decisions in the market.

Not only will the separation of policy and implementation limit the opportunity for

featherbedding and empire-building, but Ministry officials are to be supervised in their

provision of Policy as well: 'outsiders' will keep a watching brief... and, just in case the

Minister should use the utility maximizing potential in his powers of appointment, two of the

'outsiders' will be elected by an electoral college:

To promote openness and to bring a wider perspective into policy advice, an education

Policy Council is proposed. The council will consist of the four most senior officials

of the ministry and four outside appointees. Two of these will be appointed by the

Minister and two by an electoral college. The Education Policy Council will ensure

that policy advice retains the confidence of parents, teachers and the wider

community.

Even so, the possibilities for provider capture evidently remain. To redress the balance, and to

employ the self-interest of the parents in the market - using the information-metaphor for

competence in surveillance - parents will be 'empowered'.

Providers of education are likely to remain better funded and organised than

consumers. To redress the balance by helping parents to promote their views and to

become better informed about how the system works, a Parent Advocacy Council will
be established ...
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The tension between self-management and accountability

An effective administrative system must be as simple as possible and decisions should

be made as close as possible to where they are carried out. Because the state provides

the funds and retains a strong interest in educational outcomes, there must be national

objectives and clear responsibilities and goals. .....

The fundamental paradox of self-management becomes apparent here. How can learning

institutions be self-managing if there are national objectives and clear goals set by someone

else? At this point, the way forward would seem to be, either to go further into self-

management, that is, to privatise the learning institutions, which is Stuart Sexton's

recommendation, or to use the provisions of central objectives to enforce an educational

programme which falls into line with the economic aims of government: it is this possibility

which is later drawn on by the 'Achievement Initiative' (1991) and the 'Knowledge Economy'

(lee9).

The imbrication of centralisation/bureaucracy and devolution/surveillance:

In these paragraphs it is assumed that the surveillance of local people - 'parents' who have the

interests of the learner at heart - will be sufficient to restrain the tendency of teachers and

bureaucrats to slack on the job without direct supervision: in effect parents will do the

supervising. The notion derives from the idea that voluntary action is less likely to produce

'costs of social interaction' than collective action, and that in the case of parents, because they

are acting in the interests of their own child, the costs will be more akin to 'individual action'

which is even more efficient (in terms of costs of social interaction) than collective voluntary

costs.

Individual learning institutions will be the basic unit of education administration. This

is where there will be the strongest direct interest in the educational outcomes and the

best information about local circumstances....
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Local people will be in the best situation to keep an eye on the nest-feathering tendencies of

the local education employees. This is further developed in p. xii:

Community education forums will be established to promote debate on educational

issues and to provide an opportunity to raise ideas and concerns. Forums will assist the

local resolution of problems, as well as channelling information into the policy making

process.

As a result of the assimilation one to the other of the apparent antinomies 'central/local' and

'bureaucratic/voluntary' there is an assumption that all the typical problems of bureaucracy

(as public choice theory sees them) are intrinsic to the 'overcentralisation' of decision

making:

3.2.1 Very few decisions are made at local level: when they are, they are heavily

influenced by rules and procedures determined centrally.

3.2.2 Decentralisation of decision making also creates problems of information and

incentives in relation to the decision maker. An official at head office, however

conscientious, is rarely as well placed as a local person to appreciate - for example -

the pattern of requirements upon a community's polytechnic. The official will also

tend to be more concemed to satisfy pressures and norms at head office than to meet

the concerns of the local community. If she or he makes a poor decision, they are less

likely to suffer the consequences if they are remote from the community affected.

The reference [o 'pressures and norrns at head office' is a reference to one of the forms of

'provider capture'.

Reconstructing the educational self:

The repeated use of the word 'consumer' is an admirable example of Public Choice Theory at

work: in a direct lift from the language of economics to the language of education politics, the

parent or the student - it is often not clear which - becomes the 'consumer'. e.g.

Consumers need to be able to directly influence their learning institution by having a

say in the running of it or by being able to turn to acceptable alternatives.
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The sections of Administeringfor excellence which deal with 'Pressure Group Politics' are

obviously closely related to the committee's theories on provider capture, but they give us an

insight into something else too: the reconstruction of parents, teachers, and administrators as

consumers and sellers in a market which is working in less than optimal ways, because the

people involved are not taking up their appropriate roles. Very far from the 1983 OECD

report which saw the teaching experience of administrators and the cooperation between the

three parties as a strength, the Taskforce sees these factors as distortions in the educational

market.

Professional groups are seen in Public Choice Theory as being simply well organised lobby

groups, with unfair access to information. They are a risk to the good functioning of the

service-consumer relationship, because they hold strong views which are not substantiated by

demand from consumers, in other words, they hike up the costs to taxpayers, without

delivering any greater satisfaction to the consumer/taxpayer.

3.2.1 Not unnaturally, officers of the controlling authorities have to be able to

respond to the pressure group politics present within the administrative environment.

But because of their involvement and experience within the system, they identify

strongly with providers of education. In addition, policy advisers and administrators in

the Department of Education are themselves education providers because of their

direct control of the Correspondence School and a small number of special schools

and other services. This identification with providers is exacerbated by the relationship

which has been established between the department and the teachers' organisations.

The NZEI in particular was a strong supporter of the development of a central

department, and this support has continued at a high level over the years with regular

and frequent consultation between policy makers and teachers. Within this

perspective, it is difficult for policy advisers to maintain a detached stance: there is a

tendency for them to become significantly influenced by the interests of teachers and

to lose sight of the interests of learners. (p.24)
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This is a far cry from the ( 1983) OECD Report which saw the sympathy of adminstrators and

teachers as a strength of the education system. Here, educationists are seen as inimical to the

good functioning of education.

3.2.4 ...such pressure will tend to consist of building up or protecting existing rights

and attempting to capture any extra resources which may be available. Thus the

pattern of educational decision making becomes that of pressure group politics at the

centre, rather than mutual co-operation of professionals and consumers locally.

'Mutual co-operation' has to be understood in a very technical sense here; ideal mutual co-

operation is achieved through the market: only in the market can both consumer and seller

pursue their own self-interest to the advantage of both parties. 'Professionals' here are

professionals in the sense that doctors, lawyers and real estate agents are 'professionals': they

are in the business of selling professional services. There is a sense of complementary contrast

between 'professionals' and 'consumers' in the same way as between 'sellers and consumers',

which is intelligible to economists, but unfamiliar to non-economists, and it is quite likely that

those on the Picot committee who were not economists did not detect the implication. Quite

why the committee should have believed that there was less likelihood of pressure groups

forming at the local level is not clear: it is perhaps because the pressure groups at that level

were legitimised because they were parents and therefore had an identifiable individual

interest, which could be seen as economic self-interest. This self-interest, is legitimate and

should be harnessed:

Students, parents and community groups should be able to understand the structure of
the system, to participate in decision making, and to influence the system so that it
provides the best educational opportunities for them.

The self interest of education workers must be acknowledged and harnessed too, but it is

regarded a little less favourably:

Those who work in the education system should be fairly treated and fairly rewarded,

and should have the opportunity to develop their abilities.
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The point is reinforced in a more explicit paragraph which aligns professional organisations

a g ainst parents organisations:

3.2.5 Added to this, the sectoral nature of the New Zealand system has encouraged

the development of a plethora of organisations and groups representing the interests of
professionals and consumers. There are major problems in this - many of which were

raised in submissions to us. The groups representing providers are better organised and

better financed than those representing consumers: inevitably the former have been

better placed to play a role in policy making at the centre. Until quite recently, for
example, parent groups were not represented on the curriculum liaison committee -

this consisted of teachers and central department officers only. Moreover, syllabus

writing committees have also been dominated by professionals.

The problem here is that the market is unfairly weighted in favour of one side: the

professionals. The advantages are here expressed in terms of organisation and funding, but

elsewhere the problem seems to be seen in terms of information. The Report must find a way

to redress this imbalance or it will be perpetuating a situation wherein the consumer will not

be able to act on the behalf of the government to restrain the inevitable rent-seeking and

resource capturing of the professionals.

Few incentives to manage effectively

Given the nature of educational employees as specimens of homo economicus, it is an

inescapable conclusion that they will only perform well if suitably rewarded. The existing

system was not well organised for this - because it relied on an entirely different philosophy

of human behaviour, but the Report does not acknowledge the possibility of divergence in this

matter:

Our observations suggest that the prerequisites for effective

management are not met in the current administrative structure, either at the

department or elsewhere in the education system. Controlling authorities have little

ability or incentive to prepare mission statements, goals, and priorities to guide action.

3.5.1 I

3.5.12 We observed few incentives for excellence, and few opportunities to

improve skills in administration and resource management. We did, however, observe
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the presence of disincentives. .... District authorities which overspend allocations are

"rescued' by being given extra funds. .... (p.32)

The market as democracy.

The market provides the paradigm example of democracy at its best. That is, everyone is free

to go into the market, to sell or to buy as they choose. Other forms of democracy are inferior,

in fact they are not democratic at all, they are either dictatorship of one party (consumer or

seller) or they are - worst of all - infficient. Certainly consultation (a quality lauded by the

OECD 1983 Report) is not seen as a virtue, but as a problem:

3.2.8 A related problem is that the powerful groups have such a central role in policy

making that excessive consultation has led to a paralysis of action. Consultation has

become confused with consensus and the result has been the abdication of
responsibility to take action, even when action has been necessary.

Worst of all, market failure leads to moral incompetence:

3.2.1O Many years of central decision making and Ministerial response to even the

most minor enquiries has, in our view, built up a culture of dependence which

undermines the professionalism of those in the system. It fails to recognise or unleash

the skills and enthusiasm which often lie untapped in the community - as submissions

to us showed. This culture of dependence will be changed only with difficulty, but

changed it must be.

Since the Picot committee denied itself the right to change or make Education policy one

wonders on what grounds it claims the right to alter the culture, but they seemed convinced

that this is not only a right but a duty. 'Bulk funding' - giving the school total control over its

budget, including teachers' salaries, was the answer to all these problems. By giving

responsibility and power to the local authorities - parents, the representatives of the individual

leamer - bulk funding would force the providers to listen to them, and go a long way towards

redressing the inequities in information and power between provider and consumer.
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Resistance in the ranks.

There is some evidence in the document of inadequate grasp of public choice theory, and

possible resistance to it. Although Administering for excellence is a first-class example of the

application of economics to politics, it does contain some anomalies which cause the

suspicion that either the committee had not understood the theory completely, or that

individuals on the committee stood out over their own favoured issues.

The clauses dealing with the Treaty of Waitangi come into this category. Special treatment for

any section of the market is definitely not in accord with Public Choice principles, unless the

special characteristic of the sector is that it has a proportionately larger share of the money,

which could not be held to be the case for Maori. The critical factor seems to have been the

personal intransigence of Whetumarama Werata, who according to Kathie Irwin ( 1999)

threatened to resign if the Treaty was not included. Stuart Sexton, by way of contrast, was not

influenced by an equivalent person to Werata in writing his Report, and had no difficulty in

abandoning Maori interests to market processes.

Another example comes from a degree of confusion over whether teachers and officials are a

help or a hindrance to the functioning of the system. Although the failure of the educational

market has encouraged a morally decadent culture among employees, the inadequacy of its

structure - that is, its management structure - is apparently also weak. In this paragraph we

find that it is only the virtues of the employees which keep the whole edifice from collapse!

3.5.1 The core of education's administrative structure - the department - is weak.

We were informed by our consultants that the organisation holds together because of
the personal integrity of the management and their collective commitment to education

rather than through any sound management structure, systems, or practice. (P 29)

The paragraph quoted immediately above, is an example of the slightly schizoid feeling of

Administering for Excellence. In a paper seemingly totally committed to the economistic
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notions of provider capture, the establishment of markets, managerial accountability and so

on, this comment on the 'personal integrity of management' comes out of the blue.

Similarly, there is some room for doubt over the commitment to methodological

individualism. Despite the fact that provider capture, the use of incentives, devolution etc are

all based on the valorisation of the individual, it seems that the writers of the Picot Report

have not totally embraced the Occamite concept which supports these ideas.

A centralised system necessarily operates by rules, set procedures and statute in order

to reduce the number of decisions that officials at the centre actually have to take. In

the case of the education system, these rules are of major as well as minor scale - such

as the marshalling of institutions into statutorily-determined sectoral groupings,

regardless of the wishes of the institutions. @mphasis added).

'regardless of the wishes of the instintions' is incongruous in the context of public choice or

n6o-classical economic theory. Institutions cannot have wishes. If they could, that would

represent Rousseau's 'general will' in small scale, and this is specifically rejected in the

literature. But even allowing the permissibility of the idea, why are 'the wishes of the

institutions' not the same thing as provider capture and political pressure?

Another problem arises in regard to planning. Planning is generally unacceptable in

Hayekian/Virginia school versions of public choice theory. It is the first sign of creeping

socialism. However,

Such degree of regulation produces inflexibility - and militates against the need for

overall co-ordination and responsiveness in the system.

This is an odd expression. The market is supposed to produce 'flexibility' in its responses to

'market signals', in contradiction to centralized planning, which is supposed to produce

rigidities and inefficiencies, but 'overall co-ordination' comes perilously close to talk about

planning, and might be thought to rather pre-empt the market process from taking its

unpredictable-in-detail, but positive-in -outcome course.
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Talking past each other

There are several instances where it seems likely that the economists and the social scientists

were talking about quite different things, but believed that the language they had found

represented compromise or even unanimity. I have already mentioned the terms 'fair' and

Just'. Even the term 'efficiency' has a different connotation for economists than it does for

ordinary mortals: to most of us 'efficiency' means getting something done expeditiously: to

an economist, or at least to an economist of the Treasury kind, 'efficiency' is a direct measure

of the finance-to-outcome ratio. Incommensurable data are ignored.

Possibly the construction of the individual was one such disputed site: this would account for

the contradictory accounts of the 'personal integrity' of the management quoted earlier and

also for this statement, which appears in the claim for competence, which I interpret to mean

(to the economists)'rationality' :

To assume the opposite (of competence) is to cut off the education system from the

benefits of commitment and enthusiasm that develop when people feel confidence and

trust has been placed in them.

In Public Choice Theory individuals do not respond to 'faith' in their rationality by feeling

'confidence and trust': they just are rational, by definition, or if they are not, they do not

count.

Another such site was undoubtedly the meaning of 'local choice'. Peter Ramsay in later years

professed himself to have been in favour of 'local choice; and to have been disappointed at

the way that local decision-making had been undermined by government decree and

meanness with resources (Ramsay, NZEAS conference, 1994).It seems evident that there is a

conceptual difference between a rather romanticised notion of local choice - depending on an

ill-defined concept of local social coherence, leading perhaps to a course or two in

horticulture or car assembly depending on the geographic area - and the economists' notion
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which is about the superiority of local/voluntary action as opposed to collective, centralised,

coercive action.

Cultural sensitivity

There are other paragraphs in which it is evident that someone has dug their toes in: the steady

complaint alluded to by OECD 1983 is that certain groups in New Zealand society have not

had adequate access to education and therefore to the benefits it brings. These concerns were

not only the concems of certain members of the Taskforce, they were also concerns which the

politicians were keen to allay. The Report therefore is redolent of an unctuous anxiety to

include Maori, and occasionally women, and even more occasionally non-Maori minorities, in

their provisions., e.g.

1.2.7 Education must be based on the notion of a partnership of equals. Partnership

implies incorporating the organisational styles and procedures of other cultures in the

day-to-day work of the institution . Only by such a reaching out - accompanied by the

need to listen and change - will progress be made.

The Maori people have told us they want their children to be bilingual and bicultural,

and at ease in both the Maori and the Pakeha worlds. As well they want the

opportunity for all Maori children to be educated in the Maori language, in an

environment that reflects Maori values and uses Maori forms. We believe aar

structures will help achieve these aims. (My emphasis)

And

Education should be fair andjust for every learner regardless of their gender, and of
their social, cultural or geographic circumstances.

In effect the Picot Taskforce repeats the same manoeuvre in Administration For Excellence

that Treasury executed in Government Management, as they converted the Marxist concerns

of Le Grand and Robinson ( 1984) into the neo-liberal answers of the market. Every one,

including members of cultural minorities, women, and the disabled, are to be able to enter the

educational market as full participants - consumers. The government will make sure that the

playing field is levelled, by the use of 'targeting'. 'Targeting' will put the disadvantaged on an
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equal footing - and then it is over to them. The market, if allowed to operate freely, does not

distinguish between people on sociological grounds. The educational employee as homo

economicus will respond to where the money is. The answer then, is to institute a market.

The obvious ways in which to institute educational markets are through the use of bulk

funding of teachers' wages, and vouchers, that is, funding of the individual student rather than

the school. The upshot of these techniques would be to introduce a market within the school

by bulk funding and between schools by the use of vouchers. Bulk funding means that the

employer, the Board of Trustees, has some clout in the market with the sellers, the teachers

and administrators, and vouchers enable students to switch from one learning institution to

another if their needs are not satisfied.

Bulk funding was suggested in the Report, but vouchers were not. The fact that this option

does not appear in the Report rather suggests that some bitter battles were fought to keep it

out. What does appear however - perhaps the compromise position - is the abolition of zoning.

Zoning becomes the educational equivalent of subsidies - keeping inefficient operators afloat

at the expense of the consumer. Efficiency will be maximised by the exercise of individual

preferences:

The exercise of choice will be enhanced if zoning provisions are modified so that

every child has the right to attend the nearest school, and if schools are entitled to

enrol any other student who can be accommodated (subject only to an independent

ballot where there are too many students wanting to enrol). (Taskforce, 1988, p.xiv)

Other forms of competition are also envisaged:

We have proposed more assistance to parents who want to educate their children

themselves. As well, ...parents would be helped to set up a state-funded alternative

institution.

This last provision has been eagerly and successfully used by Maori, and to an extent has

vindicated the Picot Taskforce, although several writers including Russell Bishop, dispute the
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efficacy of the provisions of the reformed system in aiding Maori to set up kura kaupapa

Maori. According to Bishop the impetus was established within the Kohanga Reo movement,

which antedates the reforms, and has only been impeded by the requirements of an

unsympathetic official system, expressed through the criteria of the Education Review Office

(Bishop,2000).

Triumphant (and incongruent) centralisation!

The major instance in which the Taskforce seems to completely forget its antipathy to

centralisation and govemment control is in the creation of a central, collective, coercive,

planning-institution which is going to have enonnous control over assessment, through that

over the curriculum, and through that over the administrators, the learning institutions, the

schools and the parents. Was the creation of the new Educational Qualifications Authority a

mistake? Was it an oversight, a slip-up on the part of the economists, a triumph of

collectivism? Probably not. It is more likely two things: one, a triumph for the notion of

universal rationality, which is in effect the dominance of Western rationality and culture, and

two, a manifestation of the paradox to which Burchell draws attention: freedom in the liberal

state is conditional on the freed producing the expected and required effects of freedom

(Burchell, l99l). The new educational qualifications authority will not only investigate to see

if the new local empowerrnent has resulted in outcomes which could be expected from all this

unleashing of enthusiasm and energy, but by setting the criteria will ensure that the energy is

directed in acceptable ways, i.e. ways which reinforce the wisdom of granting that freedom

from centralization and bureaucratic overcontrol. Through the curriculum (the responsibility

of the new Ministry), through the testing of that curriculum, (the responsibility of NZQA)

western rationality is to be enforced, and thereby, the proof that Picot was right will be

acquired.
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Tomorrowns schools

Tomorrow's schools, written by the Minister of Education who was at the same time the

Prime Minister, is a policy document which signaled the form the Act would take. It is

substantially based on the Taskforce Report - the claim is made to have read 20,000 responses

to the Report, but the only direct comment on those responses is 'The need for reform was

generally accepted.'

ln Tomorrow's Schools the same tensions are evident as in the Report: the business model is

applied to the Boards, who are to become employers, but the Principal remains the

'professional leader of the institution ' rather than the CEO. The Board is to hire and fire, and

to set the rate at which a teacher will be employed - but the teachers' salary grant is to be set

by the Ministry according to a set formula, and the boards must work within the Awards,

which are to be negotiated by the SSC. The provision of services is to become contestable -

the schools themselves are to become contestable - but the imperatives of equity are to be

enshrined in legislation.

The question might well be asked, why, if the Public Choice Theory element, the economics-

applied-to-politics element was as strong in the Picot report as I have suggested, did it not

create mayhem among politicians, educationists and parents at the time of its report? The

answer to this lies in the different perceptions which each group brought to bear on the

situation.

Educationists were represented on the Taskforce, by Peter Ramsay, of the University of

Waikato, a respected researcher into the sociology of schools, and Ros Noonan, who had been

on the executive of the NZEI (New Ts,aland Education Institute, the primary teachers'union).

There was no representative of the Secondary sector.
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Ramsay claims to have triumphed over the Treasury and SSC members on the issues of

vouchers, community and bulk funding (Ramsay, 1994). But the triumph was only possible

because Ramsay, and other educationists, did not clearly understand the language in which the

clauses were couched. It would seem likely that Treasury officials were not over anxious to

clarify or establish shared meanings of words. And, as with other reforms of the period, the

government - or rather Treasury - was assumed to have a social agenda which it did not have.

Ramsay's research project (Operation CRISSP) had argued that schools and pupils could

thrive on the involvement of parents and community in the school. It seems evident that

Ramsay misinterpreted Treasury and SSC's use of the word 'community' to be compatible

with his own, where in fact it refened to the technical claim that voluntary associations of

individuals were inherently more efficient at delivering services than government could be.

The term 'equity' which to Treasury referred to giving the taxpayer a fair deal, i.e. reducing

the taxation burden, where social scientists tended to assume that the term referred to

comparability of opportunity, experience and outcomes in education.

The Sexton Report

Stuart Sexton was a British adherent to the IEA, who had been educational advisor to

Margaret Thatcher, and was himself the proprietor of a private school. He was invited to New

Zealand by the NZ Business Round Table, and might well have been seen as a manifestation

of the reprehensible tendency to lobbying and pressure groups which Treasury and the Round

Table were so anxious to avoid. Many of his recommendations, although not officially

commissioned by the government, were readily accepted.

Sexton was imported to strengthen the spine of the reformers - it seemed that there might be

some weakening and the essential characteristics of the reforms might be lost.
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Public choice and provider capture in Sextonts report

Sexton is one of the very few policy influences who openly claim or discuss their affiliation

with Public Choice Theory. He adopts with enthusiasm the doctrine of 'provider capture'.

Policy analysts familiar with the 'economics of politics' of 'public choice' would have

predicted that strenuous efforts would be made by the education establishment to
defeat the purpose of the reforms. The economics of bureaucracy, which is one

component of public choice, postulates that the main objective of a public
(government) school system is not that of imparting the most instruction per dollar

spent but of transferring wealth to educators. One of the several models of
bureaucracy, for instance predicts that the main objective of administrators is to

maximise their department's budget. Another model describes an additional aim of
increasing the personal rewards of bureaucrats, in cash and/or in kind. The New

Tnaland, reforms provide a classic confirmation of such models. Through both the

reorganisation and the redundancy arrangements, many civil servants in education

benefited financially, and the budgetary savings estimated by Picot did not eventuate.

(Sexton, 1990, p 32)

The failure of Decentralisation

Sexton had absolutely no sympathy for government control - of anything. In his view NZQA

and ERO were the signposts on the road to serfdom,

Education has really been reborn with five heads:

Ministry of Education

Education Review Office

Special Education Serivce

Early childhood Development Unit
The General Advisory Serivce.

In addition...

Parent advisory council

Teacher Registration Board

New Zealand Qualifications Authority (NZQA) (Sexton, l99l)

These agencies ought to be abolished or at the very least, seriously cut back. Shortly after

Sexton issued his report, the number of auditors employed by ERO was severely curtailed,
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and they moved further towards a managerial type of review based on the correspondence of

stated aspirations and (observable) outcomes, both in relation to the schools own stated

purposes, and in relation to the outcomes or outputs which ERO, according to its own terms

of reference was to achieve.

Sexton analyses education administration 'at the local level', showing how the

decentralisation to the schools has not in fact taken place, and how that could be done if there

were the political will. The report analyses administration at the centre, claiming that most of

the central bureaucracy, and the many new central agencies, could be dispensed with if the

original intention of the Picot tasKorce were carried out (Sexton, 1990, p.zl).

Sexton and the Treaty.

Sexton has little sympathy for the Treaty or the special claims of Maori. In a reductionist

move he interprets the relevant clauses of the Picot report as either as a plea for respect for

Maori children and Maori culture, in which case it is an affront to teachers who know their

business, or as an unjustifiable proposition to teach Maori to all children. Moreover, if

accommodating Maori is to be interpreted as diluting a good European education, then this

runs counter to the drive to constant 'improvement', and can be circumvented by Maori taking

up the possibility created by Picot of forming their own schools with their own curriculum

and assessment regimes, which will presumably leave European institutions alone to do it

properly. Market rules cater for niche demand, but the essential thing here is to allow the

larger market to continue its way unintemrpted or impeded by the demands of a minority

group.

Advocacy of the market process in education

Sexton is an advocate of pure market theory: his position on education and markets is almost

vintage Hayek.
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The government's assumed obligation (to provide education ) could be fulfilled by

requiring that all children attend a school... .; by providing parents with the funds, out
oftaxation, to pay for attendance at schools; and then to stand back and let the
'market' take over. In such a setting, education would be offered by a diversity of
providers in response to the demands of consumers (parents and their children). It
would meet the requirements of quality and quantity dictated by that consumer

demand.

Presumably he was warned that New Zealanders were not ready for a totally private system,

and would insist on government provision of education. Even so, education should mimic the

market as much as possible.

Even where governments consider that they should provide education as well as fund

it, the more they leave to the schools the more those schools have the means and the

incentive to respond to parents and children's wishes. Parents and children are then

free to choose from the range ofeducation services available. In the presence ofchoice
and competition the quality, as well as quantity, of provision will meet the

expectations of parents more effectively than under a bureaucratically controlled

system.

Universal, compulsory education?

Where Sexton differs from Hayek (and Friedman) is that he does not see universal,

compulsory education as being at all necessary.

It follows that if the state is to compel all parents to send their children to school

...which I repeat is not necessary, even if generally accepted -

This position is perfectly consonant with his insistence on the parent as the appropriate

decision-maker - the word 'owner' comes to mind - for the childz, and with his position on

the desirability of saving the taxpayer's money.

' As a rough measurement of the distance between classical liberalism and n6o-

liberalism, Sexton's position might be contrasted with that of J.S. Mill. Mill
recommended examination of children as a means of discovering whether or not their
parents had ensured their education. If they had not, 'if the child proves unable, the
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...if the state is to compel all parents to send their children to school ... then the state

needs to provide the means for the minority who cannot afford to pay for such

education themselves. In other words, at the very minimum, the government has a

responsibility to raise taxes and finance those who genuinely could not otherwise send

their children to school.

It does not follow, however, that such 'free' - that is, taxpayer-supplied - education has

to be available to all. It would be perfectly possible, and probably much more

desirable, for the state to take less in taxes and only assist those in need.

Although other reports, like the Lough Report (1990) and the Todd Reporl (1994) take the

position that higher education is a positional and private good, and therefore ought to be

funded by private investment, there has been little overt support for Sexton's (perfectly

logical) suggestion that all education should be optional. The development of interest in

human capital theory with its Mises-like insistence on planning and the purposeful

development of a useful subject rather than on the more prolonged discipline of the market,

has tended to reinforce the right and obligation of the government to provide for elementary

levels of education rather than the reverse.

Internal contradictions

Although he lays claim to pure Public Choice principles, Sexton is a little prone to

contradictory thinking: although in some paragraphs teachers and officials are guilty by

definition of provider capture, when the contest is with NZQA or ERO, the same teachers

become professionals who can perfectly well manage curriculum and assessment without

government interference. Although the market is the best way to manage education - and

Sexton firmly rejects such protective measures as zoning ('Does the manager of a

supermarket .. - worry about having too many customers?') - there should still be inspectors -
real ones, not ERO, - in large part as 'consumer protection'. Although parents are to keep the

father. . .might be subjected to a moderate fine, . ...and the child might be put to school at

his expense.'
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venality of teachers in control, as the representatives of the interests of their child, they are not

fit to be on Boards of Trustees, which should comprise professional groups of non-executive

directors.

Democratic participation

In the Sexton Report the indifference of Public Choice theorists to the democratic concerns of

people like Dewey and Beeby are very obvious.

The representative nature of the board should be reduced, and the co-opted number

increased, on the grounds that the board has to be an effective non-executive board

competent to monitor and support the management of the school and needing the

services of effective individuals with particular skills and qualifications.

This point was taken up by government, with increased emphasis on the necessity and

possibility for Boards to co-opt new members to supply managerial, legal and accounting

deficiencies of existing Boards.

Sexton's response to anticipated criticism on the grounds of democratic participation is totally

in line with Public Choice. It is through the market, as consumers, that parents will be able to

exercise their democratic rights to support or quit a particular school. This right is to be

enhanced by the provision of vouchers to enable parents to exercise choice more effectively.

In a more direct and obvious way than before, the school would face incentives to sell

itself and perform, since funding would depend upon being able to attract and retain

children. Similarly it would be much more obvious to parents that in choosing a school

place for a child they are actually spending money, ... and foster almost the same

concern that the money should be well spent as if the money came directly out of a

parent's pocket.

Achievement Initiative: the Aftermath of the Porter Report

In 1990 Dr Michael Porter of the Harvard School of Management made a visit to new

Zealand. A report on the findings he and his group made of the New Tnaland economy was
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published, and again, this visiting expert made a deep impression on government thinking.

Porter indicated strongly that part of the 'problem' of the New Zealand economy lay with the

inadequate skills of the New Zealand labour force. The solution - or responsibility - lay with

the education system. Porter represents a move away from the pure Hayekian form of the

market in education towards the implementation of human capital theory. The state is no

longer an instirution which is regrettably necessary in order to ensure the smooth functioning

of markets: it now represents an agency which the markets can use in order to ensure a

continuing supply of appropriately formed raw human material: the skilled worker who will

'contribute' to the economy.

Although this imperative bears close resemblance to the police state Qtolizei) Foucault

describes in which the business of public policy (police) is to know as much as possible about

the population in order to ensure their productive disposition, in the current case, the aim is

not the happiness of individuals, even of aggregated individuals in the form of the nation or

country, but of the economy itself, something even colder than the coldest monster, more

abstract than the state, and susceptible to reinterpretation as the success of business or GDP.

The Porter report indicates a rupture, a discontinuity within the discourses of education, but

one which is still located inside the metaphor 'economics applied to politics'. This is an

economics which places more emphasis on the possibilities of rationality and the malleability

- even perfectibility - of the subject, than market economics in the Hayekian mode, which

emphasises the lack of rationality and consequent futility, perversity even, of planning for

which the market is to compensate. The teleology of human capital theory is deliberate, that

of the markets, inevitable but transcendent, not of human design.

The Porter report became enshrined in the 'Achievement Initiative' of 1991. The

Achievement Initiative was a rather vague policy document which was to encourage students

to take up forms of education which would lead to an upskilled economy. Perhaps one of its
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more important functions was to allow the new Minister of Education, in a National Cabinet,

to put his stamp upon Education Policy - a rather difficult task probably, since policy had

been set up by Treasury, to whom by this time the National party were also deeply

ideologically bound. However, the subtle shift from market to human capital theory, went

largely unnoticed by the education establishment. Teachers continued to complain about the

incessant onslaught of change and regulation, but they were sufficiently wedded to the

tradition of government imposition of policy, and grateful for the survival of a public system,

to accept the situation, although it was widely pointed out that the new control systems were

far more severe and pervasive than the old ones had been. Human capital theory did put

education in the forefront of political and economic affairs: to some this seemed like giving

education the place it deserved in the public arena and seemed to promise resource allocations

to match demand.

The shift to human capital theory from pure market theory represents an epistemological

rupture (Foucault, 1972, p.3) of the kind that Bachelard ( 1984) and Canguilhem ( 1994)

document in the history of science. There is little obvious change in the mechanics or even in

the concepts, but the whole basis of the function of education changes from being a

commodity which its own market will refine upon, to becomingaresource which must be

developed for the market, the ends of which are not consonant with the ends of the resource

itself. The human capital view, which seems compatible perhaps at some level with the

notions of socialism, of collective responsibility, survives intact through the political

documents on education of both right and left to the end of the century.

Reinscribing the rhetoric of education

For instance, by 1993 Labour was trying to distance itself somewhat from the projects of

1984-7 , but the beliefs of that period have been replaced by the discourse of human capital

theorv.
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In its election pamphlet'A guide to Quality Education , Handbookfor quality, Access and

Participation in New Zealand Education Prepared by the Labour Opposition, the leader,

Mike Moore attempts to claim democratic involvement in educational decision-making, and

seems to have abandoned 'provider capture'. Labour seems by now to be fully committed to

centralized control and regulations: the language is of a 'planned approach', 'staged funding

plan', compulsory teacher registration, working groups, co ordination, evaluation and support

of early childhood education by central Government agencies, no bulk funding of teachers';

salaries, improving teacher/pupil ratios. The imperative to reconstruct the subject through

education is as strong as ever, and it is a subject whose existence is imbricated with the

economy.

New Zealanders will need to be flexible, independent thinkers, able to cope with

change and adapt to new situations at home and work.

I would take 'new situations at home and work' to be code for endemic unemployment.

Moreover, surveillance of teachers has not been abandoned, nor has the notion of

individualising instruction for each child - or at least individualising the record of the child's

school career. There is a generalized promise to make the fees and loans structure more

manageable for moderate and low income families, but nothing like the nobility of Probine-

Fargher's offer to create universal free places. There are promises for all the conventionally

disadvantaged groups - women, Maori, Pacific Islanders, the disabled.... some of these groups

are offered 'choice' (notably the disabled) some are offered 'support' ( women and Industry

training); and all are offered technology - 'distance education'. The model of education is

clearly that people - individuals - can imbibe useful knowledge in their home-cells which will

enable them to take part in the economy: the notion of building a cuhure of critique or

appreciation, which might be seen as an artefact of participation, is not there.
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Over the perio<l eince the Frobine-Fargher rellort the language, concepts and techniques of

Publio Choice, or eeonsrnios., have beeome deeply enhenched ih th,e. policy documents of,

edueatiorrr. Altrtlough therc has bee.n some baclcing ffifrom e.xtreme fonns of market fi*"y,
thie has been -roplaced by humtrn cap.iral thoory, and man of the temrs andpracti-ees

ass:ociated with Public ehoiae Ttreory remain unchallenged.
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Chapter 15: Neo-liberalism and constructions of

democracy: the impact on teachers' work.t

Changes experienced by teachers

In New Zealand teachers have been working in a neo-liberal policy context now for more than

l0 years. The assumptions and imperatives of this political programme have had time to affect

the working conditions of teachers in a multitude of ways. This chapter is an attempt to

unravel some of the implications and effects of neo-liberal political theory on teachers' work.

There is often a tone of bewilderment in the comments of experienced teachers, when they

observe that 'consultation' does not mean what they expect it to mean any more, that their

opinions are not listened to; that 'staff no longer have any influence in major decisions, and

that their input is no longer required in professional decision-making - unless they have won

'contracts'. At the same time, there is an uneasy feeling, that the demands of 'the job' have

grown to the extent that they no longer have time or energy to put into meaningful

consultation, that they are so busy doing 'the job' that the idea of more meetings in which

their opinion might - or might not - be solicited, and more time put into thinking about the

nature of the job as opposed to simply doing it - seems impossible if not risible. To younger

teachers, generally trained to the notion that all they have to do to be good teachers is to

'implement the cuniculum' and obey the NEGSa and NAGS,5 the idea that they might have

some influence on the very nature and purpose of the job seems like hubris. The parameters

are set elsewhere, theirs only to do and over-do.

I I am indebted to the teachers of Massey High School, whose shared experiences and discussions

over the period 1988 - 1998 underlie many of the observations in this chapter.
a National Educational Guidelines
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The reasons for this change, for change there has been, for the bewilderment and the

resentment that goes with it, and the heavy workload which effectively stifles response, are

not accidental. The reasons lie in the following aspects of neo-classical economics and the

'Public Choice Theory' which derives from neo-classical economics:

* Beliefs about the state and govemment.

* Belief in the market as the model of democratic decision-making, preference for

individual decision-making, disapprobation for communal or group decision-making,

'efficiency' as a vital component in the consent of tax-payers to government action.

* Disbelief in traditional majoritarian rules of democratic decision-making.

* Beliefs about the nature of state service and state servants: 'provider capture':

managerialism, principal-agent theory,'accountability'.

Neo-liberal beliefs about the nature of government:

Neo-classical economics derives from the ideas of the classical economists, as interpreted by

a tradition of politically conservative economists, namely, the Austrian School, The Chicago

School, the Virginia School, and the IEA. In New Zealand these goups are represented by

Treasury, and the New Zealand Business Round Table. Together these groups, who have

their differences and defining features, have created what is today recognised as 'neo-classical

economics'. These people though, have not confined their re-interpretation of classical writers

to the field of economics: they have actively sought to apply their ideas to the fields of

politics, welfare, and education. this project of application of economics to politics and other

fields is called 'Public Choice Theory'.
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One of the most dearly held tenets of these people, dating back to Carl Menger, who derived

it from a particular reading of Adam Smith, is that if the government takes any part in the

economy, it will 'distort' the semi-mystical process of the 'invisible hand' and produce

inefficiencies, and thus impair the economy. Adam Smith was actually far more moderate:

Menger, however, taught that the only acceptable role for government in economic affairs was

to intervene in major crises - and even then the results would be bad - and to exhort the

public to be more moral, work harder, save, invest, learn and so on (Streissler and Streissler,

1994). The message has not changed substantially since Menger preached it to the Crown

Prince of Austria in 1886. The Crown Prince subsequently committed suicide, and we might

argue that other governments which have seriously tried to apply such a pure, and self-

defeating prescription, have virtually followed suit, although the body usually detected is not

that of the politicians so much as that of the body politic.

Because government has such an invariably deleterious influence upon the economy, it must

be reduced to the minimum functions possible. In the days of Hobbes, and Adam Smith, it

was assumed that this meant that minimal govemment concerned itself with security - of the

country and of the individual members of the citizenry, i.e. with the Armed forces, with

Foreign Policy, with internal peace, i.e. the police force, and with the law courts. So

enthusiastic are the neo-classicals that they are happy to consider farming out even these

minimal roles to private enterprise. However, we can in general assume that government

should limit itself to matters of security , revenue, and moral exhortation. These are seen, in

the literature as the core business of governmenl anything else is 'marginal', and attracts a

great deal of disparaging attention from neo-classical economists.

In neo-classical literature, the writers see themselves as 'liberal' and therefore put a great deal

of emphasis on the freedom of the individual. 'Govemment' is not seen as an expression of

the collective will of those individuals, but as a means of coercing individuals to behave in
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ways which are not in their own interest, although possibly in the interests of others. This

amounts to a denial of the primary tenet, the freedom of the individual. It is not better, in this

view, if the coercion is applied to the pocket rather than the body of the individual: any

attempt to constrain the wealth of individuals has to be seen as an attack upon their ability to

express and enjoy their own 'preferences' which, through another construct peculiar to this

form of thought, is the technical description of the defining marks of the individual.

Collective action is seen as more 'expensive' than individual action, because greater effort has

to be expended on negotiating agreements, but democratic government, the ultimate

collective, is seen as particularly and intrinsically expensive because the rules allow the

majority, who almost by definition are poorer people, to spend the taxation money which is,

again, almost by definition, paid by richer people. This is the ultimate denial of the rights of

taxpayer/citizen to make decisions about spending their own money, that is, it is an incursion

on their individual rights.

Catallaxy at work

Neo-classical economists and their adherents believe that the 'Invisible hand' or its Walrasian

equivalent, 'market equilibrium', or its Hayekian form, 'catallaxy' ensures that the processes

of the market arrive at the best possible distribution of goods and services, and moreover that

the constant disruption and reconstitution of the 'equilibrium' or the forces of competition,

bring about a constant evolutionary improvement in the nature of distribution, production and

exchange. This belief provokes examination of how this should come about, or why the

market has this superior attribute. The answers are sometimes semi-mystical , always

teleological, and often refer to the notion of the 'survival of the fittest' in one form or another

(e.g. Hayek,1939). There is a necessity, even so, to explain why competition, or the market

at work, should produce 'better' results than other forms of human relationships. The answer

is couched in the terms of methodological individualism, again a contribution of Carl Menger
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to economic discourse. The unit of the social sciences is the individual. All social action is

simply the aggregation of individual decisions. Individuals are by nature, self-seekin g - homo

economicus . The market allows the self-seeking nature of the individual to be converted into

co-operative behaviour, not through any altruistic mechanism, but through the individual self-

seeking of buyer and seller they arrive at a co-operative decision , that is, to make a sale.

Therefore there is no coercion in the market relation.

Moreover, since all decisions are individual, there are few costs of social interaction:

individual decision-making is held to be more efficient than group decision-making, where

there may be substantial processes of consensus- achieving going on, and the end result may

still be coercion of the weak, or the minority. This argument relies on minimising or ignoring

the costs of externalities created by individual action, or at best, assuming that these will be

Iess than the costs of organising co-operation. The view that individual decision-making

incurs fewer costs is often expressed as the belief that individual decision-making is more

fficient (e.g. Buchanan and Tullock, 1962, Ch 5).

Another justification for compressing decision-making, and the rewards that go with it into

the hands of one person is that that person constitutes the winner of a competition for the role

of manager. Competition in itself spurs people to greater and greater effort in order to win the

prize, so the productivity levels (and overall improvement) thus achieved are far in excess of

the actual value of the prize: hence a very efficient system (Schumpeter, 1954).

The Unanimity Theorem

By putting together two major arguments: that government is coercive, and should limit itself

to security issues, and that individuals should, for reasons of fairness and of social

improvement generally, make their own individual decisions, neo-classical economists and

Public Choice Theorists tend to the belief that no one should be obliged to pay tax monies for
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any matter which lies outside the agreed minimum description of government roles, unless

they have specifically consented to that particular use of their money. The argument is found

in Knut Wicksell's article on Public finance: Wicksell was arguing against the use of public

money to finance a particularly unnecessary war. Other economists have used his argument to

justify a call for 'unanimity' on all issues except those of defence, and possibly, policing

(Buchanan and Tullock, 1962).In New 7*aland, this has taken the form of the 'Citizens

Referendum Movement': one ex -Labour party supporter, who, not surprisingly became an

Act supporter, along with a significant number of others from the Labour Party, actually

produced the software to make this a feasible project - provided of course every one had

access to a computer, and knew how to use one (Rudman, NZH, 1998). The Unanimity

principle would ensure that no one was coerced into contributing to a cause of which they did

not approve. Its proponents are prepared to compromise on total unanimity - figures around

807o have been mentioned - but the point is, that they reject majoritarian democracy as being

not democratic enough, and reserve the right to refuse to support, as they please, areas of

public life which are generally recognised as government responsibilities, in the name of

'freedom', and of 'fairness', and particularly, of 'efficiency'.

It seems clear that the system of majority voting is not be any means an optimal

method of allocating resources. This fact should be taken into account in considering,

whether some aspect of our economy would be better handled by governmental or
market techniques. (Tullock, I 988)

It is assumed that fficiency is a high priority - a preference of individual voter/taxpayers,

which does not have to be called into question, because the voter/taxpayer, as a rational

person, is interested in their own advantage, and therefore will accept any action which is in

their interest. This logic lay behind Roger Douglas's disregard for the wishes of the party he

represented and the electorate at large. He assumed that, when his programme had paid off,

people would accept it because of its advantages to themselves. If they did not, they were not
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rational. The individual is by definition - economists' definition - rational. Therefore they

would accept it.

There is no particular sympathy in this set of doctrines for the notion of democracy as a form

of political inclusion.Indeed, to Buchanan and Tullock, the vote is regarded as tradeable

property, like any other 'right', in their view, it can be redefined as an asset (Buchanan and

Tullock, 1962, Tullock, I 988).

Inclusion and exclusion

It should be noted here that the 'individual' is defined, for the purpose of this argument as 'the

taxpayer'. The person who does not contribute to the financial burden of government is really

not seen as having a stake. But because the decisions of government are discussed in terms of

the financial burden they impose on taxpayers, other moral claims that non-taxpayers might

have to influence government policy are likely to be ignored. Even moral claims that tax-

payers might have which are not expressed in terms of their willingness or otherwise to pay

up, may be ignored.

Ruth Richardson rather elegantly described the connection between govemment expenditure

and the impositions on taxpayers as a negative effect on the moral values of initiative and

energy', which would otherwise, it is assumed, be channelled, by the 'invisible hand', through

the market into general prosperity:

The continuing increase in the size of the State has resulted in growing debt, punitive

tax levels and intolerable pressure on interest rates.

These burdens have sapped the initiative and the energy of New Tcaland wealth

creators. We cannot prosper as a nation if we put spending ahead of saving.

(Richardson, 1990)
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Incentives and Penalties

These reasons are reasons for reducing the size of government, and for where possible,

ensuring that decisions are made by individuals rather than by corporates, teams, committees,

departments, or government itself. So far as possible the decision-maker should be the person

who is financially affected: to this end, neo-liberal theory prefers to privatise decision

-making wherever possible, and if that is not possible, to delegate decision-making to

someone who has an interest in the results of their own decision making, in a manner similar

to that of the taxpayer, or investor or owner. In other words, the first option is to privatise, the

second is to corporatise, and the third is to introduce 'market' models of accountability. This

logic explains the huge incentives offered to people who would probably do the job for much

less: the incentive, and the implied punishment have to be as great as that which, it might be

believed, the private owner of the organisation would have, in order to attain comparable

levels of commitment and 'accountabilitv'.

Provider Capture

The neo-liberal description of people as rational and self-interested - indeed rational only to

the extent that they are self-interested, - means that they must view public servants, including

teachers, as being primarily motivated by self-interest. For some reason which I do not fully

understand, the self-interest which is the driving force behind the operation of the 'invisible

hand' in the markets is deemed to be counter-productive when it is exercised by an employee.

Therefore, public servants are Iikely to feather their own nests, pervert money to their own

uses, extend their empires, or 'bureaux', and generally distort their employers purposes to suit

their own (von Mises,1945, Niskanen, l97l). This reprehensible - and inherent, unavoidable

- characteristic of public servants means that some form of control must be instituted.

There is a whole field of economic science called the 'theory of the firm' surrounding this

problem, the 'principal-agent ' problem (the 'principal' is the employer, or owner, not the
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School Principal). Dr Roderick Deane, once employed in Treasury, and an important figure in

New Zealand neo-liberal decisions, explains, (as he advocates the privatisation of state owned

enterprises):

In summary, the lack of ability to transfer property rights ...and the absence of direct

or exclusive rights by individuals to any income accruing from the improved use of
public assets, reduces the incentive to control agency contracts and agency costs, may

well reduce the incentives for satisfactory economic performance . . .. (Deane, 1989,

p-l 8)

The generally advocated solution is to put in place a series of observations and incentives to

ensure compliance with the wishes of the employer. These are generally known to us as

'performance management', appraisal, performance bonuses etc.

However, the point as far as industrial democracy is concerned is that the opinions of

employees are not only not wanted, they are positively dangerous, since they allow the

employee to subvert the requirements of the employer into the wishes of the employee group.

The advice and suggestions of employees are inherently suspect. This is the origin of

'provider capture', a neo-marxist idea, which can be seen in Ivan Illich's (1971) thesis - well

grounded in many cases - that the rich were more able to access government-provided

education opporfunities than the poor, for whom, in South America, they were intended.In

New Zealand such oppornrnities were never intended specifically for the poor: the middle

classes of this country basically banded together through the government to provide

opportunities for their own families and did so. The poor piggy-backed upon them, except for

Maori, for whom government provided education from a period much earlier than that

provided for Pakeha, and for different, assimilatory reasons.

Overwork.

Because it can be assumed that the employees of large organisations, of which government is

the paradigmatic example, have used the Iaxness, or lack of personal involvement of the
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supervisors, to indulge in feather bedding, or empire-building, or institutionalized time-

wasting, it can be concluded that more people have been employed than are necessary to do

the job, that various devices have been developed to absorb time, that the use of resources has

been inefficient, that people are not working to capacity, that there is slack in the system in a

variety of forms. Hence, it is a matter of good govemance, or management, to 'tighten up' in

such a way that these practices are squeezed out. This can be done by reducing funds,

reducing staff, or increasing expectations of productivity. No fall in productivity or quality

need be expected, since it may be assumed that the increase in productivity will come about

from the cessation ofthe feather-bedding practices.

Managerialism

It is important, for reasons of 'efficiency', as described earlier, and of 'accountability' that is,

of having someone to reward or blame, that one person make decisions, that the collective be

excluded from decision-making, and that the one person is very sensitive to the wishes of the

employer. This is 'managerialism': the manager is glorified and rewarded for loyalty, the

workers at the face are observed and rewarded for docility, but not too highly rewarded,

because the watchword is, 'efficiency', which means delivering value for money, (as

measured by outputs in relation to inputs), to the investor, or taxpayer. In this scenario, middle

management has little place.

It is not feasible to pay middle managers enough to ensure their compliance, and it is difficult

to supervise them adequately, especially since they often have some prestige, expertise and an

office to hide behind or in, and they are likely, if not adequately recompensed to ensure

compliance, to become subversive. Hence the preference for 'flat' management structures.

Heads of Departments are natural leaders of the chalk-face troops and consequently

dangerous. In schools, Heads of Departments whose input was once vital to the running of the

school, have seen much of their influence being taken over by Boards of Trustees, who now
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have responsibility for policy, and by contractors to the Ministry of Education and NZQA for

various curriculum and pedagogical areas which were once school matters.

'Managerialism' has been applied quite rigorously to schools: the Principal, has become the

'agent' of the Boards of Trustees, who, under an elegant legal fiction which the government

would have liked to approximate more closely to fact, became the 'employer' of teachers. By

thus devolving power to local communities, the government was aiming a) to reduce the

involvement of government itself, b) to enlist the assumed greater 'efficiency' in terms of

'costs of social interaction' of voluntary associations, as compared to government, and c) to

engage the self-interest of parents in such a way as to control the self-interest of teachers: if an

'exchange' could be created between teachers as sellers of services and parents as buyers of

those services, parents would both keep the wages low in their effort to keep the operations

grant as high as possible, and oversee teachers carefully to make sure that resources were

fully and efficiently applied to the education of their children.

As the NAGs (National Administrative Guidelines) have it:

each Board of Trustees is required... to develop and implement personnel and

industrial policies, within policy and procedural frameworks set by the government

from time to time, which promote high levels of staff perforrnance, use educational

resources effectively and recognise the needs of students..... (National Administrative

Guidelines) (my italics)

The 1993 OECD Report confirms the association between 'devolution' and the tighter

management of resources and teacher salaries:

Direct resourcing of all grants (including the bulk funding of all salaries) is seen in the

longer term by the Government as an important contributor to self-management in the

school. It is believed that giving the board and principal control over most of the

schctol's resources will provide a significant boost to the most efficient and effective

overall use of resources in the school. (OECD, 1993) (my italics)
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There were a number of problems in this scenario, not least of which was the resistance of the

Teacher Unions. ERO ( 1995) however put its finger on a few more. 'Quality', that is, the

satisfaction of consumers suffers as the ill effects of low teacher wages are compounded by

the lack of parental control over teacher wages, conditions and particularly, incentives.

A number of problems arise in relation to the quality of service that can be expected

from a relatively low wage industry. These problems become more significant where,

as in almost all New Zealand schools, boards of trustees do not have full control as

governors over employment contracts, wage levels, and incentives for recruitment

purposes or for recognition of performance. (ERO, 1995)

The efficacy of 'efficiency'.

Does this work? The people who believe in this theory or set of theories are not predisposed

to acknowledgement of the import of empirical evidence, and have not put in place any

research which would establish beyond doubt that surveillance, incentives, higher workload,

and the other characteristics of managerialism have achieved higher levels of production,

although, if the outputs are defined nanowly enough, and the loss of traditional, less

observable forms of production are ignored, these results can be achieved. Tim Hazledine

argues that the stagnation of the New Zealand economy after the economic reforms resulted

from the absorption of productivity in management and surveillance (Hazledine 1996). As if

in (reluctant) support, the OECD report (1993) on New Zealand education confirms a'slight

reduction' in the amount of money that went into learning and teacher salaries, and a rise in

the costs of management and administration in the period 1992-3.

More important are the consequences which are not defined in terms of 'outputs'.

Teachers have always put a great deal of energy into the parameters of their own employment

- in contributing to 'staff meetings', to school policies, to developing programmes,

curriculum, and assessment. Nowadays, there is a great deal of resentment in staff rooms as

meetings become 'consultations' which are actually 'information-giving', not consulting at
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all. School Boards of Trustees are obliged, if not grateful, generally, to staff members who are

prepared to put in time devising policies - on harassment, equity issues, grounds use, Iocal

curriculum, - mostly because the Trustees, whose responsibilities these policies technically

are, have neither the time, the expertise, nor the resources to do it. Teachers become

understandably disillusioned however, when, the hard initial work done, the Board of Trustees

alter these policies without consultation, or with notional consultation, for reasons which the

staff sometimes find difficult to accept. The most potent source of tension between Boards

and teachers has been over the 'Bulk Funding' or'Direct Resourcing' decision - a policy

decision which vitally affects the working lives of teachers, but which the government, and

many Boards, prefened them to have no part in.

Susan Bridges sees the overwork of teachers as being a direct result of a combination of the

'reforms' and of teacher goodwill and professionalism: ironically, the very pre-reform ethos

of teachers may have caused them to provide evidence that there was sufficient 'slack' in the

system that they could indeed be called upon to do more work:

It is my belief that teachers, having taken to heart Picot's original ethos of partnership,

willingly increased their workload in order to ensure that their school and the children

they taught would not fall victim to any negative changes precipitated by the reforms.

Wanting to meet the needs of the local community, they have become increasingly

involved in communication, resource management and school policy developments. In

primary schools enormous accommodations have been made to encompass the various

responsibilities of the Boards of Trustees, which were previously the domain of the

Education Boards. (Bridges, 1992, p.5)

Case study: curriculum reform

The new curriculum is an example of contractualism replacing industrial democracy. Before

the 'contract' system was brought into play, teachers qua teachers, and interested parties from

industry, tertiary education and the Ministry, would argue the case for the format, and

inclusion or exclusion of particular items in the curriculum. The process was slow, but by its
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end, all participants understood why a topic or item was in, and why other things were left

out. There was little left to do in the way of 'professional development' in the sense of

teaching people what was in the curriculum, or implied by the curriculum, although there

might be plenty to do in areas of content or technique. The case nowadays is very different.

Vast amounts of time and money are expended by the Ministry, the schools, and the teachers

in 'teaching' and 'learning' the curriculum. Not only that, but the curriculum is seen as a

source of potted lessons, which require no educational justification, just the justification that

they are derived from a certain 'Achievement Objective' or 'Strand' or 'Level'. The evidence

from what little research is available is that whilst teachers accept the curriculum, the students

themselves are learning less under this regime (Mansell et al 1999). The most impeccable

curriculum is no substitute for a teacher who is teaching what is passionately important to

them, and which they can justify to themselves and others in terms of the interests of the child

and the society in which the child takes its place. The processes of teacher autonomy and

input in a democratic process of defining their own job parameters can not effectively be

supplanted by a managerial process of providing chapter and verse and insisting that the

teacher simply carry out the requirements, The result will be a state of 'anomie', that

condition which Marx described where workers have no sense of involvement or commitment

to their job. In this condition, teachers are not going to bring about the wonders which we are

told will result from all the new phenomena of reformed education.

The replacement of 'professionalism'.

Similar tales could be told about assessment systems, about research programs dictated by the

terms of the contract rather than by the knowledge, or interests, of the researcher or the needs

of the researched. The disregard for the collective knowledge of teachers may cost this

country very dearly in the long run. The great problem is, that if we train people out of

professional attitudes and practices, and into practices of technicist compliance with
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directives, not only do we lose an enorrnous fund of energy, thought and knowledge, we will

find professionalism extremely difficult to reintroduce to a generation of teachers who have

been encouraged in different - one might say, with conscious irony, dependent - modes of

thought.

Neo-liberals -not just in the form of Treasury, but widespread in senior levels of government,

among both the public servants - or contracted staff - and the politicians, exercise a great deal

of influence upon education. This influence is felt not just in the administrative forms which

we were once assured would not impinge upon the classroom, but also in the manner in which

people are heard, or not heard, rewarded, or not rewarded, trusted or distrusted. These things

have spread into the very material of the classroom, and to the relations between teacher and

principal, teacher and their subject matter, teacher and teacher. In the process of redefining

relationships, and in so doing, of redefining persons, older values in the form of participatory

democracy, consultation, trust, professionalism, are being lost, and ironically enough, their

substitution by command, information, indoctrination, distrust and surveillance looks likely to

be less efficient.
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Chapter 16: Public Choice Theorv and

Indigenous peoples

The attraction of Public Choice Theory for Indigenous Peoples.

Public Choice Theory is so called, not because it wishes to indulge the wishes of the public,

whose very existence it would in a sense deny, but because it wishes to invest the individual,

which in aggregate - but not too aggregated - might be called the public - with the right to

express their 'preferences', or choices, in as many areas as possible, without hindrance from

a govemment which might impede the freedom of the individual either by extracting money

from them, or by imposing regulations upon them.

On the face of it, this situation should be good for indigenous peoples. Public Choice Theory

will allow each member of the group, no matter how large or how small, to express its

preferences, which we might assume to take the form of cultural preferences, for instance

over lifestyle, education, religion, - any thing at all.

However, although there are gaps in which indigenous people can make some real gains, the

underlying assumptions of the proponents of Public Choice Theory are such that the gains

will be often illusory, or non-existent, and that the effort to express those preferences will

lead to the familiar experiences of incomprehension, condescension, and denial.

The world of economic rationalism

Access to the world of economic rationalism is freely available - to those who have the assets

to enter the market - but it is at a price, and the price is, the acceptance of a particular form of

rationality. Of all the forms of assimilation that post-officially-colonial minds have been able

to dream up, this is the most insidious, and the most dangerous to the meaningful existence of
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cultures other than that of the purely economic mind, and among those other cultures one

might include those of European women, working-class British culture, and any other group,

which does not happen to concur, for its own reasons, with this conception of how people are,

and how societies function. Economic rationalism seems to present both opportunity and

threat to groups which do have assets, of whatever kind, which are seen as desirable in this

rationality, because the price of continuing to retain these assets may be to reconceptualise

them in the terms required by economic rationalism, and in so doing, to change their

character. Indigenous people therefore are offered participation in the world of economic

rationalism, at the price of becoming economic rationalists.

Public Choice Theory is defined by Dennis Mueller as 'the application of economics to

politics'. This transfer, of the language and concepts of one discourse to a much wider field of

human endeavour, is a bold undertaking. It carries with it a number of implications. One is

that the primary discipline has some sort of access to 'truth' or 'reality' which others do not

have. Another is that the assumptions or concepts of one discipline can be applied in this

fashion to another field of endeavour. Derrida suggests that there is always a'supplement';

something more arrives with the metaphoric transfer than was originally intended. Some of

the metaphors which are of structural importance to economics have been applied to political

and social life, bringing with them some dubious baggage.

The metaphors of economics

Let us accept therefore, for the sake of this argument, that the traditional language of politics

- that of 'democracy', rights, freedoms, responsibilities, representation, public service, and so

on - has been replaced by that of the neo-classical economists - with the market, externalities,

rights as assets, freedom as consumer sovereignty, responsibilities as negative externalities,

representation and public service as lobbying, rent-seeking, provider capture, the 'agency

problem' and so on. These are all sufficiently familiar terms that it would seem not
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outrageous to suggest, if not that the discipline of economics has replaced that of political

science, at least that it has made considerable inroads.

The genealogy of Public Choice Theory.

The process by which this transition from the traditional language of politics and government

to that of economics has happened is an interesting one. Adam Smith, according to Denis

Meuret ( 1988), attempted through the Wealth of Nations to demonstrate that trade was not the

menace to good order and civil society that the mediaeval canonists and Tudor political

theorists had assumed it was: the market could be comfortably fitted into a rationality of

government that acknowledged the positive potential of self-interest and personal activity in

the market-place. Indeed, Meuret sees Smith as offering a way in which the disruptive nature

of commerce could be brought into line: the market was a way of domesticating commerce:

According to whether commerce is or is not fitted into the market economy, it will
either share its virtues or assume once again its old figure as bringer of disorder.

Assigning commerce to the market guarantees that it will remain within the

framework of the economy, that is to say, of exchanges which are equitable and the

most productive possible. In other words, the market is the means of its domestication.

(Meuret, 1988, pp. 64-5)

Adam Smith did not give the market, or self-interest, the exclusive preeminence which later

economists who claimed to be following Smith did, but his work, along with that of Malthus

and David Ricardo, was revolutionary in its acceptance of the importance of commercial

activity, and has therefore been of major importance in establishing the assumptions and

parameters of the discipline, *economics'. When George Stigler writes

If on first hearing a passage of his (Adam Smith) you are inclined to disagree, you are

reacting inefficientlyi the correct response is to say to yourself: I wonder where I went

amiss? (Stigler, 1982, p.4)

he is effectively acknowledging that Adam Smith's work - or at least the classical and neo-

classical interpretation of it - has become so firmly ensconced in the thinking of economics
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that it has become the law, the fundamentals which structure thought, often unnoticed, and

therefore, as limiting as they are productive.

The Austrian contribution

The ideas of Adam Smith were taken up in the Germanic countries in the nineteenth century.

In what became Germany, and in Austria-Hungary, economics was studied in the universities,

but as a component of law. Economics was divided into three branches: economic theory,

which had no connection with empirical work at all, but was seen as a 'pure' science in the

manner of geometry, which derived from Aristotelian 'exact laws': public policy, or 'police',

and the business of the office of the Treasury, which was to do with the issuing of coinage and

management of taxes and the money supply. (Hennings, 1997; Streissler 1990 p.107).

During the nineteenth century a bitter wrangle broke out between the distinguished German

professor of economics, Gustav Schmoller and Carl Menger, Professor of economic theory at

of the University of Vienna.

This dispute, called the 'die Methodenstreit' was just that, a dispute over methodology, but

the methodology contained some vital issues. The German historical school argued that

historical context, ie, the 'real world' was essential to the study and production of economic

theory. The Austrian school argued that economics was a science comprising 'exact laws'

which did not have to correspond to the experiential world to be 'true'. Just as no one actually

has to draw a straight line in geometry to prove that straight lines are useful concepts, so no

one has to prove that'homo economicus' for example is 'true' for it to be a useful 'model' or

concept. This may seem a very abstract and inconsequential argument, but the implications

were extremely interesting; the German historical school held that the business of economics,

as of most other social sciences was 'Die Sozialfrage', the question of social justice, or of

solving the problem of poverty. The Austrians did not even recognise the question: to them
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economics was not about that sort of thing at all, but of the creation of elegant theoretic

models which were internally consistent and intellectually satisfying (Hennings, 1997, pp.4l-

44; Smith, 1990).

The Austrian school, based on the very lively intellectual scene at the University of Vienna

was extremely successful, not least in acquiring the support of the Emperor Franz Josef

himself. This is a very odd phenomenon, when it is remembered that these were 'liberal'

economists, who preached the minimal state - to one of the most powerful and despotic rulers

in Europe. However, so popular were they with the Emperor that Menger was forced on the

University of Vienna, who didn't want him, by the Emperor, and was employed by the

sovereign to give tuition in economic policy to the Crown Prince Rudolf. Menger's pupils

Wieser and Bohm-Bawerk were given high office in government - effectively controlling it at

times - again, by the Emperor (Hennings, 1997, Streissler, 1994).

This apparent contradiction was no accident. These 'liberals' - but, remember how little

sympathy the ruling class of Austria-Hungary had for the ideas of the French Revolution,

which threatened their very existence - were acceptable because economic liberalism offered

a way of governing the country which offered 'freedom' of a kind which did not threaten the

hegemony of Austria and Hungary, did not involve the government in expensive exercises in

administration or justice, and did not, whilst appearing to offer the minorities 'freedom',

actually offer them anything in the way of political power. Economic liberalism insists on

'freedom of choice' in the market-place as the highest form of individual freedom, but it is

highly sceptical of the value of liberal democracy especially where that is interpreted as

majoritarian democracy. The dollar vote is seen as extremely egalitarian - anyone can vote by

spending money, and will only vote for things they really want, whereas in a democracy the

people without money tend to be more numerous and therefore will be able to swing the vote

in the direction of giving more support to the poor, whilst it will be the property of the
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wealthy which will be the basis of that support. To the wealthy middle-class therefore,

majoritarian democracy carries with it a threat of ever-extending government which

represents their (financial) commitment to policies that may be quite opposite to their

interests, again, financially conceived. Economic liberalism in fact co-exists quite

comfortably with dictatorship.

After the war various members of the Austrian school went to England (F.A. Hayek), to the

United States (Josef Schumpeter), and even here in New Zealand arrived an exile from

Vienna, Karl Popper, who was, it is true, a member of the Vienna Circle, of scientific

theorists, rather than of the Austrian School of economists, but he was a personal friend of

Hayek's, and the two had a great deal in common. These people have had an immense

intellectual influence. Milton Friedman was also a refugee of the interwar period, but he was a

poor Jewish boy from Hungary, and received his education in the U.S., at the University of

Chicago, and seems to have been, at least until he met Hayek in 1947, rather more of a

Keynesian than an economic liberal (Friedman and Friedman, 1998).

Hayek and 6catallaxy'

Hayek, who had quite happily worked as a civil servant, and soldier, for one of the more

repressive police states in Europe, left during the interwar period, and as an 'alien' could not

work, as many of his fellow-economists were doing, in the planning or implementing of the

war-time regulatory regime in Britain. Instead he spent the war years writing. His theme was

that planning, that is active government intervention in social and economic affairs, socialism,

and fascisrn were essentially the same thing, and that governments should withdraw from

governing, and allow the market to do it for them. Hayek's reasons for this were interesting -
and from the point of view of indigenous people, threatening. He argued that the real meaning

of Adam Smith's term 'the invisible hand' which was supposed to make sure that the market
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matched buyers and sellers at a mutually agreed price, make sure that all commodities offered

in the market were cleared and so on - was not the mechanistic metaphor or explanation

offered by Walras, who had used a mathematical metaphor, the notion of 'equilibrium' from

the discipline of mechanics, to explain how this process worked, but a process based on the

biological understanding of 'evolution' (Hayek, 1938).

In Hayek's theory of 'catallactics'or the'science of exchange', economics could be put on a

similar, scientific, footing to the science of biological evolution. The market, the family and

the Church were examples of institutions which had evolved over the years, not because of

the ability of people to rationally conceptualise and devise such institutions, but by an

evolutionary process, these institutions had 'spontaneously' developed from the apparent

chaos of individual desires. Therefore, they were 'the fittest', and as such deserved respect.

(Hayek, 1938).

Hayek went further however, and regarded the market as not just the result of the process of

evolution, but also its agent. Through the process of competition the'fittest' would be

discovered. This process, competition, is necessary because human beings do not have perfect

rationality, and therefore cannot work out in advance what the best product or procedure will

be. Competition is a necessary device to circumvent the limitations of human rationality, but

also it supervenes 'planning', and enables the market to perform its teleological function.

It does not take 
^ 

gre t deal of thought to perceive yet another form of Social Darwinism at

work here. The notion 'best practice' is its current manifestation. Darwin himself

acknowledged that his theory was better at explainin gthe reduction of variation among living

forms than at explaining diversity, and the idea that there is a 'best practice', which others

ought to adopt in order to ensure survival, is a subtle, apparently scientific, way of

establishing hegemony and imposing certain cultural practices under the cover of efficiency

and effectiveness.
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Evolutionary economics

By another subtle shift of thought, liberalism, which is closely associated with capitalism and

the reliance on markets as a form of distribution and control, is assumed to be consonant with

Westem society which is at present in control of most of the wealth of the world. Through the

concept 'efficiency' the Western liberal world can seek to impose its values, by means of the

global economy, on other nations. This situation is justified by reference to the concept of

'evolution'. In New Zealand, this argument can usually be detected by the words 'over time'.

Roger Kerr, and Treasury for instance, argue that 'over time' private provision is more

efficient than public provision - of almost anything (Ken 1999, Treasury, 1987). This

dominance of liberalism and market forms of social organisation may in itself may be

incompatible with other ways of thinking about the exchange of goods and the purposes of

labour and other human relations. However the operation of 'catallaxy' does not stop with the

market.

Among the corollaries of this form of evolutionary thinking is the belief that the market

represents the highest form of human institutional development, and any other form of

economic structure is inferior. Hayek for instance specifically makes connections between

'socialism ' and 'tribalism' - and the connection is not favourable. The following extract

comes from an talk delivered in Australia. called 'The Atavism of Social Justice':

I am told that there are still communities in Africa in which able young men, anxious

to adopt modern commercial methods, find it impossible thereby to improve their

position, because tribal customs demand that they share the products of their greater

industry, skill or luck with all their kin. An increased income of such a man would

merely mean that he had to share it with an ever-increasing number of claimants. He

can, therefore, never rise substantially above the average level ofhis tribe.

The chief adverse effect of 'social justice' in our society is that it prevents individuals

from achieving what they could achieve - through the means for further investment

being taken from them. It is also the application of an incongruous principle to a

civilisation whose productivity is high, because incomes are very unequally divided
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and thereby the use of scarce resources is directed and limited to where they bring the

highest return. Thanks to this unequal distribution the poor get in a competitive market

economy more than they would get in a centrally directed system.

...socialists have the support of inherited instincts, while maintenance of the new

wealth which creates the new ambitions requires an acquired discipline which the non-

domesticated barbarians in our midst, who call themselves 'alienated', refuse to accept

although they still claim all its benefits. (Hayek, 1978, pp.66-67)

Methodological individualism

Some basic conceptions, which are common to all versions of the attempt to apply economics

to politics, are these:

. The unit of society, indeed, of social anything, is the individual. This in itself is a cultural

decision. Tamasese, Waldegrave and Peteru in a report of research into Samoan

conceptions of their own nature and needs declare roundly, in opposition to the Public

Choice position on the primacy of the individual that:

Samoa's traditions and protocols explain the nature of the Samoan being as that of a

relational being, that is, the Samoan person does not exist as an individual. (Tamasese

et al, 1997, p.28)

. Public Choice Theory is based on the fictional character of the rational utility maximizer.

Another formulation of this character is homo economicus. This vision of human nature

postulates self-interest as the essential and defining characteristic of individuals.

Moreover, this characteristic is not just 'how things are', it is also 'how things ought to

be' because it is believed to be the operation of this self-interest in the market which

causes the market to perform its semi-mystical function of bringing order and

improvement from the chaos of individual choices.

. Rationality is one of the essential characteristics of homo economicus. Rationality is

defined as the ability to order preferences. The utility to be maximized is assumed to be

instrumental utility, i.e. measurable in terms of wealth or pleasure, and in fact reduced to a
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calculus of wealth, since by other logic, rights and pleasures can be formulated in terms of

their compensatory value.

A few examples of neo-liberal practice, apparently culture-free, will show the theory and

practice more clearly.

Values

In public choice theory, all value originates with the individual. That is 'the subjective theory

of value' which is the gift of the Austrian school of economics to the world. It neatly avoids

the problem of an exogenous, or metaphysical source of values, and locates them in the

desires of an already-existing fully formed being with mature, consistent and rational

preferences. The preferences of this being are best expressed through the market, because the

market allows for individual expression of desire without suborning individuals or small

groups to the whims of a majority, i.e. it is more 'free' than any other democratic process. In

the action of offering to buy a commodity, the individual is expressing their own system of

value; what they value most they will pay most for, and so on. In effect this allows for a more

sophisticated expression of desire than a voting system in which every individual has one

vote, and cannot trade that vote or expend more than one vote on an issue no matter how

strongly they feel. So values can be deduced from choices.

Values as meta-values

However there are some values, which might be termed meta-values which may be necessary

to the functioning of the system, and which therefore cannot be left to the whim of the

individual to express through the market. The respect for private property and law and order

for instance are not so much outcomes of the market as preconditions of it, and no liberal

system based on the operation of markets can allow these values to wax and wane at the will

of individuals, no matter whether or not they believe that these are rational outcomes of a
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social contract or the aggregated desires of individuals: they simply must be. These values,

considered desirable to the functioning of liberal or neo-liberal society we might term

'attitudes'.

Catallaxy, the notion of economics as exchange, producing the evolution of institutions, is

also applied to systems of values and attitudes: along with the assumption that western

liberalism has 'won' over inferior forms of social and economic organisation there is also an

assumption that Western values and attitudes have 'won' the Darwinian struggle because

those people who share those values and attitudes are in the ascendant. One of the forms this

assumption takes is the assertion that 'underneath' all societies share the same values.

Hayek argues that although there may be misunderstanding between peoples at the level of

the concrete, as the subject of discussion becomes increasingly abstract, so it is easier for

people from one culture to relate to the other. A stick in the hand for instance might be

misunderstood, but the function 'weapon' is widely understood. So, at the top of the tree as it

were, values or attitudes such as respect for private property, honesty, justice, truth-telling,

care for family, might be regarded as universal.

This argument falls into the nominalist fallacy: because the same or similar names can be

given to concepts the assumption is made that the content is the same. In fact, when we come

to examine the content or operation of these concepts, the cultural differences are re-inscribed.

We might all agree for instance that 'justice' is a good thing: it is a 'value' that we all share.

But when we come to look carefully, we might mean different things. Often when people use

the term Justice' they mean a form of 'social justice'. To Hayek and most neo-liberals, 'social

justice' is an empty concept. Hayek says 'With reference to a society of free men, the phrase

has no meaning whatever' (Hayek, 1979, p.3).
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To Hayek and his followers, justice is concerned only with the person and property of the

individual. 'Justice' in a neo-liberal world is usually interpreted as 'Pareto-optimality'.

Because it is not possible to derive justice from a religious or metaphysical base- n6o-

liberalism is after all rooted in the Great Enlightenment, despite its later attraction to

fundamental Christianity and other metaphysical constructs - so it is necessary to derive ideas

of 'fairness' from individuals. Therefore, in the principle known as 'Pareto-optimality', any

action is 'fair' which does not make anyone worse off, and makes at least one individual

better off. Since no one is worse off, no one has been injured: in the real (economic) world

being 'worse off is measured by compensation; you might have wished to spend your

declining years in your cottage, but so long as you are adequately compensated for it, you

cannot complain about being evicted to make way for high-rises or casinos. You are not

'worse off' (Buchanan and Tullock, 1962).

This argument has a certain 6clat, but to any group of people who maintain that no money can

adequately compensate them for their land, their view, or the graves of their ancestors, Pareto-

optimality will be a meaningless conception ofjustice. The Public Choice Theory argument

does not allow an ever increasing price to be exacted to compensate either. At a certain point

the original owners are regarded as obstructive, or worse: they are trying to hold the

developers to ransom, and to acquire for themselves an undue proportion of the compensation

that should, fairly, be paid out among all the landowners on the beach. In this view of justice

there simply is no way that the original owners can legitimately hold onto what is theirs.

Rationality

The basis of this practice is the belief that no one will rationally hold out if they are offered a

good price. Individuals are by definition, 'rational'. To be rational is to be consistent in one's

preferences, and to be able to order one's preferences, that is, to know what one's priorities

are. On the face of it, this should give endless scope to the individual. They should be able to
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choose to live in a community, to act collectively, to barter, to act altruistically and so on. At a

certain level - Buchanan calls it the 'pure logic of choice' (Buchanan , 1969), this is the case.

But when it comes to questions of government, this freedom of choice is actually lost. As

Milton Friedman has it, economics is a 'positive' science' and Buchanan insists that it is

possible to move from the positive to the normative, that is to say, to move from a description

of what happens in the world, to a statement that this is what should happen in the world -
which carries with it the obligation to bring this state of affairs about (Friedman, 1954,

Buchanan and Tullock, 1962). Economics is about defining what individuals choose to do

under certain pressures: once the 'science of economics' has decided that such and such an

action is what the rational individual will do under these circumstances, then to do otherwise

is to risk being described as 'irrational' and that canies with it the serious consequence of

exclusion from decision-making. To be 'irrational' is to be less than an 'individual' which is

by definition'rational'.

Hayek believes that human sciences can be distinguished from other sciences because we

have a special access to the inside of men's heads: because they are rational. He defines a

rational person as someone whose actions we understand.

When we speak of man we necessarily imply the presence of certain familiar mental

categories. It is not the lumps of flesh of a certain shape which we mean, nor any units

performing definite functions which we could define in physical terms. The

completely insane, none of whose actions we can understand, is not a man to us - he

could not figure in human history except as the object of other people's acting and

thinking. When we speak of man we refer to one whose actions we can understand.

(My italics). (O'Neill, 197 3, p.67)

In this analysis, those whose behaviour is not understood are in some way marginalised, as

being not rational. The price of admission to the community of those who count, of those who

are regarded as rational, is conformity, and when once admitted, one's choices are so
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construed as rational and therefore predictable, manageable, that it is doubtful whether one

still has autonomy in the sense of being able to make meaningfully different choices.

Value and'public goods'

One might hold, that certain things are simply not matters appropriate to the market, and often

this idea is expressed as 'such and such (education, health, a minimum standard of living) - is

a public good', meaning that, it belongs to everyone, that it is fundamental to the functioning

of society, that it is not a commodity which can be expressed in terms of dollar value. Sir

James Steuart, a predecessor of Adam Srnith, carefully distinguished between objects which

were of value in use, and objects which were of value in exchange. Things which had 'use

value' were often extremely important to the economy of the society, and could include tools,

relationships, customary rights - anything which was not exchanged, and for which therefore

no commercial value could be established (Steuart, 1966). This could include the most

fundamental tools, like digging tools, or food crops or animals, which everyone in the region

owned - and depended on - but did not take to the market, and for which therefore, there was

no market price. However, beginning with Adam Smith, economists have increasingly denied

or ignored the concept 'use value', with the consequence that we do not have a very good

conceptual framework for those things which are important to us as people, families or a

society, but which do not lend themselves to being traded in the market. Hence, we tend to

fall back on the notion of 'public good', which is reinterpreted in economics as 'externalities'

and can be either a positive externality - something which offers benefits which can not be

captured by the investor, or negative externalities - which are consequences which cannot be

sheeted home to the perpetrator. The classic examples of 'public goods' are clean air, and

pollution, both of which are difficult to limit to their 'owners'. Effectively, the economics

definition of a 'public good' or externality, takes the matter under definition back into the

market arena.
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Even so, public choice theorists are very uncomfortable with the notion of 'public good', and

even 'externalities' because they do not support the process of the market. People get

advantages from other people's investment, they do not suffer the consequences of their own

action, and so on. As far as possible they prefer to individualise externalities, i.e. to privatise

both positive and negative externalities. Therefore the talk of establishing quotas, or

exchangeable rights, to pollute, and so on. 'Rights' are often seen as being of this nature:

Buchanan and Tullock are quite comfortable with the idea of using voting rights as

exchangeable property for instance (Buchanan and Tullock, 1962).

This kind of discourse has the effect of turning taonga which are not property in the sense of

being owned stuff, into property. Knowledge for example, instead of being a communal

taonga, becomes a commercial property. This is evident in the enthusiasm of The Knowledge

Economy for Maori knowledge, which is seen as giving New Zealand a 'market niche' in the

global economy.

In many ways there is a tension between the objectives of an intellectual property

rights regime and the aspirations of Maori in this respect. ...Maori culture is very

important for New Zpaland branding. (Ernst and Young,1999)

The Knowledge Economy is a classic case of 'Public Choice Theory' - it is advice to the

Ministry of Education, based on the understandings of economics, and written by a firm of

accountants, Ernst and Young (1999). Bright Future 5 Steps Ahead, which is a very similar

document, written for the Ministry of Commerce (1999), does not even acknowledge that the

issue of Maori intellectual property rights exists.

The future of Public Choice Theory.

Perhaps this is to overstate the case: we have grown used to living with neo-liberalism, and

from time to time, usually around the time of an election, we imagine that as a political

reality, neo-liberalism is in retreat. I think it is not: it is by now very deeply ingrained in the
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thinking of scnior publie servarts business leaders, and young pcople who arc consciously on

the way up. Anyone who tlas any ed,ucafion based on claseicalleqonomics is goi.ng to be very

vulnerable to the idea that eeonom,ics is a 'positive science', an'd that os such it has a special

claim to respect as a fonn of knowled.ge, and can,effsr soundly based fornrulae for the

eonduct of public lifa The nour accepted language of econornics carries whole sct of ideas

abo-r,lt the natu.re of people and thefu relationstrips. Thls way of understauding iS going ro take

real effort no dislodge,
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All we have said here is directed solely against a misuse of Science, not against the scientist in

the special field where he is competent, but against the application of his mental habits in

fields where he is not competent.

(Hayek, 1952, p.l02,The Counter Revolution of Science)

Conclusion

The discipline "economics" in its neo-classical form has provided the basis for an

expansionary, colonizing form of disciplinarity: a new, proselytising form of human science

which has rendered other forms of knowing unspeakable, and has reconfigured knowledge,

power, and relationships, in education as elsewhere, in its own image.

The epistemological and ontological basis of this meta-discipline is shaky, in the light of the

claims that it makes to scienticity.

Many of the characteristics of this meta-discipline derive from the context(s) of its own

histories - mediaeval, Stuart, Scottish, Austro-Hungarian, American, Thatcherism.... Each of

its manifestations has added something new to it. Despite its assumptions of being 'always

already' true, it is a historical and contingent construct. The New Tnaland contribution to the

future form of neo-liberalism may well be its articulated disregard for democratic process.

Although disrespect for democracy is a characteristic of long standing, Roger Douglas' (1989,

1993) advocacy of deliberate speed as a political and ethical strategy, to deny forces of

opposition the chance to think and group is surely novel.

In my disquiet with Public Choice Theory, I am attempting to challenge the 'truth', the

scientific status and theoretic consistency of economics as the basis for politics. It is not that I

wish to substitute a truer truth. My desire is to destabilise the quasi-religious belief that people

have developed in the science of economics. Secondly, in this rejection of the transfer of the

truths of economics to other areas of human science, I do not reject - as does Hayek - the idea

that such transfer is possible. Not at all: but I do reject the imperialistic notion that such a
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transfer contains all we need to know, that other forms of knowledge, in already existing

disciplines or as yet unthought transfers from other areas of knowledge are necessarily

subservient or inferior to this one.

Not only are the basic components of economics and Public Choice Theory not well-

established, but the quite frequent claim that empirical research justifies the programme in

areas outside of the original field of economics is debatable. There is no test in any Popperian

form. Popper himself said that the claim 'all human interactions are egotistic, motivated by

self-interest' is not a scientific statement, i.e. it is not falfisfiable, because 'no example of an

altruistic action could refute the view that there was an egotistic motive hidden behind it'

(Popper, 1983, p.xx). In human science it is very much the case that the application of a self-

consciously norrnative science or discipline will tend to create the results it expects, and

Public Choice Theory creates the self-interested subject, because it is not possible to function

in a Public Choice world in any other way. To test for self-interestedness and then proclaim

the discovery of such as a vindication of the original assumptions is not a validation of the

theory.

At the same time, my focus on assumptions has, as Colin Gordon (Gordon, 1986: p.77)

suggests, an almost unavoidable polemic effect, given that by drawing attention to the history

of the concepts/assumptions which go to make up the economics or Public Choice theoretical

package, one also draws attention to the fact that these concepts have not been created as a

result of pure theoretical research, or mathematical modelling, but have their roots in lived

experience and the interpretations (and misinterpretations) of fallible persons in the

philosophical, social and economic contexts of their own times. They are not 'always already'

true, but are contingent, contextual, culturally located. In the field of education Public Choice

Theory has had profound and arguably irreversible effects. It would be difficult now to undo

the elements of marketisation, the valorisation of competition in all aspects of the system, the
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profound cynicism towards the objectives and values of people who teach and administer

education, the wariness and tiredness of teachers towards administrators, government

agencies, politicians, 'the community,' even their pupils. For, saddest of all, it is the students

themselves, in a world focused on norms and efficiency who pose the biggest threat to the

ability of teachers to 'deliver the curriculum', that is, to conform and perform. And so we

have the phenomenon of escalating suspensions, increasing exclusion and the rhetoric of

inclusion, the narrowing of curriculum to summative testing -' teaching to the test' and an

unarticulated sense among many that this is not what it was supposed to be about.

In the attempt to make economics into the paradigm of all knowledge, economics itself has to

adapt to the world which does not necessarily follow its precepts, and in so doing, at the end

of a long process, we might be back to a healthy state of creative confusion, but it seems to

me that this is a long way about what could be a much simpler process. Public policy

economists could be reminded that, pre-Adam Smith, the nascent discipline of economics did

not interpret all human actions in terms of markets, that pre-Mandeville (1970), human

selfishness was not regarded as the invariable, or desirable, condition of the species, that just

as Smith is wrong about the sources of capital, so those who derive theories of human capital

from his views may be wrong too. Educationists - teachers, theoreticians and adminstrators -

could examine the language of economics applied to education with a suspicious and analytic

eye, and be prepared to retrieve the language of pedagogy and ethics from the policy dustbin.

And if all these things could be achieved, we might be able to produce an education system

which had room for altruism, for kindness, for difference, for debate, for multiple purposes,

and multiple pedagogic styles, and for a different kind of alliance between school and

community, between teachers and administrators, and most importantly, between teachers and

students.
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